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ALTGLAN <GX-3800> 136
CALMGRAIN <GX-5100> 142
CANNA <GX-7700> 124
CEMBALO <GX-2300> 141
COLOR MOVE <GX-9850V> 118
CORENTE V <GX-9300V> 116
DC-1100 152
DEWPOINT <GX-6700> 144
DIFFEBRILLER <GX-9650V> 117
DRAWLINE <GX-6400> 129
ETRICO <GX-8600> 146
EUCLID <GX-6500> 143
EXCHROME <EXC-1000> 162
EXCHROME <EXC-2000>  164
EXCHROME <EXC-5000>  168
FABTEX 172
GA-100 48
GA-100EM (GA-100AF · GA-100FH) 52
GA-100N 53
GA-100S 50
GA-100SA 51
GA-100T 54
GA-100W 60
GA-3600 (GA-3600EM) 68
GA-400 78
GA-400A 80
GA-400N 84
GA-400RS 83
GA-400S 82

GA-540 85
GA-550 86
GA-560 88
GA-570 89
GA-580 90
GA-590 91
GA-8700 75
GA-8900 76
GEOSLANT <GX-4100> 127
GRACE LINE <GX-4300> 132
GRANCOUR <GX-4700> 130
GX-200 94
GX-200 GRID CUT 96
GX-200 METAL DESIGN 97
GX-300 98
HAZEFINE <GX-2800> 137
INCLINER <GX-4750> 131
LATTICLOTH <GX-4900> 148
LAYPLANCHER <GX-9550V> 119
LUCEART <GX-8500> 126
MAYORICA <GX-2100> 133
MODERNO <GX-5600> 139
MOROCA LINE <GX-4550V> 110
MORTARCLAY <GX-3700> 121
MT-2000 154
MT-3800 156
MT-5100 158
MT-8000 160
NOCTURE <GX-8400> 138

OCASH <GX-2400> 134
ORVIE <GX-8300> 140
PATCH CORK <GX-4650V> 111
PRARIE <GX-4200> 128
PRIMECLASS 150
RC-1200 153
RECTANG <GX-7000> 145
RESONANCE <GX-9700V> 114
ROCK GARDEN <GX-9250V> 115
RUSCELLO II <GX-5250> 149
SLALOM <GX-9400V> 120
SOFTBACK PLUS 77
SOKOITARI <GX-7800> 104
SOKOITARI CLASSIC <GX-7900> 105
SOKOITARI GRANDAIR <GX-8100> 108
SOKOITARI INSPIRATION <GX-8000> 106
SRONE <GX-9050V> 112
TONEDIRECTION <GX-6200> 135
UNDERLAY SHEET FOR CARPET TILES 178
VARIOUS STONE <GX-4600> 123
VENICHE <GX-9150V> 113
WAVE KNIT <GX-4500> 122
YUISOME 100
YUTAKA1000 36
YUTAKA2000 40
YUTAKA5000 44

Carpet Tile

CLAIRO 204
CORDELLA 198
FASOL PLUS 200
GRANOBLE 203
LINOTESTA 210
MATICO V 196

MOKURIN 208
MOKURIN MASAME 209
MS FRESH 215
MS PLAIN 216
PIESTA 212
REFRIPE 202

ROYAL STONE 218
ROYAL WOOD 248
SLATE SQUARE 214
STRAINE 206
VIALE 207

Vinyl Tile

ARENA FIT 292
CARESAFE NW 286
FLOORLEUM FLAKE NW 280
FLOORLEUM LATTICE NW 282
FLOORLEUM MARBLE NW 276
FLOORLEUM NATTY NW 281

ATTACK 1000 DUO TWILL 186
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FLOORLEUM PLAIN NW 274
FLOORLEUM SOILUD NW 278
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HITOE FINE 272
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HOSPILEUM NW 288

SQUARE 2100 SISALOOP 189
SQUARE 2400 SOWARE 190
SQUARE 4200 SUZUKASURI 192
TEXTILE FLOOR 7000 RYOUORI 193
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MATURE NW 294
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SF FLOOR NW 283
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Vinyl Sheet

Fabric Floor
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In 1919, TOLI Corporation started its operation 

in Itami, Hyogo prefecture as the fi rst linoleum 

manufacturer in Japan. By developing products 

such as vinyl tiles, vinyl sheets, and carpets, 

TOLI became recognized as a major fl oor cov-

ering company. Later on, TOLI also began to 

make curtains, wall coverings, and many other 

products, and became successful as a general 

manufacturer of interior goods.

TOLI has its factories at its Itami Head Quarters 

and also in Atsugi, Shiga, Toyama, and Gifu. In 

these 5 manufacturing plants, we make high 

quality products that can satisfy our customers.

We make every effort to be customer-oriented, 

striving to run our business by always keeping 

our customers’ needs in mind in order to be-

come an even more dependable and trustwor-

thy company. ▲ TOLI Tokyo offi ce

Company Profi le & History

Profi le
■Name TOLI Corporation

■Founded December, 1919

■Headquarters 5-125, Higashi-Arioka, Itami, Hyogo prefecture Japan 664-8610

■Type of business Sales and manufacturing fl oor covering, wallpapers, drapes, and their 
installation accessories.

■Sales organization 44 sales departments & branches, and 5 showrooms

■Factory Itami, Atsugi, and other brother company’s factories are located in Shiga, 
Toyama, and Gifu.

■President Motohiro Nagashima

■Number of 
Employee

Non-Consolidated                 874 (as of Mar. 2020)

Consolidated                         1,849 (as of Mar. 2020)

■Annual Sales Non-Consolidated                 JPY 56,372 million (fi scal year 2019)

Consolidated                         JPY 94,701 million (fi scal year 2019)
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History

1919
Dec.  Been founded by the name of ‘TOYO LINOLEUM’ in Itami, 

as the first linoleum manufacturer in Japan

1949
May  Been listed on the Tokyo and Osaka Stock Exchange

1963
Nov.  Founded the vinyl tile factory in Atsugi, 

and launched its vinyl tile “MATICO”

1970
May  Launched the contract carpet “GRACE”

1977
Jun.  Launched the vinyl sheet “FLOORLEUM”

1983
Jun.  Launched the carpet tile “GA-100”

1985
Apr.  Started the maintenance service for carpet tiles 

“Off-Location System” in Atsugi 

1987
Sep.  Founded the wallpaper factory ‘Santen TOLI’ in Toyama

1991
Oct.  Altered the company name to the current ‘TOLI Corporation’

1998
Jan.  Launched the wallpaper made of kenaf grass “KENAF WALL”

2003
Jun.  Launched the wallpaper made of diatomaceous earth 

“EARTHWALL”

1996
Dec.  Launched the new residential carpet tile “PANEL CARPET”

2001
May  Launched the dado wall “WOOD DECO”

2005
Oct.  Won the prize of ‘GOOD DESIGN AWARD’ 

for the carpet tile product “SOKOITARI”

2006
Oct.  Won the prize of ‘GOOD DESIGN AWARD’ for the carpet 

tile product “MTE”

2007
Oct.  Won the prize of ‘GOOD DESIGN AWARD’ 

for the carpet tile product “VARY collection”

2010
Oct.  Won the prize of ‘GOOD DESIGN AWARD’ for the carpet tile 

product “GA-8800EM” and the textile floor product “TX-1000”

2012
Oct.  Won the prize of ‘GOOD DESIGN AWARD’ for the vinyl sheet 

product “NS-800”

2016

2019

Oct.  Won the prize of ‘GOOD DESIGN AWARD’ 
for the carpet tile “GX SERIES” and the 
vinyl loose lay tile “LOOSE LAY TILE SETIES”

Oct.  Won the prize of ‘GOOD DESIGN AWARD’ 
for the woven modular tile “FABTEX SERIES”

Oct.  Won the prize of ‘GOOD DESIGN AWARD’ 
for the vinyl sheet “HITOE FINE” 2017

Oct.  Won the prize of ‘GOOD DESIGN AWARD’ for the 
vinyl tile “ROYAL STONE (HIGH-END)/LUMINOUS”

2009
Dec.  The 90th anniversary of the founding

Aug.  Launched the maintenance-free vinyl sheet “NONWAXLEUM”

2008
Apr.  Founded the carpet tile factory “Gifu TOLI” in Gifu
Oct.  Won the prize of ‘GOOD DESIGN AWARD’ for the maintenance 

service for carpet tiles “Off-Location System”

2015
Nov.  Been certified according to “IOS14001” for carpet production
Oct.  Won the prize of ‘GOOD DESIGN/LONGLIFE DESIGN AWARD’ 

for the carpet tile product “GA-100 SERIES”2014
Feb.  Founded the sale subsidiary in China 

“TOLI (SHANGHAI) Corporation”
Jul.  Won the prize of ‘KID DESIGN AWARD’ 

for the “Fabric Floor”
Oct.  Won the prize of ‘GOOD DESIGN AWARD’ for 

the carpet tile product “SOKOITARI GRANDAIR”

1989
Apr.  Launched the wallpaper collection “TOLI WALL”

Nov.  Launched the inlaid vinyl sheet “CERCUNS FLOOR”

1984

Oct.  Founded the carpet tile factory ‘Shiga TOLI’ in Shiga

Mar.  Launched the curtain and drapes collection 
“TOLI CURTAIN”

Dec.  Founded the vinyl sheet factory ‘Hiroka TOLI’ in Shiga

1972
Jul.  Launched the vinyl cushion floor “CF Sheet”
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If you look for eco-friendly floor covering, please choose from the prod-
ucts which indicate the logos of “TOLI ECO SPIRIT” , “CRI GREEN LABEL 
PLUS” & “Floor Score” .
(  ) after the product name shows the page number of this catalogue.

GA-100EM (52)               GA-3600EM (68)          SOKOITARI CLASSIC (105)

ALTGLAN (136)                UNDERLAY SHEET FOR CARPET TILES (178)

UNDERLAY SHEET FOR FABRIC FLOOR (194)

“Recycle” ---- the products that are using recycled materials

Carpet Tile

Fabric Floor

MATICO V (196)               CORDELLA (198)                FASOL PLUS (200)

REFRIPE (202)                 GRANOBLE (203)               CLAIRO (204)

STRAINE (206)                VIALE (207)                           MOKURIN (208)

MOKURIN MASAME (209)     LINOTESTA (210)         PIESTA (212)

SLATE SQUARE (214)      MS FRESH (215)                   MS PLAIN (216)

ROYAL STONE (218)       ROYAL WOOD (248)           

Vinyl Tile

FLOORLEUM PLAIN NW (274)     FLOORLEUM MARBLE NW (276)

FLOORLEUM SOILUD NW (278)   FLOORLEUM FLAKE NW (280)

FLOORLEUM NATTY NW (281)     FLOORLEUM LATTICE NW (282)

MATURE NW (294)

Vinyl Sheet

E-CLEAN NW-EX (312)           LL FREE 40 NW-EX (316)

LL FREE 50 NW-EX (318)      LL50CRNW (324)        LL FREE EXCELLA (325)

LL FREE 800 (326)                FREE TILE (327)           FREE TILE S (328)

NS800 (342)                          NS REAL DESIGN NW (346)

FLOORLEUM PLAIN EMBOSS (349)           NS550 GARDENT (350)

Specialty Flooring

“Long Life” ---- the products that have more durability

FASOL PLUS (200)          REFRIPE (202)                    GRANOBLE (203)

CLAIRO (204)                   STRAINE (206)                    VIALE (207) 

MOKURIN (208)               MOKURIN MASAME (209)   LINOTESTA (210)

PIESTA (212)

Vinyl Tile

GA-100AF (52)

LAVANA (340)                  DEODORANT NS TOWARE NW (356)

Carpet Tile

Specialty Flooring

“Improve Indoor Air Quality” ---- the products that can be helpful to 
improve the indoor air quality
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History of TOLI’s approach to recycle and ecology

1979

2000

2008
2011

2015

2018

2003

2004

2006

1983
1985

1998

Started to reuse the vinyl wastage of green houses as the material for our vinyl floor covering products

Announced “TOLI ECO SPIRIT” as the company’s commitment to environmental protection
Started to operate the recycling plant of carpet tiles in Shiga

Announced “TOLI ECO SPIRIT 2008” with the guidelines updated

Obtained “CRI GREEN LABLE PLUS” certificate for all the 100% nylon carpet tile products from TOLI

Announced “TOLI ECO SPIRIT 2015” with the guidelines updated
Been certified according to “ISO14001” for carpet production.

Announced “TOLI ECO SPIRIT 2018” with the guidelines updated

Launched the wallpaper made of diatomaceous earth “EARTHWALL”, which has odor eliminating and 
resolving property

Started to recycle the curtain products
Started to indicate the authorized logo of Interior-fabrics Performance Evaluation Conference for 
Green Purchasing Law-compliant carpet tile products
Started to indicate the authorized logo of Interior Floor Industrial Association for Green Purchasing
Law-compliant vinyl floor covering products

Launched the first Japanese carpet tile product with PVC backing for easy installation

Started the maintenance facility for carpet tiles “TOLI Off-Location System” in Atsugi
Launched the wallpaper “KENAF WALL”, the first wallpaper product in the world that uses non-ex-
haustible resource ‘Kenaf’
Launched the eco-friendly curtain products made of recycled fiber from PET bottles

“Resource Saving” ---- the products that can be installed without 
adhesives or the products with low-maintenance finish

CIGAHARD PLUS NW (310)             E-CLEAN  NW-EX (312)
LL FREE 40 NW-EX (316)                 LL FREE 50 NW-EX (318)
LL50CRNW (324)                             NEW STANLOAD (335)
NS REAL DESIGN NW (346)            NS FLATY (352)
NS4400 AQUATREAD (354)            DEODORANT NS TOWARE NW (356)

HITOE GRANZA (270)                       HITOE FINE (272)
FLOORLEUM PLAIN NW (274)         FLOORLEUM MARBLE NW (276)
FLOORLEUM SOILUD NW (278)       FLOORLEUM FLAKE NW (280)  
FLOORLEUM NATTY NW (281)         FLOORLEUM LATTICE NW (282)
SF FLOOR NW (283)                         CARESAFE NW (286)
HOSPILEUM NW (288)                     ARENA FIT (292)
MATURE NW (294)                           NONWAXLEUM NW (300)

GA-100N (53)                                   GA-400N (84)

For LEED projects, TOLI products with the following certificates will contribute towards points for 
LEED EQ Credit Low-Emitting Materials.

®

Requirement for Carpet Requirement for Vinyl Flooring

Carpet Tile

Vinyl Sheet

Specialty Flooring



Lineup & Standard Durability of TOLI NW Series

As a daily cleaning, beautiful appearance can be kept just by preventive 
and daily maintenance. 

Various products are available in NW series and NW-EX series for many kind of applications. 
Durability is calculated on condition that you will walk on the floor with your shoes on.  

Advantages of NW Series and NW-EX Series

 Durable years are calculated on condition that each floor covering is used with people’s shoes on and wax maintenance is not proceeded.
 Durable years are also based upon the assumption on traffic by normal distribution, correlated with the original durability of each floor covering.
 Even for recommended applications, in case the floor covering is used beyond the conditions as above, durability years may differ.

shops /all kind of facilities

NONWAXLEUM NW

SF FLOOR NW

CARESAFE NW

HOSPILEUM NW

MATURE NW

FLOORLEUM PREMIUM NW 
series

FLOORLEUM PLAIN NW

FLOORLEUM MARBLE NW

DEODORANT NS TOWARE NW

CIGAHARD PLUS NW

LL FREE 40 NW-EX

LL FREE 50 NW-EX

recommended applicationstype of
product product name

300

283

286

288

294

278

274

276

356

310

316

318

page no. durable years
(with your shoes on) conditions

vinyl
sheet

vinyl
tile

hospitals / welfare facilities
(corridors, patient rooms, 
and living rooms)

smoking rooms

More than 50 years

Approx. 40 years

Approx. 40 years

Approx. 40 years

Approx. 50 years

Approx. 30 years

Approx. 15 years

Approx. 40 years

More than 50 years

Approx. 40 years

Approx. 40 years

When used in the corridors and patient rooms 
of the big hospital, where there are 500 beds 
and 2,000 outpatients are coming per day.

When used in the shop, where 1,000 people 
are coming per day.

When used in the bathroom, where 500 
people are coming per day.

When used in the public facility where 1,000 
people come per day.

When used in the office corridor, where 400 
people walk per day.

When used in the smoking room, where 500 
smokers are coming per day.

bathrooms & rest rooms in 
all kind of facilities

vinyl
tile

When used in the office, where 200 people 
are working per day.

offices / schools / working
places

public facilities / education

all kind of facilities

Periodical and intensive maintenance is not required. 
Without periodical wax maintenance, the floor can be kept clean for long.

Durable, Strong, and Exquisite

“NW” stands for “No Wax” ― TOLI NW series and NW-EX series are the vinyl flooring which does not require

the maintenance by wax coating. 

NW series and NW-EX series can drastically reduce the maintenance cost for the floor, and its beautiful 

appearance can be kept simply by daily maintenance. 

With its abundant lineups, NW series and NW-EX series will contribute to comfortable facilities environment. 

Stain-resistant testing (resistance to scuff marks) In any tested material the wax is not applied on the surface.

Test Method:  JIS K 3920 (testing for durability to scuff marks)

before the stain 
adheres

right after the 
stain adheres

after the stain is 
removed

easy to remove 
the stain

easy to remove 
the stain

hard to have the 
stain

NW series show excellent maintenance perfor-
mance. With its original stain-resistant finish, the 
dirt and stains put on the surface can be easily 
removed. 

vinyl flooring 
without NW 
finish

Always Clean by 
Easy Maintenance!

Stay Clean by
 No Wax!

Abundant Lineups!

With its amazing stain-resistant finish, maintenance is quite easy!

Daily 
cleaning

Keep away stains 
and dusts from 
accumulating

NW EX Series is made to repel the wax coating. 
For wax application, the designated surface 
treatment should be prepared in advance.

The maintenance by wax application can be also 
done on NW series. It will not cause any quality 
problem.

Cleaning by entrance mats to 
prevent sands and dusts from 
coming inside

Cleaning to remove stains and 
dusts caused by daily use of people

Preventive
cleaning

Prevent sands and 
dusts from coming 

inside

Periodical 
cleaning

Remove the 
accumulated 

stains

Special 
cleaning
Clear the stains 
that are usually 

difficult to 
remove 

Cleaning on a monthly basis 
ex. cleaning with wax application 
using a professional equipment

Cleaning on an annual basis
ex. year-end cleaning, 
removal of wax

No need 
to apply the wax 
for maintenance
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Lineup & Standard Durability of TOLI NW Series

As a daily cleaning, beautiful appearance can be kept just by preventive 
and daily maintenance. 

Various products are available in NW series and NW-EX series for many kind of applications. 
Durability is calculated on condition that you will walk on the floor with your shoes on.  

Advantages of NW Series and NW-EX Series

 Durable years are calculated on condition that each floor covering is used with people’s shoes on and wax maintenance is not proceeded.
 Durable years are also based upon the assumption on traffic by normal distribution, correlated with the original durability of each floor covering.
 Even for recommended applications, in case the floor covering is used beyond the conditions as above, durability years may differ.

shops /all kind of facilities

NONWAXLEUM NW

SF FLOOR NW

CARESAFE NW

HOSPILEUM NW

MATURE NW

FLOORLEUM PREMIUM NW 
series

FLOORLEUM PLAIN NW

FLOORLEUM MARBLE NW

DEODORANT NS TOWARE NW

CIGAHARD PLUS NW

LL FREE 40 NW-EX

LL FREE 50 NW-EX

recommended applicationstype of
product product name

300

283

286

288

294

278

274

276

356

310

316

318

page no. durable years
(with your shoes on) conditions

vinyl
sheet

vinyl
tile

hospitals / welfare facilities
(corridors, patient rooms, 
and living rooms)

smoking rooms

More than 50 years

Approx. 40 years

Approx. 40 years

Approx. 40 years

Approx. 50 years

Approx. 30 years

Approx. 15 years

Approx. 40 years

More than 50 years

Approx. 40 years

Approx. 40 years

When used in the corridors and patient rooms 
of the big hospital, where there are 500 beds 
and 2,000 outpatients are coming per day.

When used in the shop, where 1,000 people 
are coming per day.

When used in the bathroom, where 500 
people are coming per day.

When used in the public facility where 1,000 
people come per day.

When used in the office corridor, where 400 
people walk per day.

When used in the smoking room, where 500 
smokers are coming per day.

bathrooms & rest rooms in 
all kind of facilities

vinyl
tile

When used in the office, where 200 people 
are working per day.

offices / schools / working
places

public facilities / education

all kind of facilities

Periodical and intensive maintenance is not required. 
Without periodical wax maintenance, the floor can be kept clean for long.

Durable, Strong, and Exquisite

“NW” stands for “No Wax” ― TOLI NW series and NW-EX series are the vinyl flooring which does not require

the maintenance by wax coating. 

NW series and NW-EX series can drastically reduce the maintenance cost for the floor, and its beautiful 

appearance can be kept simply by daily maintenance. 

With its abundant lineups, NW series and NW-EX series will contribute to comfortable facilities environment. 

Stain-resistant testing (resistance to scuff marks) In any tested material the wax is not applied on the surface.

Test Method:  JIS K 3920 (testing for durability to scuff marks)

before the stain 
adheres

right after the 
stain adheres

after the stain is 
removed

easy to remove 
the stain

easy to remove 
the stain

hard to have the 
stain

NW series show excellent maintenance perfor-
mance. With its original stain-resistant finish, the 
dirt and stains put on the surface can be easily 
removed. 

vinyl flooring 
without NW 
finish

Always Clean by 
Easy Maintenance!

Stay Clean by
 No Wax!

Abundant Lineups!

With its amazing stain-resistant finish, maintenance is quite easy!

Daily 
cleaning

Keep away stains 
and dusts from 
accumulating

NW EX Series is made to repel the wax coating. 
For wax application, the designated surface 
treatment should be prepared in advance.

The maintenance by wax application can be also 
done on NW series. It will not cause any quality 
problem.

Cleaning by entrance mats to 
prevent sands and dusts from 
coming inside

Cleaning to remove stains and 
dusts caused by daily use of people

Preventive
cleaning

Prevent sands and 
dusts from coming 

inside

Periodical 
cleaning

Remove the 
accumulated 

stains

Special 
cleaning
Clear the stains 
that are usually 

difficult to 
remove 

Cleaning on a monthly basis 
ex. cleaning with wax application 
using a professional equipment

Cleaning on an annual basis
ex. year-end cleaning, 
removal of wax

No need 
to apply the wax 
for maintenance

77
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Job References of TOLI Products in Overseas

United States
Project Category Product

ALBERTSON’S Vinyl Tile LIGHTWOOD (discontinued) ·  
LINOTESTA

CBS STUDIO Vinyl Tile LIGHTWOOD (discontinued)
CERCUIT CITY Vinyl Tile LIGHTWOOD (discontinued)
GREENVILLE HOSPITAL Vinyl Sheet MATURE NW

INOVA HOSPITAL
Vinyl Tile FASOL PLUS · VIALE
Vinyl Sheet MATURE NW

MAYO CLINIC Vinyl Tile LIGHTSTONE (discontinued)
METHODIST HOSPITAL Vinyl Tile VIALE
OFFICE DEPOT Vinyl Tile LINOTESTA
SAFEWAY Vinyl Tile VIALE
SEARS Vinyl Tile LINOTESTA
U.S. NAVY Vinyl Sheet MATURE NW

WOMEN’S TOWER Vinyl Tile
Vinyl Sheet 

LINOTESTA
MATURE NW

As a leading company of floor covering in Japan, TOLI has been taking care of numerous numbers of projects in our 
home market for 100 years. 
Since 1980’s, we also started to focus on overseas market, and thanks to great efforts of our partners in each coun-
try, TOLI is now becoming familiar on a worldwide basis as well. 
Here are the major projects of TOLI floor for covering in overseas market.

▲ LINOTESTA (30TC515/30TC516/30TC517/30TC523)
School project in Camden, SC, United States

Mongol
Project Category Product

IBIS STYLES  
ULAANBAATAR HOTEL Carpet Tile CANNA · VENICHE

MONGOLIAN JAPAN 
TEACHING HOSPITAL

Vinyl Sheet MATURE NW

Specialty 
Flooring

SUPER K SHEET · SUPER 
K SHEET EXCELLA · 
FACTLEUM

NEW ULAANBAATAR  
INTERNATIONAL  
AIRPORT

Carpet Tile GA-100 · OCASH
Specialty 
Flooring NS4400 AQUATREAD

▲ CANNA (GX7705/GX7711/GX7752)
     IBIS STYLES ULAANBAATAR HOTEL in 

 Ulaanbaatar, Mongol
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▲ LL FREE 50 NW-EX (TTN3124)
MUFG SHANGHAI in Shanghai, China

▲ MT-8000 (MT8405F)
MUFG SHANGHAI in Shanghai, China
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China & Hong Kong Project Category Product
SHENZHEN MATERNAL 
AND CHILD HEALTH 
CARE HOSPITAL

Vinyl Sheet FLOORLEUM LATTICE 
NW

TIAN JING WANG TONG Carpet Tile GA-100
TWGHS WONG CHO 
TONG DISTRICT ELDERLY  
COMMUNITY CENTRE

Vinyl Sheet NONWAXLEUM NW

WUXI SINOPHARM 
HEALTHCARE CENTER Vinyl Sheet FLOORLEUM LATTICE NW · 

FLOORLEUM NATTY NW

Taiwan
Project Category Product

BN PARIBAS BANK
Carpet Tile GA-400
Vinyl Tile MATICO V

CHANG HUA CHRISTIAN 
UNIVERSITY HOSPITAL Vinyl Sheet SF FLOOR NW

CHANG YUNG - FA 
FOUNDATION Carpet Tile GA-400S

CHINA STEEL CORPO-
RATION, TAIWAN Carpet Tile GA-100

DADUGUO ELEMEN-
TARY SCHOOL Vinyl Sheet SF FLOOR NW

FUHAN DESIGN BUILDING Carpet Tile SLALOM

HEZUO BANK

Carpet Tile GA-100S
Vinyl Sheet NONWAXLEUM NW

Specialty 
Flooring

LL FREE 100NW (dis-
continued) · NS4400 
AQUATREAD

JINSHAN PARADISE Carpet Tile GA-400 · EXC-2000 · 
GX-200 

MEDICAL UNIVERSITY 
HOSPITAL

Vinyl Tile MATICO V
Vinyl Sheet MATURE NW

MERCURIES LIFE  
INSURANCE

Specialty 
Flooring LL FREE 40 NW-EX

NICHIREN SHOSHU 
HONKOIN Carpet Tile GA-3600

QINGSONG DAY - CARE 
CENTER

Specialty 
Flooring BATHNA ARTI

TAICHUNG COOPERA-
TIVE BANK Carpet Tile GA-100S etc.

TAIPEI 101 Carpet Tile GA-400
TAIWAN MACDONALD Vinyl Tile SLATE SQUARE
TAOYUAN INTERNA-
TIONAL AIRPORT Vinyl Tile MS PLAIN

VICTORIA KINDERGARTEN Vinyl Sheet HITOE GRANZA 

▲ GA-3600 (GA3676)     
 MUFG SHANGHAI in Shanghai, China

Project Category Product
ACORN INTERNATIONAL Carpet Tile OCASH etc. 
AEON SHOPPING MALL 
IN WUHAN Carpet Tile GA-100 · GA-100W · 

GA-3600 etc.

ASCOTT Carpet Tile GA-100 · CANNA · 
DC-1100 etc.

BANK OF CHINA, 
SHANGHAI Carpet Tile GA-100

BANK OF NINGBO Carpet Tile GA-100W
BEIJING HE-ZE OFFICE Carpet Tile MT-2000
CHINA EVERBRIGHT 
BANK, BEIJING H.Q. Carpet Tile MODERNO · 

GA-8100 (discontinued)
DALIAN MEDICAL  
UNIVERSITY Carpet Tile GA-100

GE DALIAN Carpet Tile GA-100
HK INDEPENDENT  
COMMISION AGAINST 
CORRUPTION OFFICE

Carpet Tile SOKOITARI

HK YWCA EILEN LI DIS-
TRICT ELDERLY CENTER Vinyl Sheet MATURE NW

HONDA R&D CENTER 
IN GUANGZHOU

Carpet Tile GA-100
Vinyl Tile MATICO V
Vinyl Sheet HOSPILEUM NW

HONGKONG CENTRAL 
PMQ

Specialty 
Flooring

DEODORANT NS  
TOWARE NW

INDUSTRIAL &  
COMMERCIAL BANK, 
BEIJING

Carpet Tile GA-100 ·  
GA-8100 (discontinued)

Specialty 
Flooring LL300P (discontinued)

LUNG HANG SHOPPING CENTRE Vinyl Tile ROYAL STONE
MICROSOFT SHANGHAI Carpet Tile CORENTE V etc.

MUFG SHANGHAI
Carpet Tile

GA-3600 · RECTANG · 
LAYPLANCHER · MT-8000 · 
PRIMECLASS · DC-1100

Specialty 
Flooring

LL FREE 40 NW-EX ·  
LL FREE 50 NW-EX

NEW CHANGAN INTERNA-
TIONAL MATERNITY HOSPITAL Vinyl Sheet FLOORLEUM SOILUD 

NW
PUDONG DEVELOPMENT 
BANK NANNING BRANCH Carpet Tile GX-200 · CANNA · SOKOITARI 

INSPIRATION etc.
SHANGHAI GONGHUI 
HOSPITAL Vinyl Sheet FLOORLEUM RITTI 

(discontinued)
SHANGHAI PUBLIC 
HEALTH CLINICAL CENTER Vinyl Tile ROYAL WOOD

SHANGHAI WORLD 
FINANCIAL CENTER Carpet Tile GA-100S
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▲ GA-3600 (GA3636)
     NICHIREN SHOSHU HONKOIN in Taipei, Taiwan

▲ GX-200 (GX2023) · EXC-2000 (EXC2029F)
     JINSHAN PARADISE in Keelung, Taiwan

▲ MS PLAIN (custom)
     TAOYUAN INTERNATIONAL AIRPORT in Taipei, Taiwan

▲ ROYAL STONE (PST2110/PST2112/PST2113)    
LUNG HANG SHOPPING CENTRE in Hong Kong
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★The product names indicated in this list conform to the latest product names.

Korea
Project Category Product

EASTSPRING  
INVESTMENTS Carpet Tile GA-100W · GA-3600

HOTEL DENIM Carpet Tile GA-8700
HOTEL HYATT Vinyl Tile ROYAL WOOD
ILSHIN SPINNING Vinyl Tile REFRIPE
KIDS ZONE IN GIMPO Carpet Tile GX-300 · PRARIE

LOHB’S Carpet Tile GA-100 ·  
GA-520 (discontinued)

LOTTE DEPARTMENT 
STORE (HQ) Vinyl Tile FASOL PLUS

LOTTE FITIN Carpet Tile GA-100 · GA-100W,  
MT-5000 (discontinued) etc.

LOTTE SHOPPING MALL 
(SUWON) Vinyl Tile FASOL PLUS

LOTTE SKY PARK Carpet Tile GA-100W · SOKOITARI 
INSPIRATION etc.

MAREVO RESORT IN JEJU Carpet Tile CANNA, LUCEART
MICHAEL KORS Carpet Tile GA-3600

NAVER LINE
Carpet Tile ROYAL WOOD
Vinyl Tile GA-400

ONITSUKA TIGER Vinyl Tile PIESTA
SAMSUNG LIFE  
INSURANCE CO. Carpet Tile SOKOITARI

SHINDOLIM  
TECHNOMART Vinyl Tile FASOL PLUS ·  

LINOTESTA

SK ENERGY CO., LTD Carpet Tile DRAWLINE ·  
RESONANCE

YOUNGPOONG BLDG. Carpet Tile DEEPFIELD (custom)

Project Category Product
ACHMAD YANI  
INTERNATIONAL  
AIRPORT SEMARANG

Carpet Tile GA-100W

Project Category Product
AEON MALL Carpet Tile GA-400S
AMERTA INDAH  
OTSUKA Carpet Tile GA-400S

BCA PLUIT
Carpet Tile GA-100W · MAYORICA
Vinyl Tile ROYAL WOOD

BNI BANK Carpet Tile SOKOITARI GRANDAIR

BRIDGESTONE

Carpet Tile GA-100S · GA-100W · 
YUTAKA1000

Vinyl Tile MATICO V
Specialty 
Flooring LL FREE 40 NW-EX

COMMERCIAL BANKING 
CENTER MANDIRI BANK Carpet Tile GA-100W · 

SOKOITARI CLASSIC
ENSO HOTEL Carpet Tile GA-400S
HONDA PROSPECT 
MOTOR Carpet Tile GA-400S

JABIL NEW FACTURING Carpet Tile SOKOITARI CLASSIC
JAYA OBAYASHI OFFICE Carpet Tile CORENTE V
KRAMA YUDHA  
TIGABERLIAN MOTOR Carpet Tile GA-400S

MENARA ASTRA Carpet Tile GA-540

MITSUBISHI MOTOR Carpet Tile GA-100W ·  
YUTAKA1000

MITSUI SUMITOMO 
INSURANCE GROUP Carpet Tile YUTAKA1000

OMRON Specialty 
Flooring SUPER K SHEET

PT. KRAKATAU NIPPON 
STEEL SUMIKIN 

Vinyl Tile MATICO V
Specialty 
Flooring SUPER K SHEET

SUMITOMO MITSUI 
BANK CORP

Vinyl Tile MATICO V
Specialty 
Flooring SUPER K SHEET

SUZUKI MOTOR Carpet Tile GA-400

YAKULT INDONESIA Specialty 
Flooring SUPER K SHEET

Indonesia

▲ LUCEART (GX8501)      
 MEREVO RESORT in Jeju, Korea
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▲ GX-300 (GX3005) · PRARIE (GX4211) 

 Kids Zone in Gimpo, Korea

▲ HITOE GRANZA (HTE1001/HTE1004/HTE1011/HTE1012/HTE1017)
     VICTORIA KINDERGARTEN in Taichung, Taiwan

▲ DEODORANT NS TOWARE NW (NS4805/NS4806)
     HONGKONG CENTRAL PMQ in Hong Kong
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▲ MT-5000 (custom)
LOTTE FITIN in Seoul, Korea

▲ ROYAL WOOD (PWT2365)
NAVER LINE in Seoul, Korea

▲ DRAWLINE (custom) 
SK ENERGY CO., LTD. in Seoul, Korea

▲ FASOL PLUS (FPT2011/FPT2017/FPT2031/FPT2034/
FPT2048)LOTTE DEPARTMENT STORE in Seoul, Korea
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▲ ROYAL WOOD (PWT2395)

BCA PLUIT in Jakarta, Indonesia
▲ LUCEART (GX8501/GX8502)
     PONDOK INDAH HOSPITAL in Jakarta, Indonesia

▲ GA-100W (GA1152W) · MAYORICA (GX2111/GX2121)
BCA PLUIT in Jakarta, Indonesia

▲ SOKOITARI GRANDAIR (GX8111/GX8151)
     BNI BANK in Jakarta, Indonesia
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Myanmar
Project Category Product

MIZUHO BANK YANGON Carpet Tile HAZEFINE · DRAWLINE · 
MODERNO etc.

Singapore Malaysia
Project Category Product

FIRST WORLD HOTEL 
(GENTING) Vinyl Sheet MATURE NW

IBIDEN PENANG Vinyl Sheet FLOORLEUM PLAIN · 
FLOORLEUM MARBLE

MAXIS Carpet Tile HAZEFINE ·  
DEEPFIELD (custom)

MARINE GOVERNMENT 
MALAYSIA Carpet Tile YUTAKA1000 · YUTA-

KA2000 · GX-300

NIPPON KAYAKU Specialty 
Flooring EARTHLEUM

PANTAI AMPANG  
HOSPITAL Vinyl Sheet MATURE NW

ROYAL HOTEL PENANG Carpet Tile GA-540

SIME DARBY HOLDINGS 
SDN BHD Carpet Tile

HAZEFINE ·  
TONEDIRECTION ·  
SOKOITARI GRANDAIR ·  
NOCTURE · STIRIA 
(discontinued)

SUPERBOWL MALAYSIA Carpet Tile CANNA etc.

TAIYO YUDEN  
(SARAWAK) SDN BHD

Specialty 
Flooring

SUPER K SHEET 
EXCELLA

Vinyl Sheet
FLOORLEUM SOILUD 
NW · FLOORLEUM 
NATTY NW

TANAKA PENANG Vinyl Sheet FLOORLEUM PLAIN NW
THE PETRONAS TWIN 
TOWERS Carpet Tile GA-100W · GA-8700

TOYO MEMORY PENANG Vinyl Sheet FLOORLEUM PLAIN NW

▲ FABTEX TILE (FBT401)
CENTRAL LIBRARY @ NATIONAL UNIVERSITY OF SINGAPORE in Singapore

Project Category Product
CENTRAL LIBRARY @ 
NATIONAL UNIVERSITY 
OF SINGAPORE

Woven 
Vinyl Tile FABTEX TILE

CHINESE BUDDHIST 
TEMPLE AT SUMANG 
WALK

Vinyl Tile ROYAL WOOD

DHL SINGAPORE Carpet Tile GA-400S
DONKI AT AMARA Vinyl Tile MOKURIN
DONKI AT CITY SQUARE 
MALL Vinyl Tile MOKURIN

GPJ – SCHNEIDER 
ELECTRIC Vinyl Sheet MATURE NW

IBM SINGAPORE Carpet Tile GA-400S
JURID ENTERPRISE Carpet Tile SOKOITARI
MIZUHO BANK Carpet Tile GA-3600 etc.
NIE5 BASEMENT 2 Vinyl Sheet MATURE NW
ORANGE VALLEY  
NURSING HOME Vinyl Sheet MATURE NW

PURE GOLD Carpet Tile RARECLOUD V  
(discontinued)

RASA SENTOSA  
RESORT Vinyl Tile TERAWOOD  

(discontinued)
SAINT ANDREW’S 
COMMUNITY HOSPITAL Vinyl Sheet MATURE NW

SONY DISPLAY DIVICE 
SINGAPORE

Specialty 
Flooring

ELECLEUM  
(discontinued)

VIRGIN ACTIVE 
RAFFLES Vinyl Tile ROYAL STONE

YIH & UHC AT  
NATIONAL UNIVERSITY 
OF SINGAPORE

Vinyl Sheet FLOORLEUM  
SOILUD NW

WEWORK @ PRINSEP 
STREET Carpet Tile GA-400
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▲ GA-400 (GA4019)
WEWORK @ PRINSEP STREET in Singapore

▲ MATURE NW (FS3043)
FIRST WORLD HOTEL in Genting Highlands, Malaysia

▲ HAZEFINE (GX2803)
     MAXIS in Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia
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Project Category Product

EPSON Specialty 
Flooring FLOORLEUM FREE

LA BREZA HOTEL Carpet Tile CORENTE V
MEDICAL CENTER 
MANILA Vinyl Sheet MATURE NW

MEDICAL CITY Vinyl Tile LINOTESTA ·  
CORDELLA etc.

METROBANK CARD Carpet Tile GA-100
NINOY AQUINO  
INTERNATIONAL  
AIRPORT

Carpet Tile
CANNA ·  
RUSCELLO (discontinued) · 
MALLCITY (discontinued)

OKADA Vinyl Tile LINOTESTA

PHILIPPINES GENERAL 
HOSPITAL

Vinyl Tile MATICO V

Vinyl Sheet FLOORLEUM PLAIN NW · 
FLOORLEUM MARBLE NW

PSB Vinyl Tile ROYAL WOOD

SHOEMART Vinyl Tile ROYAL WOOD ·  
ROYAL STONE etc.

ST. LUKES Q.C.
Vinyl Tile MATICO V
Specialty 
Flooring

ANTIBACTERIAL 
FLOORLEUM

TELETECH
Carpet Tile GA-100
Vinyl Sheet MATURE NW

ZUELLIG Carpet Tile RARECLOUD (custom) 
(discontinued)

Vietnam
Project Category Product

HO CHI MINH CITY  
INTERNATIONL AIRPORT

Carpet Tile GA-100 · GA-100S
Vinyl Tile MS FRESH

JAPAN INTERNATIONAL 
EYE HOSPITAL

Vinyl Tile ROYAL STONE
Specialty 
Flooring OPELEUM

KANEKA PHARMA 
VIETNAM

Vinyl Sheet FLOORLEUM MARBLE NW
Specialty 
Flooring

ANTIBACTERIAL 
FLOORLEUM

LOTTE CENTER HANOI Carpet Tile EXC-1000 (custom)

NOI BAI INTERNATIONAL 
AIRPORT Carpet Tile

GA-100 · GA-100SA · 
OCASH ·  
IRIS (discontinued)

SAIGON CONVENTION 
CENTER

Vinyl Tile MATICO V
Specialty 
Flooring FLOORLEUM FREE

SMBC BANK HO CHI 
MINH CITY

Carpet Tile DRAWLINE · GA-3600
Vinyl Tile ROYAL STONE

SMC
Vinyl Tile MATICO V
Vinyl Sheet FLOORLEUM PLAIN NW

SUN RED RIVER BUILDING Carpet Tile GA-400S

THE JAPANESE SCHOOL 
OF HANOI

Vinyl Sheet
FLOORLEUM LATTICE NW ·
FLOORLEUM RITTI 
(discontinued)

Specialty 
Flooring

LL FREE 40NW-EX · 
NS550 GARDENT

Y-TEC (YAMASHITA) Carpet Tile GA-100 · GA-100W

Thailand
Project Category Product

BAMRUNGRAT  
HOSPITAL

Vinyl Sheet FLOORLEUM SOILUD NW
Underlay-
ment UNDERLAY SHEET

FUJI XEROX Vinyl Sheet FLOORLEUM PLAIN 
EMBOSS

HITACHI TERMINAL 
SOLUTIONS Vinyl Sheet HITOE GRANZA 

ISETAN BANGKOK IN 
CENTRAL WORLD Vinyl Tile ROYAL STONE

ISUZU Carpet Tile GA-100W
KHON KAEN  
UNIVERSITY HOSPITAL Vinyl Sheet MATURE NW

Project Category Product
MEA THAILAND Vinyl Sheet FLOORLEUM SOILUD NW
MIZUHO BANK BANGKOK Carpet Tile GA-100W
NEC Carpet Tile GA-100
ONITSUKA TIGER Vinyl Tile PIESTA
RISING PLACE PATAYA Carpet Tile YUTAKA1000
ROHM Carpet Tile GA-3600
SAMITIVEJ JAPANESE 
HOSPITAL

Carpet Tile GA-8900
Vinyl Sheet MATURE NW

SIRIRAT HOSPITAL Vinyl Sheet FLOORLEUM SOILUD NW
WICHAIYUTCH HOSPITAL Vinyl Sheet FLOORLEUM

Philippines

▲ CANNA (GX7711)
     NINOY AQUINO INTERNATIONAL AIRPORT in Manila, Philippines
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▲ NS550 GARDENT (NS551/NS560)
     THE JAPANESE SCHOOL OF HANOI in Ha Noi, Vietnam

▲ MATURE NW (FS3081) · GA-8900 (GA8901/GA8904/GA8906)  
SAMITIVEJ JAPANESE HOSPITAL in Bangkok, Thailand

▲ HITOE GRANZA (HTE1001)
HITACHI TERMINAL SOLUTIONS in Bangkok, Thailand
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India
Project Category Product

AISC (AMERICAN  
INTERNATIONAL 
SCHOOL CHENNAI)

Carpet Tile GA-100 · YUTAKA1000

AJUBA Carpet Tile YUTAKA1000

ANSR
Carpet Tile

GA-3600 · CANNA · 
EXCHROME 2000 · 
EXCHROME 5000

Specialty 
Flooring LL FREE 50 NW-EX

APPLE HYDEARBAD Carpet Tile GA-3600
ARICENT  
TECHNOLOGIES DELHI Carpet Tile GA-100 · GA-100W · 

DRAWLINE 
ATKINS Carpet Tile GA-100W
AXIS BANK Carpet Tile YUTAKA1000
BAXTER Carpet Tile GA-100 · GA-100W
BENNETT COLEMAN 
(TIMES INTERNET) Carpet Tile GA-100W

CHRYSLER Carpet Tile YUTAKA1000
CONCENTRIX MUMBAI & 
PUNE Carpet Tile GA-100W · YUTAKA1000 · 

DRAWLINE etc.
DASSAULT SYSTEMES Carpet Tile GA-100
DELPHI Carpet Tile YUTAKA1000
DREAMWORKS STUDIOS Carpet Tile GA-3600
E&Y Carpet Tile GA-100W
EQUINITI Carpet Tile GA-100 · YUTAKA1000

ERICSSON Carpet Tile GX-200 METAL  
DESIGN/GRID CUT

FIS Carpet Tile
YUTAKA1000 custom ·  
YUTAKA2000 plank · 
DC-1100

FLOUR DANIEL Carpet Tile GA-100W

FRESHWORKS Carpet Tile
GA-100W · YUTAKA2000 · 
CANNA · MAYORICA ·  
MORTARCLAY

GMR SCHULICH 
SCHOOL OF BUSINESS Carpet Tile GA-100

GRANT THORNTON Carpet Tile GA-100 · GA-100W
HITACHI Carpet Tile YUTAKA1000

Project Category Product
HUAWEI INDIA Carpet Tile GA-100 · YUTAKA1000

IMF DELHI Carpet Tile GA-100W +  
SOFTBACK PLUS

IMS HEALTH CARE 
BANGALORE Carpet Tile GA-100W

INFOSYS Carpet Tile GA-100

KONEY Carpet Tile
GA-100 · GA-100W, 
STIRIA (discontinued) · 
YUTAKA1000

KUBS SAFES & LOCKS 
INDIA Carpet Tile GA-100W · YUTAKA1000

MACROSQUARE Carpet Tile
GA-100 · GA-100W · 
ETRICO · MAYORICA · 
YUISOME

MERCEDES BENZ 
MUMBAI Carpet Tile GA-100 · GA-100W

MINDA Carpet Tile SOKOITARI  
INSPIRATION

MIZUHO BANK Carpet Tile GA-100W · GA-8700 · 
GA-970 (discontinued)

NOVARTIS  
HEALTHCARE INDIA Carpet Tile GA-100W-EM (custom) · 

YUTAKA1000

OLAM Carpet Tile
GA-100W · YUTAKA2000 
plank · CUSTOM PLAIN 
FOR INDIA etc.

OPEN TEXT TECHNOLOGIES Carpet Tile GA-100 · GA-100W
PPD INDIA Carpet Tile GA-100
PRICE WATER HOUSE 
COOPERS DELHI Carpet Tile GA-100 · GA-100W

PRODAPT Carpet Tile YUTAKA1000
RR DONNEY Carpet Tile GA-100W · YUTAKA1000

SEAGATE BANGALORE Carpet Tile GA-100 · GA-100W · 
GA-3600

SIXT Carpet Tile ETRICO · GX-200 · ORVIE
SOCIETE GENERALI Carpet Tile GA-3600
SONY PICTURES  
NETWORK Carpet Tile GA-100W · GX-200 · 

SOKOITARI GRANDAIR
SYNERGY GROUP Carpet Tile GA-100W · YUTAKA1000

WALMART BANGALORE Carpet Tile GA-100 · GA-100W · 
GA-100T 

▲ MAYORICA (GX2121) / MORTARCLAY (GX3701)     
  FRESHWORKS in Chennai, India
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▲ ETRICO (GX8601)
SIXT in Bangalore, India

▲ EXCHROME EXC-5000 (EXC5001) 
ANSR in Bangalore, India

▲ GA-100W (Shadow Block)
WALMART in Bangalore, India

▲ LL FREE 50 NW-EX (TTN3210) · GA-3600 (GA3663)
ANSR in Bangalore, India
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Australia
Project Category Product

ASSISSI CATHOLIC COLLEGE Carpet Tile CORENTE V
BELCONNEN SOCCER CLUB Carpet Tile GA-100W
BENDIGO PUBLIC SCHOOL Carpet Tile YUTAKA1000
BRIGADINE COLLEGE Carpet Tile GA-100W · YUTAKA1000

BRIGHTON CATHOLIC 
PRIMARY SCHOOL Carpet Tile

GA-100W ·  
NEWCHROMA (discon-
tinued)

BUREAU OF  
METEOROLOGY Carpet Tile GA-100W

DKG FINANCIAL Carpet Tile DRAWLINE
EAST HOTEL Carpet Tile GA-680 (custom)
ELIZABETH GROVE 
PRIMARY SCHOOL Carpet Tile GA-100W

FLOORING EXTRA 
BRISBANE

Carpet Tile GA-3600 · MAYORICA

HAMPSTEAD PRIMARY 
SCHOOL Carpet Tile GA-100W

JOHN TURK  
ELECTRICIAL STORES Carpet Tile GA-100W

LISMORE CHURCH Carpet Tile ALTGLAN
OUR LADY OF FATIMA 
CATHOLIC PRIMARY SCHOOL Carpet Tile GA-100W

QUEST APARTMENTS Carpet Tile GA-100W +  
SOFTBACK PLUS

SINGAPORE AIRLINE 
LOUNGE IN CANBERRA 
AIRPORT

Carpet Tile GA-680 (custom)

SOLICITORS OFFICE Carpet Tile SOKOITARI CLASSIC
SONG HOTEL Carpet Tile DRAWLINE
ST COLUMBA SCHOOL 
PORT MACQUARIE

Carpet Tile GX-300 · NOCTURE

TOYOTA ADELAIDE Carpet Tile GA-100W
UNIVERSITY OF CANBERRA Carpet Tile GA-100W
VIBE HOTEL Carpet Tile GA-680 (custom)

Project Category Product
WEST ASHFIELD 
LEAGUES Carpet Tile MORTARCLAY · SRONE

▲ DRAWLINE (GX6401/GX6451)      
 DKG FINANCIAL in Melborne, Australia

New Zealand
Project Category Product

ASB BANK Carpet Tile EXC-1000 (custom)
AUCKLAND TRANSPORT Carpet Tile GA-8700

AUCKLAND UNIVERSITY Carpet Tile SOKOITARI CLASSIC · 
GA-100

BAILEYS HEAD REALTY 
OFFICE Carpet Tile YUISOME

BAREFOOT & THOMPSON Carpet Tile SLALOM
BETHLEHEM SHORES 
LODGE Vinyl Sheet HITOE

BODYTECH FITNESS 
AUCKLAND Carpet Tile GA-100W · GA-100

FOODSTUFFS
Carpet Tile

GLOWNEST (discontin-
ued) · NEW CHROMA 
(discontinued) etc.

Vinyl Tile ROYAL WOOD etc.
GENESIS ENERGY Carpet Tile GA-100
METEOR THEATRE 
HAMILTON Carpet Tile SOKOITARI CLASSIC

NEW ZEALAND  
ENTERTAINMENT  
MEDIA GROUP

Carpet Tile GA-100 · GX-200

NEW ZEALAND POLICE 
COLLEGE Carpet Tile GA-100

NORTHERN ROCKS Carpet Tile GA-100
PARKHAVEN APART-
MENTS COMMERCIAL 
TENANCY

Carpet Tile GA-100

POMEROY’S OLD 
BREWERY INN Carpet Tile GA-100W

SAUDI EMBASSY  
AUCKLAND OFFICE Carpet Tile EXC-5000 (custom)

TALVOR NZ Vinyl Sheet MATURE NW
WHITEREIA Carpet Tile GA-100W · GA-100

YHA HOSTEL Vinyl Sheet HITOE FINE · FLOOR-
LEUM PLAIN EMBOSS
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▲ GA-100W
TOYOTA ADELAIDE in Adelaide, Australia

▲ YUTAKA1000 (YU1311)
BENDIGO PUBLIC SCHOOL in Bendigo, Australia

▲ GA-100W (Shadow Block)
     BUREAU OF METEOROLOGY in Melbourne, Australia
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▲ GA-8700 (GA8708/custom indigo blue)      
     AUCKLAND TRANSPORT in Auckland, New Zealand

▲ GA-100 (GA1019/GA1021)      
     NORTHERN ROCKS in Auckland, New Zealand
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▲ GA-100 (GA1002)
PARKHAVEN APARTMENTS in Hamilton, New Zealand

▲ GA-100 (GA108/GA125/GA126)
     GENESIS ENERGY HAMILTON in Hamilton, New Zealand

▲ DRAWLINE (GX6401/GX6451)
SONG HOTEL in Sydney, Australia
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United Arab Emirates 
Project Category Product

ABU DHABI GLOBAL 
MARKET

Carpet Tile GA-100W
Specialty 
Flooring LL FREE 40 NW-EX

ABU DHABI ISLAMIC 
BANK Carpet Tile CANNA

ABU DHABI  
MUNICIPALITY OFFICE Carpet Tile YUTAKA1000

ABU DHABI SECURITIES 
EXCHANGE Carpet Tile YUTAKA1000

ABU DHABI UNIVERSITY Carpet Tile GA-100 · GA-100W
ABU DHABI URBAN 
PLANNING COUNCIL & 
MUNICIPALITY (ADUPC)

Carpet Tile YUTAKA1000

ACWA POWER,  
THE ONE TOWER Carpet Tile YUTAKA2000

ADNOC CLINIC, AL AIN Carpet Tile YUTAKA1000
AGODA Carpet Tile GA-100 · GA-100W
AL HILAL BANK Carpet Tile GA-100W
AL TADAWI HOSPITAL Carpet Tile YUTAKA1000
AMITY SCHOOL Carpet Tile GA-100 · YUTAKA1000
AXA INSURANCE, 
DUBAI Carpet Tile YUTAKA1000

BARCLAYS CAPITAL Carpet Tile SOKOITARI GRANDAIR + 
SOFTBACK PLUS

BRITISH COUNCIL-ABU 
DHABI Vinyl Tile MS PLAIN

CITI BANK-CEO OFFICE Carpet Tile GX-200
CITY UNIVERSITY -  
AJMAN Carpet Tile YUTAKA1000

COMMERCIAL BANK 
INTERNATIONAL Carpet Tile MT-2000

COMMERCIAL BANK OF 
DUBAI Carpet Tile GX-200

COMMUNITY AUTHOR-
ITY OF DUBAI Carpet Tile GA-100 · GA-100W

DEYAAR OFFICE
Carpet Tile YUTAKA1000
Specialty 
Flooring LL FREE 40 NW-EX

DUBAI ISLAMIC BANK Carpet Tile YUTAKA1000 ·  
GA-100W

DUBAI OPERA HOUSE Carpet Tile GA-100
EMIRATES BUSINESS 
CLASS LOUNGE  
(global specification)

Carpet Tile EXC-2000 (custom 
green speckled)

EMIRATES FLIGHT 
TRAINING ACADEMY-
CEO OFFICE

Carpet Tile MODERNO

EMIRATES ISLAMIC 
BANK Carpet Tile SOKOITARI

EMIRATES NBD BANK Carpet Tile YUTAKA1000

EMIRATES REIT, INDEX 
TOWER-DUBAI

Carpet Tile SOKOITARI  
INSPIRATION

Vinyl Tile ROYAL STONE
ENOC OFFICE Carpet Tile GA-100W
ETIHAD AIRWAYS Carpet Tile YUTAKA1000
ETISALAT OFFICE, 
DUBAI Carpet Tile YUTAKA2000

F5 SHOWROOM Carpet Tile CALMGRAIN

Project Category Product
FEWA - AJMAN Carpet Tile GA-100W
FIRST GULF BANK Carpet Tile RUSCELLO
G4S OFFICE Carpet Tile YUTAKA1000
HAMRIYAA FREE ZONE 
AUTHORITY, SHARJAH Carpet Tile YUTAKA1000

HCT-ABU DHABI  
WOMENS COLLEGE Carpet Tile SOKOITARI INSPIRATION

HCT-FUJAIRAH  
WOMENS COLLEGE Carpet Tile YUTAKA2000

HDFC BANK Carpet Tile YUTAKA1000
HSBC BANK Carpet Tile EXC-2000 (custom)
HUAWEI OFFICE Carpet Tile GA-100W
IFFCO OFFICE Vinyl Tile ROYAL STONE
ISUZU TRAINING CENTER Carpet Tile GA-100 · GA-100W
KELLOGGS DUBAI Carpet Tile YUTAKA1000
KOMATSU OFFICE Carpet Tile YUTAKA1000

MASHREQ BANK Carpet Tile RARECLOUD V  
(discontinued)

MERAAS OFFICE Carpet Tile GA-100W · ETRICO
MERCEDES-BENZ CARS 
MIDDLE EAST FZE Carpet Tile YUTAKA1000

MINISTRY OF CULTURE, 
DUBAI Carpet Tile YUTAKA1000

MINISTRY OF FOREIGN 
AFFAIRS Carpet Tile GX-200

MODON OFFICES, ABU 
DHABI Carpet Tile GA-400

MOPA (MINISTRY OF 
PRESIDENTIAL AFFAIRS)

Carpet Tile YUTAKA1000

NATIONAL BANK OF 
ABU DHABI Carpet Tile GA-100

NMC, AL AIN TOWER Carpet Tile YUTAKA1000
NOOR ISLAMIC BANK Carpet Tile RATIO (discontinued)
PANALPINA DISTRIBU-
TION CENTER Carpet Tile YUTAKA1000

POLICE OFFICE, ABU 
DHABI Carpet Tile GA-100W

RAKEZ ONE STOP SHOP Carpet Tile GA-100

SAMSUNG HEAD OFFICE Carpet Tile GA-100W · YUTAKA2000 · 
LUCEART

SHARJAH ISLAMIC 
BANK Carpet Tile GA-400

UNIVERSITY OF  
BALAMAND, DUBAI Carpet Tile GA-100W

WINANCE INVESTMENT Carpet Tile MORTARCLAY
WIRECARD, DUBAI Carpet Tile GX-200

Turkey
Project Category Product

ANADOLU BANK Carpet Tile GA-100W
IKITELLI HOSPITAL Carpet Tile GA-100W · GA-100T
LEMAN KULTUR -  
ISTANBUL Carpet Tile GA-100W

TAGO ARCHITECTS Carpet Tile MT-2000

Kuwait
Project Category Product

BURGAN BANK Carpet Tile GA-3600

KUWAIT AIRWAYS Specialty 
Flooring NS550 GARDENT
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▲ GA-100W 
COMMUNITY AUTHORITY OF DUBAI in Dubai, 
United Arab Emirates 

▲ ROYAL WOOD (PWT2373)
     REGUS DWTC in Dubai, United Arab Emirates

▲ YUTAKA (YU-1100)
HAMRIYAA FREE ZONE AUTHORITY in Sharjah, United Arab Emirates
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Qatar

▲ EXC-2000 (custom)
SABB (SAUDI BRITISH BANK) in Riyadh, Saudi Arabia

▲ SABB (SAUDI BRITISH BANK) 
RIYADH HQ New Building

Project Category Product
AL JAZEERA ENGLISH 
CHANNEL STUDIO Carpet Tile GA-100W

AL RAYYAN STADIUM - 
DOHA Carpet Tile GA-100W · GA-100T · 

DEWPOINT
ASPIRE ZONE LOGISTIC OFFICE Carpet Tile GA-100
CEM ESTRO PROJECT - DOHA Carpet Tile YUTAKA1000
CIVIL AVIATION AUTHORITY Carpet Tile YUTAKA1000
DOHA BANK, DOHA Carpet Tile GA-100
DOHA METRO Carpet Tile YUTAKA2000

EMBASSY OF JAPAN, 
DOHA

Carpet Tile GA-100 · BRUMETONE 
(discontinued) 

Vinyl Tile MS PLAIN
Vinyl Skirting LONG HABAKI

ENERGY CITY HQ - LUSAIL Carpet Tile YUTAKA1000
GATEWAY QATAR OFFICE Carpet Tile GA-100W

GENERAL AUTHORITY 
FOR MINOR AFFAIRS Carpet Tile

GA-3600 · GRAVIS II · 
GX-300 · HAZEFINE · 
SLALOM · EXC-2000 · 
EXC5000

GERMIN TRADING OFFICE, DOHA Carpet Tile GA-3600
GWC LOGISTIC CENTER Carpet Tile GA-100W
H.E SHK. FAHAD OFFICE Carpet Tile GA-100W
MINISTRY OF PUBLIC 
PROSECUTION BUILDING Carpet Tile GA-400S

QATAR ARMED FORCES Carpet Tile YUTAKA2000
QATAR FOUNDATION Carpet Tile YUTAKA2000
QATAR INTERNATIONAL 
ISLAMIC BANK Carpet Tile YUTAKA1000

QATAR PETROLEUM Carpet Tile GA-3600 + SOFT 
BACK PLUS (custom)

QATAR RAIL Carpet Tile YUTAKA2000
QATAR UNIVERSITY Carpet Tile YUTAKA1000
REDCO INTL. HIA STATION Carpet Tile GA-100
SQUIRE PATTERN 
BOGGS OFFICE Carpet Tile YUTAKA1000

TRANE QATAR OFFICE Carpet Tile YUTAKA1000
UDC EXECUTIVE OFFICE-
THE PEARL QATAR Carpet Tile YUTAKA1000 · 

YUTAKA2000

Saudi Arabia
Project Category Product

CHINA RAILWAY COMPANY Carpet Tile YUTAKA1000
DACO LOUNGE Carpet Tile YUTAKA1000
DAMMAM AIRPORT Carpet Tile GA-3600
DANA BAY RESORT, 
HALF MOON Carpet Tile YUTAKA1000

DHL LOGISTICS CENTER 
DAMMAM Carpet Tile YUTAKA1000

ITHRA ARAMCO-KSA Carpet Tile GA-100W
KING FAHAD AIR BASE, TAIF Carpet Tile YUTAKA1000
KING FAHAD RESEARCH 
FOR ISLAMIC STUDIES Carpet Tile GA-100

MARRIOTT DIPLOMATIC 
QUARTER Vinyl Tile ROYAL STONE 

MINISTRY OF HOUSING 
RIYADH Carpet Tile GA-3600

MUDUN OFFICE Carpet Tile YUTAKA1000

MUFG RIYADH
Carpet Tile GA-400S
Vinyl Tile ROYAL STONE

NAHDI WAREHOUSE 
PROJECT JEDDAH Carpet Tile GA-400

QASSIM UNIVERSITY Carpet Tile YUTAKA2000
RABIGH PLUS TECH 
CENTER (JEDDAH) Carpet Tile GLOWNEST 

(discontinued)
ROYAL AIRFORCE (RIYADH) Carpet Tile GA-100
ROYAL SAUDI AIR FORCE Carpet Tile GA-100S
SAUDI ARAMCO Carpet Tile GA-100W · YUTAKA1000
SAUDI FOOD & DRUG 
AUTHORITY Carpet Tile EXC-5000

SEA SAFETY MARINE 
SERVICE OFFICE Carpet Tile YUTAKA1000

SSEM SAUDI - ARAMCO, 
JIZAN PROJECT Carpet Tile YUTAKA1000

TADAWUL SAMSUNG 
CCE JV

Carpet Tile GRAVA · OCASH

Vinyl Sheet

FLOORLEUM MARBLE 
NW · FLOORLEUM 
FLAKE NW · NONWAX-
ELEUM NW

THE SAUDI BRITISH 
BANK Carpet Tile EXC-2000 (custom) · 

GA-100W plank etc.
UDH JEBEL COMPLEX - 
ARAMCO 50905 Carpet Tile YUTAKA1000

YAMAHA COMPANY Carpet Tile YUTAKA2000 + 
SOFTBACK PLUS
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▲ YUTAKA (YU-1100)     
     IKEA BAHRAIN in Bahrain

▲ GA-100W  
  AL JAZEERA ENGLISH CHANNEL STUDIO in Doha, Qatar
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Bahrain
Project Category Product

AL GHANEM OFFICE Carpet Tile YUTAKA1000
AL ZAMIL TOWER Carpet Tile YUTAKA1000
ARAB BANK Carpet Tile GRAVIS II (discontinued)
BATELCO GROUP Carpet Tile YUTAKA1000
BNET Carpet Tile GA-100W
GCC ARBITRATION 
CENTER OFFICE Carpet Tile YUTAKA1000

GULF HOTEL Specialty 
Flooring NS-800

HAJI HASSAN OFFICE Carpet Tile GA-100T
IKEYA BAHRAIN Carpet Tile YUTAKA1000
MINISTRY OF HOUSING 
PROJECT Carpet Tile YUTAKA1000

NBB CALL CENTER
Vinyl Tile ROYAL STONE
Specialty 
Flooring LL FREE 800

POLYTECHNIC UNIVERSITY Carpet Tile YUTAKA1000
PWC BAHRAIN Carpet Tile GA-100 · GA100W
SAVILL BH  Carpet Tile GA-100W
UNITED TOWERS 
PROJECT Carpet Tile YUTAKA1000

VIVA-STC TELECOM Carpet Tile YUTAKA1000

whole Middle East specification
Project Category Product

REGUS
Carpet Tile

YUTAKA1000 ·  
YUTAKA2000 ·  
SOKOITARI GRANDAIR etc.

Vinyl Tile ROYAL WOOD

Oman
Project Category Product

BRITISH PETROLEUM Vinyl Tile FASOL PLUS
CORPORATE OFFICE OF 
UNITED SECURITIES Carpet Tile YUTAKA1000 · 

YUTAKA2000

HSBC BANK-OMAN
Carpet Tile GA-8700
Vinyl Tile LIGHT WOOD (discontinued)

MUSCAT AIRPORT SITE 
OFFICES Carpet Tile YUTAKA1000

MUSCAT UNIVERSITY Carpet Tile GA-3600
NEXTCARE Carpet Tile YUTAKA1000
SOHAR INTERNATIONAL BANK Carpet Tile SOKOITARI
SOHAR REFINERY IMP 
PROJECT

Specialty 
Flooring SUPER K SHEET

TOCO (The Oman  
Construction Office) Carpet Tile YUTAKA1000

Egypt
Project Category Product

EGYPT JAPAN UNIVER-
SITY OF SCIENCE & 
TECHNOLOGY

Carpet Tile GA-100W ·  
YUTAKA1000

HUAWEI Carpet Tile YUTAKA1000
IBN SINA PHARMA Carpet Tile YUTAKA1000
QNB BANK TRAINING CENTER Carpet Tile GA-100W
TALAAT MOUSTAFA GROUP Carpet Tile YUTAKA1000

Guam

Russia

Project Category Product
ONWARD MANGILAO 
GOLF GLUB Carpet Tile GRAVIS II (discontinued)

THE MEDICAL CITY 
GUAM Vinyl Tile FASOL PLUS · LINOTESTA · 

ROYAL WOOD

Project Category Product

AO MUFG BANK  
(EURASIA)   

Carpet Tile GA-100T
Specialty 
Flooring LL FREE 40 NW-EX

MAFIN Carpet Tile ROCK GARDEN ·  
MT-3800

PROFI. RU Carpet Tile GA-100 · ALTGALN · 
LUCEART · MT-3800  

U.K.
Project Category Product

EQUINIX Carpet Tile GA-3600
QUEENSGATE Carpet Tile GA-3600
THETA HOUSE Carpet Tile GA-3600

▲ YUTAKA (YU-1100)     
 VIVA - STC TELECOM in Bahrain
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▲ LUCEART (GX8504) · MT-3800 (MT3811F)      
  PROFI. RU in Moscow, Russia

▲ ROCK GARDEN (GX9251V/GX9252V) · MT-3800 (MT3811F)      
 MAFIN in Moscow, Russia
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▲ GA-100W (custom)      
     QNB Bank TRAINING CENTER in Giza, Egypt

▲ YUTAKA (YU-1100)
E-JUST (EGYPT JAPAN UNIVERSITY OF SCIENCE & TECHNOLOGY ) in Giza, Egypt 



®

All the 100% nylon carpet tile products from TOLI are  
“CRI GREEN LABEL PLUS”-certified.
This will contribute towards points for LEED v4 EQ Credit Low-Emitting Materials.

TOLI Corporation is certified 
according to ISO14001 
for carpet production.

Carpet Tile
GA-100W (RANDOM) GA1413W/GA1414W (page 62)  

LL FREE 50 NW-EX TTN3205 (page 319)  

Durability Level
Classified according to the product specification and the test data of resistance to indentation, static load, and abrasion.

Commercial 4

For heavy traffic areas where 
people, trolleys, and carts 
frequently come and go. 
E.g. airports, department 
stores, shops, offices, 
entrance halls, lobbies…etc.

Commercial 4

Commercial 3

For medium traffic areas such 
as working space in the office, 
school, and hospital as well as 
a banquet hall in the hotel.

Commercial 3

Commercial 2

For light traffic areas such as 
small offices and hotel rooms.

Commercial 2
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The history of “TOLI” or iginated with the 
production and distribution of “YUTAKA-ORI” 
back in 1889. “YUTAKA-ORI” was the elaborate 
designed plain-woven rug using rice straw. It was 
exported to overseas as a valuable handicraft 
at the time, which had greatly contributed to the 
economic growth of  modern Japan.
Since then, “YUTAKA” is a significant name to us, 
which stands for “Origin”, “Tradition”, and “Pride” 
of TOLI Corporation.
After more than one century from that era, 
“YUTAKA” has been revived as the carpet tile 
product “YUTAKA collection”.
We TOLI  Corpora t ion  have  pers is ted  in 
“manufacturing” over a century, and all our 
technologies are condensed in this “YUTAKA 
collection”.
We believe TOLI carpet tile “YUTAKA collection” 
will definitely contribute to the creation of 
sophisticated spaces.

YUTAKA1000

YUTAKA2000

YUTAKA 1000 is an easy-to-use modular carpet 
with the classic linear pattern. 
YU-1100, inspired by Japanese traditional “Shima 
Moyo”, will create a basic modern space in 
quarter turn installation. YU-1300, characterized 
by its vivid pinstripes on the charcoal base, will 
produce an expressive floor image.
As the standard product for office and corporate 
segment, YUTAKA 1000 is well received in many 
projects.

YUTAKA 2000 is a design-oriented modular carpet.
YU-2100 “URBAN HARMONY”, featured by its 
high-quality deep striped pattern, harmonizes well 
with stylish furniture, and creates a high-end urban 
office space. YU-2200 “NATURE CRESCENDO” 
has vibrant gradation inspired by expressive 
nature. Beautiful colors symbolizing ocean, forest, 
and ground will stand out more in spacious areas. 
YU-2300 “EARTH RHYME” owns refined pattern 
made by overlapping many lattice designs. Earth-
look texture will create a unique rhythmic floor 
image, just like a rhyme.
Stylish office space and elegant hospitality atmosphere 
can be effectively created by YUTAKA 2000.

YU

TA

KA

■YUTAKA 1000 SERIES

■YUTAKA 5000PLANK SERIES

YUTAKA34 carpet tile   /   

■YUTAKA 2000 SERIES

YU-1100 YU-1300

YU-2300
EARTH RHYME

YU-2200
NATURE CRESCENDO

YU-2100
URBAN HARMONY

YUTAKA5000 PLANK
The current 25cm x 100cm plank carpet tiles had 
been officially launched by TOLI Corporation 
Japan back in 2006 for the first time in the world. 
This alternative size was highly inspired by our 
own wood-look vinyl plank tiles, and enjoyed a 
good reputation as the innovative solution for more 
flexible floor layouts. We have kept this particular 
size only in our high-end GX series for years, but 
now it’s high time to put it in the export range as 
YUTAKA5000 PLANK. 
This amazing pair YU-5100V IKEMEN-slim block- 
and YU-5200V OTOME -shades of dream- will 
expand the possibility of stylish floor designs 
such as ashlar, herringbone, 1m x 1m parquet, 
combination with 50cm x 50cm, and much more.

YU-5100V IKEMEN -slim block-

YU-5200V OTOME -shades of dream-
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▲ YUTAKA1000
     YU-1100 (YU1121/YU1126/YU1128/YU1132/YU1133)

▲ YUTAKA2000
     YU-2100 (YU2123/YU2125/YU2126/YU2132)

▲ YUTAKA5000 PLANK
     YU-5100/YU-5200 (YU5105V/YU5107V/YU5211V/YU5212V)
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Carpet  
Tile

carpet tile   /   36 YUTAKA1000 <YU-1100>

YU1121

YU1124

YU1122

YU1126

YU1132 YU1128

YU1125 YU1133

Japanese traditional “Shima Moyo” (striped pattern) 
of YU-1000 can create a basic modern fl oor image in 
quarter turn installation.®

YUTAKA1000
<YU-1100>

(made-to-order product)

category:  carpet tile

YU1132

Composition
surface BCF Nylon 100% (type 6) dyeing method of yarn Piece Dyed

base fabric Nonwoven Polyester backing PVC and Glass Fiber

size 500mm×500mm overall thickness 6.0mm

Specifi cation pile height 3.0mm  (level loop pile)

gauge 1/10 stitch 14.0

Packing 16pcs/box = 4m2/box
Net Weight 21.0kg /box

Performance

Critical Radiant Flux              (ASTM E648)             Class 2  Average CRF 0.22/cm2 or higher

Smoke Density              (ASTM E662)                                  Less than 450

Flame-retardant Fire Defense Law in Japan Authorized No.E2120129
Antistatic 1.1kV   (AATCC 134)

Stain-resistant Stain Release (Antifouling Finished)

Way of Installation
                                   
                                                                                                   Quarter Turn   
                                                                                                                

Recommended
Adhesive from TOLI TOLI ECO GA Cement (required quantity)

for steel or plastic sub-fl oor 40 to 60 gram/m2

for mortar and wood sub-fl oor 60 to 100 gram/m2

Notes on Installation Apply the adhesive on the whole surface of the sub-fl oor thinly and evenly. After drying, when the adhesive becomes translu-
cent, install the tiles. Be careful not to put the tiles too tightly.

Others
Due to striped designs, the crossover point of joints may appear to be misaligned. This is an optical illusion, not a manufac-

turing defect.
Please note that the product has the indigenous odor from its materials.
When you store the products,do not pile up more than 6 boxes for a better preservation.

MADE IN JAPAN

Commercial 3
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®

YUTAKA1000
<YU-1100>

(made-to-order product)

category:  carpet tile

YUTAKA1000 <YU-1100>

▲ YU1121/YU1128/YU1308

▲ YU1128 ▲ YU1121/YU1122/YU1132

Commercial 3
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Carpet  
Tile

carpet tile   /   38 YUTAKA1000 <YU-1300>

YU1307 BASE

YU1310 CITRUS

YU1308 VIOLET

YU1311 TANGERINE

YU1309 ROYAL

YU1312 SCARLET

Charcoal based modular tiles with urbane taste. Vivid 
pinstripes will lend brilliance to the fl oor.

®

YU1312

YUTAKA1000
<YU-1300>

(made-to-order product)

category:  carpet tile

Composition
surface BCF Nylon 100% (type 6.6) dyeing method of yarn Solution Dyed

base fabric Nonwoven Polyester backing PVC and Glass Fiber

size 500mm×500mm overall thickness 6.5mm

Packing 16pcs/box = 4m2/box
Net Weight 19.2kg /box

Performance

Critical Radiant Flux              (ASTM E648)             Class 1  Average CRF 0.45/cm2 or higher
Smoke Density              (ASTM E662)                                  Less than 450
Flame-retardant Fire Defense Law in Japan Authorized No.E2120131

Antistatic 0.06kV   (AATCC 134)
Stain-resistant Stain Release (Antifouling Finished)

Way of Installation
                                   
                                                                                                 Quarter Turn   
                                                                                                              

Recommended
Adhesive from TOLI TOLI ECO GA Cement (required quantity)

for steel or plastic sub-fl oor 40 to 60 gram/m2

for mortar and wood sub-fl oor 60 to 100 gram/m2

Notes on Installation Apply the adhesive on the whole surface of the sub-fl oor thinly and evenly. After drying, when the adhesive becomes translu-
cent, install the tiles. Be careful not to put the tiles too tightly.

Others
Due to striped designs, the crossover point of joints may appear to be misaligned. This is an optical illusion, not a manufac-

turing defect.
Please note that the product has the indigenous odor from its materials.
When you store the products, do not pile up more than 6 boxes for a better preservation.

MADE IN JAPAN

Specifi cation pile height 3.0mm  (level loop pile)

gauge 1/10 stitch 13.0

Commercial 3
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®

YUTAKA1000
<YU-1300>

(made-to-order product)

category:  carpet tile

YUTAKA1000 <YU-1300>

▲ YU1307/YU1309

▲ YU1307/YU1312

Commercial 3
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Carpet  
Tile

carpet tile   /   40 YUTAKA2000 <YU-2100> URBAN HARMONY

High-quality deep striped pattern made 
by elaborate mixture of differently-dyed 
multiple yarns. It harmonizes well with 
stylish furniture, and creates a high-end 
urban offi ce space.

®

YUTAKA2000 <YU-2100>
URBAN HARMONY

(made-to-order product)

category:  carpet tile

Composition
surface BCF Nylon 100% (type 6) dyeing method of yarn Piece Dyed

base fabric Nonwoven Polyester backing PVC and Glass Fiber

size 500mm×500mm overall thickness 7.3mm

Packing 16pcs/box = 4m2/box
Net Weight 21.0kg /box

Performance

Critical Radiant Flux              (ASTM E648)             Class 2  Average CRF 0.22/cm2 or higher
Smoke Density              (ASTM E662)                                  Less than 450
Flame-retardant Fire Defense Law in Japan Authorized No.E2150286

Antistatic 0.06kV   (AATCC 134)
Stain-resistant Stain Release (Antifouling Finished)

Way of Installation
                                   
                                                                                                          Quarter Turn   
                                                                                                                       

Recommended
Adhesive from TOLI TOLI ECO GA Cement (required quantity)

for steel or plastic sub-fl oor 40 to 60 gram/m2

for mortar and wood sub-fl oor 60 to 100 gram/m2

Notes on Installation Apply the adhesive on the whole surface of the sub-fl oor thinly and evenly. After drying, when the adhesive becomes trans-
lucent, install the tiles. Be careful not to put the tiles too tightly.

Others The stripes differ in position on a tile-by-tile basis so that they will not be exactly connected between the tiles (please refer to 
the installation image).

MADE IN JAPAN

Specifi cation pile height H 5.0mm / L 3.5mm   (textured loop pile)

gauge 1/10 stitch 11.2

YU2122

YU2126

YU2125

YU2123

YU2121 YU2133

YU2132 YU2131

YU2121

Commercial 3
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®

YUTAKA2000 <YU-2100>
URBAN HARMONY

(made-to-order product)

category:  carpet tile

YUTAKA2000 <YU-2100> URBAN HARMONY

YU2128

YU2130

▲ YU2121/YU2122/YU2128/TTN3125  (LL FREE 50 NW-EX · page 321)

▲ YU2122/YU2125/YU2128/YU2133

Commercial 3
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Carpet  
Tile

carpet tile   /   42 YUTAKA2000 <YU-2200> NATURE CRESCENDO

Vibrant gradation inspired by expressive 
nature. Beautiful colors symbolizing 
ocean, forest, and ground will stand out 
more in spacious areas.®

YUTAKA2000 <YU-2200>
NATURE CRESCENDO

(made-to-order product)

category:  carpet tile

Composition
surface BCF Nylon 100% (type 6) dyeing method of yarn Piece Dyed

base fabric Nonwoven Polyester backing PVC and Glass Fiber

size 500mm×500mm overall thickness 7.3mm

Packing 16pcs/box = 4m2/box
Net Weight 21.0kg /box

Performance

Critical Radiant Flux              (ASTM E648)             Class 1  Average CRF 0.45/cm2 or higher
Smoke Density              (ASTM E662)                                  Less than 450
Flame-retardant Fire Defense Law in Japan Authorized No.E2150287

Antistatic 0.05kV   (AATCC 134)
Stain-resistant Stain Release (Antifouling Finished)

Way of Installation
                                   
                                                                              Monolithic         or                      Quarter Turn   
                                                                                                                                    

Recommended
Adhesive from TOLI TOLI ECO GA Cement (required quantity)

for steel or plastic sub-fl oor 40 to 60 gram/m2

for mortar and wood sub-fl oor 60 to 100 gram/m2

Notes on Installation Apply the adhesive on the whole surface of the sub-fl oor thinly and evenly. After drying, when the adhesive becomes trans-
lucent, install the tiles. Be careful not to put the tiles too tightly.

Others The stripes differ in position on a tile-by-tile basis so that they will not be exactly connected between the tiles (please refer to 
the installation image).

MADE IN JAPAN

Specifi cation pile height H 5.0mm / L 3.5mm   (textured loop pile)

gauge 1/10 stitch 11.2

YU2223

YU2221

YU2224

YU2222

YU2225 YU2226

YU2226

▲ YU2222/YU2224/YU2225/YU2226

Commercial 3
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YU2321 YU2322

YU2323

YU2322

YUTAKA2000 <YU-2300> EARTH RHYME

Refi ned pattern with a sense of depth 
by overlapping many lattice designs. 
Earth-look texture will create a unique 
rhythmic fl oor image, just like a rhyme.®

YUTAKA2000 <YU-2300>
EARTH RHYME

(made-to-order product)

category:  carpet tile

Composition
surface BCF Nylon 100% (type 6) dyeing method of yarn Piece Dyed

base fabric Nonwoven Polyester backing PVC and Glass Fiber

size 500mm×500mm overall thickness 7.3mm

Packing 16pcs/box = 4m2/box
Net Weight 21.0kg /box

Performance

Critical Radiant Flux              (ASTM E648)             Class 2  Average CRF 0.22/cm2 or higher
Smoke Density              (ASTM E662)                                  Less than 450
Flame-retardant Fire Defense Law in Japan Authorized No.E2150288

Antistatic 0.08kV   (AATCC 134)
Stain-resistant Stain Release (Antifouling Finished)

Way of Installation
                                   
                                                                              Monolithic         or                      Quarter Turn   
                                                                                                                                    

Recommended
Adhesive from TOLI TOLI ECO GA Cement (required quantity)

for steel or plastic sub-fl oor 40 to 60 gram/m2

for mortar and wood sub-fl oor 60 to 100 gram/m2

Notes on Installation Apply the adhesive on the whole surface of the sub-fl oor thinly and evenly. After drying, when the adhesive becomes trans-
lucent, install the tiles. Be careful not to put the tiles too tightly.

Others The stripes differ in position on a tile-by-tile basis so that they will not be exactly connected between the tiles (please refer to 
the installation image).

MADE IN JAPAN

Specifi cation pile height H 5.0mm / L 3.5mm   (textured loop pile)

gauge 1/10 stitch 11.2

▲ YU2321/YU2323

Commercial 3
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Carpet  
Tile

carpet tile   /   44

YU5104VYU5101V

YU5108V

YU5103V

YU5106VYU5102V

YU5107VYU5105V

Composition
surface BCF Nylon 100% (type 6) dyeing method of yarn Piece Dyed

base fabric Nonwoven Polyester backing PVC and Glass Fiber

size 250mm×1000mm overall thickness 7.0mm

MADE IN JAPAN

Packing 12pcs/box = 3m2/box

Net Weight 16.5kg /box

Performance

Critical Radiant Flux              (ASTM E648)             Class 2  Average CRF 0.22/cm2 or higher

Smoke Density              (ASTM E662)                                  Less than 450

Antistatic 0.06kV   (AATCC 134)

Stain-resistant Stain Release (Antifouling Finished)

Way of Installation
                                   
                                                                                       Ashlar         or                        Monolithic
                                                                                                                                                                              

Recommended
Adhesive from TOLI TOLI ECO GA Cement (required quantity)

for steel or plastic sub-fl oor 40 to 60 gram/m2

for mortar and wood sub-fl oor 60 to 100 gram/m2

Notes on Installation    
Apply the adhesive on the whole surface of the sub-fl oor thinly and evenly. After drying, when the adhesive becomes translu-

cent, install the tiles. Be careful not to put the tiles too tightly.
When you install YU-5100V on the free access fl oor, each tile should be laid to stride over the joint of free access fl oor pan-

els in the middle. (The joint of YU-5100V should not be matched to that of free access fl oor panels.)

Others
The color shading differs on a tile-by-tile basis. In case you do not feel comfortable about the fl oor after installation, please 

change the tiles partly so that it will look natural.
Please note that the product has the indigenous odor from its materials.

Elegant, but dynamic. Gentle, but strong. 
Casual, but sophisticated. Cutting-edge, 
but understated. Just like a Japanese cool 
guy IKEMEN, versatile attractiveness is 
well described in the slim block pattern.

YUTAKA5000 PLANK
<YU-5100V> IKEMEN 

- slim block -
(made-to-order product)

category:  carpet tile

®

YUTAKA5000 PLANK <YU-5100V> IKEMEN -slim block -

YU5108V

Specifi cation pile height H 4.5mm / L 3.0mm   (textured loop pile)

gauge 1/10 stitch 10.7

Commercial 3
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YUTAKA5000 PLANK
<YU-5100V> IKEMEN 

- slim block -
(made-to-order product)

category:  carpet tile

®

▲ YU5103V/YU5106V

▲ YU5101V/YU5102V/YU5105V ▲ YU5101V/YU5108V

Commercial 3
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YU5202VYU5211V

YU5201V

YU5203VYU5212V

YU5204VYU5213V

On the top of stylish gray shading, 
smart stripe accents go through. 
Beautiful pattern inspired by OTOME 
[pure girl]’s susceptible mind and 
longing for a dream.

®

YUTAKA5000 PLANK <YU-5200V> OTOME - shades of dream-

YU5201V

YUTAKA5000 PLANK
<YU-5200V> OTOME
-shades of dream-

(made-to-order product)
category:  carpet tile

Composition
surface BCF Nylon 100% (type 6) dyeing method of yarn Solution Dyed

base fabric Nonwoven Polyester backing PVC and Glass Fiber

size 250mm×1000mm overall thickness 6.8mm

MADE IN JAPAN

Packing 12pcs/box = 3m2/box

Net Weight 16.5kg /box

Performance

Critical Radiant Flux              (ASTM E648)             Class 2  Average CRF 0.22/cm2 or higher

Smoke Density              (ASTM E662)                                  Less than 450

Antistatic 0.06kV   (AATCC 134)

Stain-resistant Stain Release (Antifouling Finished)

Way of Installation
                                   
                                                                                       Ashlar         or                        Monolithic
                                                                                                                                                                              

Recommended
Adhesive from TOLI TOLI ECO GA Cement (required quantity)

for steel or plastic sub-fl oor 40 to 60 gram/m2

for mortar and wood sub-fl oor 60 to 100 gram/m2

Notes on Installation    
Apply the adhesive on the whole surface of the sub-fl oor thinly and evenly. After drying, when the adhesive becomes translu-

cent, install the tiles. Be careful not to put the tiles too tightly.
When you install YU-5200V on the free access fl oor, each tile should be laid to stride over the joint of free access fl oor pan-

els in the middle. (The joint of YU-5200V should not be matched to that of free access fl oor panels.)

Others
The color shading differs on a tile-by-tile basis. In case you do not feel comfortable about the fl oor after installation, please 

change the tiles partly so that it will look natural.
Please note that the product has the indigenous odor from its materials.

Specifi cation pile height H 4.5mm / L 3.0mm   (textured loop pile)

gauge 1/10 stitch 11.5

Commercial 3
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®

▲ YU5211V/YU5104V

▲ YU5201V/YU5202V/YU5204V/YU5211V ▲ YU5211V/YU5213V

YUTAKA5000 PLANK
<YU-5200V> OTOME
-shades of dream-

(made-to-order product)
category:  carpet tile

Commercial 3
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◆

GA-100
category:  carpet tile

With its top-selling history for more than 35 
years, GA-100 is now the synonym for Japanese 
carpet tiles. Good quality and performance is 
assured in versatile application.
GOOD DESIGN LONG LIFE DESIGN AWARD-
winning product in 2015.

®

GA139

GA136 GA164

GA163GA126

GA108

GA1046 GA165

GA1002GA125

GA1033

Packing 20pcs/box = 5m2/box
Net Weight 24.0kg /box

Performance

Critical Radiant Flux                (ASTM E648)               Class 1  Average CRF 0.45/cm2 or higher
Smoke Density                (ASTM E662)                                    Less than 450
Flame-retardant Fire Defense Law in Japan Authorized No.EO830367

Antistatic Less than 1.0kV   (JIS L 1021-16, at 23 degrees centigrade, 25%RH)
Stain-resistant Stain Release / ◆ Stain Release (NANO CLEAN)

Formaldehyde Radiation F IF
☆☆☆☆ Interior-fabrics Performance Evaluation Conference Certifi ed NO.J04-30066

Way of Installation
                                   
                                                                                                          Quarter Turn   
                                                                                                                      

Recommended
Adhesive from TOLI TOLI ECO GA Cement (required quantity)

for steel or plastic sub-fl oor 40 to 60 gram/m2

for mortar and wood sub-fl oor 60 to 100 gram/m2

Custom Order All the standard colors of GA-100 can be made with Nano Clean fi nish (patent-obtained special stain release) on a made-
to-order basis. For more information, please contact TOLI sales reps.

Notes on Installation Apply the adhesive on the whole surface of the sub-fl oor thinly and evenly. After drying, when the adhesive becomes trans-
lucent, install the tiles. Be careful not to put the tiles too tightly. 

Others Please note that the product has the indigenous odor from its materials.

Composition
surface BCF Nylon 100% dyeing method of yarn Piece Dyed

base fabric Nonwoven Polyester backing PVC and Glass Fiber
size 500mm×500mm overall thickness 6.5mm

Specifi cation pile height 3.5mm  (loop pile)
gauge                  1/10 stitch                    13.0 yarn weight (oz/sq.yd)         17.7

JIS Registered No. No. QT0508001  QT0408001  (JIS L 4406 Carpet Tile)

MADE IN JAPAN

GA155

FPT2029FPT2029GA125

GA1038

Commercial 4

GA1006 GA1026

NANO CLEANNAANANANOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOANNN OOOOOOOOOONOOOOONOONONNNN OOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOONNANNNANNNNNNNAANANNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNAANNNNNANANNNNNNNNNN OOOO
NNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNCLCLELEECLC ANANNNCCC NCCC NCCC NCCC NNCCCCCC NNNNCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCC ANCCCCCCCCCCCC NCC NNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNCCCCCCCCCCC N

NANO
CLEAN

“Nano Clean” provides more excellent 
stain resistance to soils by adding special 
Nano fi nish to the existing stain release 
by fl uoridation.
※ ◆The color codes marked with “Nano Clean” 
have Nano Clean finish on the surface.
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GA-100
category:  carpet tile

®

GA-100

GA1019

GA1042

GA1044 GA1045

GA193

GA149 GA1043

GA113GA1040

GA159

GA191

GA194

GA144

GA196

GA190GA1028

Commercial 4

GA1007

GA1021

GA1025

GA1041

▲ GA190/GA196/GA1021/GA1025/GA1028
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GA-100S
category:  carpet tile

GA-100’s sister product which has a 
beautiful stripe image.
GOOD DESIGN LONG LIFE DESIGN AWARD-
winning product in 2015.

®

▲ GA1207S/GA1021  (GA-100 · page 49)

GA1207S

GA1207S

GA1205S

GA1206S

GA1209S

Packing 20pcs/box = 5m2/box

Net Weight 24.0kg /box

Performance

Critical Radiant Flux                (ASTM E648)               Class 1  Average CRF 0.45/cm2 or higher

Smoke Density                (ASTM E662)                                Less than 450

Flame-retardant Fire Defense Law in Japan Authorized No.EO080216

Antistatic Less than 1.0kV   (JIS L 1021-16, at 23 degrees centigrade, 25%RH)

Stain-resistant Stain Release

Formaldehyde Radiation F IF
☆☆☆☆ Interior-fabrics Performance Evaluation Conference Certifi ed NO.J06-30344

Way of Installation
                                   
                                                                                                          Quarter Turn   
                                                                                                                      

Recommended
Adhesive from TOLI TOLI ECO GA Cement (required quantity)

for steel or plastic sub-fl oor 40 to 60 gram/m2

for mortar and wood sub-fl oor 60 to 100 gram/m2

Notes on Installation
Apply the adhesive on the whole surface of the sub-fl oor thinly and evenly. After drying, when the adhesive becomes translu-

cent, install the tiles. Be careful not to put the tiles too tightly.
Due to striped designs, the crossover point of joints may appear to be misaligned. This is an optical illusion, not a manufac-

turing defect.

Custom Order All the standard colors of GA-100 can be made with Nano Clean fi nish (patent-obtained special stain release) on a made-
to-order basis. For more information, please contact TOLI sales reps.

Others Please note that the product has the indigenous odor from its materials.

Composition
surface BCF Nylon 100% dyeing method of yarn Piece Dyed

base fabric Nonwoven Polyester backing PVC and Glass Fiber

size 500mm×500mm overall thickness 6.5mm

Specifi cation pile height               H 3.5mm / L 3.0mm  (high and low loop pile)

gauge                  1/10 stitch                    13.0 yarn weight (oz/sq.yd)         17.7

JIS Registered No. No. QT0508001  QT0408001   (JIS L 4406 Carpet Tile)

MADE IN JAPAN

Commercial 4

GA1214S

GA1215S
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GA-100SA
category:  carpet tile

GA-100 with super antistatic property at less 
than 0.5kV.
GOOD DESIGN LONG LIFE DESIGN AWARD-
winning product in 2015.

®

GSA125

GSA149

GSA144GSA125

Packing 20pcs/box = 5m2/box

Net Weight 26.0kg /box

Performance

Flame-retardant Fire Defense Law in Japan Authorized No.EO830368

Antistatic Less than 0.5kV / 2.0x107 Ω  (JIS L 1021-16 and JIS L 4406 at 23 degrees centigrade, 25%RH)

Stain-resistant Stain Release

Formaldehyde Radiation F IF
☆☆☆☆ Interior-fabrics Performance Evaluation Conference Certifi ed No.J04-30097

Way of Installation
                                   
                                                                                                          Quarter Turn   
                                                                                                                      

Recommended
Adhesive from TOLI TOLI ECO GA Cement (required quantity)

for steel or plastic sub-fl oor 40 to 60 gram/m2

for mortar and wood sub-fl oor 60 to 100 gram/m2

Notes on Installation Apply the adhesive on the whole surface of the sub-fl oor thinly and evenly. After drying, when the adhesive becomes trans-
lucent, install the tiles. Be careful not to put the tiles too tightly. 

Custom Order The following colors from GA-100 are also available in the same specifi cation as GA-100SA for more than 300m2 of order 
per color. GA108/136/139/155/159 For more information, please contact TOLI sales rep. 

Others Please note that the product has the indigenous odor from its materials.

Composition
surface BCF Nylon 100% dyeing method of yarn Piece Dyed

base fabric Nonwoven Polyester backing PVC and Glass Fiber

size 500mm×500mm overall thickness 6.5mm

Specifi cation pile height 3.5mm  (loop pile)

gauge                  1/10 stitch                    13.0 yarn weight (oz/sq.yd)         17.7

MADE IN JAPAN

GSA126

Commercial 4
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GA-100 with approx. 23% post-consumer & 
6% post-indutrial recycled backing. 
GOOD DESIGN LONG LIFE DESIGN AWARD-
winning product in 2015.

2 more “Eco-Friendly” GA-100 products 
are also available for more than 300m2 
of order per color as below. 
Any color can be chosen from the 
standard colors of GA-100/GA-100S/
GA-100T/GA-100W.

®

GA-100AF
GA-100 with deodorant effi cacy

GA-100FH
GA-100 with antibacterial effi cacy

made-to-order products

®

GEM163

GEM125

GEM163

GA-100EM
category:  carpet tile

GEM165

GEM155

GEM149

Packing 20pcs/box = 5m2/box
Net Weight 25.0kg /box

Performance

Flame-retardant Fire Defense Law in Japan Authorized No.EO050243
Antistatic Less than 1.0kV   (JIS L 1021-16, at 23 degrees centigrade, 25%RH)

Stain-resistant Stain Release
Formaldehyde Radiation F IF

☆☆☆☆ Interior-fabrics Performance Evaluation Conference Certifi ed No.J08-30553

Way of Installation
                                   
                                                                                                          Quarter Turn   
                                                                                                                      

Recommended
Adhesive from TOLI TOLI ECO GA Cement (required quantity)

for steel or plastic sub-fl oor 40 to 60 gram/m2

for mortar and wood sub-fl oor 60 to 100 gram/m2

Notes on Installation
Apply the adhesive on the whole surface of the sub-fl oor thinly and evenly. After drying, when the adhesive becomes translu-

cent, install the tiles. Be careful not to put the tiles too tightly.
Avoid the installation at a lower temperature than 5 degrees Centigrade.

Custom Order Other than listed colors, any color from GA-100/GA-100S/GA-100T/GA-100W will be available as “GA-100EM” for more than 
300m2 of order per color. 

Others Please note that the product has the indigenous odor from its materials.

Composition
surface BCF Nylon 100% dyeing method of yarn Piece Dyed

base fabric Nonwoven Polyester backing PVC and Glass Fiber 
(Recycled PVC contained)

size 500mm×500mm overall thickness 6.5mm

Specifi cation pile height 3.5mm  (loop pile)

gauge                  1/10 stitch                    13.0 yarn weight (oz/sq.yd)         17.7

JIS Registered No. No. QT0508001   (JIS L 4406 Carpet Tile)

MADE IN JAPAN

Commercial 4
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GA-100N
category:  carpet tile

GA-100’s sister product which has a pre-applied adhesive 
on the back.
Easy to install and very much suitable for free access 
fl oor panels.
GOOD DESIGN LONG LIFE DESIGN AWARD-winning 
product in 2015.

GAN163

GAN125

GAN1043

GAN155

GAN163

sub-fl oor Applicable 
or Not Applicable

Access Flooring
metallic surface or plastic surface OK

concrete N/A

Vinyl Tile & Vinyl Sheet OK

Stone OK

Linoleum N/A

Mortar N/A

Particle Board N/A

Needle Punch Carpet N/A

Floor Heating Panel N/A

Wood Flooring Could be discolored or 
changed in quality

Sub-Floor Application Table

The fl oor covering may be less sticky if used on extremely uneven 
ground or polypropylene resin.

GAN165

Packing 20pcs/box = 5m2/box

Net Weight 26.0kg /box

Performance

Flame-retardant Fire Defense Law in Japan Authorized No.EO970066

Antistatic Less than 1.0kV   (JIS L 1021-16, at 23 degrees centigrade, 25%RH)

Stain-resistant Stain Release

Formaldehyde Radiation F IF
☆☆☆☆ Interior-fabrics Performance Evaluation Conference Certifi ed No.J04-30106

Way of Installation Quarter Turn   

Notes on Installation

GA-100N is very much suitable for free access fl oor panel made of metal or resin. However, in case the panel surface is ap-
parently bumpy, GA-100N cannot be tightly stuck. Also, some resins are not exactly compatible with GA-100N’s pre-applied 
adhesive (e.g. polypropylene), so that the adhesion might be weaker. 

You can install GA-100N on the existing vinyl sheet or tile with the fl at surface. If you need to remove them again, apply the 
wax suffi ciently on the vinyl fl oor surface before installation.

For GAN1207S, due to striped designs, the crossover point of joints may appear to be misaligned. This is optional illusion, not 
a mamufacturing defect.

Do not install GA-100N where you can expect heavy casters will frequently come and go.
Do not install GA-100N on dusty sub-fl oors such as mortar, nor elastic sub-fl oors like radiant-heating fl oors.

Custom Order All the standard colors from GA-100 are also available in the same specifi cation as GA-100N with more than 300m2 of 
order per color. For more information, please contact TOLI sales rep. 

Others Please note that the product has the indigenous odor from its materials.

Composition
surface BCF Nylon 100% dyeing method of yarn Piece Dyed

base fabric Nonwoven Polyester backing PVC and Glass Fiber

size 500mm×500mm overall thickness 6.5mm

Specifi cation pile height 3.5mm  (loop pile)

gauge 1/10 stitch 13.0 yarn weight (oz/sq.yd)         17.7

MADE IN JAPAN

GAN1207S

Commercial 4
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GA10232T GA10233T GA10234T

GA10236TGA10235T

GA10232T

GA-100T 
(BRIGHT PLAIN)

category:  carpet tile

Plain pattern inspired by splendor in the grass.
Beautiful texture with shiny dots woven in 
the big loops.
GOOD DESIGN LONG LIFE DESIGN 
AWARD-winning product in 2015.

®

Composition
surface BCF Nylon 100% dyeing method of yarn Piece Dyed

base fabric Nonwoven Polyester backing PVC and Glass Fiber 

size 500mm×500mm overall thickness 7.8mm

Specifi cation pile height               5.5 to 3.0mm  (textured loop pile)

gauge                  1/10 stitch                    12.5 yarn weight (oz/sq.yd)         17.4

Packing 20pcs/box = 5m2/box
Net Weight 24.0kg /box

Performance

Critical Radiant Flux                (ASTM E648)               Class 1  Average CRF 0.45/cm2 or higher
Smoke Density                (ASTM E662)                                    Less than 450
Flame-retardant Fire Defense Law in Japan Authorized No.E2170232

Antistatic Less than 1.0kV   (JIS L 1021-16, at 23 degrees centigrade, 25%RH)
Stain-resistant Stain Release

Formaldehyde Radiation F IF
☆☆☆☆ Interior-fabrics Performance Evaluation Conference Certifi ed No.J17-31265

Way of Installation
                                   
                                                                              Monolithic         or                      Quarter Turn   
                                                                                                                                    

Recommended
Adhesive from TOLI TOLI ECO GA Cement (required quantity)

for steel or plastic sub-fl oor 40 to 60 gram/m2

for mortar and wood sub-fl oor 60 to 100 gram/m2

Notes on Installation Apply the adhesive on the whole surface of the sub-fl oor thinly and evenly. After drying, when the adhesive becomes translu-
cent, install the tiles. Be careful not to put the tiles too tightly. 

Others

In Monolithic installation, when the color difference between the tiles stands out or the joints are visible, please switch the 
tiles partly.

Please note that the product has the indigenous odor from its materials.
Right after installation, color shading could be seen on the fl oor. This is just because surface piles partially lie down. With 

the passage of time, it will disappear.

Custom Order All the standard colors of GA-100T can be made with Nano Clean fi nish (patent-obtained special stain release) on a made-to-
order basis. For more information, please contact TOLI sales reps.

MADE IN JAPAN

Commercial 4
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GA-100T 
(BRIGHT PLAIN)

category:  carpet tile
®

GA-100T  (BRIGHT PLAIN)

▲ GA10232T/GA10234T

Commercial 4

GA10227TGA10226T

GA10225T
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GA10334T

GA10333T

GA-100T 
(SPEAR LINE)
category:  carpet tile

Sterically-made sharp linear pattern.
Characterized by fi ne expression of shiny 
yarns and dynamic image akin to KASURI. 
GOOD DESIGN LONG LIFE DESIGN AWARD-
winning product in 2015.

®

GA10332T

GA10332T

GA10336T

GA10335T

Composition
surface BCF Nylon 100% dyeing method of yarn Piece Dyed

base fabric Nonwoven Polyester backing PVC and Glass Fiber 
size 500mm×500mm overall thickness 7.5mm

Specifi cation pile height               H5.0mm/M4.0mm/L3.0mm  (textured loop pile)
gauge                  1/10 stitch                    12.0 yarn weight (oz/sq.yd)         17.4

Packing 20pcs/box = 5m2/box
Net Weight 24.0kg /box

Performance

Critical Radiant Flux                (ASTM E648)               Class 2  Average CRF 0.22/cm2 or higher
Smoke Density                (ASTM E662)                                    Less than 450
Flame-retardant Fire Defense Law in Japan Authorized No.E2170233

Antistatic Less than 1.0kV   (JIS L 1021-16, at 23 degrees centigrade, 25%RH)
Stain-resistant Stain Release

Formaldehyde Radiation F IF
☆☆☆☆ Interior-fabrics Performance Evaluation Conference Certifi ed No.J17-31266

Way of Installation
                                   
                                                                              Monolithic         or                      Quarter Turn   
                                                                                                                                    

Recommended
Adhesive from TOLI TOLI ECO GA Cement (required quantity)

for steel or plastic sub-fl oor 40 to 60 gram/m2

for mortar and wood sub-fl oor 60 to 100 gram/m2

Notes on Installation Apply the adhesive on the whole surface of the sub-fl oor thinly and evenly. After drying, when the adhesive becomes translu-
cent, install the tiles. Be careful not to put the tiles too tightly. 

Others

The stripes differ in position on a tile-by-tile basis so that they will not be exactly connected between the tiles (please refer to 
the installation image). 

In Monolithic installation, when the color difference between the tiles stands out or the joints are visible, please switch the tiles partly.
Please note that the product has the indigenous odor from its materials.
Right after installation, color shading could be seen on the fl oor. This is just because surface piles partially lie down. With 

the passage of time, it will disappear.

Custom Order All the standard colors of GA-100T can be made with Nano Clean fi nish (patent-obtained special stain release) on a made-to-
order basis. For more information, please contact TOLI sales reps.

MADE IN JAPAN

Commercial 4

▲ GA10333T/TTN3128  (LL FREE 50 NW-EX · page 321)
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GA10634T

GA10632T

GA10636T

GA10635TGA10633T

GA10635T

GA-100T
(SOFT GRID)
category:  carpet tile

Soft-textured lattice pattern.
With its beautiful crisscross shading, classy 
atmosphere can be created in your space.
GOOD DESIGN LONG LIFE DESIGN AWARD-
winning product in 2015.

®

Composition
surface BCF Nylon 100% dyeing method of yarn Piece Dyed

base fabric Nonwoven Polyester backing PVC and Glass Fiber 
size 500mm×500mm overall thickness 7.8mm

Specifi cation pile height               5.0 to 3.0mm  (textured loop pile)
gauge                  1/10 stitch                    14.0 yarn weight (oz/sq.yd)         17.1

Packing 20pcs/box = 5m2/box
Net Weight 24.0kg /box

Performance

Critical Radiant Flux                (ASTM E648)               Class 2  Average CRF 0.22/cm2 or higher
Smoke Density                (ASTM E662)                                    Less than 450
Flame-retardant Fire Defense Law in Japan Authorized No.E2170234

Antistatic Less than 1.0kV   (JIS L 1021-16, at 23 degrees centigrade, 25%RH)
Stain-resistant Stain Release

Formaldehyde Radiation F IF
☆☆☆☆ Interior-fabrics Performance Evaluation Conference Certifi ed No.J17-31267

Way of Installation
                                   
                                                                              Monolithic         or                      Quarter Turn   
                                                                                                                                    

Recommended
Adhesive from TOLI TOLI ECO GA Cement (required quantity)

for steel or plastic sub-fl oor 40 to 60 gram/m2

for mortar and wood sub-fl oor 60 to 100 gram/m2

Notes on Installation Apply the adhesive on the whole surface of the sub-fl oor thinly and evenly. After drying, when the adhesive becomes translu-
cent, install the tiles. Be careful not to put the tiles too tightly. 

Others

In Monolithic installation, when the color difference between the tiles stands out or the joints are visible, please switch the 
tiles partly.

Please note that the product has the indigenous odor from its materials.
Right after installation, color shading could be seen on the fl oor. This is just because surface piles partially lie down. With 

the passage of time, it will disappear.
The linear pattern may not be strictly straight, which is the characteristic of this particular product with a fabric image.

Custom Order All the standard colors of GA-100T can be made with Nano Clean fi nish (patent-obtained special stain release) on a made-to-
order basis. For more information, please contact TOLI sales reps.

MADE IN JAPAN

▲ GA10632T

Commercial 4
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GA-100T 
(SHINE MARBLE)

category:  carpet tile

Beautiful pattern reminiscent of shiny 
marble stone.
3 dimensional loop-pile structure and 
non-directional design will convey a 
spacious feeling on the fl oor.
GOOD DESIGN LONG LIFE DESIGN 
AWARD-winning product in 2015.

®

Composition
surface BCF Nylon 100% dyeing method of yarn Piece Dyed

base fabric Nonwoven Polyester backing PVC and Glass Fiber 
size 500mm×500mm overall thickness 7.5mm

Specifi cation pile height               6.5 to 3.0mm  (textured loop pile)
gauge                  1/10 stitch                    12.0 yarn weight (oz/sq.yd)         15.9

Packing 20pcs/box = 5m2/box
Net Weight 25.5kg /box

Performance

Critical Radiant Flux                (ASTM E648)               Class 2  Average CRF 0.22/cm2 or higher
Smoke Density                (ASTM E662)                                    Less than 450
Flame-retardant Fire Defense Law in Japan Authorized No.E2200143

Antistatic Less than 1.0kV   (JIS L 1021-16, at 23 degrees centigrade, 25%RH)
Stain-resistant Stain Release / ◆ Stain Release (NANO CLEAN)

Formaldehyde Radiation F IF
☆☆☆☆ Interior-fabrics Performance Evaluation Conference Certifi ed No.J20-31583

Way of Installation
                                   
                                                                              Monolithic         or                      Quarter Turn   
                                                                                                                                    

Recommended
Adhesive from TOLI TOLI ECO GA Cement (required quantity)

for steel or plastic sub-fl oor 40 to 60 gram/m2

for mortar and wood sub-fl oor 60 to 100 gram/m2

Notes on Installation Apply the adhesive on the whole surface of the sub-fl oor thinly and evenly. After drying, when the adhesive becomes translu-
cent, install the tiles. Be careful not to put the tiles too tightly. 

Others
In Monolithic installation, when the color difference between the tiles stands out or the joints are visible, please switch the tiles partly.
Please note that the product has the indigenous odor from its materials.
Right after installation, color shading could be seen on the fl oor. This is just because surface piles partially lie down. With 

the passage of time, it will disappear.

Custom Order All the standard colors of GA-100T can be made with Nano Clean fi nish (patent-obtained special stain release) on a made-
to-order basis. For more information, please contact TOLI sales reps.

MADE IN JAPAN

Commercial 4

GA10712T

GA10711T ◆

GA10716TGA10713T

GA10714T ◆

GA10715T

GA10712T

NANO CLEANNAANANANOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOANNN OOOOOOOOOONOOOOONOONONNNN OOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOONNANNNANNNNNNNAANANNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNAANNNNNANANNNNNNNNNN OOOO
NNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNCLCLELEECLC ANANNNCCC NCCC NCCC NCCC NNCCCCCC NNNNCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCC ANCCCCCCCCCCCC NCC NNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNCCCCCCCCCCC N

NANO
CLEAN

“Nano Clean” provides more excellent stain resistance 
to soils by adding special Nano fi nish to the existing 
stain release by fl uoridation.

※ ◆The color codes marked 
with “Nano Clean” have 
Nano Clean finish on the 
surface.
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GA-100T 
(SHINE MARBLE)

category:  carpet tile
®

Commercial 4

GA10717T

GA10718T

GA10719T

▲ GA10714T/GA10715T

▲ GA10711T/GA10714T/GA10716T/GA10718T
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GA-100W
(RANDOM HERRING)

category:  carpet tile

Sophisticated herringbone 
pattern with an authentic texture. 
Inspired by the woven fabric made by 
mixing various type of colored yarns.
GOOD DESIGN LONG LIFE DESIGN 
AWARD-winning product in 2015.

®

Composition
surface BCF Nylon 100% dyeing method of yarn Piece Dyed

base fabric Nonwoven Polyester backing PVC and Glass Fiber
size 500mm×500mm overall thickness 6.8mm

Specifi cation pile height               H 5.0mm / M 4.0mm / L 2.5mm  (textured loop pile)
gauge                  1/10 stitch                    11.0 yarn weight (oz/sq.yd)         16.5

Packing 20pcs/box = 5m2/box
Net Weight 25.5kg /box

Performance

Critical Radiant Flux                (ASTM E648)               Class 2  Average CRF 0.22/cm2 or higher
Smoke Density                (ASTM E662)                                    Less than 450
Flame-retardant Fire Defense Law in Japan Authorized No.E2200142

Antistatic Less than 1.0kV   (JIS L 1021-16, at 23 degrees centigrade, 25%RH)
Stain-resistant Stain Release

Formaldehyde Radiation F IF
☆☆☆☆ Interior-fabrics Performance Evaluation Conference Certifi ed No. J20-31580

Way of Installation
                                   
                                                                              Monolithic         or                      Quarter Turn   
                                                                                                                                    

Recommended
Adhesive from TOLI TOLI ECO GA Cement (required quantity)

for steel or plastic sub-fl oor 40 to 60 gram/m2

for mortar and wood sub-fl oor 60 to 100 gram/m2

Notes on Installation Apply the adhesive on the whole surface of the sub-fl oor thinly and evenly. After drying, when the adhesive becomes translu-
cent, install the tiles. Be careful not to put the tiles too tightly. 

Others
In Monolithic installation, when the color difference between the tiles stands out or the joints are visible, please switch the tiles partly.
To have a natural image after installation, stripes are intentionally inserted in the design at regular intervals, which is not a manufacturing 

defect. In case you do not feel comfortable about the fl oor after installation, please change the tiles partly so that it will look natural.
Please note that the product has the indigenous odor from its materials.

Custom Order All the standard colors of GA-100W can be made with Nano Clean fi nish (patent-obtained special stain release) on a made-
to-order basis. For more information, please contact TOLI sales reps.

MADE IN JAPAN

Commercial 4

GA-100W  (RANDOM HERRING)

GA1651W

GA1652W

GA1651W

GA1655W

GA1654W

GA1653W GA1656W▲ GA1653W
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GA-100W
(RANDOM HERRING)

category:  carpet tile
®

Commercial 4

GA-100W  (RANDOM HERRING)

▲ GA1651W/GA1656W/TTN3118  (LL FREE 50 NW-EX · page 320)

▲ GA1654W/GA1655W
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carpet tile   /   62 GA-100W  (RANDOM)

GA1413WGA1412W

GA1414W

GA-100W (RANDOM) has a very impressive 
image where the stripes are melted in the 
base yarn with subtle color changes.
GOOD DESIGN LONG LIFE DESIGN AWARD-
winning product in 2015.

GA-100W
(RANDOM)

category:  carpet tile
®

Composition
surface BCF Nylon 100% dyeing method of yarn Piece Dyed

base fabric Nonwoven Polyester backing PVC and Glass Fiber
size 500mm×500mm overall thickness 6.5mm

Specifi cation pile height               H 4.0mm / L 3.0mm  (high and low loop pile)
gauge                  1/10 stitch                    12.5 yarn weight (oz/sq.yd)         17.1

Packing 20pcs/box = 5m2/box
Net Weight 25.0kg /box

Performance

Critical Radiant Flux              (ASTM E648)             Class 2  Average CRF 0.22/cm2 or higher
Smoke Density              (ASTM E662)                                  Less than 450
Flame-retardant Fire Defense Law in Japan Authorized No.EO100077

Antistatic Less than 1.0kV   (JIS L 1021-16, at 23 degrees centigrade, 25%RH)
Stain-resistant Stain Release

Formaldehyde Radiation F IF
☆☆☆☆ Interior-fabrics Performance Evaluation Conference Certifi ed No. J10-30670

Way of Installation
                                   
                                                                              Monolithic         or                      Quarter Turn   
                                                                                                                                    

Recommended
Adhesive from TOLI TOLI ECO GA Cement (required quantity)

for steel or plastic sub-fl oor 40 to 60 gram/m2

for mortar and wood sub-fl oor 60 to 100 gram/m2

Notes on Installation Apply the adhesive on the whole surface of the sub-fl oor thinly and evenly. After drying, when the adhesive becomes translu-
cent, install the tiles. Be careful not to put the tiles too tightly.

Others
The stripes differ in position on a tile-by-tile basis so that they will not be exactly connected between the tiles (please refer 

to the installation image).
Please note that the product has the indigenous odor from its materials.

Custom Order All the standard colors of GA-100W can be made with Nano Clean fi nish (patent-obtained special stain release) on a made-
to-order basis. For more information, please contact TOLI sales reps.

MADE IN JAPAN

GA1413W

▲ GA1412W/GA1413W/GA1414W

Commercial 4
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▲ GA1853W/GA1854W

GA-100W
(SAND Ⅱ)

category:  carpet tile

Deep texture created by its amazing contrast 
of shiny yarns and black-colored yarns. 
Beautiful plain-look carpet with rich loop piles.
GOOD DESIGN LONG LIFE DESIGN AWARD-
winning product in 2015.

®

MADE IN JAPAN

Composition
surface BCF Nylon 100% dyeing method of yarn Piece Dyed

base fabric Nonwoven Polyester backing PVC and Glass Fiber
size 500mm×500mm overall thickness 6.5mm

Specifi cation pile height               H 4.5mm to L 3.0mm  (multi-level loop pile)
gauge                  1/10 stitch                    10.0 yarn weight (oz/sq.yd)         17.1

Packing 20pcs/box = 5m2/box
Net Weight 25.5kg /box

Performance

Critical Radiant Flux                (ASTM E648)               Class 2  Average CRF 0.22/cm2 or higher
Smoke Density                (ASTM E662)                                    Less than 450
Flame-retardant Fire Defense Law in Japan Authorized No.E2200144

Antistatic Less than 1.0kV  (JIS L 1021-16, at 23 degrees centigrade,25%RH)
Stain-resistant Stain Release

Formaldehyde Radiation F IF
☆☆☆☆ Interior-fabrics Performance Evaluation Conference Certifi ed No.J20-31582

Way of Installation
                                   
                                                                              Monolithic         or                      Quarter Turn   
                                                                                                                                    

Recommended
Adhesive from TOLI TOLI ECO GA Cement (required quantity)

for steel or plastic sub-fl oor 40 to 60 gram/m2

for mortar and wood sub-fl oor 60 to 100 gram/m2

Notes on Installation Apply the adhesive on the whole surface of the sub-fl oor thinly and evenly. After drying, when the adhesive becomes translu-
cent, install the tiles. Be careful not to put the tiles too tightly. 

Others In Monolithic installation, when the color difference between the tiles stands out or the joints are visible, please switch the tiles partly.
Please note that the product has the indigenous odor from its materials.

Custom Order All the standard colors of GA-100W can be made with Nano Clean fi nish (patent-obtained special stain release) on a made-
to-order basis. For more information, please contact TOLI sales reps.

GA1854WGA1852W

GA1853WGA1851W

GA1855W

GA1853W

Commercial 4
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GA-100W
(SHADOW BLOCK)

category:  carpet tile

Random geometric design in soft 
texture can be coordinated with 
variety of interior products.
GOOD DESIGN LONG LIFE DESIGN 
AWARD-winning product in 2015.

GA1963W

GA1962W

GA1963W

®

MADE IN JAPAN

Composition
surface BCF Nylon 100% dyeing method of yarn Piece Dyed

base fabric Nonwoven Polyester backing PVC and Glass Fiber
size 500mm×500mm overall thickness 7.0mm

Specifi cation pile height               H 4.0mm / L 2.5mm  (textured loop pile)
gauge                  1/10 stitch                    11.5 yarn weight (oz/sq.yd)         17.1

Packing 20pcs/box = 5m2/box
Net Weight 24.5kg /box

Performance

Critical Radiant Flux              (ASTM E648)             Class 2  Average CRF 0.22/cm2 or higher
Smoke Density              (ASTM E662)                                  Less than 450
Flame-retardant Fire Defense Law in Japan Authorized No.E2120244

Antistatic Less than 1.0kV   (JIS L 1021-16, at 23 degrees centigrade, 25%RH)
Stain-resistant Stain Release

Formaldehyde Radiation F IF
☆☆☆☆ Interior-fabrics Performance Evaluation Conference Certifi ed No.J12-30848

Way of Installation
                                   
                                                                              Monolithic         or                      Quarter Turn   
                                                                                                                                    

Recommended
Adhesive from TOLI TOLI ECO GA Cement (required quantity)

for steel or plastic sub-fl oor 40 to 60 gram/m2

for mortar and wood sub-fl oor 60 to 100 gram/m2

Notes on Installation Apply the adhesive on the whole surface of the sub-fl oor thinly and evenly. After drying, when the adhesive becomes translu-
cent, install the tiles. Be careful not to put the tiles too tightly. 

Others

The stripes differ in position on a tile-by-tile basis so that they will not be exactly connected between the tiles (please refer to 
the installation image).

To have a natural image after installation, stripes are intentionally inserted in the design at regular intervals, which is not a 
manufacturing defect. In case you do not feel comfortable about the fl oor after installation, please change the tiles partly so 
that it will look natural.

Please note that the product has the indigenous odor from its materials.

Custom Order All the standard colors of GA-100W can be made with Nano Clean fi nish (patent-obtained special stain release) on a made-
to-order basis. For more information, please contact TOLI sales reps.

Commercial 4

GA1969W

GA1970W

GA1957WGA1971W
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GA-100W
(SHADOW BLOCK)

category:  carpet tile
®

GA-100W  (SHADOW BLOCK)

GA1960W

GA1961W

GA1972W

▲ GA1957W/GA1963W/GA10716T  (GA-100T · page 58)

Commercial 4

▲ GA1972W/TTN3303  (LL FREE 50 NW-EX · page 319)
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GA-100W
(SILKY LINE Ⅱ)

category:  carpet tile

Classy modern-striped pattern using silk-
like shiny yarns.
Characterized by its vivid and attractive 
color lineup.
GOOD DESIGN LONG LIFE DESIGN 
AWARD-winning product in 2015. 

®

Composition
surface BCF Nylon 100% dyeing method of yarn Piece Dyed

base fabric Nonwoven Polyester backing PVC and Glass Fiber
size 500mm×500mm overall thickness 6.5mm

Specifi cation pile height               H 4.0mm / L 3.0mm  (high and low loop pile)
gauge                  1/10 stitch                    10.5 yarn weight (oz/sq.yd)         17.4

Packing 20pcs/box = 5m2/box
Net Weight 26.5kg /box

Performance

Critical Radiant Flux                (ASTM E648)               Class 1  Average CRF 0.45/cm2 or higher
Smoke Density                (ASTM E662)                                    Less than 450
Flame-retardant Fire Defense Law in Japan Authorized No.2200141

Antistatic Less than 1.0kV   (JIS L 1021-16, at 23 degrees centigrade, 25%RH)
Stain-resistant Stain Release / ◆ Stain Release (NANO CLEAN)

Formaldehyde Radiation F IF
☆☆☆☆ Interior-fabrics Performance Evaluation Conference Certifi ed No.J20-31581

Way of Installation
                                   
                                                                              Monolithic         or                      Quarter Turn   
                                                                                                                                    

Recommended
Adhesive from TOLI TOLI ECO GA Cement (required quantity)

for steel or plastic sub-fl oor 40 to 60 gram/m2

for mortar and wood sub-fl oor 60 to 100 gram/m2

Notes on Installation Apply the adhesive on the whole surface of the sub-fl oor thinly and evenly. After drying, when the adhesive becomes translu-
cent, install the tiles. Be careful not to put the tiles too tightly. 

Others
The stripes differ in position on a tile-by-tile basis so that they will not be exactly connected between the tiles (please refer to the installation image).
In Monolithic installation, when the color difference between the tiles stands out or the joints are visible, please switch the tiles partly.
Please note that the product has the indigenous odor from its materials.

Custom Order All the standard colors of GA-100W can be made with Nano Clean fi nish (patent-obtained special stain release) on a made-
to-order basis. For more information, please contact TOLI sales reps.

MADE IN JAPAN

Commercial 4

GA1757W

GA1751W ◆

GA1760WGA1761W

GA1758W

GA1752W

GA1752W

NANO CLEANNAANANANOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOANNN OOOOOOOOOONOOOOONOONONNNN OOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOONNANNNANNNNNNNAANANNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNAANNNNNANANNNNNNNNNN OOOO
NNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNCLCLELEECLC ANANNNCCC NCCC NCCC NCCC NNCCCCCC NNNNCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCC ANCCCCCCCCCCCC NCC NNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNCCCCCCCCCCC N

NANO
CLEAN

“Nano Clean” provides more excellent stain resistance 
to soils by adding special Nano fi nish to the existing 
stain release by fl uoridation.

※ ◆The color codes marked 
with “Nano Clean” have 
Nano Clean finish on the 
surface.
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GA-100W
(SILKY LINE Ⅱ)

category:  carpet tile
®

GA-100W  (SILKY LINE Ⅱ)

Commercial 4

GA1755W

GA1759W

GA1753W

GA1762W

GA1764W

GA1763W

GA1765WGA1756W

GA1754W

▲ GA1751W/GA1753W/GA1755W/GA1761W
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GA-3600
(texture 1 · 3)
category:  carpet tile

Natural design and texture inspired by the bark of trees are 
well described in beautiful earth color tones. 

GA3609 GA3611GA3606

GA3601 GA3603

GA3609

®

texture 1

  GA-3600EM
GA-3600 with approx. 23% post-consumer & 
6% post-indutrial recycled backing

Any color from GA-3600 can be “Eco-
Friendly” for more than 1,000m2 of 
order per color.

made-to-order product

®

Composition
surface BCF Nylon 100% dyeing method of yarn Solution Dyed

base fabric Nonwoven Polyester backing PVC and Glass Fiber

size 500mm×500mm overall thickness 6.8mm

Specifi cation pile height               H 4.5mm / L 3.0mm  (textured loop pile)

gauge                  1/10 stitch                    12.5 yarn weight (oz/sq.yd)         16.5

Packing 16pcs/box = 4m2/box
Net Weight 18.0kg /box

Performance

Critical Radiant Flux              (ASTM E648)             Class 2  Average CRF 0.22/cm2 or higher

Smoke Density              (ASTM E662)                                  Less than 450

Flame-retardant Fire Defense Law in Japan Authorized No.E2120246
Antistatic Less than 1.0kV   (JIS L 1021-16, at 23 degrees centigrade, 25%RH)

Stain-resistant Stain Release
Formaldehyde Radiation F IF

☆☆☆☆ Interior-fabrics Performance Evaluation Conference Certifi ed No.J12-30849

Way of Installation
                                   
                                                                              Monolithic         or                      Quarter Turn   
                                                                                                                                    

Recommended
Adhesive from TOLI TOLI ECO GA Cement (required quantity)

for steel or plastic sub-fl oor 40 to 60 gram/m2

for mortar and wood sub-fl oor 60 to 100 gram/m2

Notes on Installation Apply the adhesive on the whole surface of the sub-fl oor thinly and evenly. After drying, when the adhesive becomes translu-
cent, install the tiles. Be careful not to put the tiles too tightly. 

Others
To have a natural image after installation, stripes are intentionally inserted in the design at regular intervals, which is not a 

manufacturing defect. In case you do not feel comfortable about the fl oor after installation, please change the tiles partly so 
that it will look natural.

Please note that the product has the indigenous odor from its materials.

MADE IN JAPAN

GA3601 · GA3662

The color numbers below can be coordinated.

Commercial 4
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GA-3600
(texture 1 · 3)
category:  carpet tile

®

GA-3600  (texture 1 · 3) (GA-3600EM)

THE BARK — [BARK]

DESIGN CONCEPT GA-3600 (texture 1 · 3 · 4)

Trees firmly rooted in the ground. The surface of their truck is 
covered by “BARK”, which has a deep texture. Although it is not 
vibrant like flowers and fruits, it brings a feeling of trust and majesty 
to protect the truck from a harsh climate.
3 textures of GA-3600 are inspired by “BARK” fostered in the world 
of nature. Various tones hidden in the earth color and deep shading 
made by irregular overlapping are well expressed in its patterns.
They are not showy but have a feeling of relief like barks as well as 
firm reliability, which can create a new space.

Texture with the feeling of random and 
natural flow.
Free and easy design creates a sense 
of depth in the space.

texture 1
Texture with deep shading by overlapped 
layers.
Imbricated block patterns will provide 
comfortable and rhythmic feelings.

texture 3

Texture with a 3-dimensional image by 
overlapped lines.
Deep and high-quality spaces can be 
created.

texture 4

▲ GA3609/GA3611 ▲ GA3662/GA3663

GA3661

GA3662

GA3663

texture 3

Commercial 4
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GA-3600
(texture 4)

category:  carpet tile

Natural design and texture inspired by the bark of trees are 
well described in beautiful earth color tones. 

®

GA3684

GA3688GA3681

GA3685

GA3682 GA3683

GA3687

texture 4

Composition
surface BCF Nylon 100% dyeing method of yarn Solution Dyed

base fabric Nonwoven Polyester backing PVC and Glass Fiber

size 500mm×500mm overall thickness 6.8mm

Specifi cation pile height               H 4.5mm / L 3.0mm  (textured loop pile)

gauge                  1/10 stitch                    12.5 yarn weight (oz/sq.yd)         15.3

Packing 16pcs/box = 4m2/box
Net Weight 18.0kg /box

Performance

Critical Radiant Flux              (ASTM E648)             Class 1  Average CRF 0.45/cm2 or higher

Smoke Density              (ASTM E662)                                  Less than 450

Flame-retardant Fire Defense Law in Japan Authorized No.E2120246
Antistatic Less than 1.0kV   (JIS L 1021-16, at 23 degrees centigrade, 25%RH)

Stain-resistant Stain Release
Formaldehyde Radiation F IF

☆☆☆☆ Interior-fabrics Performance Evaluation Conference Certifi ed No.J12-30849

Way of Installation
                                   
                                                                              Monolithic         or                      Quarter Turn   
                                                                                                                                    

Recommended
Adhesive from TOLI TOLI ECO GA Cement (required quantity)

for steel or plastic sub-fl oor 40 to 60 gram/m2

for mortar and wood sub-fl oor 60 to 100 gram/m2

Notes on Installation Apply the adhesive on the whole surface of the sub-fl oor thinly and evenly. After drying, when the adhesive becomes translu-
cent, install the tiles. Be careful not to put the tiles too tightly. 

Others
To have a natural image after installation, stripes are intentionally inserted in the design at regular intervals, which is not a 

manufacturing defect. In case you do not feel comfortable about the fl oor after installation, please change the tiles partly so 
that it will look natural.

Please note that the product has the indigenous odor from its materials.

MADE IN JAPAN

texture 4texture 4

GA3689

GA3689

Commercial 4
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GA-3600
(texture 4)

category:  carpet tile
®

GA-3600  (texture 4)

▲ GA3681/GA3682

▲ GA3684/GA3685

GA3691GA3690

GA3693GA3692

Commercial 4
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GA-3600
(texture 5 · 6)
category:  carpet tile

Non-directional, free and easy design with a sense of depth. 
Inspired by shimmering water surface of the lake.

®

Composition
surface BCF Nylon 100% dyeing method of yarn Solution Dyed

base fabric Nonwoven Polyester backing PVC and Glass Fiber

size 500mm×500mm overall thickness 6.8mm

Specifi cation pile height               H 4.5mm / L 3.0mm  (textured loop pile)

gauge                  1/10 stitch                    13.0 yarn weight (oz/sq.yd)         15.6

Packing 16pcs/box = 4m2/box
Net Weight 18.0kg /box

Performance

Critical Radiant Flux              (ASTM E648)             Class 2  Average CRF 0.22/cm2 or higher
Smoke Density              (ASTM E662)                                  Less than 450
Flame-retardant Fire Defense Law in Japan Authorized No.E220071

Antistatic Less than 1.0kV   (JIS L 1021-16, at 23 degrees centigrade, 25%RH)
Stain-resistant Stain Release

Formaldehyde Radiation F IF
☆☆☆☆ Interior-fabrics Performance Evaluation Conference Certifi ed No.J19-31529

Way of Installation
                                   
                                                                              Monolithic         or                      Quarter Turn   
                                                                                                                                    

Recommended
Adhesive from TOLI TOLI ECO GA Cement (required quantity)

for steel or plastic sub-fl oor 40 to 60 gram/m2

for mortar and wood sub-fl oor 60 to 100 gram/m2

Notes on Installation Apply the adhesive on the whole surface of the sub-fl oor thinly and evenly. After drying, when the adhesive becomes translu-
cent, install the tiles. Be careful not to put the tiles too tightly. 

Others
To have a natural image after installation, stripes are intentionally inserted in the design at regular intervals, which is not a 

manufacturing defect. In case you do not feel comfortable about the fl oor after installation, please change the tiles partly so 
that it will look natural.

Please note that the product has the indigenous odor from its materials.

MADE IN JAPAN

GA-3600  (texture 5 · 6)

GA3693

THE LAKE— [LAKE]

DESIGN CONCEPT GA-3600 (texture 5 · 6)

In a quite air.
The lake will show you various scenes affected 
by winds, linghts, and climake. Its beautiful 
expression is softly-swaying, ever-changing, and 
will provide the feeling of grandeur and relief.

2 new textures of GA-3600 are inspired by the 
“ever-changing lake surface” that shows various 
expressions. Clear atmosphere just like a 
lakeside can be well created by their subtle 
grayish colors and various blue colors.

Soft shading inspired by shimmering water surface 
is well expressed by beautiful loop textures. 

Inspired by translucent image of broadly-spread ice 
on the lake surface. 

texture 6

texture 5

GA3641 · GA3671
GA3642 · GA3674
GA3643 · GA3672
GA3647 · GA3676

The color numbers below can 
be coordinated.

Commercial 4
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GA-3600
(texture 5 · 6)
category:  carpet tile

®

GA-3600  (texture 5 · 6)

GA3675

GA3676

GA3677

GA3678

GA3646

GA3647

GA3648

GA3649

GA3650

GA3641

GA3642

GA3643

GA3644

GA3645

GA3671

GA3672

GA3673

GA3674

texture 5 texture 6

Commercial 4
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▲ GA3645/GA3649

▲ GA3671/GA3678

GA-3600  (texture 5 · 6)

GA-3600
(texture 5 · 6)
category:  carpet tile

®

Commercial 4
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GA-8700
category:  carpet tile

®

GA-8700 is characterized by its unique 3-dimensional wavy 
pattern. Beautiful fl oor images can be created by monolithic 
installation.

GA8701

GA8704 GA8705 GA8706 GA8708

GA8701 GA8702 GA8703 GA8707

Composition
surface BCF Nylon 100% dyeing method of yarn Piece Dyed

base fabric Nonwoven Polyester backing PVC and Glass Fiber
size 500mm×500mm overall thickness 7.0mm

Specifi cation pile height               H 4.0mm / L 3.0mm (textured loop pile)
gauge                  1/10 stitch                    12.0 yarn weight (oz/sq.yd)         19.2

Packing 20pcs/box = 5m2/box
Net Weight 24.0kg /box

Performance

Smoke Density (fl aming)              (ASTM E662)                                   Less than 450
Flame-retardant Fire Defense Law in Japan Authorized No.EO100029

Antistatic Less than 1.0kV   (JIS L 1021-16, at 23 degrees centigrade, 25%RH)
Stain-resistant Stain Release

Formaldehyde Radiation F IF
☆☆☆☆ Interior-fabrics Performance Evaluation Conference Certifi ed No.J10-30668

Way of Installation
                                   
                                                                              Monolithic         or                      Quarter Turn   
                                                                                                                                    

Recommended
Adhesive from TOLI TOLI ECO GA Cement (required quantity)

for steel or plastic sub-fl oor 40 to 60 gram/m2

for mortar and wood sub-fl oor 60 to 100 gram/m2

Notes on Installation Apply the adhesive on the whole surface of the sub-fl oor thinly and evenly. After drying, when the adhesive becomes translu-
cent, install the tiles. Be careful not to put the tiles too tightly. 

Others
The stripes differ in position on a tile-by-tile basis so that they will not be exactly connected between the tiles (please refer to 

the installation image).
Difference of pile heights may cause a shadow on the joints of tiles, which is an optical illusion, not a manufacturing defect.
Please note that the product has the indigenous odor from its materials.

MADE IN JAPAN

GA-8700

▲ GA8701

Commercial 4
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GA8907

GA-8900
category:  carpet tile

By mixing solution dyed yarn, its design and maintenance 
performance are more improved. With its excellent smoothness 
for wheelchairs and casters, GA-8900 is the most appropriate 
for the projects in healthcare and education segments.

®

GA8902 GA8907

GA8908GA8903

GA8906

GA8904

GA8905

GA8901

Composition
surface BCF Nylon 100% dyeing method of yarn Solution Dyed

base fabric Nonwoven Polyester backing PVC and Glass Fiber
size 500mm×500mm overall thickness 6.0mm

Specifi cation pile height 3.0mm  (loop pile)
gauge                  1/10 stitch                    16.0 yarn weight (oz/sq.yd)         20.6

Packing 16pcs/box = 4m2/box
Net Weight 18.7kg /box

Performance

Critical Radiant Flux              (ASTM E648)             Class 1  Average CRF 0.45/cm2 or higher
Smoke Density              (ASTM E662)                                  Less than 450
Flame-retardant Fire Defense Law in Japan Authorized No.E2140057

Antistatic Less than 1.0kV   (JIS L 1021-16,at 23degrees certigrate,25%RH)
Stain-resistant Stain Release

Formaldehyde Radiation F IF
☆☆☆☆ Interior-fabrics Performance Evaluation Conference Certifi ed No.J14-30990

Way of Installation
                                   
                                                                              Monolithic         or                      Quarter Turn   
                                                                                                                                    

Recommended
Adhesive from TOLI TOLI ECO GA Cement (required quantity)

for steel or plastic sub-fl oor 40 to 60 gram/m2

for mortar and wood sub-fl oor 60 to 100 gram/m2

Notes on Installation
Apply the adhesive on the whole surface of the sub-fl oor thinly and evenly. After drying, when the adhesive becomes translu-

cent, install the tiles. Be careful not to put the tiles too tightly. 
In Monolithic installation, when the color difference between the tiles stands out or the joints are visible, please switch the 

tiles partly.
Others Please note that the product has the indigenous odor from its materials.

MADE IN JAPAN

Conducted by Japan Food Research Laboratories, Life Science 
Laboratories, and others

Meets the SEK Special-purpose Standard
GA-8900 meets the SEK “special-
purpose” Standard designed for 
hospital use established by Japan 
Textile Evaluation Technology Coun-
cil. Its antibacterial performance to 
MRSA, which could be infected in 
hospitals, is certifi ed as well.
The antibacterial agents in GA-
8900 also conform to the strict 
safety standards of SEK, which 
defi nitely ensures the safety to 
human bodies.

It is very important for wheels and casters to move 
smoothly on fl oor in facilities where wheelchair, 
wheel stretcher and dining car are commonly used. 
Compared to other carpet tiles, wheels and casters 
can move more smoothly on GA-8900.

Excellent Smoothness for Wheels and Casters

Conducted by Japan Dyer’s Inspection Foundation

kind of bacteria 
(mandatory testing) A F Requirement for Antibacterial 

Finish (special-purpose)    A>F
Staphylococcus Aureus 3.7 2.7 Passed
Pneumobacillus 3.8 3.1 Passed
MRSA 4.0 2.4 Passed

■Test results for antibacterial performance

Safety Testing Measured Value SEK standard

Test 
Item

①Acute oral toxicity More than 2000mg /
Kg (mouse) More than 2,000mg /kg

②Mutagenicity Negative Negative
③Skin irritancy P.I.I value = 0.5 P.I.I. value <2.0

④Skin sensitization Negative Negative

⑤Skin patch Primary stimulation 
cannot be seen (Safety is secured)

■Safety Testing

Slip resistance of floor material

0 0.60.40.2

Wet + Dusty
Drycommonly 

(CSR Value) 0.8

GA-8900 0.53
0.63

0.80
0.38

Wooden floor

0.79
0.42HOSPILEUM NW+

UNDER-LAY SHEET

0.47
HOSPILEUM NW 0.76

Measure the sliding resistance (CSR value of 
synthetic rubber substrate) as per JISA 1454 testing 
method, both in a dry condition and in a wet + dusty 
condition.

■Testing Method

Sound Insulation

Improvement (dB) means the degree of 
reduction by fl oor material to the sound. 
A higher value means a lower sound.

Carpet has a good sound insulation 
effect which can reduce sound of 
footsteps or falling objects in the room. 
It’s an ideal fl oor material for hospitals 
and educational facilities where silence 
is a priority.

Sound Insulation of floor material

0 5 10 15 20

HOSPILEUM NW

GA-8900

2.0

13.3

6.7
21.4

Improvement (dB)

Wooden floor

HOSPILEUM NW +
UNDER-LAY SHEET

Measure the travel of a cart with casters on the fl oor 
covering of a level surface when being loaded and 
coasting from a slope (of about 10 degree) to the 
fl oor. The distance to be measured is from edge of 
the fl oor covering on the level surface to the center 
of rear caster of the cart when it stops.

■Testing Method

Caster rolling performance

GA-8900 100
174

0 2001601208040(cm)

90
120GA-100

Load: 80kg
Load: 20kg

Recommended to be used in hospitals, welfare facilities, school libraries etc.
Add more functions to the carpets without compromising 
their fl exibility.

Slip Resistance Good chemical resistance
Requirement for a consistent resistance to chemi-
cals is rather high in medical facilities and care 
home for the elderly where chemicals will be applied 
in daily lives. Made of dope dyed nylon, GA-8900 has 
a strong resistance to discoloration caused by drop-
ping of chemicals like sodium hypochlorite.

Slip accidents take place mostly on the dry fl oor or 
the fl oor with water or sands on its surface, which 
will become much more slippery. Carpet products 
are featured with high slip resistance in any condi-
tion so that it can ensure safety of users.

(preventing the growth of bacteria 
on the fi ber)  

Name of agent: Organic (carboxylic acid)
TOLI Corporation

Japan Textile Evaluation Technology Council
Certifi cation No. 027SD07

Antibacterial processing

Commercial 4
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Cushion-back option for TOLI carpet tile when foot comfort 
and sound insulation are particularly required.

※For products other than above, please contact TOLI sales reps.

Product Name GA-100T
GA-100W GX-200 GX-300

SOKOITARI 
INSPIRATION

(GX-8000)

SOKOITARI 
GRANDAIR
(GX-8100)

Page page 54 to 59
page 60 to 67 page 94 page 98 page 106 page 108

Overall Thickness 
with SOFTBACK PLUS

(+3.5mm to the 
standard product)

10.0mm to 11.3mm 12.5mm 11.5mm 11.0mm 13.0mm

Minimum Order 
Quantity 300m²/color 500m²/color

Production Lead Time 6 weeks

SOFTBACK PLUS
(made-to-order product)

category:  carpet tile with cushion-backing

vinyl backing layer (lower)

polyester felt 
(3.5mm cushion layer)

tufted nylon on non-woven polyester

vinyl backing layer (upper)

glass mat layer

the same structure
as existing carpet
tiles from TOLI

cushion backing
SOFTBACK PLUS

Composition
surface BCF Nylon 100%

base fabric Nonwoven Polyester backing Polyester Felt
Specification size 500mm×500mm

MADE IN JAPAN

Packing 12pcs/box = 3m2/box

Recommended
Adhesive from TOLI TOLI ECO GA Cement

(required quantity)
for steel or plastic sub-floor 60 to 90 gram/m2

for mortar and wood sub-floor 90 to 150 gram/m2

Compared to regular carpet tiles with vinyl backing, 50% more adhesive is required.

Others
FWhen you put the heavy stuff such as furniture on the carpet tiles with SOFTBACK PLUS, residual indentation could be seen 

afterward. To avoid that, the bottom board should be inserted to equalize the heavy load.
FCarpet tiles with SOFTBACK PLUS cannot be installed on the top of UNDERLAY SHEET FOR CARPET TILES (page 178).

backing
(Polyester Felt)

Sound Absorption Average (SAA) in accordance with ASTM C423

Product Name
Absorption 
Coefficients
Sabins/m2

Evaluation

GA-100W 0.10 10% sound absorption

GA-100W + SOFTBACK PLUS 0.25 25% sound absorption

Commercial 3

product ⊿L grade

GA-100W (regular product) ⊿LL (Ⅰ) -2

GA-100W with SOFTBACK PLUS ⊿LL (Ⅰ) -2

SOKOITARI INSPIRATION <GX-8000> with SOFTBACK PLUS ⊿LL (Ⅰ) -3

GX-300 with SOFTBACK PLUS ⊿LL (Ⅰ) -3

GX-200 with SOFTBACK PLUS ⊿LL (Ⅰ) -4

SOKOITARI GRANDAIR <GX-8100> with SOFTBACK PLUS ⊿LL (Ⅰ) -4

(Slab 150mm thick)
General Building Research Corporation of Japan

■ JIS A 1440-1: 2007  Test Methods for Measuring Reduction 
of Floor Impact Sound Level by Floor Coverings on Solid 
Concrete Slabs

▲ GX3006 with SOFTBACK PLUS (GX3006-FB)
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GA-400
category:  carpet tile

GA-400 is using solution-dyed polypropylene yarn which cannot be easily 
discolored. Suitable for middle-low traffi c areas in the offi ce.

FPT2029FPT2029GA4001

GA4031 ★

GA4003 ◆★

GA4004 ◆★

GA4001 ◆★ GA4038

GA4007 ★ GA4035 ◆★

GA4032 ◆★

GA4033 ◆★

GA4005 ◆★The color numbers marked ★ can be coordinated with GA-
400A, GA-400S and GA-400RS.

GA4001

GA4911A   (page 80) GA4931A   (page 81)
GA4932A   (page 81) GA4415S   (page 82)
GA4485S   (page 82) GA4501R   (page 83)
GA4601R   (page 83) —

GA4003
GA4911A   (page 80) GA4914A   (page 80)
GA4485S   (page 82) GA4486S   (page 82)
GA4501R   (page 83) —

GA4004

GA4914A   (page 80) GA4915A   (page 80)
GA4935A   (page 81) GA4405S   (page 82)
GA4413S   (page 82) GA4415S   (page 82)
GA4484S   (page 82) GA4486S   (page 82)
GA4501R   (page 83) GA4601R   (page 83)

GA4005

GA4913A   (page 80) GA4931A   (page 81)
GA4933A   (page 81) GA4405S   (page 82)
GA4481S   (page 82) GA4505R   (page 83)
GA4605R   (page 83) —

GA4007 GA4501R   (page 83) GA4505R   (page 83)
GA4009 GA4912A   (page 80)
GA4010 GA4413S   (page 82) —
GA4019 GA4933A   (page 81) GA4482S   (page 82)
GA4027 GA4912A   (page 80) —
GA4031 GA4915A   (page 80) GA4484S   (page 82)

GA4032
GA4934A   (page 81) GA4483S   (page 82)
GA4487S   (page 82) GA4505R   (page 83)
GA4605R   (page 83) —

GA4033 GA4934A   (page 81) GA4487S   (page 82)
GA4034 GA4935A   (page 81) —

GA4035
GA4913A   (page 80) GA4481S   (page 82)
GA4482S   (page 82) GA4483S   (page 82)
GA4505R   (page 83) —

GA4040 GA4488S   (page 82) —
GA4041 GA4489S   (page 82) —
GA4042 GA4932A   (page 81) GA4489S   (page 82)
GA4043 GA4488S   (page 82) —

Packing 20pcs/box = 5m2/box
Net Weight 22.0kg /box

Performance

Smoke Density              (ASTM E662)                                  Less than 450
Flame-retardant Fire Defense Law in Japan Authorized No.EO970014

Antistatic Less than 1.0kV (JIS L 1021-16, at 23 degrees centigrade, 25%RH)
Formaldehyde Radiation F IF

☆☆☆☆ Interior-fabrics Performance Evaluation Conference Certifi ed No.J04-30063

Way of Installation
                                   
                                                                                                          Quarter Turn   
                                                                                                                      

Recommended
Adhesive from TOLI TOLI ECO GA Cement (required quantity)

for steel or plastic sub-fl oor 40 to 60 gram/m2

for mortar and wood sub-fl oor 60 to 100 gram/m2

Notes on Installation Apply the adhesive on the whole surface of the sub-fl oor thinly and evenly. After drying, when the adhesive becomes trans-
lucent, install the tiles. Be careful not to put the tiles too tightly. 

Others Please note that the product has the indigenous odor from its materials.

Composition
surface Polypropylene 100% dyeing method of yarn Solution Dyed

base fabric Nonwoven Polyester backing PVC and Glass Fiber
size 500mm×500mm overall thickness 6.0mm

Specifi cation pile height 3.0mm  (loop pile)
gauge                  1/10 stitch                    14.0 yarn weight (oz/sq.yd)         16.5

MADE IN JAPAN

Commercial 3
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GA-400
category:  carpet tile

GA-400

▲ GA4003/GA4004/GA4486S  (GA-400S · page 82)

▲ GA4003/GA4025/GA4028/GA4031/GA4041/GA4042/GA4043

GA4025

GA4019 ◆★

GA4017 

GA4020 GA4034 ◆★

GA4010 ★

GA4027 ◆★

GA4009 ★

GA4028 

GA4014GA4039 ◆

GA4040 ◆★

GA4041 ◆★

GA4042 ◆★

GA4043 ★

The color numbers marked ◆ can be coordinated with GA-500 
series.

GA4001 GA5407L (page 85) GA5902   (page 91)

GA4003
GA5554   (page 86) GA5604   (page 88)
GA5703   (page 89) GA5801   (page 90)
GA5902   (page 91) —

GA4004
GA5554   (page 86) GA5604   (page 88)
GA5703   (page 89) GA5803   (page 90)

GA4005
GA5556   (page 86) GA5601   (page 88)
GA5602   (page 88) GA5702   (page 89)

GA4019 GA5551   (page 86) —
GA4027 GA5407L (page 85) —
GA4032 GA5701   (page 89) GA5901   (page 91)
GA4033 GA5701   (page 89) —
GA4034 GA5554   (page 86) —

GA4035
GA5601   (page 88) GA5702   (page 89)
GA5901   (page 91) —

GA4039 GA5557   (page 86) —
GA4040 GA5406L (page 85) —
GA4041 GA5557   (page 86) —
GA4042 GA5557   (page 86) —

Commercial 3
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GA-400A
category:  carpet tile

Beautiful 3 dimensional textures at the affordable price. All the colors can be 
coordinated with GA-400.

Composition
surface Polypropylene 100% dyeing method of yarn Solution Dyed

base fabric Nonwoven Polyester backing PVC and Glass Fiber

size 500mm×500mm overall thickness 6.8mm

Specifi cation pile height               H 5.0mm / L 3.0mm (textured loop pile)

gauge                  1/10 stitch                    10.5 yarn weight (oz/sq.yd)         13.3

Packing 20pcs/box = 5m2/box
Net Weight 22.3kg /box

Performance
Flame-retardant Fire Defense Law in Japan Authorized No.E2190090

Antistatic Less than 1.0kV   (JIS L 1021-16, at 23 degrees centigrade, 25%RH)
Formaldehyde Radiation F IF

☆☆☆☆ Interior-fabrics Performance Evaluation Conference Certifi ed No.J19-31530

Way of Installation
                                   
                                                                              Monolithic         or                      Quarter Turn   
                                                                                                                                    

Recommended
Adhesive from TOLI TOLI ECO GA Cement (required quantity)

for steel or plastic sub-fl oor 40 to 60 gram/m2

for mortar and wood sub-fl oor 60 to 100 gram/m2

Notes on Installation
Apply the adhesive on the whole surface of the sub-fl oor thinly and evenly. After drying, when the adhesive becomes translu-

cent, install the tiles. Be careful not to put the tiles too tightly.
Due to the polypropylene structure, pile crushing, color shading, and joints may stand out in monolithic installation.

Others Please note that the product has the indigenous odor from its materials.

MADE IN JAPAN

GA-400A

GA4911A

GA4911A 

GA4912A 

GA4914A GA4915A

GA4913A

GA-400A can be coordinated with GA-400.
GA4911A GA4001 (page 78) GA4003 (page 78)
GA4912A GA4009 (page 79) GA4027 (page 79)
GA4913A GA4005 (page 78) GA4035 (page 78)
GA4914A GA4003 (page 78) GA4004 (page 78)
GA4915A GA4004 (page 78) GA4031 (page 78)
GA4931A GA4001 (page 78) GA4005 (page 78)
GA4932A GA4001 (page 78) GA4042 (page 79)
GA4933A GA4005 (page 78) GA4019 (page 79)
GA4934A GA4032 (page 78) GA4033 (page 78)
GA4935A GA4004 (page 78) GA4034 (page 79)

Commercial 2
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GA-400A
category:  carpet tile

GA4931A 

GA4932A 

GA4933A GA4934A

GA4935A

GA-400A

▲ GA4913A/GA4035  (GA-400 · page 78) ▲ GA4932A/GA4935A/GA4001  (GA-400 · page 78)

Commercial 2
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GA-400S
(StripeⅠ·Ⅲ)
category:  carpet tile

The sister product of GA-400 which has beautiful stripe images.

Stripe Ⅲ

StripeⅠ

GA4405SGA4405S

GA4481S GA4482S

GA4483S

GA4484S

GA4405S GA4004  (page 78) GA4005  (page 78)
GA4413S GA4004  (page 78) GA4010  (page 79)
GA4415S GA4001  (page 78) GA4004  (page 78)
GA4481S GA4005  (page 78) GA4035  (page 78)
GA4482S GA4019  (page 79) GA4035  (page 78)
GA4483S GA4032  (page 78) GA4035  (page 78)
GA4484S GA4004  (page 78) GA4031  (page 78)
GA4485S GA4001  (page 78) GA4003  (page 78)
GA4486S GA4003  (page 78) GA4004  (page 78)
GA4487S GA4032  (page 78) GA4033  (page 78)
GA4488S GA4040  (page 79) GA4043  (page 79)
GA4489S GA4041  (page 79) GA4042  (page 79)

GA-400S can be coordinated with GA-400.

GA4405S

GA4487S GA4489S

GA4488S

GA4485S

GA4415S

GA4486S

GA4405S

GA4413S

Packing 20pcs/box = 5m2/box

Net Weight 22.0kg /box

Performance

Smoke Density              (ASTM E662)                                  Less than 450

Flame-retardant Fire Defense Law in Japan Authorized No.EO970014

Antistatic Less than 1.0kV (JIS L 1021-16, at 23 degrees centigrade, 25%RH)

Formaldehyde Radiation F IF
☆☆☆☆ Interior-fabrics Performance Evaluation Conference Certifi ed No.J04-30095

Way of Installation
                                   
                                                                                                          Quarter Turn   
                                                                                                                      

Recommended
Adhesive from TOLI TOLI ECO GA Cement (required quantity)

for steel or plastic sub-fl oor 40 to 60 gram/m2

for mortar and wood sub-fl oor 60 to 100 gram/m2

Notes on Installation
Apply the adhesive on the whole surface of the sub-fl oor thinly and evenly. After drying, when the adhesive becomes translu-

cent, install the tiles. Be careful not to put the tiles too tightly.
Due to striped designs, the crossover point of joints may appear to be misaligned. This is an optical illusion, not a manufac-

turing defect.

Others Please note that the product has the indigenous odor from its materials.

Composition
surface Polypropylene 100% dyeing method of yarn Solution Dyed

base fabric Nonwoven Polyester backing PVC and Glass Fiber

size 500mm×500mm overall thickness 6.0mm

Specifi cation pile height 3.0mm  (loop pile)

gauge                  1/10 stitch                    14.0 yarn weight (oz/sq.yd)         16.5

MADE IN JAPAN

Commercial 3
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GA-400RS
category:  carpet tile

The sister product of GA-400 with unique random stripe images, which will 
broaden your color coordination.

GA4501R

▲ GA4601R/GA4004  (GA-400 · page 78)

GA-400RS can be coordinated with GA-400.

GA4501R
GA4001  (page 78) GA4003  (page 78)
GA4004  (page 78) GA4007  (page 78)

GA4505R
GA4005  (page 78) GA4007  (page 78)
GA4032  (page 78) GA4035  (page 78)

GA4601R GA4001  (page 78) GA4004  (page 78)
GA4605R GA4005  (page 78) GA4032  (page 78)

GA4501R

GA4601R GA4605R

GA4505R

Packing 20pcs/box = 5m2/box

Net Weight 22.0kg /box

Performance

Smoke Density              (ASTM E662)                                  Less than 450

Flame-retardant Fire Defense Law in Japan Authorized No.EO970014

Antistatic Less than 1.0kV (JIS L 1021-16, at 23 degrees centigrade, 25%RH)

Formaldehyde Radiation F IF
☆☆☆☆ Interior-fabrics Performance Evaluation Conference Certifi ed No.J06-30415

Way of Installation
                                   
                                                                                                          Quarter Turn   
                                                                                                                      

Recommended
Adhesive from TOLI TOLI ECO GA Cement (required quantity)

for steel or plastic sub-fl oor 40 to 60 gram/m2

for mortar and wood sub-fl oor 60 to 100 gram/m2

Notes on Installation 
Apply the adhesive on the whole surface of the sub-fl oor thinly and evenly. After drying, when the adhesive becomes translu-

cent, install the tiles. Be careful not to put the tiles too tightly. 
The design differs on a tile-by-tile basis. After installation, in case you feel uncomfortable about the fl oor image, switch the 

tiles partially so that it will have a natural at-random image.
Others Please note that the product has the indigenous odor from its materials.

Composition
surface Polypropylene 100% dyeing method of yarn Solution Dyed

base fabric Nonwoven Polyester backing PVC and Glass Fiber

size 500mm×500mm overall thickness 6.0mm

Specifi cation pile height 3.0mm  (loop pile)

gauge                  1/10 stitch                    14.0 yarn weight (oz/sq.yd)         16.5

MADE IN JAPAN

Commercial 3
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GA-400’s sister product which has a pre-applied adhesive on 
the back.
Easy to install and very much suitable for free access fl oor panels. 

GAN4009

GA-400N
category:  carpet tile

sub-fl oor Applicable 
or Not Applicable

Access Flooring
metallic surface or plastic surface OK

concrete N/A

Vinyl Tile & Vinyl Sheet OK

Stone OK

Linoleum N/A

Mortar N/A

Particle Board N/A

Needle Punch Carpet N/A

Floor Heating Panel N/A

Wood Flooring Could be discolored or 
changed in quality

Sub-Floor Application Table

The fl oor covering may be less sticky if used on extremely uneven 
ground or polypropylene resin.

GAN4004GAN4001 GAN4009 GAN4405S

Packing 20pcs/box = 5m2/box
Net Weight 22.0kg /box

Performance
Flame-retardant Fire Defense Law in Japan Authorized No.EO080104

Antistatic Less than 1.0kV   (JIS L 1021-16, at 23 degrees centigrade, 25%RH)
Formaldehyde Radiation F IF

☆☆☆☆ Interior-fabrics Performance Evaluation Conference Certifi ed No.J08-30531

Way of Installation
                                 
                                                                                                          Quarter Turn   
                                                                                                                      

Notes on Installation

GA-400N is very much suitable for free access fl oor panel made of metal or resin. However, in case the panel surface is ap-
parently bumpy, GA-400N cannot be tightly stuck. Also, some resins are not exactly compatible with GA-400N’s pre-applied 
adhesive (e.g. polypropylene), so that the adhesion might be weaker. 

For GAN4405S, due to striped designs, the crossover point of joints may appear to be misaligned. This is optional illusion, 
not a mamufacturing defect.

You can install GA-400N on the existing vinyl sheet or tile with the fl at surface. If you need to remove them again, apply the 
wax suffi ciently on the vinyl fl oor surface before installation.

Do not install GA-400N where you can expect heavy casters will frequently come and go.
Do not install GA-400N on dusty sub-fl oors such as mortar, nor elastic sub-fl oors like radiant-heating fl oors.

Others Please note that the product has the indigenous odor from its materials.

Composition
surface Polypropylene 100% dyeing method of yarn Solution Dyed

base fabric Nonwoven Polyester backing PVC and Glass Fiber

size 500mm×500mm overall thickness 6.0mm

Specifi cation pile height 3.0mm  (loop pile)

gauge                  1/10 stitch                    14.0 yarn weight (oz/sq.yd)         16.5

MADE IN JAPAN

Commercial 3
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▲ GA5401L

GA-540
category:  carpet tile

In GA-540 range, refi ned 4 patterns with basic colors are available linear, 
lattice, mosaic, and leaf.

GA5405L

GA5403L GA5404LGA5401L GA5402L

GA5401L

GA5406L GA4040 (page 79) —
GA5407L GA4001 (page 78) GA4027 (page 79)

The color numbers marked ◆ can be coordinated with 
GA-400.

GA5407L ◆GA5406L ◆

Composition
surface Polypropylene 100% dyeing method of yarn Solution Dyed

base fabric Nonwoven Polyester backing PVC and Glass Fiber

size 500mm×500mm overall thickness 7.0mm

Specifi cation pile height               H 4.5mm / L 3.0mm (textured loop pile)

gauge                  1/10 stitch                    12.5 yarn weight (oz/sq.yd)         16.2

Packing 20pcs/box = 5m2/box
Net Weight 22.7kg /box

Performance

Smoke Density              (ASTM E662)                                  Less than 450
Flame-retardant Fire Defense Law in Japan Authorized No.EO100186

Antistatic Less than 1.0kV   (JIS L 1021-16, at 23 degrees centigrade, 25%RH)
Formaldehyde Radiation F IF

☆☆☆☆ Interior-fabrics Performance Evaluation Conference Certifi ed No.J10-30722

Way of Installation
                                   
                                                                                                          Quarter Turn   
                                                                                                                      

Recommended
Adhesive from TOLI TOLI ECO GA Cement (required quantity)

for steel or plastic sub-fl oor 40 to 60 gram/m2

for mortar and wood sub-fl oor 60 to 100 gram/m2

Notes on Installation Apply the adhesive on the whole surface of the sub-fl oor thinly and evenly. After drying, when the adhesive becomes translu-
cent, install the tiles. Be careful not to put the tiles too tightly.  

Others Please note that the product has the indigenous odor from its materials.

MADE IN JAPAN

Commercial 2
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GA5551

GA-550
category:  carpet tile

Beautiful deep-colored stripes are well expressed by ripple-like piles.
GA-550 will give a calm and luxurious impression in your space. 

GA5551 GA4019 (page 79) — —
GA5554 GA4003 (page 78) GA4004 (page 78) GA4034 (page 79)
GA5556 GA4005 (page 78) — —
GA5557 GA4039 (page 79) GA4041 (page 79) GA4042 (page 79)

The color numbers marked ◆ can be coordinated with GA-400.

GA5556 ◆ GA5551 ◆ GA5552 GA5554 ◆

GA5557 ◆GA5555 GA5553

MADE IN JAPAN

Composition
surface Polypropylene 100% dyeing method of yarn Solution Dyed

base fabric Nonwoven Polyester backing PVC and Glass Fiber

size 500mm×500mm overall thickness 7.0mm

Specifi cation pile height               H 4.5mm / L 3.0mm (multi-level loop pile)

gauge                  1/10 stitch                    13.0 yarn weight (oz/sq.yd)         15.6

Packing 20pcs/box = 5m2/box
Net Weight 24.5kg /box

Performance

Critical Radiant Flux              (ASTM E648)             Class 2  Average CRF 0.22/cm2 or higher
Smoke Density              (ASTM E662)                                  Less than 450
Flame-retardant Fire Defense Law in Japan Authorized No.E2150021

Antistatic Less than 1.0kV   (JIS L 1021-16, at 23 degrees centigrade, 25%RH)
Formaldehyde Radiation F IF

☆☆☆☆ Interior-fabrics Performance Evaluation Conference Certifi ed No.  J15-31019

Way of Installation
                                   
                                                                               Quarter Turn         or            Monolithic
                                                                                           

Recommended
Adhesive from TOLI TOLI ECO GA Cement (required quantity)

for steel or plastic sub-fl oor 40 to 60 gram/m2

for mortar and wood sub-fl oor 60 to 100 gram/m2

Notes on Installation
Due to the polypropylene structure, pile crushing, color shading, and joints may stand out in monolithic installation.
Apply the adhesive on the whole surface of the sub-fl oor thinly and evenly. After drying, when the adhesive becomes translu-

cent, install the tiles. Be careful not to put the tiles too tightly.
Others Please note that the product has the indigenous odor from its materials.

Commercial 2
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GA-550
category:  carpet tile

GA-550

▲ GA5556/GA5601  (GA-560 · page 88)

▲ GA5557/GA4039/GA4041/GA4042  (GA-400 · page 79)

Commercial 2
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▲ GA5604/GA4031  (GA-400 · page 78)

GA5601 ◆

GA5604 ◆

GA5602 ◆

GA5604

GA-560
category:  carpet tile

GA-560 has an urbanized block pattern made by uneven texture of loop piles. 
Combination with GA-400 is also recommendable.

GA5601 GA4005 (page 78) GA4035 (page 78)
GA5602 GA4005 (page 78) —
GA5604 GA4003 (page 78) GA4004 (page 78)

The color numbers marked ◆ can be coordinated with 
GA-400.

MADE IN JAPAN

Composition
surface Polypropylene 100% dyeing method of yarn Solution Dyed

base fabric Nonwoven Polyester backing PVC and Glass Fiber

size 500mm×500mm overall thickness 7.0mm

Specifi cation pile height               H 4.5mm / L 3.0mm (textured loop pile)

gauge                  1/10 stitch                    13.0 yarn weight (oz/sq.yd)         15.3

Packing 20pcs/box = 5m2/box
Net Weight 21.5kg /box

Performance

Smoke Density              (ASTM E662)                                  Less than 450
Flame-retardant Fire Defense Law in Japan Authorized No.E2150022

Antistatic Less than 1.0kV   (JIS L 1021-16, at 23 degrees centigrade, 25%RH)
Formaldehyde Radiation F IF

☆☆☆☆ Interior-fabrics Performance Evaluation Conference Certifi ed No.  J15-31020

Way of Installation
                                   
                                                                                                          Quarter Turn   
                                                                                                                      

Recommended
Adhesive from TOLI TOLI ECO GA Cement (required quantity)

for steel or plastic sub-fl oor 40 to 60 gram/m2

for mortar and wood sub-fl oor 60 to 100 gram/m2

Notes on Installation Apply the adhesive on the whole surface of the sub-fl oor thinly and evenly. After drying, when the adhesive becomes translu-
cent, install the tiles. Be careful not to put the tiles too tightly. 

Others Please note that the product has the indigenous odor from its materials.

Commercial 2
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▲ GA5703/GA4027/GA4028/GA4034  (GA-400 · page 79)

GA5702 ◆

GA5701 ◆

GA5703 ◆

GA5702

Composition
surface Polypropylene 100% dyeing method of yarn Solution Dyed

base fabric Nonwoven Polyester backing PVC and Glass Fiber

size 500mm×500mm overall thickness 7.0mm

Specifi cation pile height               H 4.5mm / L 3.0mm (textured loop pile)

gauge                  1/10 stitch                    12.5 yarn weight (oz/sq.yd)         14.7

Packing 20pcs/box = 5m2/box
Net Weight 22.0kg /box

Performance

Critical Radiant Flux              (ASTM E648)             Class 2  Average CRF 0.22/cm2 or higher
Smoke Density              (ASTM E662)                                  Less than 450
Flame-retardant Fire Defense Law in Japan Authorized No.E2180231

Antistatic Less than 1.0kV   (JIS L 1021-16, at 23 degrees centigrade, 25%RH)
Formaldehyde Radiation F IF

☆☆☆☆ Interior-fabrics Performance Evaluation Conference Certifi ed No.  J18-21146

Way of Installation
                                   
                                                                               Quarter Turn         or            Monolithic
                                                                                           

Recommended
Adhesive from TOLI TOLI ECO GA Cement (required quantity)

for steel or plastic sub-fl oor 40 to 60 gram/m2

for mortar and wood sub-fl oor 60 to 100 gram/m2

Notes on Installation
Apply the adhesive on the whole surface of the sub-fl oor thinly and evenly. After drying, when the adhesive becomes translu-

cent, install the tiles. Be careful not to put the tiles too tightly.  
Due to the polypropylene structure, pile crushing, color shading, and joints may stand out in monolithic installation.

Others Please note that the product has the indigenous odor from its materials.

MADE IN JAPAN

GA-570
category:  carpet tile

Beautiful texture made by the mixture of piles with different shading. Its subtle 
design can create an elegant atmosphere in your space.

GA5701 GA4032 (page 78) GA4033 (page 78)
GA5702 GA4005 (page 78) GA4035 (page 78)
GA5703 GA4003 (page 78) GA4004 (page 78)

The color numbers marked ◆ can be coordinated with 
GA-400.

Commercial 2
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MADE IN JAPAN

Composition
surface Polypropylene 100% dyeing method of yarn Solution Dyed

base fabric Nonwoven Polyester backing PVC and Glass Fiber

size 500mm×500mm overall thickness 7.0mm

Specifi cation pile height               H 4.5mm / L 3.0mm (textured loop pile)

gauge                  1/10 stitch                    11.5 yarn weight (oz/sq.yd)         15.5

Packing 20pcs/box = 5m2/box
Net Weight 21.9kg /box

Performance
Flame-retardant Fire Defense Law in Japan Authorized No.E2180232

Antistatic Less than 1.0kV   (JIS L 1021-16, at 23 degrees centigrade, 25%RH)
Formaldehyde Radiation F IF

☆☆☆☆ Interior-fabrics Performance Evaluation Conference Certifi ed No.  J18-21145

Way of Installation
                                   
                                                                               Quarter Turn         or            Monolithic
                                                                                           

Recommended
Adhesive from TOLI TOLI ECO GA Cement (required quantity)

for steel or plastic sub-fl oor 40 to 60 gram/m2

for mortar and wood sub-fl oor 60 to 100 gram/m2

Notes on Installation
Apply the adhesive on the whole surface of the sub-fl oor thinly and evenly. After drying, when the adhesive becomes translu-

cent, install the tiles. Be careful not to put the tiles too tightly. 
Due to the polypropylene structure, pile crushing, color shading, and joints may stand out in monolithic installation.

Others Please note that the product has the indigenous odor from its materials.

▲ GA5802/GA4035  (GA-400 · page 78)

GA5801 ◆

GA5802 

GA5803 ◆

GA-580
category:  carpet tile

Dynamic stripes are well described by delicate textures. Quality design like 
woven fabric.

GA5801

GA5801 GA4003 (page 78)
GA5803 GA4004 (page 78)

The color numbers marked ◆ can 
be coordinated with GA-400.

Commercial 2
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▲ GA5901/GA4035  (GA-400 · page 78)

GA5902

Composition
surface Polypropylene 100% dyeing method of yarn Solution Dyed

base fabric Nonwoven Polyester backing PVC and Glass Fiber

size 500mm×500mm overall thickness 7.0mm

Specifi cation pile height               H 4.5mm / L 3.0mm (textured loop pile)

gauge                  1/10 stitch                    12.5 yarn weight (oz/sq.yd)         14.7

Packing 20pcs/box = 5m2/box
Net Weight 22.1kg /box

Performance
Flame-retardant Fire Defense Law in Japan Authorized No.E2180233

Antistatic Less than 1.0kV   (JIS L 1021-16, at 23 degrees centigrade, 25%RH)
Formaldehyde Radiation F IF

☆☆☆☆ Interior-fabrics Performance Evaluation Conference Certifi ed No.  J18-21144

Way of Installation
                                   
                                                                               Quarter Turn         or            Monolithic
                                                                                           

Recommended
Adhesive from TOLI TOLI ECO GA Cement (required quantity)

for steel or plastic sub-fl oor 40 to 60 gram/m2

for mortar and wood sub-fl oor 60 to 100 gram/m2

Notes on Installation

Apply the adhesive on the whole surface of the sub-fl oor thinly and evenly. After drying, when the adhesive becomes translu-
cent, install the tiles. Be careful not to put the tiles too tightly.  

Due to the polypropylene structure, pile crushing, color shading, and joints may stand out in monolithic installation.
Gradation pattern may not be smoothly linked between tiles due to manufacturing reason.
GA-590 has 2 types of gradation (getting darker from right to left and vice versa). 

Others Please note that the product has the indigenous odor from its materials.

MADE IN JAPAN

GA-590
category:  carpet tile

Ripple-like pattern with mild gradation. By the combination with GA-400, 
various fl oor designs can be created.

GA5901 ◆ GA5902 ◆

GA5901 GA4032 (page 78) GA4035 (page 78)
GA5902 GA4001 (page 78) GA4003 (page 78)

The color numbers marked ◆ can be coordinated with 
GA-400.

Commercial 2
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GOOD DESIGN AWARD-
winning product in 2005.
SOKOITARI <GX-7800>

GOOD DESIGN AWARD-
winning product in 2006.
MTE

GOOD DESIGN AWARD-
winning product in 2014.
SOKOITARI GRANDAIR <GX-8100>

GOOD DESIGN AWARD-
winning product in 2016.
ETRICO <GX-8600>

GOOD DESIGN AWARD-
winning product in 2016.
MAYORICA <GX-2100>

GOOD DESIGN AWARD-
winning product in 2007.
VARY Series

Japanese feeling and reliable quality

TOLI graphic carpet tile GX Series is produced with “Japan Design” as 
a theme. The products created with Japanese feeling and quality are 
collected in 5 design categories. Please enjoy the fantastic collection 
with elaborate textures and the aesthetic concepts behind them.

Evolving TOLI Design
Highly original collections from 
TOLI carpet tile products have 
won Good Design Award, such as 
“VARY Series”, the very fi rst plank 
carpet tile products in the world, 
“SOKOITARI” and “SOKOITARI 
GRANDAIR” expressing Japanese 
aesthetic feeling IKI (stylish).
TOLI will continue to make 
proposals of new values and 
Japanese-made original designs.

GX Series
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GX Series x Loose Lay Tile (NW-EX Series)

CRAFT BLEND Series Launched!
Start Creative from the Floor.

MOROCA LINE <GX-4550V>  p.110
PATCH CORK <GX-4650V> p.111
WAVE KNIT <GX-4500> p.122
VARIOUS STONE <GX-4600> p.123
LL FREE 50 NW-EX 
(TTN3115~TTN3120, TTN3214~TTN3217)

GX Series

p.320, p.319

Good combination to be installed together by TOLI’s own technology.
beautiful appearance 

kept for long
No need to apply 

the wax

CARPET 
TILE

VINYL LOOSE 
LAY TILE

p.34~p.171 p.316~p.323

STAIN RELEASE
STAIN RELEASE (NANO 
CLEAN)

Designed to be installed together

1. Easy-to-Maintain Finish
2. Can Be Installed with Tackifi er
3. Same-Sized Module
4. No need to be concerned about the 

thickness difference
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GX2006GX2001

GX2008

GX-200
category:  carpet tile

Abundant 26 colors of GX-200 can create your originality and 
also convey a high-end image.®

GX2004 GX2007

GX2008GX2005

Packing 16pcs/box = 4m2/box
Net Weight 20.8kg /box

Performance

Critical Radiant Flux              (ASTM E648)             Class 1  Average CRF 0.45/cm2 or higher
Smoke Density              (ASTM E662)                                  Less than 450
Flame-retardant Fire Defense Law in Japan Authorized No.EO000094

Antistatic Less than 1.0kV   (JIS L 1021-16, at 23 degrees centigrade, 25%RH)
Stain-resistant Stain Release

Formaldehyde Radiation F IF
☆☆☆☆ Interior-fabrics Performance Evaluation Conference Certifi ed No. J04-30089

Way of Installation
                                   
                                                                                                          Quarter Turn   
                                                                                                                      

Recommended
Adhesive from TOLI TOLI ECO GA Cement (required quantity)

for steel or plastic sub-fl oor 40 to 60 gram/m2

for mortar and wood sub-fl oor 60 to 100 gram/m2

Notes on Installation Apply the adhesive on the whole surface of the sub-fl oor thinly and evenly. After drying, when the adhesive becomes translu-
cent, install the tiles. Be careful not to put the tiles too tightly. 

Others
Please note that the product has the indigenous odor from its materials.
Occasionally the direction of cut-piles are partly broken in part, which looks like color shading. This is one of the characteris-

tics of cut-pile carpets and not a manufacturing defect.

Composition
surface BCF Nylon 100% dyeing method of yarn Piece Dyed

base fabric Nonwoven Polyester backing PVC and Glass Fiber
size 500mm×500mm overall thickness 9.0mm

Specifi cation pile height 6.0mm  (cut pile)
gauge                  1/10 stitch                    13.5 yarn weight (oz/sq.yd)         29.5

MADE IN JAPAN

Commercial 4
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GX-200
category:  carpet tile

®

GX-200

GX2017

GX2009 GX2035

GX2041GX2034

GX2040

GX2036

GX2022

GX2031

GX2019GX2014

GX2028 GX2032

GX2015

▲ GX2001/GX2005/GX2006/GX2010/GX2013/GX2032▲ GX2004/GX2009/GX2010/GX2018/GX2023/GX2032

GX2013

GX2010

GX2018

GX2030

GX2029

GX2023

Commercial 4
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GX-200 GRID CUT
(made-to-order product)

category:  carpet tile

▲ GX2029-GC4
500mm

500mm

▲ GX2010-GC4/GX2032-GC4

The standard is all the 4 sides beveling, but it can also 
be done for 1 to 3 sides only.

※When you place the order of 1 to 3 sides beveling, please 
contact TOLI sales rep.

4 sides beveling
(=standard)

2 sides beveling 3 sides beveling1 side beveling

In the case of 1 to 3 sides beveling, both sides on the 
same joint should be beveled as below. Otherwise GRID 
CUT cannot exactly stand out on the floor.

cross section

All the sides indicated with  should be beveled.

Way of 
Installation        Monolithic  or               Quarter Turn               

New Concept:Make it 3-dimensional on the joints
●GX-200 GRID CUT is made by beveling each side of GX-200.
●By highlighting each tile form, various new floor images can be 

created.

[Color Code of GX-200 GRID CUT]
Put “-GC4” at the end of the color number that you select from 
GX-200 range. (e.g. GX2001-GC4)

MADE IN JAPAN
®

Commercial 4
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GX-200 with a stainless chip will create a shipshape image.
The standard type of GX-200 METAL DESIGN has a metal chip in the center of the tile.

▲ GX2009-MDS/GX2035-MDS

MADE IN JAPAN

500mm

50
0m

m

GX2009-MDT

GX2009-MDV GX2009-MDE

GX2009-MDSGX2009-MDH

Size of chip: 
10mm x 60mm

Rectangular
 (vertically long)

Size of chip: 
25mm x 25mm

Rhombus 

Size of chip: 
25mm x 25mm

Square

Size of chip: 
60mm x 10mm

Rectangular
 (horizontally long)

Size of chip: 
diameter 25mm

Circle 

●Attachment Position

[Color Code of GX-200 METAL DESIGN]
All above 5 metal chips can be added to any color from GX-200 range. Select the type of chip and 
put  “-MDT”, “-MDH”, ...etc. at the end of the preferred color. (e.g. GX2001-MDT)

GX-200 METAL DESIGN
(made-to-order product)

category:  carpet tile

Way of 
Installation              Quarter Turn                                                                                                                    

Commercial 3
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GX3003

GX-300
category:  carpet tile

GX3005

GX3001

GX3002

GX-300 has a deep solid color image in textured loop piles. 
Combination with other graphic-designed carpet tiles is also 
attractive.
Stain release performance has been more advanced by Nano 
Clean fi nish for all the colors.

®

GX3003

GX3004

Packing 16pcs/box = 4m2/box
Net Weight 22.5kg /box

Performance

Critical Radiant Flux              (ASTM E648)             Class 2  Average CRF 0.22/cm2 or higher
Smoke Density              (ASTM E662)                                  Less than 450
Flame-retardant Fire Defense Law in Japan Authorized No.EO080033

Antistatic Less than 1.0kV   (JIS L 1021-16, at 23 degrees centigrade, 25%RH)
Stain-resistant Stain Release (NANO CLEAN)

Formaldehyde Radiation F IF
☆☆☆☆ Interior-fabrics Performance Evaluation Conference Certifi ed No. J08-30515

Way of Installation
                                   
                                                                              Monolithic         or                      Quarter Turn   
                                                                                                                                    

Recommended
Adhesive from TOLI TOLI ECO GA Cement (required quantity)

for steel or plastic sub-fl oor 40 to 60 gram/m2

for mortar and wood sub-fl oor 60 to 100 gram/m2

Notes on Installation
Apply the adhesive on the whole surface of the sub-fl oor thinly and evenly. After drying, when the adhesive becomes translu-

cent, install the tiles. Be careful not to put the tiles too tightly. 
Right after installation, something like color-shading could be seen on the surface. This is caused by lying down of piles 

which will be recovered over time.

Others Please note that the product has the indigenous odor from its materials.

Composition
surface BCF Nylon 100% dyeing method of yarn Piece Dyed

base fabric Nonwoven Polyester backing PVC and Glass Fiber

size 500mm×500mm overall thickness 8.0mm

Specifi cation pile height               H 5.0mm / L 3.0mm  (textured loop pile)
gauge                   1/10 stitch                     10.5 yarn weight (oz/sq.yd)         20.9

MADE IN JAPAN

▲ GX3027/GX2303  (CEMBALO · page 141)

NANO CLEANNAANANANOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOANNN OOOOOOOOOONOOOOONOONONNNN OOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOONNANNNANNNNNNNAANANNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNAANNNNNANANNNNNNNNNN OOOO
NNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNCLCLELEECLC ANANNNCCC NCCC NCCC NCCC NNCCCCCC NNNNCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCC ANCCCCCCCCCCCC NCC NNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNCCCCCCCCCCC N

NANO
CLEAN

“Nano Clean” provides 
more excellent stain 
resistance to soils by 
adding special Nano fi nish 
to the existing stain release 
by fl uoridation.

Commercial 4
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GX-300
category:  carpet tile

®

GX-300

GX3014

GX3013

GX3006

GX3008

GX3011

GX3021

GX3023

GX3018 GX3026

GX3027

GX3030

GX3029

GX3028GX3009

GX3019

GX3015

GX3016

GX3012

GX3010

GX3024

Commercial 4
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NANO CLEANNAANANANOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOANNN OOOOOOOOOONOOOOONOONONNNN OOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOONNANNNANNNNNNNAANANNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNAANNNNNANANNNNNNNNNN OOOO
NNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNCLCLELEECLC ANANNNCCC NCCC NCCC NCCC NNCCCCCC NNNNCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCC ANCCCCCCCCCCCC NCC NNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNCCCCCCCCCCC N

NANO
CLEAN

“Nano Clean” provides more 
excellent stain resistance to soils 
by adding special Nano finish 
to the existing stain release by 
fluoridation.

Gently, and sometimes dynamically, natural stone continues 
to change its expression. Shimmering formed by passage of 
time refl ects the perfect composure. Grandeur of nature is 
well expressed by dynamic shimmering pattern.

®

YUISOME
category:  carpet tile

YSM301

YSM301 YSM302

揺  YOH

Composition
surface BCF Nylon 100% dyeing method of yarn Piece Dyed

base fabric Nonwoven Polyester backing PVC and Glass Fiber
size 500mm×500mm overall thickness 9.0mm

Specifi cation pile height 6.0mm  (cut pile)
gauge                  1/10 stitch                    13.5 yarn weight (oz/sq.yd)         29.5

Packing 16pcs/box = 4m2/box
Net Weight 19.6kg /box

Performance

Critical Radiant Flux              (ASTM E648)             Class 1  Average CRF 0.45/cm2 or higher
Smoke Density (fl aming)              (ASTM E662)                                  Less than 450

Flame-retardant Fire Defense Law in Japan Authorized No.E2130269
Antistatic Less than 1.0kV   (JIS L 1021-16, at 23degrees certigrate, 25%RH)

Stain-resistant Stain Release (NANO CLEAN)
Formaldehyde Radiation F IF

☆☆☆☆ Interior-fabrics Performance Evaluation Conference Certifi ed No.J13-30960

Way of Installation
                                   
                                                 Monolithic         or                      Quarter Turn         or                       Random
                                                                                                                         

Recommended
Adhesive from TOLI TOLI ECO GA Cement (required quantity)

for steel or plastic sub-fl oor 40 to 60 gram/m2

for mortar and wood sub-fl oor 60 to 100 gram/m2

Notes on Installation
Apply the adhesive on the whole surface of the sub-fl oor thinly and evenly. After drying, when the adhesive becomes translu-

cent, install the tiles. Be careful not to put the tiles too tightly.
In YUISOME every single tile has different color and design. Its pattern and color shading differs on a tile-by-tile basis.

Others

Occasionally the direction of cut-piles are partly broken in part, which looks like color shading. This is one of the characteris-
tics of cut-pile carpets and not a manufacturing defect. 

The color shading differs on a tile-by-tile basis. In case you do not feel comfortable about the fl oor after installation, please 
change the tiles partly so that it will look natural.

Please note that the product has the indigenous odor from its materials.

MADE IN JAPAN

50
0m

m

500mm

▲ YSM301

50
0m

m

500mm

▲ YSM302

Commercial 4
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®

YUISOME
category:  carpet tile

▲ YSM301

YUISOME

Commercial 4

YSM101 YSM102

▲ YSM101 ▲ YSM102

▲ YSM102

灯  TOH
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Composition
surface BCF Nylon 100% dyeing method of yarn Piece Dyed

base fabric Nonwoven Polyester backing PVC and Glass Fiber
size 500mm×500mm overall thickness 9.0mm

Specifi cation pile height 6.0mm  (cut pile)
gauge                  1/10 stitch                    13.5 yarn weight (oz/sq.yd)         29.5

Packing 16pcs/box = 4m2/box
Net Weight 19.6kg /box

Performance

Critical Radiant Flux              (ASTM E648)             Class 1  Average CRF 0.45/cm2 or higher
Smoke Density (fl aming)              (ASTM E662)                                  Less than 450

Flame-retardant Fire Defense Law in Japan Authorized No.E2130269
Antistatic Less than 1.0kV   (JIS L 1021-16, at 23degrees certigrate, 25%RH)

Stain-resistant Stain Release (NANO CLEAN)
Formaldehyde Radiation F IF

☆☆☆☆ Interior-fabrics Performance Evaluation Conference Certifi ed No.J13-30960

Way of Installation
                                   
                                                                                                 Quarter Turn   
                                                                                                              

Recommended
Adhesive from TOLI TOLI ECO GA Cement (required quantity)

for steel or plastic sub-fl oor 40 to 60 gram/m2

for mortar and wood sub-fl oor 60 to 100 gram/m2

Notes on Installation
Apply the adhesive on the whole surface of the sub-fl oor thinly and evenly. After drying, when the adhesive becomes translu-

cent, install the tiles. Be careful not to put the tiles too tightly.
In YUISOME every single tile has different color and design. Its pattern and color shading differs on a tile-by-tile basis.

Others

Occasionally the direction of cut-piles are partly broken in part, which looks like color shading. This is one of the characteris-
tics of cut-pile carpets and not a manufacturing defect.  

The color shading differs on a tile-by-tile basis. In case you do not feel comfortable about the fl oor after installation, please 
change the tiles partly so that it will look natural.

Please note that the product has the indigenous odor from its materials.

MADE IN JAPAN

A ray of light shed on gradually changing metallic luster. 
Elegance is brought by light, sedately and proudly. Calmly 
changing beauty is represented as soft gradation.

®

YUISOME
category:  carpet tileCommercial 4

YSM403

YSM401

YSM403

YSM402

悠  YUU

NANO CLEANNAANANANOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOANNN OOOOOOOOOONOOOOONOONONNNN OOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOONNANNNANNNNNNNAANANNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNAANNNNNANANNNNNNNNNN OOOO
NNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNCLCLELEECLC ANANNNCCC NCCC NCCC NCCC NNCCCCCC NNNNCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCC ANCCCCCCCCCCCC NCC NNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNCCCCCCCCCCC N

NANO
CLEAN

“Nano Clean” provides 
more excellent stain 
resistance to soils by 
adding special Nano fi nish 
to the existing stain release 
by fl uoridation.
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®

YUISOME
category:  carpet tileCommercial 4
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m

500mm

▲ YSM403 ▲ YSM402

▲ YSM503

YSM502YSM501

YSM504YSM503

香  KOH
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Carpet  
Tile

carpet tile   /   104 SOKOITARI <GX-7800>

SOKOITARI
<GX-7800>

category:  carpet tile

Japanese aesthetic feeling “IKI”(swellish) is ultimately 
expressed in SOKOITARI’s bold monochrome patterns. A 
lot of designs can be created by variety of combinations.
Cutting edge carpet tiles which won GOOD DESIGN 
AWARD 2005. 

®

GX7811

▲ GX7815/GX7816

GX7815

GX7816

GX7814

GX7811

GX7813

GX7812

Packing 16pcs/box = 4m2/box

Net Weight 21.6kg /box

Performance

Critical Radiant Flux              (ASTM E648)             Class 1  Average CRF 0.45/cm2 or higher

Smoke Density              (ASTM E662)                                  Less than 450

Flame-retardant Fire Defense Law in Japan Authorized No.EO040185

Antistatic Less than 1.0kV   (JIS L 1021-16, at 23 degrees centigrade, 25%RH)

Stain-resistant Stain Release

Formaldehyde Radiation F IF
☆☆☆☆ Interior-fabrics Performance Evaluation Conference Certifi ed No. J04-30073

Way of Installation
                                   
                                                                              Monolithic         or                      Quarter Turn   
                                                                                                                                    

Recommended
Adhesive from TOLI TOLI ECO GA Cement (required quantity)

for steel or plastic sub-fl oor 40 to 60 gram/m2

for mortar and wood sub-fl oor 60 to 100 gram/m2

Notes on Installation Apply the adhesive on the whole surface of the sub-fl oor thinly and evenly. After drying, when the adhesive becomes trans-
lucent, install the tiles. Be careful not to put the tiles too tightly. 

Others Please note that the product has the indigenous odor from its materials.

Composition
surface BCF Nylon 100% dyeing method of yarn Solution Dyed

base fabric Nonwoven Polyester backing PVC and Glass Fiber

size 500mm×500mm overall thickness 7.5mm

Specifi cation pile height               H 4.5mm / L 2.5mm  (textured loop pile)

gauge                  1/12 stitch                    13.0 yarn weight (oz/sq.yd)         20.3

MADE IN JAPAN

(LIGHT BROWN)

(DARK GRAY)

(DARK BROWN)

(LIGHT GRAY)

(GRAY)

(BLACK)

Commercial 4
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FPT2029FPT2029GX7905

SOKOITARI CLASSIC
<GX-7900>

category:  carpet tile

SOKOITARI’s sister product 
with more subtle “IKI” images. 
Beautiful achromatic colors 
are available including biscuit-
ware brown.

®

SOKOITARI CLASSIC  <GX-7900>

GX7902GX7905 GX7903

GX7953

GX7904

GX7954

Packing 16pcs/box = 4m2/box
Net Weight 20.6kg /box

Performance

Critical Radiant Flux              (ASTM E648)             Class 1  Average CRF 0.45/cm2 or higher
Smoke Density (fl aming)              (ASTM E662)                                  Less than 450

Flame-retardant Fire Defense Law in Japan Authorized No.EO060066
Antistatic Less than 1.0kV   (JIS L 1021-16, at 23 degrees centigrade, 25%RH)

Stain-resistant Stain Release
Formaldehyde Radiation F IF

☆☆☆☆ Interior-fabrics Performance Evaluation Conference Certifi ed No. J06-30393

Way of Installation
                                   
                                                                              Monolithic         or                      Quarter Turn   
                                                                                                                                    

Recommended
Adhesive from TOLI TOLI ECO GA Cement (required quantity)

for steel or plastic sub-fl oor 40 to 60 gram/m2

for mortar and wood sub-fl oor 60 to 100 gram/m2

Notes on Installation

Apply the adhesive on the whole surface of the sub-fl oor thinly and evenly. After drying, when the adhesive becomes translu-
cent, install the tiles. Be careful not to put the tiles too tightly. 

As SOKOIRARI CLASSIC is a solid-color imaged product, the shadows of joints are sometimes visible, which is not a manufacturing defect.
Right after installation, something like color-shading could be seen on the surface. This is caused by lying down of piles 

which will be recovered over time.
GX7903 and GX7904 can be coordinated with GX7953 and GX7954.
Avoid the installation at temperature of 5 degrees centigrade or lower. 

Others Please note that the product has the indigenous odor from its materials.

Composition
surface BCF Nylon 100% dyeing method of yarn Solution Dyed

base fabric Nonwoven Polyester backing PVC and Glass Fiber
(Recycled PVC contained)

size 500mm×500mm overall thickness 7.5mm

Specifi cation pile height               H 5.0mm / L 3.0mm  (textured loop pile)
gauge                  1/12 stitch                    13.0 yarn weight (oz/sq.yd)         23.6

MADE IN JAPAN

(MEDIUM BROWN)

(MEDIUM BROWN)

(DARK BROWN) (DARK GRAY) (BLACK)

(BLACK)

Commercial 4
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carpet tile   /   106 SOKOITARI INSPIRATION  <GX-8000>

®

SOKOITARI INSPIRATION
<GX-8000>

category:  carpet tile

SOKOITARI’s third generation that 
features the image of the ground and 
the following wind. The combination 
of “wavy base” pattern and “fair wind” 
pattern can create unprecedentedly 
elegant fl oor images.  

FPT2029FPT2029GX8011

▲ GX8011/GX8019/GX8021

NANO CLEANNAANANANOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOANNN OOOOOOOOOONOOOOONOONONNNN OOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOONNANNNANNNNNNNAANANNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNAANNNNNANANNNNNNNNNN OOOO
NNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNCLCLELEECLC ANANNNCCC NCCC NCCC NCCC NNCCCCCC NNNNCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCC ANCCCCCCCCCCCC NCC NNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNCCCCCCCCCCC N

NANO
CLEAN

“Nano Clean” provides more excellent stain resistance 
to soils by adding special Nano fi nish to the existing 
stain release by fl uoridation.

※ ◆The color codes marked 
with “Nano Clean” have 
Nano Clean finish on the 
surface.

Packing 16pcs/box = 4m2/box

Net Weight 21.0kg /box

Performance

Critical Radiant Flux              (ASTM E648)             Class 1  Average CRF 0.45/cm2 or higher
Smoke Density (fl aming)              (ASTM E662)                                  Less than 450

Flame-retardant Fire Defense Law in Japan Authorized No.EO070165
Antistatic Less than 1.0kV   (JIS L 1021-16, at 23 degrees centigrade, 25%RH)

Stain-resistant Stain Release/◆ Stain Release (NANO CLEAN)
Formaldehyde Radiation F IF

☆☆☆☆ Interior-fabrics Performance Evaluation Conference Certifi ed No. J07-30442

Way of Installation
                                   
                                                                              Monolithic         or                      Quarter Turn   
                                                                                                                                    

Recommended
Adhesive from TOLI TOLI ECO GA Cement (required quantity)

for steel or plastic sub-fl oor 40 to 60 gram/m2

for mortar and wood sub-fl oor 60 to 100 gram/m2

Notes on Installation

Apply the adhesive on the whole surface of the sub-fl oor thinly and evenly. After drying, when the adhesive becomes translu-
cent, install the tiles. Be careful not to put the tiles too tightly. 

As SOKOITARI INSPIRATION is a solid-color imaged product, the shadows of joints are sometimes visible, which is not a 
manufacturing defect.

Right after installation, something like color-shading could be seen on the surface. This is caused by lying down of piles 
which will be recovered over time.

WAVY BASE (GX8010 to GX8019) can be coordinated with FAIR WIND (GX8020 to GX8029).

Others Please note that the product has the indigenous odor from its materials.

Composition
surface BCF Nylon 100% dyeing method of yarn Piece Dyed

base fabric Nonwoven Polyester backing PVC and Glass Fiber

size 500mm×500mm overall thickness 7.5mm

Specifi cation pile height               H 5.0mm / L 3.0mm  (textured loop pile)

gauge                  1/12 stitch                   12.5 yarn weight (oz/sq.yd)         24.8

MADE IN JAPAN

Commercial 4
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®

SOKOITARI INSPIRATION
<GX-8000>

category:  carpet tile

SOKOITARI INSPIRATION  <GX-8000>

GX8012 GX8022(GRAY) (GRAY)

GX8013 GX8023(PURPLE) (PURPLE)

GX8011 GX8021

wavy base fair wind

(WHITE GRAY) (WHITE GRAY) GX8017

wavy base

GX8027

fair wind

(BEIGE) (BEIGE)

GX8014 GX8024 GX8020(BLACK) (BLACK) GX8010

GX8025GX8015(LIGHT BROWN) (LIGHT BROWN)

GX8019 GX8029(GREEN) (GREEN)

(BLUE) (BLUE)

◆ ◆

Commercial 4
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Tile

carpet tile   /   108 SOKOITARI GRANDAIR  <GX-8100>

NANO CLEANNAANANANOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOANNN OOOOOOOOOONOOOOONOONONNNN OOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOONNANNNANNNNNNNAANANNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNAANNNNNANANNNNNNNNNN OOOO
NNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNCLCLELEECLC ANANNNCCC NCCC NCCC NCCC NNCCCCCC NNNNCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCC ANCCCCCCCCCCCC NCC NNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNCCCCCCCCCCC N

NANO
CLEAN

“Nano Clean” provides more excellent stain resistance 
to soils by adding special Nano fi nish to the existing 
stain release by fl uoridation.

※ ◆The color codes marked 
with “Nano Clean” have 
Nano Clean finish on the 
surface.

GX8116

The newest version of SOKOITARI 
series. Its unique nondirectional 
design with abundant loop piles 
can create a high-end atmosphere.
Cutting edge carpet tiles which 
won GOOD DESIGN AWARD 2014. 

®

SOKOITARI GRANDAIR
<GX-8100>

category:  carpet tile

▲ GX8111/GX8151

Composition
surface BCF Nylon 100% dyeing method of yarn Piece Dyed

base fabric Nonwoven Polyester backing PVC and Glass Fiber
size 500mm×500mm overall thickness 9.5mm

Specifi cation pile height H 7.0mm to L 3.0mm  (textured loop pile)
gauge                  1/10 stitch                    14.0 yarn weight (oz/sq.yd)         23.6

Packing 16pcs/box = 4m2/box
Net Weight 20.3kg /box

Performance

Critical Radiant Flux              (ASTM E648)             Class 2  Average CRF 0.22/cm2 or higher
Smoke Density              (ASTM E662)                                  Less than 450
Flame-retardant Fire Defense Law in Japan Authorized No.E2140048

Antistatic Less than 1.0kV   (JIS L 1021-16,at 23degrees certigrate,25%RH)
Stain-resistant Stain Release/◆ Stain Release (NANO CLEAN)

Formaldehyde Radiation F IF
☆☆☆☆ Interior-fabrics Performance Evaluation Conference Certifi ed No.J14-30989

Way of Installation
                                   
                                                                              Monolithic         or                      Quarter Turn   
                                                                                                                                    

Recommended
Adhesive from TOLI TOLI ECO GA Cement (required quantity)

for steel or plastic sub-fl oor 40 to 60 gram/m2

for mortar and wood sub-fl oor 60 to 100 gram/m2

Notes on Installation

Apply the adhesive on the whole surface of the sub-fl oor thinly and evenly. After drying, when the adhesive becomes translu-
cent, install the tiles. Be careful not to put the tiles too tightly.

Due to its 3-dimensional texture, the level difference might be caused on the joints of tiles. This is part of the pattern and not 
a manufacturing defect.

Right after installation, something like color-shading could be seen on the surface. This is caused by lying down of piles 
which will be recovered over time.

WAVY BASE (GX8151 to GX8155) can be coordinated with YUKI PATTERN (GX8111 to GX8115).
Others Please note that the product has the indigenous odor from its materials.

MADE IN JAPAN

Commercial 4
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®

SOKOITARI GRANDAIR
<GX-8100>

category:  carpet tile

SOKOITARI GRANDAIR  <GX-8100>

wavy base YUKI pattern

▲ GX8120

GX8118 GX8121GX8115

GX8113

GX8155

GX8153

GX8111GX8151

GX8114

GX8112

GX8154

GX8152

GX8116 GX8119

GX8117 GX8120

(SAND BEIGE) (SAND BEIGE)

(NATURAL GRAY) (NATURAL GRAY)

(CHARCOAL GRAY) (CHARCOAL GRAY) (PEARL WHITE) (COAL BLACK)

(OAK BROWN) (OAK BROWN) (ROUGE RED) (FOREST GREEN)

(BARK BROWN) (BARK BROWN) (INDIGO BLUE) (ROYAL PURPLE)

◆

Commercial 4
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carpet tile   /   110 MOROCA LINE  <GX-4550V>

GX4552V

▲ GX4551V/TTN3115  (LL FREE 50 NW-EX · page 320)

GX4552V

GX4551V

Traditional Moroccan woven fabric is well 
modernized. It makes your space relaxing like a 
living room.

MOROCA LINE
<GX-4550V>

category:  carpet tile
®

Composition
surface BCF Nylon 100% dyeing method of yarn Solution Dyed

base fabric Nonwoven Polyester backing PVC and Glass Fiber
size 250mm×1000mm overall thickness 9.3mm

MADE IN JAPAN

Packing 12pcs/box = 3m2/box
Net Weight 16.5kg /box

Performance

Critical Radiant Flux              (ASTM E648)             Class 2  Average CRF 0.22/cm2 or higher
Smoke Density              (ASTM E662)                                  Less than 450
Flame-retardant Fire Defense Law in Japan Authorized No.E2190078

Antistatic Less than 1.0kV   (JIS L 1021-16, at 23 degrees centigrade, 25%RH)
Stain-resistant Stain Release (NANO CLEAN)

Formaldehyde Radiation F IF
☆☆☆☆ Interior-fabrics Performance Evaluation Conference Certifi ed No. J19-31525

Way of Installation
                                   
                                                                                       Ashlar         or                        Monolithic
                                                                                                                                                                              

Recommended
Adhesive from TOLI TOLI ECO GA Cement (required quantity)

for steel or plastic sub-fl oor 40 to 60 gram/m2

for mortar and wood sub-fl oor 60 to 100 gram/m2

Notes on Installation    
Apply the adhesive on the whole surface of the sub-fl oor thinly and evenly. After drying, when the adhesive becomes translu-

cent, install the tiles. Be careful not to put the tiles too tightly.
When you install MOROCA LINE on the free access fl oor, each tile should be laid to stride over the joint of free access fl oor 

panels in the middle. (The joint of MOROCA LINE should not be matched to that of free access fl oor panels.)

Others
The color shading differs on a tile-by-tile basis. In case you do not feel comfortable about the fl oor after installation, please 

change the tiles partly so that it will look natural.
Please note that the product has the indigenous odor from its materials.

Specifi cation pile height              H 6.0mm to L 3.0mm (textured loop pile)
gauge                  1/10 stitch                    20.0 yarn weight (oz/sq.yd)         25.7

NANO CLEANNAANANANOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOANNN OOOOOOOOOONOOOOONOONONNNN OOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOONNANNNANNNNNNNAANANNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNAANNNNNANANNNNNNNNNN OOOO
NNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNCLCLELEECLC ANANNNCCC NCCC NCCC NCCC NNCCCCCC NNNNCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCC ANCCCCCCCCCCCC NCC NNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNCCCCCCCCCCC N

NANO
CLEAN

“Nano Clean” provides more 
excellent stain resistance to soils 
by adding special Nano finish 
to the existing stain release by 
fluoridation.

Commercial 4
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GX4652V

▲ GX4651V/GX4652V/GX4653V/GX4612  (VARIOUS STONE · page 123)/
TTN3214  (LL FREE 50 NW-EX · page 319)

GX4652V

GX4653V

GX4651V

Patchwork cork bark is well described with a rustic 
image in silent color tones.

PATCH CORK
<GX-4650V>

category:  carpet tile
®

Composition
surface BCF Nylon 100% dyeing method of yarn Solution Dyed

base fabric Nonwoven Polyester backing PVC and Glass Fiber
size 250mm×1000mm overall thickness 9.3mm

MADE IN JAPAN

Packing 12pcs/box = 3m2/box
Net Weight 16.5kg /box

Performance

Critical Radiant Flux              (ASTM E648)             Class 2  Average CRF 0.22/cm2 or higher
Smoke Density              (ASTM E662)                                  Less than 450
Flame-retardant Fire Defense Law in Japan Authorized No.E2190077

Antistatic Less than 1.0kV   (JIS L 1021-16, at 23 degrees centigrade, 25%RH)
Stain-resistant Stain Release (NANO CLEAN)

Formaldehyde Radiation F IF
☆☆☆☆ Interior-fabrics Performance Evaluation Conference Certifi ed No. J19-31527

Way of Installation
                                   
                                                                                       Ashlar         or                        Monolithic
                                                                                                                                                                              

Recommended
Adhesive from TOLI TOLI ECO GA Cement (required quantity)

for steel or plastic sub-fl oor 40 to 60 gram/m2

for mortar and wood sub-fl oor 60 to 100 gram/m2

Notes on Installation    
Apply the adhesive on the whole surface of the sub-fl oor thinly and evenly. After drying, when the adhesive becomes translu-

cent, install the tiles. Be careful not to put the tiles too tightly.
When you install PATCH CORK on the free access fl oor, each tile should be laid to stride over the joint of free access fl oor 

panels in the middle. (The joint of PATCH CORK should not be matched to that of free access fl oor panels.)

Others
The color shading differs on a tile-by-tile basis. In case you do not feel comfortable about the fl oor after installation, please 

change the tiles partly so that it will look natural.
Please note that the product has the indigenous odor from its materials.

Specifi cation pile height              H 5.0mm to L 3.0mm (textured loop pile)
gauge                  1/10 stitch                    21.0 yarn weight (oz/sq.yd)         25.7

NANO CLEANNAANANANOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOANNN OOOOOOOOOONOOOOONOONONNNN OOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOONNANNNANNNNNNNAANANNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNAANNNNNANANNNNNNNNNN OOOO
NNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNCLCLELEECLC ANANNNCCC NCCC NCCC NCCC NNCCCCCC NNNNCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCC ANCCCCCCCCCCCC NCC NNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNCCCCCCCCCCC N

NANO
CLEAN

“Nano Clean” provides more 
excellent stain resistance to soils 
by adding special Nano finish 
to the existing stain release by 
fluoridation.

Commercial 4
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▲ GX9051V/GX9052V/GX9053V

GX9053V GX9055V

GX9052V GX9054V

GX9051V

GX9052V

SRONE
<GX-9050V>

category:  carpet tile
®

SRONE’s dynamic stone-look pattern will create a 
daring but sophisticated feeling in your space.

Composition
surface BCF Nylon 100% dyeing method of yarn Solution Dyed

base fabric Nonwoven Polyester backing PVC and Glass Fiber

size 250mm×1000mm overall thickness 8.0mm

MADE IN JAPAN

Packing 12pcs/box = 3m2/box

Net Weight 16.1kg /box

Performance

Critical Radiant Flux              (ASTM E648)             Class 1  Average CRF 0.45/cm2 or higher
Smoke Density              (ASTM E662)                                  Less than 450

Flame-retardant Fire Defense Law in Japan Authorized No.E2150034

Antistatic Less than 1.0kV   (JIS L 1021-16, at 23 degrees centigrade, 25%RH)

Stain-resistant Stain Release

Formaldehyde Radiation F IF
☆☆☆☆ Interior-fabrics Performance Evaluation Conference Certifi ed No. J15-31030

Way of Installation
                                   
                                                                                       Ashlar         or                        Monolithic
                                                                                                                                                                              

Recommended
Adhesive from TOLI TOLI ECO GA Cement (required quantity)

for steel or plastic sub-fl oor 40 to 60 gram/m2

for mortar and wood sub-fl oor 60 to 100 gram/m2

Notes on Installation    
Apply the adhesive on the whole surface of the sub-fl oor thinly and evenly. After drying, when the adhesive becomes translu-

cent, install the tiles. Be careful not to put the tiles too tightly.
When you install SRONE on the free access fl oor, each tile should be laid to stride over the joint of free access fl oor panels in 

the middle. (The joint of SRONE should not be matched to that of free access fl oor panels.)

Others
The color shading differs on a tile-by-tile basis. In case you do not feel comfortable about the fl oor after installation, please 

change the tiles partly so that it will look natural.
Please note that the product has the indigenous odor from its materials.

Specifi cation pile height              H 6.0mm / M 4.0mm / L 3.0mm (textured loop pile)

gauge                  1/12 stitch                    11.0 yarn weight (oz/sq.yd)         18.9

Commercial 4
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GX9153V

GX9152V

GX9151V

▲ GX9151V/GX9152V

GX9153V

VENICHE
<GX-9150V>

category:  carpet tile
®

Multi-colored rustic feeling of painted woods is very 
well expressed in VENICHE.

Composition
surface BCF Nylon 100% dyeing method of yarn Solution Dyed

base fabric Nonwoven Polyester backing PVC and Glass Fiber

size 250mm×1000mm overall thickness 8.3mm

MADE IN JAPAN

Packing 12pcs/box = 3m2/box

Net Weight 16.0kg /box

Performance

Critical Radiant Flux              (ASTM E648)             Class 1  Average CRF 0.45/cm2 or higher
Smoke Density              (ASTM E662)                                  Less than 450

Flame-retardant Fire Defense Law in Japan Authorized No.E2150035

Antistatic Less than 1.0kV   (JIS L 1021-16, at 23 degrees centigrade, 25%RH)

Stain-resistant Stain Release

Formaldehyde Radiation F IF
☆☆☆☆ Interior-fabrics Performance Evaluation Conference Certifi ed No. J15-31031

Way of Installation
                                   
                                                                                       Ashlar         or                        Monolithic
                                                                                                                                                                              

Recommended
Adhesive from TOLI TOLI ECO GA Cement (required quantity)

for steel or plastic sub-fl oor 40 to 60 gram/m2

for mortar and wood sub-fl oor 60 to 100 gram/m2

Notes on Installation    
Apply the adhesive on the whole surface of the sub-fl oor thinly and evenly. After drying, when the adhesive becomes translu-

cent, install the tiles. Be careful not to put the tiles too tightly.
When you install VENICHE on the free access fl oor, each tile should be laid to stride over the joint of free access fl oor panels 

in the middle. (The joint of VENICHE should not be matched to that of free access fl oor panels.)

Others
The color shading differs on a tile-by-tile basis. In case you do not feel comfortable about the fl oor after installation, please 

change the tiles partly so that it will look natural.
Please note that the product has the indigenous odor from its materials.

Specifi cation pile height              H 5.5mm / M 4.0mm / L 3.0mm (textured loop pile)

gauge                  1/10 stitch                    11.0 yarn weight (oz/sq.yd)         20.1

Commercial 4
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GX9701V

GX9702V

GX9703V

GX9702V

Authentic wood-plank image is well converted into 
carpet tile form. 

RESONANCE
<GX-9700V>

category:  carpet tile
®

▲ GX9702V

Packing 12pcs/box = 3m2/box

Net Weight 16.5kg /box

Performance

Critical Radiant Flux              (ASTM E648)             Class 1  Average CRF 0.45/cm2 or higher
Smoke Density (fl aming)              (ASTM E662)                                  Less than 450

Flame-retardant Fire Defense Law in Japan Authorized No.E2120040
Antistatic Less than 1.0kV   (JIS L 1021-16, at 23 degrees centigrade, 25%RH)

Stain-resistant Stain Release
Formaldehyde Radiation F IF

☆☆☆☆ Interior-fabrics Performance Evaluation Conference Certifi ed No.J12-30822

Way of Installation
                                   
                                                                              Monolithic         or                      Ashlar
                                                                                                                                   

Recommended
Adhesive from TOLI TOLI ECO GA Cement (required quantity)

for steel or plastic sub-fl oor 40 to 60 gram/m2

for mortar and wood sub-fl oor 60 to 100 gram/m2

Notes on Installation
Apply the adhesive on the whole surface of the sub-fl oor thinly and evenly. After drying, when the adhesive becomes translu-

cent, install the tiles. Be careful not to put the tiles too tightly.  
When you install RESONANCE on the free access fl oor, each tile should be laid to stride over the joint of free access fl oor 

panels in the middle. (The joint of RESONANCE should not be matched to that of free access fl oor panels.)

Others After installation, in case you do not feel comfortable with the joints, please change the tiles partly so that it will look natural.
Please note that the product has the indigenous odor from its materials.

Composition
surface BCF Nylon 100% dyeing method of yarn Solution Dyed

base fabric Nonwoven Polyester backing PVC and Glass Fiber

size 250mm×1000mm overall thickness 7.5mm

Specifi cation pile height               H 4.0mm / L 3.0mm (textured loop pile)

gauge                  1/12 stitch                    11.5 yarn weight (oz/sq.yd)         21.2

MADE IN JAPAN

Commercial 4
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GX9251V

GX9251V

GX9252V

GX9253V▲ GX9251V/GX9252V/GX4212  (PRARIE · page 128)

Series of 3-dimentional random stone images 
will inspire the cobblestone lane. Broad and 
dynamic fl oor designs can be created.

ROCK GARDEN
<GX-9250V>

category:  carpet tile
®

Composition
surface BCF Nylon 100% dyeing method of yarn Solution Dyed

base fabric Nonwoven Polyester backing PVC and Glass Fiber

size 250mm×1000mm overall thickness 9.3mm

MADE IN JAPAN

Packing 12pcs/box = 3m2/box
Net Weight 17.0kg /box

Performance

Critical Radiant Flux              (ASTM E648)             Class 2  Average CRF 0.22/cm2 or higher
Smoke Density              (ASTM E662)                                  Less than 450
Flame-retardant Fire Defense Law in Japan Authorized No.E2180254

Antistatic Less than 1.0kV   (JIS L 1021-16, at 23 degrees centigrade, 25%RH)
Stain-resistant Stain Release

Formaldehyde Radiation F IF
☆☆☆☆ Interior-fabrics Performance Evaluation Conference Certifi ed No. J18-21150

Way of Installation
                                   
                                                                                       Ashlar         or                        Monolithic
                                                                                                                                                                              

Recommended
Adhesive from TOLI TOLI ECO GA Cement (required quantity)

for steel or plastic sub-fl oor 40 to 60 gram/m2

for mortar and wood sub-fl oor 60 to 100 gram/m2

Notes on Installation    
Apply the adhesive on the whole surface of the sub-fl oor thinly and evenly. After drying, when the adhesive becomes translu-

cent, install the tiles. Be careful not to put the tiles too tightly.
When you install ROCK GARDEN on the free access fl oor, each tile should be laid to stride over the joint of free access fl oor 

panels in the middle. (The joint of ROCK GARDEN should not be matched to that of free access fl oor panels.)

Others
The color shading differs on a tile-by-tile basis. In case you do not feel comfortable about the fl oor after installation, please 

change the tiles partly so that it will look natural.
Please note that the product has the indigenous odor from its materials.

Specifi cation pile height              H 8.0mm to L 3.0mm (textured loop pile)

gauge                  1/10 stitch                    14.0 yarn weight (oz/sq.yd)         20.1

Commercial 4
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GX9301V GX9306V

GX9303V GX9309V

GX9307V

GX9311V

GX9302V GX9308V

GX9301V

Fine organic texture like natural hemp and 
bamboo. CORENTE V will create a spacious feeling 
on the fl oor.

CORENTE V
<GX-9300V>

category:  carpet tile
®

MADE IN JAPAN

Packing 12pcs/box = 3m2/box

Net Weight 16.5kg /box

Performance

Critical Radiant Flux              (ASTM E648)             Class 2  Average CRF 0.22/cm2 or higher
Smoke Density (fl aming)              (ASTM E662)                                  Less than 450

Flame-retardant Fire Defense Law in Japan Authorized No.EO060172
Antistatic Less than 1.0kV   (JIS L 1021-16, at 23 degrees centigrade, 25%RH)

Stain-resistant Stain Release
Formaldehyde Radiation F IF

☆☆☆☆ Interior-fabrics Performance Evaluation Conference Certifi ed No. J06-30417

Way of Installation
                                   
                                                                              Monolithic         or                      Ashlar
                                                                                                                                   

Recommended
Adhesive from TOLI TOLI ECO GA Cement (required quantity)

for steel or plastic sub-fl oor 40 to 60 gram/m2

for mortar and wood sub-fl oor 60 to 100 gram/m2

Notes on Installation 

Apply the adhesive on the whole surface of the sub-fl oor thinly and evenly. After drying, when the adhesive becomes trans-
lucent, install the tiles. Be careful not to put the tiles too tightly. 

The color shading differs on a tile-by-tile basis. In case you do not feel comfortable adout the fl oor after installation, please 
change the tiles partly so that it will look natural.

When you install CORENTE V on the free access fl oor, each tile should be laid to stride over the joint of free access fl oor 
panels in the middle. (The joint of CORENTE V should not be matched to that of free access fl oor panels.)

Others Please note that the product has the indigenous odor from its materials.

Composition
surface BCF Nylon 100% dyeing method of yarn Solution Dyed and Space Dyed

base fabric Nonwoven Polyester backing PVC and Glass Fiber
size 250mm×1000mm overall thickness 6.5mm

Specifi cation pile height 3.5mm  (loop pile)
gauge                  1/10 stitch                   14.5 yarn weight (oz/sq.yd)         20.1

Commercial 4
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Composition
surface BCF Nylon 100% dyeing method of yarn Piece Dyed

base fabric Nonwoven Polyester backing PVC and Glass Fiber
size 250mm×1000mm overall thickness 8.0mm

MADE IN JAPAN

Packing 12pcs/box = 3m2/box
Net Weight 17.0kg /box

Performance

Critical Radiant Flux              (ASTM E648)             Class 1  Average CRF 0.45/cm2 or higher
Smoke Density              (ASTM E662)                                  Less than 450
Flame-retardant Fire Defense Law in Japan Authorized No.E2180256

Antistatic Less than 1.0kV   (JIS L 1021-16, at 23 degrees centigrade, 25%RH)
Stain-resistant Stain Release

Formaldehyde Radiation F IF
☆☆☆☆ Interior-fabrics Performance Evaluation Conference Certifi ed No. J18-21148

Way of Installation
                                   
                                                                                       Ashlar         or                        Monolithic
                                                                                                                                                                              

Recommended
Adhesive from TOLI TOLI ECO GA Cement (required quantity)

for steel or plastic sub-fl oor 40 to 60 gram/m2

for mortar and wood sub-fl oor 60 to 100 gram/m2

Notes on Installation    

Apply the adhesive on the whole surface of the sub-fl oor thinly and evenly. After drying, when the adhesive becomes translu-
cent, install the tiles. Be careful not to put the tiles too tightly.

When you install DIFFEBRILLER on the free access fl oor, each tile should be laid to stride over the joint of free access fl oor 
panels in the middle. (The joint of DIFFEBRILLER should not be matched to that of free access fl oor panels.)

Occasionally the direction of tip sheared piles are partly broken in part, which looks like color shading. This is one of the 
characteristics of tip sheared carpets and not a manufacturing defect.

Others
The color shading differs on a tile-by-tile basis. In case you do not feel comfortable about the fl oor after installation, please 

change the tiles partly so that it will look natural.
Please note that the product has the indigenous odor from its materials.

Specifi cation pile height              H 5.0mm / M 4.5mm / L 3.5mm (textured loop pile：tip sheared)
gauge                  1/10 stitch                    11.5 yarn weight (oz/sq.yd)         20.6

GX9655V

GX9654V

GX9653V

GX9652V

GX9651V

GX9653V

DIFFEBRILLER
<GX-9650V>

category:  carpet tile
®

Classy pattern inspired by fi ne sparkles on the 
water surface. Sheer persistence to yarn texture 
and chromogenic effect will provide a premium 
feel.

▲ GX9651V/GX9655V/TTN3112/TTN3113  (LL FREE 50 NW-EX · page 320)

Commercial 3
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Composition
surface BCF Nylon 100% dyeing method of yarn Solution Dyed

base fabric Nonwoven Polyester backing PVC and Glass Fiber

size 250mm×1000mm overall thickness 8.5mm

MADE IN JAPAN

Packing 12pcs/box = 3m2/box
Net Weight 16.5kg /box

Performance

Critical Radiant Flux              (ASTM E648)             Class 2  Average CRF 0.22/cm2 or higher
Smoke Density              (ASTM E662)                                  Less than 450
Flame-retardant Fire Defense Law in Japan Authorized No.E2180320

Antistatic Less than 1.0kV   (JIS L 1021-16, at 23 degrees centigrade, 25%RH)
Stain-resistant Stain Release

Formaldehyde Radiation F IF
☆☆☆☆ Interior-fabrics Performance Evaluation Conference Certifi ed No. J18-21147

Way of Installation
                                   
                                                                                       Ashlar         or                        Monolithic
                                                                                                                                                                              

Recommended
Adhesive from TOLI TOLI ECO GA Cement (required quantity)

for steel or plastic sub-fl oor 40 to 60 gram/m2

for mortar and wood sub-fl oor 60 to 100 gram/m2

Notes on Installation    
Apply the adhesive on the whole surface of the sub-fl oor thinly and evenly. After drying, when the adhesive becomes translu-

cent, install the tiles. Be careful not to put the tiles too tightly.
When you install COLOR MOVE on the free access fl oor, each tile should be laid to stride over the joint of free access fl oor 

panels in the middle. (The joint of COLOR MOVE should not be matched to that of free access fl oor panels.)

Others
The color shading differs on a tile-by-tile basis. In case you do not feel comfortable about the fl oor after installation, please 

change the tiles partly so that it will look natural.
Please note that the product has the indigenous odor from its materials.

Specifi cation pile height              H 5.5mm to L 3.0mm (textured loop pile)

gauge                  1/10 stitch                    11.0 yarn weight (oz/sq.yd)         20.1

COLOR MOVE
<GX-9850V>

category:  carpet tile
®

Beautiful design like ethnic fabric materials. 
Random pattern variation in 250mm x 1000mm 
form can also work well in a small area.

GX9853V

GX9852V

GX9851V

GX9851V

▲ GX9853V/GX3004  (GX-300 · page 98)

Commercial 4
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GX9551VGX9555V

GX9554V

GX9552VGX9556V

GX9553VGX9557V

Composition
surface BCF Nylon 100% dyeing method of yarn Piece Dyed

base fabric Nonwoven Polyester backing PVC and Glass Fiber

size 250mm×1000mm overall thickness 7.3mm

MADE IN JAPAN

Packing 12pcs/box = 3m2/box
Net Weight 16.5kg /box

Performance

Critical Radiant Flux              (ASTM E648)             Class 1  Average CRF 0.45/cm2 or higher
Smoke Density              (ASTM E662)                                  Less than 450
Flame-retardant Fire Defense Law in Japan Authorized No.E2180255

Antistatic Less than 1.0kV   (JIS L 1021-16, at 23 degrees centigrade, 25%RH)
Stain-resistant Stain Release

Formaldehyde Radiation F IF
☆☆☆☆ Interior-fabrics Performance Evaluation Conference Certifi ed No. J18-21149

Way of Installation
                                   
                                                                                       Ashlar         or                        Monolithic
                                                                                                                                                                              

Recommended
Adhesive from TOLI TOLI ECO GA Cement (required quantity)

for steel or plastic sub-fl oor 40 to 60 gram/m2

for mortar and wood sub-fl oor 60 to 100 gram/m2

Notes on Installation    
Apply the adhesive on the whole surface of the sub-fl oor thinly and evenly. After drying, when the adhesive becomes translu-

cent, install the tiles. Be careful not to put the tiles too tightly.
When you install LAYPLANCHER on the free access fl oor, each tile should be laid to stride over the joint of free access fl oor 

panels in the middle. (The joint of LAYPLANCHER should not be matched to that of free access fl oor panels.)

Others
The color shading differs on a tile-by-tile basis. In case you do not feel comfortable about the fl oor after installation, please 

change the tiles partly so that it will look natural.
Please note that the product has the indigenous odor from its materials.

Specifi cation pile height              H 4.5mm / L 3.0mm (textured loop pile)

gauge                  1/10 stitch                    11.5 yarn weight (oz/sq.yd)         20.1

Elaborate woven texture is superbly expressed 
by different piece-dyed yarns and shiny yarns. Its 
unique natural color tones are inspired by mineral 
pigments for Japanese traditional paintings.

LAYPLANCHER
<GX-9550V>

category:  carpet tile
®

GX9551V

Commercial 4
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GX9401V

GX9402V

GX9402V

SLALOM  
<GX-9400V>

category:  carpet tile

▲ GX9402V/GX3010  (GX-300 · page 99)

▲ GX9402V/GX3010  (GX-300 · page 99)

SLALOM is characterized by its dynamic wave 
pattern which looks like DNA supercoiling. Amazing 
bold fl oor images can be created. ®

Packing 12pcs/box = 3m2/box

Net Weight 17.4kg /box

Performance

Critical Radiant Flux              (ASTM E648)             Class 2  Average CRF 0.22/cm2 or higher

Smoke Density (fl aming)              (ASTM E662)                                  Less than 450

Flame-retardant Fire Defense Law in Japan Authorized No.EO080035

Antistatic Less than 1.0kV   (JIS L 1021-16, at 23 degrees centigrade, 25%RH)

Stain-resistant Stain Release

Formaldehyde Radiation F IF
☆☆☆☆ Interior-fabrics Performance Evaluation Conference Certifi ed No. J08-30524

Way of Installation
                                   
                                                                              Monolithic         or                      Ashlar
                                                                                                                                   

Recommended
Adhesive from TOLI TOLI ECO GA Cement (required quantity)

for steel or plastic sub-fl oor 40 to 60 gram/m2

for mortar and wood sub-fl oor 60 to 100 gram/m2

Notes on Installation    
Apply the adhesive on the whole surface of the sub-fl oor thinly and evenly. After drying, when the adhesive becomes translu-

cent, install the tiles. Be careful not to put the tiles too tightly.
When you install SLALOM on the free access fl oor, each tile should be laid to stride over the joint of free access fl oor panels 

in the middle. (The joint of SLALOM should not be matched to that of free access fl oor panels.)

Others Please note that the product has the indigenous odor from its materials.

Composition
surface BCF Nylon 100% dyeing method of yarn Solution Dyed

base fabric Nonwoven Polyester backing PVC and Glass Fiber

size 250mm×1000mm overall thickness 8.0mm

Specifi cation pile height              H 5.5mm / M 4.0mm / L 3.0mm  (textured loop pile)

gauge                  1/12 stitch                    11.5 yarn weight (oz/sq.yd)         22.4

MADE IN JAPAN

Commercial 4
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Composition
surface BCF Nylon 100% dyeing method of yarn Solution Dyed

base fabric Nonwoven Polyester backing PVC and Glass Fiber

size 500mm×500mm overall thickness 8.5mm

MADE IN JAPAN

Packing 16pcs/box = 4m2/box

Net Weight 19.2kg /box

Performance

Critical Radiant Flux              (ASTM E648)             Class 1  Average CRF 0.45/cm2 or higher
Smoke Density              (ASTM E662)                                  Less than 450
Flame-retardant Fire Defense Law in Japan Authorized No.E2150026

Antistatic Less than 1.0kV   (JIS L 1021-16, at 23 degrees centigrade, 25%RH)
Stain-resistant Stain Release

Formaldehyde Radiation F IF
☆☆☆☆ Interior-fabrics Performance Evaluation Conference Certifi ed No. J15-31022

Way of Installation
                                   
                                                                              Monolithic         or                      Quarter Turn   
                                                                                                                                    

Recommended
Adhesive from TOLI TOLI ECO GA Cement (required quantity)

for steel or plastic sub-fl oor 40 to 60 gram/m2

for mortar and wood sub-fl oor 60 to 100 gram/m2

Notes on Installation    Apply the adhesive on the whole surface of the sub-fl oor thinly and evenly. After drying, when the adhesive becomes translu-
cent, install the tiles. Be careful not to put the tiles too tightly.

Others
The color shading differs on a tile-by-tile basis. In case you do not feel comfortable about the fl oor after installation, please 

change the tiles partly so that it will look natural.
Please note that the product has the indigenous odor from its materials.

Specifi cation pile height              H 6.0mm / M 5.0mm/ L 3.0mm (textured loop pile)
gauge                  1/10 stitch                    11.5 yarn weight (oz/sq.yd)         22.1

MORTARCLAY
<GX-3700>

category:  carpet tile
®

Very unique design inspired by mortar. MORTARCLAY is 
characterized by its subtle color gradation. 

▲ GX3701/GX3702

GX3701

GX3702 GX3705

GX3706

GX3701

GX3707

GX3708

MORTARCLAY  <GX-3700>

Commercial 4
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▲ GX4512/TTN3117/TTN3118  (LL FREE 50 NW-EX · page 320)

GX4511

GX4513

GX4512

GX4511

NANO CLEANNAANANANOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOANNN OOOOOOOOOONOOOOONOONONNNN OOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOONNANNNANNNNNNNAANANNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNAANNNNNANANNNNNNNNNN OOOO
NNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNCLCLELEECLC ANANNNCCC NCCC NCCC NCCC NNCCCCCC NNNNCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCC ANCCCCCCCCCCCC NCC NNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNCCCCCCCCCCC N

NANO
CLEAN

“Nano Clean” provides more 
excellent stain resistance to soils 
by adding special Nano finish 
to the existing stain release by 
fluoridation.

MADE IN JAPAN

Composition
surface BCF Nylon 100% dyeing method of yarn Solution Dyed

base fabric Nonwoven Polyester backing PVC and Glass Fiber

size 500mm×500mm overall thickness 8.8mm

Packing 16pcs/box = 4m2/box
Net Weight 21.5kg /box

Performance

Critical Radiant Flux              (ASTM E648)             Class 2  Average CRF 0.22/cm2 or higher
Smoke Density              (ASTM E662)                                  Less than 450
Flame-retardant Fire Defense Law in Japan Authorized No.E2190075

Antistatic Less than 1.0kV   (JIS L 1021-16, at 23 degrees centigrade, 25%RH)
Stain-resistant Stain Release (NANO CLEAN)

Formaldehyde Radiation F IF
☆☆☆☆ Interior-fabrics Performance Evaluation Conference Certifi ed No. J19-31524

Way of Installation
                                   
                                                                              Monolithic         or                      Quarter Turn   
                                                                                                                                    

Recommended
Adhesive from TOLI TOLI ECO GA Cement (required quantity)

for steel or plastic sub-fl oor 40 to 60 gram/m2

for mortar and wood sub-fl oor 60 to 100 gram/m2

Notes on Installation    Apply the adhesive on the whole surface of the sub-fl oor thinly and evenly. After drying, when the adhesive becomes translu-
cent, install the tiles. Be careful not to put the tiles too tightly.

Others Please note that the product has the indigenous odor from its materials.

Specifi cation pile height              H 6.0mm to L 3.0mm (textured loop pile)
gauge                  1/10 stitch                    21.0 yarn weight (oz/sq.yd)         25.7

WAVE KNIT
<GX-4500>

category:  carpet tile
®

Attractive design with a hand-knitted rough feeling.
3 dimensional texture will provide rhythmic beauty in the 
space.

Commercial 4
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▲ GX4612/TTN3215  (LL FREE 50 NW-EX · page 319) GX4612

GX4611

GX4611

NANO CLEANNAANANANOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOANNN OOOOOOOOOONOOOOONOONONNNN OOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOONNANNNANNNNNNNAANANNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNAANNNNNANANNNNNNNNNN OOOO
NNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNCLCLELEECLC ANANNNCCC NCCC NCCC NCCC NNCCCCCC NNNNCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCC ANCCCCCCCCCCCC NCC NNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNCCCCCCCCCCC N

NANO
CLEAN

“Nano Clean” provides more 
excellent stain resistance to soils 
by adding special Nano finish 
to the existing stain release by 
fluoridation.

Composition
surface BCF Nylon 100% dyeing method of yarn Solution Dyed

base fabric Nonwoven Polyester backing PVC and Glass Fiber

size 500mm×500mm overall thickness 8.5mm

Packing 16pcs/box = 4m2/box
Net Weight 21.5kg /box

Performance

Critical Radiant Flux              (ASTM E648)             Class 2  Average CRF 0.22/cm2 or higher
Smoke Density              (ASTM E662)                                  Less than 450
Flame-retardant Fire Defense Law in Japan Authorized No.E2190076

Antistatic Less than 1.0kV   (JIS L 1021-16, at 23 degrees centigrade, 25%RH)
Stain-resistant Stain Release (NANO CLEAN)

Formaldehyde Radiation F IF
☆☆☆☆ Interior-fabrics Performance Evaluation Conference Certifi ed No. J19-31526

Way of Installation
                                   
                                                                              Monolithic         or                      Quarter Turn   
                                                                                                                                    

Recommended
Adhesive from TOLI TOLI ECO GA Cement (required quantity)

for steel or plastic sub-fl oor 40 to 60 gram/m2

for mortar and wood sub-fl oor 60 to 100 gram/m2

Notes on Installation    Apply the adhesive on the whole surface of the sub-fl oor thinly and evenly. After drying, when the adhesive becomes translu-
cent, install the tiles. Be careful not to put the tiles too tightly.

Others Please note that the product has the indigenous odor from its materials.

MADE IN JAPAN

Specifi cation pile height              H 6.0mm to L 3.0mm (textured loop pile)
gauge                  1/10 stitch                    21.0 yarn weight (oz/sq.yd)         25.7

VARIOUS STONE
<GX-4600>

category:  carpet tile
®

Just like a beautiful mixture of fi ne stones and 
glasses, artifi cial vivid colors stand out in the 
monotone image.

Commercial 4
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GX7710

GX7706

GX7701

CANNA
<GX-7700>

category:  carpet tile

CANNA is characterized by its continuation of beautiful 
linear design, which can create variety of sophisticated 
images.®

▲ GX7701/GX7705/GX7711/GX7751/GX7752 GX7704

GX7705

Packing 16pcs/box = 4m2/box

Net Weight 21.6kg /box

Performance

Critical Radiant Flux              (ASTM E648)             Class 1  Average CRF 0.45/cm2 or higher

Smoke Density              (ASTM E662)                                  Less than 450

Flame-retardant Fire Defense Law in Japan Authorized No.EO040184

Antistatic Less than 1.0kV   (JIS L 1021-16, at 23 degrees centigrade, 25%RH)

Stain-resistant Stain Release

Formaldehyde Radiation F IF
☆☆☆☆ Interior-fabrics Performance Evaluation Conference Certifi ed No. J04-30071

Way of Installation
                                   
                                                                              Monolithic         or                      Quarter Turn   
                                                                                                                                    

Recommended
Adhesive from TOLI TOLI ECO GA Cement (required quantity)

for steel or plastic sub-fl oor 40 to 60 gram/m2

for mortar and wood sub-fl oor 60 to 100 gram/m2

Notes on Installation Apply the adhesive on the whole surface of the sub-fl oor thinly and evenly. After drying, when the adhesive becomes translu-
cent, install the tiles. Be careful not to put the tiles too tightly. 

Others

In GX7751, GX7752, GX7753 and GX7754 each tile has the color gradation in the direction of gauges. All the tiles in one 
same box have the gradation in the same direction as the arrow marks on the backing.

When you make 2 gradation parts on the fl oor, please make sure the surface pattern and reverse the tiles. (See page 125.)
GX7751 can be coordinated with GX7701 and GX7711 in the same color tone. So can GX7752 with GX7705 and GX7711, 

GX7753 with GX7701 and GX7712, GX7754 with GX7711 and GX7712. However, please bear in mind that due to the differ-
ence of production batches, the slight color difference might be caused.

Because of the manufacturing process of CANNA, there might be irregular parts of the gradation. In case you do not feel 
comfortable about the fl oor after installation, please change the tiles partly so that it will look natural.

The stripes differ in position on a tile-by-tile basis so that they will not be exactly connected between the tiles (please refer 
to the installation image).

Please note that the product has the indigenous odor from its materials.

Composition
surface BCF Nylon 100% dyeing method of yarn Piece Dyed and Space Dyed

base fabric Nonwoven Polyester backing PVC and Glass Fiber

size 500mm×500mm overall thickness 7.0mm

Specifi cation pile height               H 4.0mm / L 3.0mm  (high and low loop pile)

gauge                  1/10 stitch                   12.5 yarn weight (oz/sq.yd)         18.6

MADE IN JAPAN

Commercial 4
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CANNA
<GX-7700>

category:  carpet tile
®

CANNA <GX-7700>

GX7712 GX7707 GX7752 GX7754

GX7711 GX7701 GX7751 GX7753

▲ GX7701/GX7711/GX7751 ▲ GX7711/GX7752 ▲ GX7701/GX7705/GX7711/GX7751/GX7752

GX7751 is using the same colors of yarn as GX7701 and GX7711. 
So is GX7752 as GX7705 and GX7711, GX7753 with GX7701 and 
GX7712, GX7754 with GX7711 and GX7712.

When you install GX7751 or GX7752, please make sure the surface pattern. 
In some production batches, right and left sides of the color gradation are reversed towards 
the arrow marks on the backing.

Commercial 4
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Composition
surface BCF Nylon 100% dyeing method of yarn Solution Dyed

base fabric Nonwoven Polyester backing PVC and Glass Fiber

size 500mm×500mm overall thickness 9.3mm

MADE IN JAPAN

Packing 16pcs/box = 4m2/box

Net Weight 19.6kg /box

Performance

Critical Radiant Flux              (ASTM E648)             Class 1  Average CRF 0.45/cm2 or higher
Smoke Density              (ASTM E662)                                  Less than 450
Flame-retardant Fire Defense Law in Japan Authorized No.E2150033

Antistatic Less than 1.0kV   (JIS L 1021-16, at 23 degrees centigrade, 25%RH)
Stain-resistant Stain Release

Formaldehyde Radiation F IF
☆☆☆☆ Interior-fabrics Performance Evaluation Conference Certifi ed No. J15-31029

Way of Installation
                                   
                                                                              Monolithic         or                      Quarter Turn   
                                                                                                                                    

Recommended
Adhesive from TOLI TOLI ECO GA Cement (required quantity)

for steel or plastic sub-fl oor 40 to 60 gram/m2

for mortar and wood sub-fl oor 60 to 100 gram/m2

Notes on Installation    Apply the adhesive on the whole surface of the sub-fl oor thinly and evenly. After drying, when the adhesive becomes translu-
cent, install the tiles. Be careful not to put the tiles too tightly.

Others
The color shading differs on a tile-by-tile basis. In case you do not feel comfortable about the fl oor after installation, please 

change the tiles partly so that it will look natural.
Please note that the product has the indigenous odor from its materials.

Specifi cation pile height              H 6.5mm / M 5.5mm/ L 3.0mm (textured loop pile)
gauge                  1/10 stitch                    16.0 yarn weight (oz/sq.yd)         26.0

LUCEART
<GX-8500>

category:  carpet tile
®

LUCEART conveys the image of natural scenery sparkling 
with light refl ection. Its color mixture and uneven texture 
can create a rich expression.

▲ GX8501

GX8502

※In GX8502 soft stripes are described within 
the pattern. By changing the direction of 
installation, you can have different fl oor 
images.

GX8502 GX8505

GX8501 GX8504

GX8503

LUCEART  <GX-8500>

Commercial 4
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Packing 16pcs/box = 4m2/box
Net Weight 21.0kg /box

Performance

Critical Radiant Flux              (ASTM E648)             Class 2  Average CRF 0.22/cm2 or higher
Smoke Density              (ASTM E662)                                  Less than 450
Flame-retardant Fire Defense Law in Japan Authorized No.E2180249

Antistatic Less than 1.0kV   (JIS L 1021-16, at 23 degrees centigrade, 25%RH)
Stain-resistant Stain Release

Formaldehyde Radiation F IF
☆☆☆☆ Interior-fabrics Performance Evaluation Conference Certifi ed No. J18-21157

Way of Installation
                                   
                                                                              Monolithic         or                      Quarter Turn   
                                                                                                                                    

Recommended
Adhesive from TOLI TOLI ECO GA Cement (required quantity)

for steel or plastic sub-fl oor 40 to 60 gram/m2

for mortar and wood sub-fl oor 60 to 100 gram/m2

Notes on Installation    Apply the adhesive on the whole surface of the sub-fl oor thinly and evenly. After drying, when the adhesive becomes translu-
cent, install the tiles. Be careful not to put the tiles too tightly.

Others
To have a natural image after installation, stripes are intentionally inserted in the design at regular intervals, which is not a 

manufacturing defect. In case you do not feel comfortable about the fl oor after installation, please change the tiles partly so 
that it will look natural.

Please note that the product has the indigenous odor from its materials.

Composition
surface BCF Nylon 100% dyeing method of yarn Solution Dyed

base fabric Nonwoven Polyester backing PVC and Glass Fiber

size 500mm×500mm overall thickness 8.5mm

MADE IN JAPAN

Specifi cation pile height              H 5.0mm / M 4.0mm/ L 3.0mm (textured loop pile)
gauge                  1/12 stitch                    13.0 yarn weight (oz/sq.yd)         19.5

GEOSLANT
<GX-4100>

category:  carpet tile
®

Beautiful geometric pattern in the motif of randomly-painted 
concrete with vivid colors.

GX4134

GX4131 GX4133

GX4132 GX4134

GEOSLANT  <GX-4100>

▲ GX4131/GX4132

Commercial 4
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Packing 16pcs/box = 4m2/box
Net Weight 21.0kg /box

Performance

Critical Radiant Flux              (ASTM E648)             Class 2  Average CRF 0.22/cm2 or higher
Smoke Density              (ASTM E662)                                  Less than 450
Flame-retardant Fire Defense Law in Japan Authorized No.E2180321

Antistatic Less than 1.0kV   (JIS L 1021-16, at 23 degrees centigrade, 25%RH)
Stain-resistant Stain Release

Formaldehyde Radiation F IF
☆☆☆☆ Interior-fabrics Performance Evaluation Conference Certifi ed No. J18-21156

Way of Installation
                                   
                                                                              Monolithic         or                      Quarter Turn   
                                                                                                                                    

Recommended
Adhesive from TOLI TOLI ECO GA Cement (required quantity)

for steel or plastic sub-fl oor 40 to 60 gram/m2

for mortar and wood sub-fl oor 60 to 100 gram/m2

Notes on Installation    Apply the adhesive on the whole surface of the sub-fl oor thinly and evenly. After drying, when the adhesive becomes trans-
lucent, install the tiles. Be careful not to put the tiles too tightly.

Others
Occasionally the direction of cut-piles are partly broken in part, which looks like color shading. This is one of the characteris-

tics of cut-pile carpets and not a manufacturing defect.
Please note that the product has the indigenous odor from its materials.

PRARIE  <GX-4200>

Composition
surface BCF Nylon 100% dyeing method of yarn Solution Dyed

base fabric Nonwoven Polyester backing PVC and Glass Fiber

size 500mm×500mm overall thickness 9.3mm

MADE IN JAPAN

Specifi cation pile height              H 8.0mm / L 3.5mm (cut and loop pile)
gauge                  1/10 stitch                    9.5 yarn weight (oz/sq.yd)         29.5

PRARIE
<GX-4200>

category:  carpet tile
®

Natural grass-look design and texture. Relaxing spaces 
can be instantly created in the offi ces and the commercial 
facilities.

▲ GX4211/GX4212

GX4212

GX4211 GX4212

Commercial 3
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Packing 16pcs/box = 4m2/box
Net Weight 22.4kg /box

Performance

Critical Radiant Flux              (ASTM E648)             Class 1  Average CRF 0.45/cm2 or higher
Smoke Density              (ASTM E662)                                  Less than 450
Flame-retardant Fire Defense Law in Japan Authorized No.E2120034

Antistatic Less than 1.0kV   (JIS L 1021-16, at 23 degrees centigrade, 25%RH)
Stain-resistant Stain Release

Formaldehyde Radiation F IF
☆☆☆☆ Interior-fabrics Performance Evaluation Conference Certifi ed No.J12-30816

Way of Installation
                                   
                                                                              Monolithic         or                      Quarter Turn   
                                                                                                                                    

Recommended
Adhesive from TOLI TOLI ECO GA Cement (required quantity)

for steel or plastic sub-fl oor 40 to 60 gram/m2

for mortar and wood sub-fl oor 60 to 100 gram/m2

Notes on Installation Apply the adhesive on the whole surface of the sub-fl oor thinly and evenly. After drying, when the adhesive becomes trans-
lucent, install the tiles. Be careful not to put the tiles too tightly. 

Others

In Scribbling pattern (GX6451 to GX6452), lines will not be exactly connected between the tiles (please refer to the installation image).
Base pattern (GX6401 to GX6402) and Scribbling pattern (GX6451 to GX6452) in the same color tone can be installed together. 

However, please bear in mind that slight color difference might be incurred between them because Scribbling pattern is tip-sheared. 
After installation, in case you do not feel comfortable with the joints, please change the tiles partly so that it will look natural.
Please note that the product has the indigenous odor from its materials.

Composition
surface BCF Nylon 100% dyeing method of yarn Solution Dyed

base fabric Nonwoven Polyester backing PVC and Glass Fiber

Specifi cation
size 500mm×500mm overall thickness 7.5mm

pile height               H 4.0mm / L 2.5mm  (textured loop pile: GX6451 to 6452 are tip sheared.)
gauge                  1/12 stitch                    11.5 yarn weight (oz/sq.yd)         23.3

MADE IN JAPAN

GX6451

DRAWLINE
<GX-6400>

category:  carpet tile

DRAWLINE is an unprecedented carpet tile with hand-drawing 
images. Warmth of a human hand and inhomogeneous 
broadening are well described in this beautiful scribbling 
pattern. Combination of base pattern and line (big scribbling) 
pattern will create variety of amusing fl oor images.

GX6452 GX6451

GX6402 GX6401

Base

Scribbling

®

▲ GX6402/GX6452

DRAWLINE  <GX-6400>

Commercial 4
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Composition
surface BCF Nylon 100% dyeing method of yarn Solution Dyed

base fabric Nonwoven Polyester backing PVC and Glass Fiber

size 500mm×500mm overall thickness 8.5mm

GRANCOUR  <GX-4700>

Packing 16pcs/box = 4m2/box

Net Weight 23.2kg /box

Performance

Critical Radiant Flux              (ASTM E648)             Class 2  Average CRF 0.22/cm2 or higher
Smoke Density              (ASTM E662)                                  Less than 450
Flame-retardant Fire Defense Law in Japan Authorized No.E2180250

Antistatic Less than 1.0kV   (JIS L 1021-16, at 23 degrees centigrade, 25%RH)
Stain-resistant Stain Release

Formaldehyde Radiation F IF
☆☆☆☆ Interior-fabrics Performance Evaluation Conference Certifi ed No. J18-21154

Way of Installation
                                   
                                                                              Monolithic         or                      Quarter Turn   
                                                                                                                                    

Recommended
Adhesive from TOLI TOLI ECO GA Cement (required quantity)

for steel or plastic sub-fl oor 40 to 60 gram/m2

for mortar and wood sub-fl oor 60 to 100 gram/m2

Notes on Installation    Apply the adhesive on the whole surface of the sub-fl oor thinly and evenly. After drying, when the adhesive becomes translu-
cent, install the tiles. Be careful not to put the tiles too tightly.

Others Please note that the product has the indigenous odor from its materials.

MADE IN JAPAN

Specifi cation pile height              H 5.0mm / M 3.0mm / L 2.0mm (textured loop pile)
gauge                  1/10 stitch                    11.5 yarn weight (oz/sq.yd)         20.6

GRANCOUR
<GX-4700>

category:  carpet tile
®

High-end plain pattern made by delicately-twisted colored 
yarns. With its seamless effect, it looks like broadloom carpet 
once installed. Combination with INCLINER <GX-4750> is 
highly recommended due to common colorways. 

▲ GX4701/GX4702

GX4701

GX4701 GX4702

GRANCOUR INCLINER
(page 131)

GX4701 GX4751
GX4702 GX4752

GRANCOUR <GX-4700> can be coordinated 
with INCLINER <GX-4750>.

Commercial 4
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Composition
surface BCF Nylon 100% dyeing method of yarn Solution Dyed

base fabric Nonwoven Polyester backing PVC and Glass Fiber

size 500mm×500mm overall thickness 8.5mm

INCLINER  <GX-4750>

Packing 16pcs/box = 4m2/box
Net Weight 21.0kg /box

Performance

Critical Radiant Flux              (ASTM E648)             Class 2  Average CRF 0.22/cm2 or higher
Smoke Density              (ASTM E662)                                  Less than 450
Flame-retardant Fire Defense Law in Japan Authorized No.E2180251

Antistatic Less than 1.0kV   (JIS L 1021-16, at 23 degrees centigrade, 25%RH)
Stain-resistant Stain Release

Formaldehyde Radiation F IF
☆☆☆☆ Interior-fabrics Performance Evaluation Conference Certifi ed No. J18-21153

Way of Installation
                                   
                                                                              Monolithic         or                      Quarter Turn   
                                                                                                                                    

Recommended
Adhesive from TOLI TOLI ECO GA Cement (required quantity)

for steel or plastic sub-fl oor 40 to 60 gram/m2

for mortar and wood sub-fl oor 60 to 100 gram/m2

Notes on Installation    Apply the adhesive on the whole surface of the sub-fl oor thinly and evenly. After drying, when the adhesive becomes translu-
cent, install the tiles. Be careful not to put the tiles too tightly.

Others Please note that the product has the indigenous odor from its materials.

MADE IN JAPAN

Specifi cation pile height              H 5.5mm to L 2.0mm (textured loop pile)
gauge                  1/10 stitch                    11.0 yarn weight (oz/sq.yd)         20.6

INCLINER
<GX-4750>

category:  carpet tile
®

Amazing diagonal pattern with 3-D effect by beautiful yarns. 
By changing the direction or being combined with GRANCOUR 
<GX-4700>, various fl oor images can be created.

▲ GX4752/GX4701  (GRANCOUR · page 130)

GX4751

GX4751 GX4752

INCLINER GRANCOUR 
(page 130)

GX4751 GX4701
GX4752 GX4702

INCLINER <GX-4750> can be coordinated 
with GRANCOUR <GX-4700>.

Commercial 4
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Composition
surface BCF Nylon 100% dyeing method of yarn Solution Dyed

base fabric Nonwoven Polyester backing PVC and Glass Fiber

size 500mm×500mm overall thickness 9.3mm

Packing 16pcs/box = 4m2/box
Net Weight 22.5kg /box

Performance

Critical Radiant Flux              (ASTM E648)             Class 2  Average CRF 0.22/cm2 or higher
Smoke Density              (ASTM E662)                                  Less than 450
Flame-retardant Fire Defense Law in Japan Authorized No.E2180322

Antistatic Less than 1.0kV   (JIS L 1021-16, at 23 degrees centigrade, 25%RH)
Stain-resistant Stain Release

Formaldehyde Radiation F IF
☆☆☆☆ Interior-fabrics Performance Evaluation Conference Certifi ed No. J18-21155

Way of Installation
                                   
                                                                              Monolithic         or                      Quarter Turn   
                                                                                                                                    

Recommended
Adhesive from TOLI TOLI ECO GA Cement (required quantity)

for steel or plastic sub-fl oor 40 to 60 gram/m2

for mortar and wood sub-fl oor 60 to 100 gram/m2

Notes on Installation    Apply the adhesive on the whole surface of the sub-fl oor thinly and evenly. After drying, when the adhesive becomes translu-
cent, install the tiles. Be careful not to put the tiles too tightly.

Others Please note that the product has the indigenous odor from its materials.

GRACE LINE  <GX-4300>

MADE IN JAPAN

Specifi cation pile height              H 7.0mm / M 6.0mm / L 3.0mm (textured loop pile)
gauge                  1/10 stitch                    14.0 yarn weight (oz/sq.yd)         25.1

GRACE LINE
<GX-4300>

category:  carpet tile
®

One of a kind pattern inspired by “KIN-TSUGI”, Japanese 
traditional repair method for porcelain products. Fine shiny 
lines will make a unique fl oor image with a bit of tense.

GX4312

GX4312 GX4314

GX4311 GX4313

▲ GX4314

Commercial 4
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MAYORICA
<GX-2100>

category:  carpet tile
®

Many different patterns will create a beautiful patchwork on 
the fl oor. MAYORICA’s innovative concept enables various 
design proposals. Coordination with different fl oor covering 
will also make your space attractive.

GX2121

Composition
surface BCF Nylon 100% dyeing method of yarn Solution Dyed

base fabric Nonwoven Polyester backing PVC and Glass Fiber
size 500mm×500mm overall thickness 7.5mm

NANO CLEANNAANANANOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOANNN OOOOOOOOOONOOOOONOONONNNN OOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOONNANNNANNNNNNNAANANNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNAANNNNNANANNNNNNNNNN OOOO
NNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNCLCLELEECLC ANANNNCCC NCCC NCCC NCCC NNCCCCCC NNNNCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCC ANCCCCCCCCCCCC NCC NNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNCCCCCCCCCCC N

NANO
CLEAN

“Nano Clean” provides 
more excellent stain 
resistance to soils by 
adding special Nano 
finish to the existing stain 
release by fluoridation.

GX2111 500mm

50
0m

m

GX2121 500mm

50
0m

m

GX series
Comfortable Texture

Loose Lay Tile
Reliable Functions

Combination of GX series and Loose Lay Tile (NW-EX series) will create variety 
of interior spaces in versatile application. 

MADE IN JAPAN

Packing 16pcs/box = 4m2/box

Net Weight 20.2kg /box

Performance

Critical Radiant Flux              (ASTM E648)             Class 2  Average CRF 0.22/cm2 or higher
Smoke Density (fl aming)              (ASTM E662)                                  Less than 450

Flame-retardant Fire Defense Law in Japan Authorized No.E2160060

Antistatic Less than 1.0kV   (JIS L 1021-16, at 23 degrees centigrade, 25%RH)

Stain-resistant Stain Release (NANO CLEAN)
Formaldehyde Radiation F IF

☆☆☆☆ Interior-fabrics Performance Evaluation Conference Certifi ed No. J16-31182

Way of Installation
                                   
                                                 Monolithic         or                      Quarter Turn         or                       Random
                                                                                                                         

Recommended
Adhesive from TOLI TOLI ECO GA Cement (required quantity)

for steel or plastic sub-fl oor 40 to 60 gram/m2

for mortar and wood sub-fl oor 60 to 100 gram/m2

Notes on Installation    Apply the adhesive on the whole surface of the sub-fl oor thinly and evenly. After drying, when the adhesive becomes translu-
cent, install the tiles. Be careful not to put the tiles too tightly.

Others MAYORICA has different patterns for one single color number. In one same box different patterns are packed at random.
When you place the order for MAYORICA, the pattern cannot be specifi ed.

Specifi cation pile height                               H 5.0mm / M 4.5mm / L 3.0mm (textured loop pile)   
gauge                  1/12 stitch                    11.0 yarn weight (oz/sq.yd)         20.6

▲ GX2111/GX2121/GX8601  (ETRICO · page 146)/TTN3113  (LL FREE 50 NW-EX · page 320)

Commercial 4
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MADE IN JAPAN

Packing 16pcs/box = 4m2/box

Net Weight 20.7kg /box

Performance

Critical Radiant Flux              (ASTM E648)             Class 1  Average CRF 0.45/cm2 or higher
Smoke Density              (ASTM E662)                                  Less than 450
Flame-retardant Fire Defense Law in Japan Authorized No.EO080040

Antistatic Less than 1.0kV   (JIS L 1021-16, at 23 degrees centigrade, 25%RH)

Stain-resistant Stain Release

Formaldehyde Radiation F IF
☆☆☆☆ Interior-fabrics Performance Evaluation Conference Certifi ed No. J08-30517

Way of Installation
                                   
                                                                              Monolithic         or                      Quarter Turn   
                                                                                                                                    

Recommended
Adhesive from TOLI TOLI ECO GA Cement (required quantity)

for steel or plastic sub-fl oor 40 to 60 gram/m2

for mortar and wood sub-fl oor 60 to 100 gram/m2

Notes on Installation Apply the adhesive on the whole surface of the sub-fl oor thinly and evenly. After drying, when the adhesive becomes translu-
cent, install the tiles. Be careful not to put the tiles too tightly. 

Others
To have a natural image after installation, stripes are intentionally inserted in the design at regular intervals, which is not a 

manufacturing defect. In case you do not feel comfortable about the fl oor after installation, please change the tiles partly so 
that it will look natural.

Please note that the product has the indigenous odor from its materials.

Composition
surface BCF Nylon 100% dyeing method of yarn Solution Dyed

base fabric Nonwoven Polyester backing PVC and Glass Fiber

size 500mm×500mm overall thickness 7.0mm

Specifi cation pile height               H 4.0mm / L 3.0mm  (textured loop pile)
gauge                  1/8 stitch                    11.5 yarn weight (oz/sq.yd)         23.6

▲ GX2404

GX2402

GX2401GX2403

GX2404GX2402

®

OCASH
<GX-2400>

category:  carpet tile

OCASH is an innovative carpet tile product using silver yarn.
Once it’s installed, a subtle random design will be spread on 
the fl oor, which can create cool atmosphere.

OCASH  <GX-2400>

Commercial 4
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Packing 16pcs/box = 4m2/box

Net Weight 20.8kg /box

Performance

Critical Radiant Flux              (ASTM E648)             Class 2  Average CRF 0.22/cm2 or higher
Smoke Density              (ASTM E662)                                  Less than 450
Flame-retardant Fire Defense Law in Japan Authorized No.E2120032

Antistatic Less than 1.0kV   (JIS L 1021-16, at 23 degrees centigrade, 25%RH)
Stain-resistant Stain Release

Formaldehyde Radiation F IF
☆☆☆☆ Interior-fabrics Performance Evaluation Conference Certifi ed No.J12-30814

Way of Installation
                                   
                                                                              Monolithic         or                      Quarter Turn   
                                                                                                                                    

Recommended
Adhesive from TOLI TOLI ECO GA Cement (required quantity)

for steel or plastic sub-fl oor 40 to 60 gram/m2

for mortar and wood sub-fl oor 60 to 100 gram/m2

Notes on Installation
Apply the adhesive on the whole surface of the sub-fl oor thinly and evenly. After drying, when the adhesive becomes translu-

cent, install the tiles. Be careful not to put the tiles too tightly. 
Occasionally the direction of tip sheared piles are partly broken in part, which looks like color shading. This is one of the 

characteristics of tip sheared carpets and not a manufacturing defect.

Others Please note that the product has the indigenous odor from its materials.

Composition
surface BCF Nylon 100% dyeing method of yarn Piece Dyed

base fabric Nonwoven Polyester backing PVC and Glass Fiber

size 500mm×500mm overall thickness 7.0mm

Specifi cation pile height               H 4.5mm / M 4.0mm / L 3.0mm (textured loop pile : tip sheared)
gauge                  1/10 stitch                    12.0 yarn weight (oz/sq.yd)         21.8

MADE IN JAPAN

▲ GX6205

GX6205

GX6204

GX6201

GX6205

GX6206

TONEDIRECTION
<GX-6200>

category:  carpet tile

Seemingly simple linear pattern, but very elaborate 
surface by tip-sheared fi nish. TONEDIRECTION’s fi ne 
texture will provide a highly sophisticated fl oor image.

GX6202

®

TONEDIRECTION <GX-6200>

Commercial 3
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▲ GX3806/MT3816F  (MT-3800 · page 157)

Composition
surface BCF Nylon 100% dyeing method of yarn Piece Dyed

base fabric Nonwoven Polyester backing PVC and Glass Fiber
(Recycled PVC contained)

size 500mm×500mm overall thickness 8.5mm

MADE IN JAPAN

Packing 16pcs/box = 4m2/box
Net Weight 20.0kg /box

Performance

Critical Radiant Flux              (ASTM E648)             Class 2  Average CRF 0.22/cm2 or higher
Smoke Density              (ASTM E662)                                  Less than 450
Flame-retardant Fire Defense Law in Japan Authorized No.E2150027

Antistatic Less than 1.0kV   (JIS L 1021-16, at 23 degrees centigrade, 25%RH)
Stain-resistant Stain Release

Formaldehyde Radiation F IF
☆☆☆☆ Interior-fabrics Performance Evaluation Conference Certifi ed No. J15-31023

Way of Installation
                                   
                                                                              Monolithic         or                      Quarter Turn   
                                                                                                                                    

Recommended
Adhesive from TOLI TOLI ECO GA Cement (required quantity)

for steel or plastic sub-fl oor 40 to 60 gram/m2

for mortar and wood sub-fl oor 60 to 100 gram/m2

Notes on Installation    
Apply the adhesive on the whole surface of the sub-fl oor thinly and evenly. After drying, when the adhesive becomes translu-

cent, install the tiles. Be careful not to put the tiles too tightly.
Avoid the installation at temperature of 5 degrees centigrade or lower.

Others

The color shading differs on a tile-by-tile basis. In case you do not feel comfortable about the fl oor after installation, please 
change the tiles partly so that it will look natural.

Occasionally the direction of tip sheared piles are partly broken in part, which looks like color shading. This is one of the 
characteristics of tip sheared carpets and not a manufacturing defect. 

Please note that the product has the indigenous odor from its materials.

Specifi cation pile height              H 5.5mm / M 4.0mm/ L 3.0mm (textured loop pile : tip sheared)   
gauge                  1/10 stitch                    11.5 yarn weight (oz/sq.yd)         21.5

ALTGLAN
<GX-3800>

category:  carpet tile
®

With its delicate texture and deep coloration 
like velvet, ALTGLAN can create a high-end 
atmosphere.

GX3803

GX3801GX3802

GX3803 GX3806

GX3804

GX3807

GX3805

ALTGLAN  <GX-3800>

Commercial 4
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▲ GX2802/GX2805

GX2801

GX2801

GX2805

GX2802

HAZEFINE
<GX-2800>

category:  carpet tile

HAZEFINE’s abundant cut pile texture can create a chic and 
luxurious atmosphere.

®

MADE IN JAPAN

Packing 16pcs/box = 4m2/box
Net Weight 20.5kg /box

Performance

Critical Radiant Flux              (ASTM E648)             Class 1  Average CRF 0.45/cm2 or higher
Smoke Density              (ASTM E662)                                  Less than 450
Flame-retardant Fire Defense Law in Japan Authorized No.EO080007

Antistatic Less than 1.0kV   (JIS L 1021-16, at 23 degrees centigrade, 25%RH)
Stain-resistant Stain Release

Formaldehyde Radiation F IF
☆☆☆☆ Interior-fabrics Performance Evaluation Conference Certifi ed No. J08-30505

Way of Installation
                                   
                                                                              Monolithic         or                      Quarter Turn   
                                                                                                                                    

Recommended
Adhesive from TOLI TOLI ECO GA Cement (required quantity)

for steel or plastic sub-fl oor 40 to 60 gram/m2

for mortar and wood sub-fl oor 60 to 100 gram/m2

Notes on Installation

Apply the adhesive on the whole surface of the sub-fl oor thinly and evenly. After drying, when the adhesive becomes translu-
cent, install the tiles. Be careful not to put the tiles too tightly. 

Occasionally the direction of cut-piles are partly broken in part, which looks like color shading. This is one of the characteris-
tics of cut-pile carpets and not a manufacturing defect.

The stripes differ in position on a tile-by-tile basis so that they will not be exactly connected between the tiles (please refer to 
the installation image).

Others Please note that the product has the indigenous odor from its materials.

Composition
surface BCF Nylon 100% dyeing method of yarn Solution Dyed

base fabric Nonwoven Polyester backing PVC and Glass Fiber

size 500mm×500mm overall thickness 8.5mm

Specifi cation pile height               5.5mm  (cut pile)
gauge                  1/10 stitch                    12.0 yarn weight (oz/sq.yd)         29.5
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Composition
surface BCF Nylon 100% dyeing method of yarn Solution Dyed

base fabric Nonwoven Polyester backing PVC and Glass Fiber

size 500mm×500mm overall thickness 8.5mm

MADE IN JAPAN

Packing 16pcs/box = 4m2/box

Net Weight 20.2kg /box

Performance

Critical Radiant Flux              (ASTM E648)             Class 1  Average CRF 0.45/cm2 or higher
Smoke Density              (ASTM E662)                                  Less than 450
Flame-retardant Fire Defense Law in Japan Authorized No.E2150032

Antistatic Less than 1.0kV   (JIS L 1021-16, at 23 degrees centigrade, 25%RH)
Stain-resistant Stain Release

Formaldehyde Radiation F IF
☆☆☆☆ Interior-fabrics Performance Evaluation Conference Certifi ed No. J15-31028

Way of Installation
                                   
                                                                              Monolithic         or                      Quarter Turn   
                                                                                                                                    

Recommended
Adhesive from TOLI TOLI ECO GA Cement (required quantity)

for steel or plastic sub-fl oor 40 to 60 gram/m2

for mortar and wood sub-fl oor 60 to 100 gram/m2

Notes on Installation    Apply the adhesive on the whole surface of the sub-fl oor thinly and evenly. After drying, when the adhesive becomes translu-
cent, install the tiles. Be careful not to put the tiles too tightly.

Others

Occasionally the direction of cut-piles are partly broken in part, which looks like color shading. This is one of the characteris-
tics of cut-pile carpets and not a manufacturing defect. 

The position of wavy lines differs on a tile-by-tile basis. In case you do not feel comfortable about the fl oor after installation, 
please change the tiles partly so that it will look natural.

Right after installation, the joints of the tiles could be outstanding. This will be recovered as the passage of time.
Please note that the product has the indigenous odor from its materials.

Specifi cation pile height              H 6.0mm / L 4.5mm (cut and loop pile)
gauge                  1/10 stitch                    12.0 yarn weight (oz/sq.yd)         29.5

NOCTURE
<GX-8400>

category:  carpet tile
®

Delicate texture is created by twisting different types of yarns. On 
the top of it, beautiful wavy pattern is overlapped. 

▲ GX8401GX8404

GX8403

GX8402

GX8401

GX8402

NOCTURE  <GX-8400>

Commercial 3
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NANO CLEANNAANANANOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOANNN OOOOOOOOOONOOOOONOONONNNN OOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOONNANNNANNNNNNNAANANNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNAANNNNNANANNNNNNNNNN OOOO
NNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNCLCLELEECLC ANANNNCCC NCCC NCCC NCCC NNCCCCCC NNNNCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCC ANCCCCCCCCCCCC NCC NNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNCCCCCCCCCCC N

NANO
CLEAN

“Nano Clean” provides more 
excellent stain resistance to soils 
by adding special Nano finish 
to the existing stain release by 
fluoridation.

MADE IN JAPAN

Packing 16pcs/box = 4m2/box

Net Weight 23.6kg /box

Performance

Critical Radiant Flux              (ASTM E648)             Class 1  Average CRF 0.45/cm2 or higher
Smoke Density              (ASTM E662)                                  Less than 450
Flame-retardant Fire Defense Law in Japan Authorized No.EO000137

Antistatic Less than 1.0kV   (JIS L 1021-16, at 23 degrees centigrade, 25%RH)
Stain-resistant Stain Release (NANO CLEAN)

Formaldehyde Radiation F IF
☆☆☆☆ Interior-fabrics Performance Evaluation Conference Certifi ed No. J04-30086

Way of Installation
                                   
                                                                              Monolithic         or                      Quarter Turn   
                                                                                                                                    

Recommended
Adhesive from TOLI TOLI ECO GA Cement (required quantity)

for steel or plastic sub-fl oor 40 to 60 gram/m2

for mortar and wood sub-fl oor 60 to 100 gram/m2

Notes on Installation
Apply the adhesive on the whole surface of the sub-fl oor thinly and evenly. After drying, when the adhesive becomes translu-

cent, install the tiles. Be careful not to put the tiles too tightly. 
Occasionally the direction of cut-piles are partly broken in part, which looks like color shading. This is one of the characteris-

tics of cut-pile carpets and not a manufacturing defect.

Others Please note that the product has the indigenous odor from its materials.

Composition
surface BCF Nylon 100% dyeing method of yarn Solution Dyed

base fabric Nonwoven Polyester backing PVC and Glass Fiber

size 500mm×500mm overall thickness 9.0mm

Specifi cation pile height               H 6.0mm / L 4.0mm  (cut and loop pile)
gauge                  1/10 stitch                    12.0 yarn weight (oz/sq.yd)         29.5

▲ GX5622

GX5623

GX5624

GX5623 GX5622

MODERNO
<GX-5600>

category:  carpet tile

MODERNO’s unique shading by cut and loop piles in muted 
colors will give an aesthetic impression. 

®

MODERNO  <GX-5600>

Commercial 3
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ORVIE
<GX-8300>

category:  carpet tile
®

Beautiful random block pattern created by multi-colored cut & 
loop piles ---- ORVIE’s 3-dimensional image will be more clearly 
shown by light refl ection.

▲ GX8301

GX8301

GX8302

GX8301 GX8303

MADE IN JAPAN

Packing 16pcs/box = 4m2/box
Net Weight 19.2kg /box

Performance

Critical Radiant Flux              (ASTM E648)             Class 1  Average CRF 0.45/cm2 or higher
Smoke Density              (ASTM E662)                                  Less than 450
Flame-retardant Fire Defense Law in Japan Authorized No.E2150031

Antistatic Less than 1.0kV   (JIS L 1021-16, at 23 degrees centigrade, 25%RH)
Stain-resistant Stain Release

Formaldehyde Radiation F IF
☆☆☆☆ Interior-fabrics Performance Evaluation Conference Certifi ed No. J15-31027

Way of Installation
                                   
                                                                              Monolithic         or                      Quarter Turn   
                                                                                                                                    

Recommended
Adhesive from TOLI TOLI ECO GA Cement (required quantity)

for steel or plastic sub-fl oor 40 to 60 gram/m2

for mortar and wood sub-fl oor 60 to 100 gram/m2

Notes on Installation    Apply the adhesive on the whole surface of the sub-fl oor thinly and evenly. After drying, when the adhesive becomes translu-
cent, install the tiles. Be careful not to put the tiles too tightly.

Others
Occasionally the direction of cut-piles are partly broken in part, which looks like color shading. This is one of the characteris-

tics of cut-pile carpets and not a manufacturing defect. 
Please note that the product has the indigenous odor from its materials.

Composition
surface BCF Nylon 100% dyeing method of yarn Solution Dyed

base fabric Nonwoven Polyester backing PVC and Glass Fiber

size 500mm×500mm overall thickness 9.0mm

Specifi cation pile height              H 6.5mm / L 4.5mm (cut and loop pile)
gauge                  1/10 stitch                    12.0 yarn weight (oz/sq.yd)         25.1

Commercial 3
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Packing 16pcs/box = 4m2/box

Net Weight 22.0kg /box

Performance

Critical Radiant Flux              (ASTM E648)             Class 1  Average CRF 0.45/cm2 or higher
Smoke Density (fl aming)              (ASTM E662)                                  Less than 450

Flame-retardant Fire Defense Law in Japan Authorized No.EO080041
Antistatic Less than 1.0kV   (JIS L 1021-16, at 23 degrees centigrade, 25%RH)

Stain-resistant Stain Release
Formaldehyde Radiation F IF

☆☆☆☆ Interior-fabrics Performance Evaluation Conference Certifi ed No. J08-30516

Way of Installation
                                   
                                                                              Monolithic         or                      Quarter Turn   
                                                                                                                                    

Recommended
Adhesive from TOLI TOLI ECO GA Cement (required quantity)

for steel or plastic sub-fl oor 40 to 60 gram/m2

for mortar and wood sub-fl oor 60 to 100 gram/m2

Notes on Installation Apply the adhesive on the whole surface of the sub-fl oor thinly and evenly. After drying, when the adhesive becomes translu-
cent, install the tiles. Be careful not to put the tiles too tightly. 

Others Please note that the product has the indigenous odor from its materials.

Composition
surface BCF Nylon 100% dyeing method of yarn Solution Dyed

base fabric Nonwoven Polyester backing PVC and Glass Fiber

size 500mm×500mm overall thickness 7.5mm

Specifi cation pile height               H 5.0mm / M 4.0mm / L 3.0mm  (textured loop pile)
gauge                  1/12 stitch                    11.5 yarn weight (oz/sq.yd)         17.7

MADE IN JAPAN

CEMBALO
<GX-2300>

category:  carpet tile

CEMBALO’s unique snatchy-linear pattern in basic 7 colors 
are very suitable for large spaces. 

®

GX2303

GX2304 GX2305 GX2306

GX2303GX2301 GX2302

CEMBALO  <GX-2300>

GX2307

▲ GX2307

Commercial 4
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GX5106

GX5105

GX5104

GX5103

Composition
surface BCF Nylon 100% dyeing method of yarn Solution Dyed

base fabric Nonwoven Polyester backing PVC and Glass Fiber

size 500mm×500mm overall thickness 8.0mm

MADE IN JAPAN

Packing 16pcs/box = 4m2/box

Net Weight 23.2kg /box

Performance

Critical Radiant Flux              (ASTM E648)             Class 1  Average CRF 0.45/cm2 or higher
Smoke Density              (ASTM E662)                                  Less than 450
Flame-retardant Fire Defense Law in Japan Authorized No.E2150029

Antistatic Less than 1.0kV   (JIS L 1021-16, at 23 degrees centigrade, 25%RH)
Stain-resistant Stain Release

Formaldehyde Radiation F IF
☆☆☆☆ Interior-fabrics Performance Evaluation Conference Certifi ed No. J15-31025

Way of Installation
                                   
                                                                              Monolithic         or                      Quarter Turn   
                                                                                                                                    

Recommended
Adhesive from TOLI TOLI ECO GA Cement (required quantity)

for steel or plastic sub-fl oor 40 to 60 gram/m2

for mortar and wood sub-fl oor 60 to 100 gram/m2

Notes on Installation    
Apply the adhesive on the whole surface of the sub-fl oor thinly and evenly. After drying, when the adhesive becomes translu-

cent, install the tiles. Be careful not to put the tiles too tightly.
Right after installation, something like color-shading could be seen on the surface. This is caused by lying down of piles 

which will be recovered over time.

Others Please note that the product has the indigenous odor from its materials.

Specifi cation pile height              H 6.5mm / M 3.5mm/ L 3.0mm (textured loop pile)
gauge                  1/12 stitch                    10.0 yarn weight (oz/sq.yd)         18.0

CALMGRAIN
<GX-5100>

category:  carpet tile
®

Rich volume of high and low loop piles, and beautiful 
mixture of deep-colored yarns --- with its high-end texture, 
CALMGRAIN will convey a sophisticated feeling in your space.

▲ GX5101

GX5101

GX5101

GX5102

CALMGRAIN  <GX-5100>

Commercial 4
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▲ GX6502/GX6504

Packing 16pcs/box = 4m2/box

Net Weight 22.4kg /box

Performance

Critical Radiant Flux              (ASTM E648)             Class 1  Average CRF 0.45/cm2 or higher
Smoke Density              (ASTM E662)                                  Less than 450
Flame-retardant Fire Defense Law in Japan Authorized No.E2120035

Antistatic Less than 1.0kV   (JIS L 1021-16, at 23 degrees centigrade, 25%RH)
Stain-resistant Stain Release

Formaldehyde Radiation F IF
☆☆☆☆ Interior-fabrics Performance Evaluation Conference Certifi ed No.J12-30817

Way of Installation
                                   
                                                                              Monolithic         or                      Quarter Turn   
                                                                                                                                    

Recommended
Adhesive from TOLI TOLI ECO GA Cement (required quantity)

for steel or plastic sub-fl oor 40 to 60 gram/m2

for mortar and wood sub-fl oor 60 to 100 gram/m2

Notes on Installation Apply the adhesive on the whole surface of the sub-fl oor thinly and evenly. After drying, when the adhesive becomes translu-
cent, install the tiles. Be careful not to put the tiles too tightly. 

Others In GX6504, the stripes differ in position on a tile-by-tile basis so that they will not be exactly connected between the tiles.
Please note that the product has the indigenous odor from its materials.

Composition
surface BCF Nylon 100% dyeing method of yarn Solution Dyed

base fabric Nonwoven Polyester backing PVC and Glass Fiber

size 500mm×500mm overall thickness 8.0mm

Specifi cation pile height              H 5.0mm to L 2.5mm (textured loop pile)      
gauge                   1/12 stitch                     13.0 yarn weight (oz/sq.yd)         20.6

MADE IN JAPAN

GX6504

Versatile geometric images in dynamic tricolor ----- EUCLID 
will provide you an “easy-to-coordinate” new color scheme.   

EUCLID
<GX-6500>

category:  carpet tile

GX6501 GX6502

GX6503 GX6504

®

EUCLID  <GX-6500>

●GX6504 is a combination color where other 3 colors (GX6501 
to GX6503) are randomly mixed in wide stripe form. Therefore 
any of other 3 colors can be well coordinated with GX6504.

Commercial 4
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Composition
surface BCF Nylon 100% dyeing method of yarn Solution Dyed

base fabric Nonwoven Polyester backing PVC and Glass Fiber

size 500mm×500mm overall thickness 7.3mm

Specifi cation pile height               H 4.5mm / L 2.5mm (textured loop pile)
gauge                  1/12 stitch                    11.0 yarn weight (oz/sq.yd)         20.1

Packing 16pcs/box = 4m2/box
Net Weight 20.4kg /box

Performance

Critical Radiant Flux              (ASTM E648)             Class 1  Average CRF 0.45/cm2 or higher
Smoke Density              (ASTM E662)                                  Less than 450
Flame-retardant Fire Defense Law in Japan Authorized No.E2120037

Antistatic Less than 1.0kV   (JIS L 1021-16, at 23 degrees centigrade, 25%RH)
Stain-resistant Stain Release

Formaldehyde Radiation F IF
☆☆☆☆ Interior-fabrics Performance Evaluation Conference Certifi ed No.J12-30819

Way of Installation
                                   
                                                                              Monolithic         or                      Quarter Turn   
                                                                                                                                    

Recommended
Adhesive from TOLI TOLI ECO GA Cement (required quantity)

for steel or plastic sub-fl oor 40 to 60 gram/m2

for mortar and wood sub-fl oor 60 to 100 gram/m2

Notes on Installation Apply the adhesive on the whole surface of the sub-fl oor thinly and evenly. After drying, when the adhesive becomes translu-
cent, install the tiles. Be careful not to put the tiles too tightly. 

Others Please note that the product has the indigenous odor from its materials.

MADE IN JAPAN

GX6704GX6701

GX6702 GX6703

GX6704

DEWPOINT
<GX-6700>

category:  carpet tile

Beautiful shining diagonals of DEWPOINT will become a new 
standard design. Inspired by sunbeams streaming through 
leaves.

▲ GX6704

®

DEWPOINT  <GX-6700>

Commercial 4
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Composition
surface BCF Nylon 100% dyeing method of yarn Solution Dyed and Space Dyed

base fabric Nonwoven Polyester backing PVC and Glass Fiber

size 500mm×500mm overall thickness 8.0mm

MADE IN JAPAN

Packing 16pcs/box = 4m2/box

Net Weight 18.8kg /box

Performance

Critical Radiant Flux              (ASTM E648)             Class 2  Average CRF 0.22/cm2 or higher
Smoke Density              (ASTM E662)                                  Less than 450
Flame-retardant Fire Defense Law in Japan Authorized No.E2150030

Antistatic Less than 1.0kV   (JIS L 1021-16, at 23 degrees centigrade, 25%RH)
Stain-resistant Stain Release

Formaldehyde Radiation F IF
☆☆☆☆ Interior-fabrics Performance Evaluation Conference Certifi ed No. J15-31026

Way of Installation
                                   
                                                                              Monolithic         or                      Quarter Turn   
                                                                                                                                    

Recommended
Adhesive from TOLI TOLI ECO GA Cement (required quantity)

for steel or plastic sub-fl oor 40 to 60 gram/m2

for mortar and wood sub-fl oor 60 to 100 gram/m2

Notes on Installation    Apply the adhesive on the whole surface of the sub-fl oor thinly and evenly. After drying, when the adhesive becomes translu-
cent, install the tiles. Be careful not to put the tiles too tightly.

Others
The color shading differs on a tile-by-tile basis. In case you do not feel comfortable about the fl oor after installation, please 

change the tiles partly so that it will look natural.
Please note that the product has the indigenous odor from its materials.

Specifi cation pile height              H 6.0mm / M 3.0mm/ L 2.0mm (textured loop pile)
gauge                  1/10 stitch                    11.5 yarn weight (oz/sq.yd)         19.8

RECTANG
<GX-7000>

category:  carpet tile
®

With its 3-dimensional geometric pattern and delicate color 
mixture, RECTANG can create a sharp feeling in your space.

▲ GX7002/GX7003

GX7001

GX7002

GX7001

GX7003

RECTANG  <GX-7000>

Commercial 4
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ETRICO
<GX-8600>

category:  carpet tile
®

With its fi ne mixture of colored yarns as well as its 
soft texture of big loop piles, ETRICO will convey the 
feeling of high-class woven fabric like tweed.

GX8601

Composition
surface BCF Nylon 100% dyeing method of yarn Solution Dyed

base fabric Nonwoven Polyester backing PVC and Glass Fiber
size 500mm×500mm overall thickness 8.5mm

GX8601

GX8602

GX8605

GX8603

GX8604

GX8606

NANO CLEANNAANANANOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOANNN OOOOOOOOOONOOOOONOONONNNN OOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOONNANNNANNNNNNNAANANNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNAANNNNNANANNNNNNNNNN OOOO
NNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNCLCLELEECLC ANANNNCCC NCCC NCCC NCCC NNCCCCCC NNNNCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCC ANCCCCCCCCCCCC NCC NNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNCCCCCCCCCCC N

NANO
CLEAN

“Nano Clean” provides more 
excellent stain resistance to soils 
by adding special Nano finish 
to the existing stain release by 
fluoridation.

GX series
Comfortable Texture

Loose Lay Tile
Reliable Functions

Combination of GX series and Loose Lay Tile (NW-EX series) will create variety 
of interior spaces in versatile application. 

MADE IN JAPAN

Packing 16pcs/box = 4m2/box
Net Weight 18.4kg /box

Performance

Critical Radiant Flux              (ASTM E648)             Class 1  Average CRF 0.45/cm2 or higher
Smoke Density (fl aming)              (ASTM E662)                                  Less than 450

Flame-retardant Fire Defense Law in Japan Authorized No.E2160061

Antistatic Less than 1.0kV   (JIS L 1021-16, at 23 degrees centigrade, 25%RH)

Stain-resistant Stain Release (NANO CLEAN)
Formaldehyde Radiation F IF

☆☆☆☆ Interior-fabrics Performance Evaluation Conference Certifi ed No. J16-31181

Way of Installation
                                   
                                                                              Monolithic         or                      Quarter Turn   
                                                                                                                                    

Recommended
Adhesive from TOLI TOLI ECO GA Cement (required quantity)

for steel or plastic sub-fl oor 40 to 60 gram/m2

for mortar and wood sub-fl oor 60 to 100 gram/m2

Notes on Installation    
Right after installation, something like color-shading could be seen on the surface. This is caused by lying down of piles 

which will be recovered over time.
Due to the characteristic of its pattern, surface piles may not be smoothly connected on the joints.

Specifi cation pile height                               H 6.0mm / M 4.0mm / L 3.0mm (textured loop pile)   

gauge                  1/10 stitch                    13.5 yarn weight (oz/sq.yd)         21.5

Commercial 4
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ETRICO
<GX-8600>

category:  carpet tile
®

ETRICO  <GX-8600>

▲ GX8601/GX8602

▲ GX8603/GX8604/TTN3105  (LL FREE 50 NW-EX · page 320)

Commercial 4
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Composition
surface BCF Nylon 100% dyeing method of yarn Solution Dyed and Space Dyed

base fabric Nonwoven Polyester backing PVC and Glass Fiber

size 500mm×500mm overall thickness 8.0mm

Packing 16pcs/box = 4m2/box

Net Weight 21.5kg /box

Performance

Critical Radiant Flux              (ASTM E648)             Class 1  Average CRF 0.45/cm2 or higher
Smoke Density              (ASTM E662)                                  Less than 450
Flame-retardant Fire Defense Law in Japan Authorized No.E2180252

Antistatic Less than 1.0kV   (JIS L 1021-16, at 23 degrees centigrade, 25%RH)
Stain-resistant Stain Release

Formaldehyde Radiation F IF
☆☆☆☆ Interior-fabrics Performance Evaluation Conference Certifi ed No. J18-21152

Way of Installation
                                   
                                                                              Monolithic         or                      Quarter Turn   
                                                                                                                                    

Recommended
Adhesive from TOLI TOLI ECO GA Cement (required quantity)

for steel or plastic sub-fl oor 40 to 60 gram/m2

for mortar and wood sub-fl oor 60 to 100 gram/m2

Notes on Installation    Apply the adhesive on the whole surface of the sub-fl oor thinly and evenly. After drying, when the adhesive becomes translu-
cent, install the tiles. Be careful not to put the tiles too tightly.

Others Please note that the product has the indigenous odor from its materials.

MADE IN JAPAN

Specifi cation pile height              H 6.0mm / L 3.0mm (textured loop pile)
gauge                  1/12 stitch                    11.0 yarn weight (oz/sq.yd)         19.5

LATTICLOTH
<GX-4900>

category:  carpet tile
®

Classy lattice pattern like expressive woven fabric. Its 
beautiful texture and 3-dimensional feeling are highlighted 
by multi-colored yarns.

▲ GX4901/TTN3207  (LL FREE 50 NW-EX · page 319)

GX4901

GX4901 GX4902

Commercial 4
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Composition
surface BCF Nylon 100% dyeing method of yarn Solution Dyed and Space Dyed

base fabric Nonwoven Polyester backing PVC and Glass Fiber

size 500mm×500mm overall thickness 7.3mm

Packing 16pcs/box = 4m2/box

Net Weight 21.0kg /box

Performance

Critical Radiant Flux              (ASTM E648)             Class 1  Average CRF 0.45/cm2 or higher
Smoke Density              (ASTM E662)                                  Less than 450
Flame-retardant Fire Defense Law in Japan Authorized No.E2180253

Antistatic Less than 1.0kV   (JIS L 1021-16, at 23 degrees centigrade, 25%RH)
Stain-resistant Stain Release

Formaldehyde Radiation F IF
☆☆☆☆ Interior-fabrics Performance Evaluation Conference Certifi ed No. J18-21151

Way of Installation
                                   
                                                                              Monolithic         or                      Quarter Turn   
                                                                                                                                    

Recommended
Adhesive from TOLI TOLI ECO GA Cement (required quantity)

for steel or plastic sub-fl oor 40 to 60 gram/m2

for mortar and wood sub-fl oor 60 to 100 gram/m2

Notes on Installation    Apply the adhesive on the whole surface of the sub-fl oor thinly and evenly. After drying, when the adhesive becomes translu-
cent, install the tiles. Be careful not to put the tiles too tightly.

Others Please note that the product has the indigenous odor from its materials.

MADE IN JAPAN

Specifi cation pile height              H 5.0mm / M 4.0mm / L 3.0mm (textured loop pile)
gauge                  1/10 stitch                    11.5 yarn weight (oz/sq.yd)         19.2

RUSCELLO Ⅱ
<GX-5250>

category:  carpet tile
®

Pongee’s natural feeling is well modernized. Workable in 
versatile application.

▲ GX5251/GX5252/GX5253/GX5256

GX5254

GX5252

GX5251

GX5255

GX5254

GX5253 GX5256
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MADE IN JAPAN

PRS102

PRS101

PRS104

PRS102

PRS103

PRS106PRS105

Packing 8pcs/box = 2m2/box
Net Weight 15.5kg /box

Performance

Critical Radiant Flux              (ASTM E648)             Class 1  Average CRF 0.45/cm2 or higher
Smoke Density (fl aming)              (ASTM E662)                                  Less than 450

Flame-retardant Fire Defense Law in Japan Authorized No.E2170223
Antistatic Less than 1.0kV (JIS L 1021-16, at 23 degrees centigrade, 25%RH)

Stain-resistant Stain Release (NANO CLEAN)
Formaldehyde Radiation F IF

☆☆☆☆ Interior-fabrics Performance Evaluation Conference Certifi ed No.J17-31268

Way of Installation
                                   
                                                                              Monolithic         or                      Quarter Turn   
                                                                                                                                    

Recommended
Adhesive from TOLI TOLI ECO GA Cement (required quantity)

for steel or plastic sub-fl oor 60 to 90 gram/m2

for mortar and wood sub-fl oor 90 to 150 gram/m2

Compared to regular carpet tiles with vinyl backing, 50% more adhesive is required.

Notes on Installation
Apply the adhesive on the whole surface of the sub-fl oor thinly and evenly. After drying, when the adhesive becomes translu-

cent, install the tiles. Be careful not to put the tiles too tightly. 
Due to its high pile-length structure, the tiles should be cut from the backing during the installation.

Others

In Monolithic installation, when the color difference between the tiles stands out or the joints are visible, please switch the tiles partly.
Please note that the product has the indigenous odor from its materials.
Due to its high pile-length structure, the tiles should be cut from the backing during the installation.
In case you fi nd the fray of fabric on the joints, please cut off with scissors, instead of pulling it out.
If the piles are spooled underneath the joints, please take them out to the surface with an eyeleteer. 
When you put the heavy stuff such as furniture on PRIMECLASS, residual indentation could be seen afterwards. To avoid 

that, the bottom board should be inserted to equalize the heavy load.
PRIMECLASS cannot be installed on the top of UNDERLAY SHEET FOR CARPET TILES (page 178).

Custom Order Custom colors will be available for more than 140m2 of order per color.

Composition
surface BCF Nylon 100% dyeing method of yarn Piece Dyed

base fabric Nonwoven Polyester backing Felt
size 500mm×500mm overall thickness 15.5mm

Specifi cation pile height 8.0mm (cut pile) 
gauge                  1/8 stitch                    11.5 yarn weight (oz/sq.yd)         55.5

Genuine plain color image, where no manipulation can 
work, has been sincerely and elaborately designed even 
down to the invisible part. Classiest product made by 
ultimete technique of carpet master.

PRIMECLASS
category:  carpet tile

®

▲ PRS101/PRS105/PRS106

Commercial 3
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TOLI Dust Control Carpet Tile

DC-1100

DC-1100 has bigger dust pockets which can allow better ventila-
tion. Because of that, the maintenance by a vacuum cleaner is 
easier compared to regular carpet tile products.

The hollow of a pile on carpet tile products is called “dust pocket”. 
Dusts and sands dropped from walkers get stuck in these dust 
pockets. DC-1100 has bigger dust pockets which can absorb more 
dusts and sands compared to regular carpet tile products.

Great Effect of Dust Pocket

Easy-to-Maintain Pile Structure

■ Dust Absorption Qty

regular carpet tile
(TOLI GX with loop piles)

DC-1100(g/m2)

3500
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■ Vacuuming Efficiency Comparisonv

regular carpet tile
(TOLI GX with loop piles)

DC-1100

before testing

after 250,000 people 
walked (assumption)

(%)

90

70

50

dust pocket

STEP 1 Remove the Dusts and Sands
Clean off the dusts and sands in order not to bring indoors.

DC-1100
STEP 1

outdoor indoor

Coarse dusts and sands can be removed by the hollow of piles (dust pocket).

Separate the entrance into 2 zones and efficiently remove 
“dusts and sands” and “moisture” .

STEP 2 Remove the Moisture from Shoe Soles

RC-1200 has a high-density pile structure which cannot be easily 
crushed by being stepped on. Compared to the regular water-ab-
sorption mat, the absorbed water will not easily come out. This is 
why RC-1200 will not bring the water indoors.
■ Regular water-absorption mat

■ Water Retention Comparison

■ RC-1200

■ Water Evaporation Comparison

Absorb the moisture from shoe soles and evaporate promptly.

Maximum Water-
Absorption Qty:  4.2 liter/m2

spread the water

The base fabric of RC-1200 can efficiently spread the absorbed 
water in a horizontal direction. By enlarging the superficial content 
of the water exposed to the air, it will be more quickly dried up.

Retain the Absorbed Water

Easy-to-Dry Structure

RC-1200regular carpet tile
(TOLI GX with loop piles)
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regular water-
absorption mat

RC-1200
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90
85
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RC-1200
STEP 2

Compared to the entrance mat, there’s no big level difference 
caused on the floor. This will decrease the risk of falling.

The moisture can be absorbed from shoe soles and will not be brought indoors. 

TOLI Rain Control Carpet Tile

RC-1200

DC-1100/RC-1200
category:  carpet tile

®
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Tile

carpet tile   /   152 DC-1100

DC1101

DC1104 DC1105 ▲ DC1101/GX3014  (GX-300 · page 99)

FPT2029FPT2029DC1101

DC-1100
category:  carpet tile

DC-1100 is a special carpet tile product with dust control function. 
It works as an entrance mat in 500mm×500mm size, which can be 
installed together with other existing carpet tiles.

®

Packing 16pcs/box = 4m2/box

Net Weight 22.4kg /box

Performance

Flame-retardant Fire Defense Law in Japan Authorized No.EO040221

Antistatic Less than 1.0kV   (JIS L 1021-16, at 23 degrees centigrade, 25%RH)

Formaldehyde Radiation F IF
☆☆☆☆ Interior-fabrics Performance Evaluation Conference Certifi ed No. J04-30105

Way of Installation
                                   
                                                                              Monolithic         or                      Quarter Turn   
                                                                                                                                    

Recommended
Adhesive from TOLI TOLI ECO GA Cement (required quantity)

for steel or plastic sub-fl oor 40 to 60 gram/m2

for mortar and wood sub-fl oor 60 to 100 gram/m2

Notes on Installation Apply the adhesive on the whole surface of the sub-fl oor thinly and evenly. After drying, when the adhesive becomes trans-
lucent, install the tiles. Be careful not to put the tiles too tightly. 

Others Please note that the product has the indigenous odor from its materials.

Composition
surface BCF Nylon 100% dyeing method of yarn Solution Dyed

(with Monofi lament Yarn)

base fabric Nonwoven Polyester backing PVC and Glass Fiber

size 500mm×500mm overall thickness 10.0mm

Specifi cation pile height               H 7.0mm / M 5.0mm / L 3.0mm  (cut and loop pile)

gauge                   1/8 stitch                    10.0 yarn weight (oz/sq.yd)         28.0

MADE IN JAPAN

Commercial 4
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Composition
surface BCF Nylon 100% dyeing method of yarn Solution Dyed

base fabric Woven Polypropylene and
Polyester Fiber backing PVC and Glass Fiber

size 500mm×500mm overall thickness 8.5mm

MADE IN JAPAN

Packing 16pcs/box = 4m2/box
Net Weight 22.8kg /box

Performance

Flame-retardant Fire Defense Law in Japan Authorized No.E2160105
Antistatic Less than 1.0kV   (JIS L 1021-16, at 23 degrees centigrade, 25%RH)

Stain-resistant Stain Release
Formaldehyde Radiation F IF

☆☆☆☆ Interior-fabrics Performance Evaluation Conference Certifi ed No. J16-31184

Way of Installation
                                   
                                                                              Monolithic         or                      Quarter Turn   
                                                                                                                                    

Recommended
Adhesive from TOLI TOLI ECO GA Cement (required quantity)

for steel or plastic sub-fl oor 40 to 60 gram/m2

for mortar and wood sub-fl oor 60 to 100 gram/m2

Notes on Installation    Apply the adhesive on the whole surface of the sub-fl oor thinly and evenly. After drying, when the adhesive becomes translu-
cent, install the tiles. Be careful not to put the tiles too tightly.

Others

The color shading differs on a tile-by-tile basis. In case you do not feel comfortable about the fl oor after installation, please 
change the tiles partly so that it will look natural.

Occasionally the direction of tip sheared piles are partly broken in part, which looks like color shading. This is one of the 
characteristics of tip sheared carpets and not a manufacturing defect. 

Please note that the product has the indigenous odor from its materials.

Specifi cation pile height              H 5.5mm / M 4.5mm/ L 3.0mm (textured loop pile)

gauge                  1/12 stitch                    11.5 yarn weight (oz/sq.yd)            28.0

RC-1200
category:  carpet tile

®

With its special surface structure, RC-1200 can effi ciently absorb 
and evaporate the water. By using in the entrance area, raindrops 
brought into the room will be much reduced.

RC-1200

RC1201

RC1201

RC1204 RC1205▲ RC1204/RC1205

Commercial 4
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carpet tile   /   154 MT-2000

TOLI’s own technology created beautiful 3-dimensional 
carpet tile products “MTE” (Melt Technical Embossing). 
In solid-colored MT-2000, unique embossed designs 
stand out in sharp relief. GOOD DESIGN AWARD-winning 
product in 2006. 

MT-2000
(made-to-order product)

category:  carpet tile
®

FPT2029FPT2029MT2101F

▲ MT2702F/GX2005  (GX-200 · page 94)

Packing 16pcs/box = 4m2/box

Net Weight 20.8kg /box

Performance

Flame-retardant Fire Defense Law in Japan Authorized No.EO050206
Antistatic Less than 1.0kV   (JIS L 1021-16, at 23 degrees centigrade, 25%RH)

Stain-resistant Stain Release
Formaldehyde Radiation F IF

☆☆☆☆ Interior-fabrics Performance Evaluation Conference Certifi ed No. J06-30347

Way of Installation
                                   
                                                                                                          Monolithic    
                                                                                                                      

Recommended
Adhesive from TOLI TOLI ECO GA Cement (required quantity)

for steel or plastic sub-fl oor 40 to 60 gram/m2

for mortar and wood sub-fl oor 60 to 100 gram/m2

Notes on Installation

Apply the adhesive on the whole surface of the sub-fl oor thinly and evenly. After drying, when the adhesive becomes translu-
cent, install the tiles. Be careful not to put the tiles too tightly. 

GX-200 with the same color tone can be coordinated. (See page 94 to 95.)
Please bear in mind that the color difference might be caused due to the difference of the production batches.
Melted parts on the surface piles have a hard texture. Please do not step without your shoes on. 

Others Please note that the product has the indigenous odor from its materials.

Composition
surface BCF Nylon 100% dyeing method of yarn Piece Dyed

base fabric Nonwoven Polyester backing PVC and Glass Fiber

size 500mm×500mm overall thickness 9.0mm

Specifi cation pile height               6.0mm  (cut pile)  with special embossing in 3.0mm to 5.0mm depth

gauge                   1/10 stitch                    16.0 yarn weight (oz/sq.yd)         31.0

MADE IN JAPAN

Commercial 4
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MT-2000
(made-to-order product)

category:  carpet tile
®

MT-2000

MT2701F MT2702F

MT29113F

MT29108F

MT29213F

MT29208F

MT2101F MT2102F MT2105FMT2104F

MT2704F MT2705F

MT29408F MT29508F

MT29413F MT29513F

Commercial 4
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Tile

carpet tile   /   156 MT-3800

MT3821F

MT3811F

MT3825F

MT3815F

MT3831F MT3835F

MT3816F

Composition
surface BCF Nylon 100% dyeing method of yarn Piece Dyed

base fabric Nonwoven Polyester backing PVC and Glass Fiber

size 500mm×500mm overall thickness 8.5mm

Specifi cation pile height H 5.5mm / M 4.0mm / L 3.0mm (textured loop pile: tip sheared) with special embossing in 3.0mm to 5.0mm depth

gauge                  1/10 stitch                    11.5 yarn weight (oz/sq.yd)         21.5

Packing 16pcs/box = 4m2/box
Net Weight 20.6kg /box

Performance

Critical Radiant Flux                (ASTM E648)               Class 1  Average CRF 0.45/cm2 or higher
Smoke Density                (ASTM E662)                                    Less than 450
Flame-retardant Fire Defense Law in Japan Authorized No.E2180269

Antistatic Less than 1.0kV   (JIS L 1021-16,at 23degrees certigrate,25%RH)
Stain-resistant Stain Release

Formaldehyde Radiation F IF
☆☆☆☆ Interior-fabrics Performance Evaluation Conference Certifi ed No.J18-31419

Way of Installation
                                   
                                                                                                                 Monolithic      
                                                                                                                                                           

Recommended
Adhesive from TOLI TOLI ECO GA Cement (required quantity)

for steel or plastic sub-fl oor 40 to 60 gram/m2

for mortar and wood sub-fl oor 60 to 100 gram/m2

Notes on Installation

Apply the adhesive on the whole surface of the sub-fl oor thinly and evenly. After drying, when the adhesive becomes translu-
cent, install the tiles. Be careful not to put the tiles too tightly. 

MT-3800 is using the same surface material as ALTGLAN (page 136), so the coordination with ALTGLAN is also workable. 
Please bear in mind that the color difference might be caused due to the difference of the production batches.
Melted parts on the surface piles have a hard texture. Please do not step without your shoes on.

Others Please note that the product has the indigenous odor from its materials.

MADE IN JAPAN

Organic-look embossing inspired by natural scenic 
beauty is amazingly blended with velvet-imaged texture. 

MT-3800
(made-to-order product)

category:  carpet tile
®

▲ MT3836F/GX3806  (ALTGLAN · page 136)

Commercial 4
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MT-3800
(made-to-order product)

category:  carpet tile
®

MT-3800

MT3826F

MT3816F

MT3836F

▲ MT3811F/GX3801  (ALTGLAN · page 136) /TTN3113  (LL FREE 50 NW-EX · page 320) 

▲ MT3825F/GX3804  (ALTGLAN · page 136)

Commercial 4
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Tile

carpet tile   /   158 MT-5100

Composition
surface BCF Nylon 100% dyeing method of yarn Solution Dyed

base fabric Nonwoven Polyester backing PVC and Glass Fiber

size 500mm×500mm overall thickness 8.0mm

Specifi cation pile height H 6.5mm / M 3.5mm / L 3.0mm (textured loop pile) with special embossing in 3.0mm to 5.0mm depth

gauge                  1/12 stitch                    10.0 yarn weight (oz/sq.yd)         18.0

Packing 16pcs/box = 4m2/box
Net Weight 23.2kg /box

Performance

Flame-retardant Fire Defense Law in Japan Authorized No.E2180270
Antistatic Less than 1.0kV   (JIS L 1021-16,at 23degrees certigrate,25%RH)

Stain-resistant Stain Release
Formaldehyde Radiation F IF

☆☆☆☆ Interior-fabrics Performance Evaluation Conference Certifi ed No.J18-31418

Way of Installation
                                   
                                                                                                                 Monolithic      
                                                                                                                                                           

Recommended
Adhesive from TOLI TOLI ECO GA Cement (required quantity)

for steel or plastic sub-fl oor 40 to 60 gram/m2

for mortar and wood sub-fl oor 60 to 100 gram/m2

Notes on Installation

Apply the adhesive on the whole surface of the sub-fl oor thinly and evenly. After drying, when the adhesive becomes translu-
cent, install the tiles. Be careful not to put the tiles too tightly. 

MT-5100 is using the same surface material as CALMGRAIN (page 142), so the coordination with CALMGRAIN is also workable.
Please bear in mind that the color difference might be caused due to the difference of the production batches.
Melted parts on the surface piles have a hard texture. Please do not step without your shoes on.

Others Please note that the product has the indigenous odor from its materials.

MADE IN JAPAN

Geometric linear embossed patterns on the simple loop 
piles of high quality. Modernized and broadened spaces 
can be masterly created.

MT-5100
(made-to-order product)

category:  carpet tile
®

▲ MT5131F

MT5163F

Commercial 4
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MT-5100
(made-to-order product)

category:  carpet tile
®

MT-5100

▲ MT5131F/ME5133F ▲ MT5181F/TTN3205  (LL FREE 50 NW-EX · page 319)

MT5141F

MT5161F

MT5181F

MT5143F

MT5163F

MT5183F

MT5111F

MT5121F

MT5131F

MT5113F

MT5123F

MT5133F

Commercial 4
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carpet tile   /   160 MT-8000

MT8104F

Combination of embossing and printing provides 
unprecedentedly classy textures.
GOOD DESIGN AWARD-winning product in 2006. 

MT-8000
(made-to-order product)

category:  carpet tile
®

▲ MT8701F

Composition
surface BCF Nylon 100% dyeing method of yarn Piece Dyed

base fabric Nonwoven Polyester backing PVC and Glass Fiber

size 500mm×500mm overall thickness 9.0mm

Specifi cation pile height 6.0mm(cut pile) with special embossing in 3.0mm to 5.0mm depth

gauge                  1/10 stitch                    16.0 yarn weight (oz/sq.yd)         31.0

Packing 16pcs/box = 4m2/box
Net Weight 20.8kg /box

Performance

Flame-retardant Fire Defense Law in Japan Authorized No.E2140056
Antistatic Less than 1.0kV   (JIS L 1021-16,at 23degrees certigrate,25%RH)

Stain-resistant Stain Release
Formaldehyde Radiation F IF

☆☆☆☆ Interior-fabrics Performance Evaluation Conference Certifi ed No.J14-30982

Way of Installation
                                   
                                                                                                                 Monolithic      
                                                                                                                                                           

Recommended
Adhesive from TOLI TOLI ECO GA Cement (required quantity)

for steel or plastic sub-fl oor 40 to 60 gram/m2

for mortar and wood sub-fl oor 60 to 100 gram/m2

Notes on Installation

Apply the adhesive on the whole surface of the sub-fl oor thinly and evenly. After drying, when the adhesive becomes translu-
cent, install the tiles. Be careful not to put the tiles too tightly.

GX-200 with the same color tone can be coordinated. (See page 94 to 95.)
Please bear in mind that the color difference might be caused due to the difference of the production batches.
Melted parts on the surface piles have a hard texture. Please do not step without your shoes on.

Others Please note that the product has the indigenous odor from its materials.

MADE IN JAPAN

Commercial 4
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MT-8000
(made-to-order product)

category:  carpet tile
®

MT-8000

MT8105FMT8102F MT8104FMT8101F

MT8702F MT8704F MT8705F

MT8401F

MT8501F

MT8701F

MT8405FMT8402F MT8404F

MT8505FMT8502F MT8504F

Commercial 4
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Carpet  
Tile

carpet tile   /   162 EXCHROME <EXC-1000>

®

EXC1010F

EXC1011F

EXC1006F

EXC1007F

EXC1002F

EXC1012FEXC1008F

EXC1003F

EXC1004F

FPT2029FPT2029EXC1002F

EXCHROME
<EXC-1000>

(made-to-order product)

category:  carpet tile

Jet-printed on the loop piles — With its texture EXC-
1000 will convey a deep feeling, and stains will not be 
outstanding as well.

EXC1001F EXC1005F EXC1009F

Packing 16pcs/box = 4m2/box

Net Weight 21.2kg /box

Performance

Critical Radiant Flux              (ASTM E648)             Class 2  Average CRF 0.22/cm2 or higher
Smoke Density              (ASTM E662)                                  Less than 450
Flame-retardant Fire Defense Law in Japan Authorized No.E2120078

Antistatic Less than 1.0kV (JIS L 1021-16, at 23 degrees centigrade, 25%RH)
Stain-resistant Stain Release

Formaldehyde Radiation F IF
☆☆☆☆ Interior-fabrics Performance Evaluation Conference Certifi ed No.J12-30824

Way of Installation
                                   
                                                                                                          Monolithic   
                                                                                                                      

Recommended
Adhesive from TOLI TOLI ECO GA Cement (required quantity)

for steel or plastic sub-fl oor 40 to 60 gram/m2

for mortar and wood sub-fl oor 60 to 100 gram/m2

Notes on Installation Apply the adhesive on the whole surface of the sub-fl oor thinly and evenly. After drying, when the adhesive becomes trans-
lucent, install the tiles. Be careful not to put the tiles too tightly.

Minimum Order 
Quantity 30m2/color

Others Please note that the product has the indigenous odor from its materials.

Composition
surface BCF Nylon 100% dyeing method of yarn Jet Printed

base fabric Nonwoven Polyester backing PVC and Glass Fiber

size 500mm×500mm overall thickness 7.0mm

Specifi cation pile height                H 4.0mm / M 3.0mm / L 2.5mm  (multi-level loop pile)

gauge                  1/10 stitch                    10.5 yarn weight (oz/sq.yd)         19.8

MADE IN JAPAN

Commercial 4
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®

EXCHROME
<EXC-1000>

(made-to-order product) 
category:  carpet tile

EXCHROME <EXC-1000>

▲ EXC1019F

EXC1014F

EXC1015F

EXC1024F

EXC1026F

EXC1019F

▲ EXC1001F/EXC1005F

Commercial 4
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Carpet  
Tile

carpet tile   /   164 EXCHROME <EXC-2000>

®

EXC2009F

EXC2015F

EXC2016F

EXC2004F

FPT2029FPT2029EXC2018F

On the top of cut piles, fi ne printed patterns can be created. 
Variety of images are available in EXC-2000 range.

EXC2012F

EXCHROME
<EXC-2000>

(made-to-order product)

category:  carpet tile

EXC2017F

EXC2018F

EXC2021F

EXC2020F

EXC2001
stocking color

★

EXC2035F

EXC2040F

EXC2041F

EXC2042FEXC2025F

EXC2026F

EXC2027F

EXC2029FEXC2023F

EXC2043F

EXC2030F ★

Packing 16pcs/box = 4m2/box

Net Weight 20.8kg /box

Performance

Critical Radiant Flux              (ASTM E648)             Class 1  Average CRF 0.45/cm2 or higher
Smoke Density              (ASTM E662)                                  Less than 450
Flame-retardant Fire Defense Law in Japan Authorized No.E2120079

Antistatic Less than 1.0kV (JIS L 1021-16, at 23 degrees centigrade, 25%RH)
Stain-resistant Stain Release

Formaldehyde Radiation F IF
☆☆☆☆ Interior-fabrics Performance Evaluation Conference Certifi ed No.J12-30825

Way of Installation
                                   
                                                                                                          Monolithic   
                                                                                                                      

Recommended
Adhesive from TOLI TOLI ECO GA Cement (required quantity)

for steel or plastic sub-fl oor 40 to 60 gram/m2

for mortar and wood sub-fl oor 60 to 100 gram/m2

Notes on Installation Apply the adhesive on the whole surface of the sub-fl oor thinly and evenly. After drying, when the adhesive becomes translu-
cent, install the tiles. Be careful not to put the tiles too tightly.

Minimum Order 
Quantity 30m2/color

Others
Occasionally the direction of cut piles are partly broken, which looks like color shading. This is one of the characteristics of 

cut pile carpets and not a manufacturing defect.
Please note that the product has the indigenous odor from its materials.

Composition
surface BCF Nylon 100% dyeing method of yarn Jet Printed

base fabric Nonwoven Polyester backing PVC and Glass Fiber
size 500mm×500mm overall thickness 9.0mm

Specifi cation pile height 6.0mm  (cut pile)
gauge                  1/10 stitch                    16.0 yarn weight (oz/sq.yd)         31.0

MADE IN JAPAN

Commercial 4
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®

EXCHROME
<EXC-2000>

(made-to-order product) 
category:  carpet tile

EXCHROME <EXC-2000>

stocking color

▲ EXC2001/GX2009  (GX-200 · page 95)

EXC2051F

EXC2046F

For the color numbers marked with ★, SCALE UP 4 program is applicable. (See page 171.)

EXC2052F

EXC2054F

EXC2063F

EXC2064F

EXC2061F

EXC2062F

EXC2056 ★

EXC2055F

EXC2060F

EXC2065F

EXC2068F EXC2072F

EXC2081FEXC2080FEXC2078F

EXC2076F ★

EXC2079F ★ EXC2082F ★ EXC2083F ★

EXC2066F EXC2070F ★EXC2074F

Commercial 4
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Carpet  
Tile

carpet tile   /   166 EXCHROME <EXC-2000>

®

On the top of cut piles, fine printed patterns can be created. 
Variety of images are available in EXC-2000 range.

EXCHROME
<EXC-2000>

(made-to-order product) 
category:  carpet tile

EXC2084
stocking color stocking color

★

stocking color stocking color
EXC2085 ★

stocking color stocking colorstocking color
EXC2086 ★

EXC2087
stocking color stocking colorstocking color

★

EXC2089 ★ ★EXC2116F EXC2120F EXC2124F EXC2128F

EXC2117F EXC2121F EXC2125F EXC2129F

EXC2118 EXC2122F EXC2126F EXC2130F

EXC2119 EXC2123F EXC2127F EXC2131F

EXC2091 ★ ★ ★

EXC2092 ★ ★

EXC2093 ★ ★

For the color numbers marked with ★, SCALE UP 4 program is applicable. (See page 171.)

Packing 16pcs/box = 4m2/box

Net Weight 20.8kg /box

Performance

Critical Radiant Flux                (ASTM E648)               Class 1  Average CRF 0.45/cm2 or higher
Smoke Density                (ASTM E662)                                    Less than 450
Flame-retardant Fire Defense Law in Japan Authorized No.E2120079

Antistatic Less than 1.0kV (JIS L 1021-16, at 23 degrees centigrade, 25%RH)
Stain-resistant Stain Release

Formaldehyde Radiation F IF
☆☆☆☆ Interior-fabrics Performance Evaluation Conference Certified No.J12-30825

Way of Installation
                                   
                                                                                                          Monolithic   
                                                                                                                      

Recommended
Adhesive from TOLI TOLI ECO GA Cement (required quantity)

for steel or plastic sub-floor 40 to 60 gram/m2

for mortar and wood sub-floor 60 to 100 gram/m2

Notes on Installation Apply the adhesive on the whole surface of the sub-floor thinly and evenly. After drying, when the adhesive becomes translu-
cent, install the tiles. Be careful not to put the tiles too tightly.

Minimum Order 
Quantity 30m2/color

Others
FOccasionally the direction of cut piles are partly broken, which looks like color shading. This is one of the characteristics of 

cut pile carpets and not a manufacturing defect.
FPlease note that the product has the indigenous odor from its materials.

Composition
surface BCF Nylon 100% dyeing method of yarn Jet Printed

base fabric Nonwoven Polyester backing PVC and Glass Fiber

size 500mm×500mm overall thickness 9.0mm

Specification pile height 6.0mm  (cut pile)
gauge                  1/10 stitch                    16.0 yarn weight (oz/sq.yd)         31.0

MADE IN JAPAN

Commercial 4
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®

EXCHROME
<EXC-2000>

(made-to-order product) 
category:  carpet tile

EXCHROME <EXC-2000>

▲ EXC2124F/EXC2125F

● All of these are combination colors. Order is acceptable when 
each color is more than 4m2 and the total quantity is more 
than 30m2.

EXC2066F · EXC2070F · EXC2074F
EXC2068F · EXC2072F · EXC2076F

EXC2078F · EXC2079F
EXC2080F · EXC2082F
EXC2081F · EXC2083F

EXC2111F · EXC2112F
EXC2124F · EXC2125F
EXC2129F · EXC2130F
EXC2131F · EXC2132F

★EXC2074F, EXC2076F, EXC2079F, EXC2082F and EXC2083F can be used as left and right borders when cut in the middle.

EXC2132F

EXC2111F

EXC2112F

EXC2113F

EXC2114F

EXC2115F

▲ EXC2111F/EXC2112F/EXC2129F/EXC2130F/EXC2131F/EXC2132F

Commercial 4
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®

FPT2029

EXC5015F

EXC5010F

EXC5001

FPT2029EXC5028F

EXC5018

EXC5019FEXC5011F EXC5013F

With its shiny yarn and cut-and-loop texture, EXC-5000 will create 
a deep and rich image.

EXCHROME
<EXC-5000>

(made-to-order product)

category:  carpet tile

EXC5016
stocking color

EXC5017
stocking color

EXC5007 ※LowerEXC5005F ※Lower

EXC5006 ※UpperEXC5004F ※Upper
stocking colorstocking color

stocking color stocking color

EXC5028F

EXC5030F

EXC5031F

EXC5029FEXC5024F

EXC5027F

EXC5044
stocking color

stocking color
EXC5071

Packing 12pcs/box = 3m2/box

Net Weight 15.6kg /box

Performance

Critical Radiant Flux                (ASTM E648)               Class 1  Average CRF 0.45/cm2 or higher
Smoke Density (fl aming)                (ASTM E662)                                    Less than 450

Flame-retardant Fire Defense Law in Japan Authorized No.E2120080
Antistatic Less than 1.0kV (JIS L 1021-16, at 23 degrees centigrade, 25%RH)

Stain-resistant Stain Release
Formaldehyde Radiation F IF

☆☆☆☆ Interior-fabrics Performance Evaluation Conference Certifi ed No.J12-30826

Way of Installation
                                   
                                                                                                          Monolithic   
                                                                                                                      

Recommended
Adhesive from TOLI TOLI ECO GA Cement (required quantity)

for steel or plastic sub-fl oor 40 to 60 gram/m2

for mortar and wood sub-fl oor 60 to 100 gram/m2

Notes on Installation Apply the adhesive on the whole surface of the sub-fl oor thinly and evenly. After drying, when the adhesive becomes translu-
cent, install the tiles. Be careful not to put the tiles too tightly.

Minimum Order 
Quantity 30m2/color

Others
Occasionally the direction of cut piles are partly broken, which looks like color shading. This is one of the characteristics of 

cut pile carpets and not a manufacturing defect.
Please note that the product has the indigenous odor from its materials.

Composition
surface BCF Nylon 100% dyeing method of yarn Jet Printed

base fabric Nonwoven Polyester backing PVC and Glass Fiber

size 500mm×500mm overall thickness 9.5mm

Specifi cation pile height               H 7.0mm / M 5.5mm / L 3.0mm (cut and loop pile)
gauge                  1/10 stitch                    12.0 yarn weight (oz/sq.yd)         32.4

MADE IN JAPAN

Commercial 4
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®

EXCHROME
<EXC-5000>

(made-to-order product) 
category:  carpet tile

EXCHROME <EXC-5000>

● These are combination colors. Order is 
acceptable when the total quantity of 
2 colors is more than 30m2.

EXC5004F · EXC5005F
EXC5055F · EXC5056F
EXC5065F · EXC5066F
EXC5067F · EXC5068F

▲ EXC5044

EXC5032F

EXC5036F

EXC5034F

EXC5037F

EXC5045F

EXC5051FEXC5049F

EXC5050F

EXC5048F

EXC5047F

EXC5046F

EXC5056F ※Lower

EXC5066F ※Lower

EXC5055F ※Upper

EXC5065F ※Upper

EXC5052F

EXC5057F

EXC5054F

EXC5053F

stocking color

stocking color

EXC5058F

EXC5063

EXC5064

EXC5067F ※Upper

EXC5068F ※Lower

▲ EXC5073F

Commercial 4
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Packing 12pcs/box = 3m2/box

Net Weight 15.6kg /box

Performance

Critical Radiant Flux                (ASTM E648)               Class 1  Average CRF 0.45/cm2 or higher
Smoke Density (flaming)                (ASTM E662)                                    Less than 450

Flame-retardant Fire Defense Law in Japan Authorized No.E2120080
Antistatic Less than 1.0kV (JIS L 1021-16, at 23 degrees centigrade, 25%RH)

Stain-resistant Stain Release
Formaldehyde Radiation F IF

☆☆☆☆ Interior-fabrics Performance Evaluation Conference Certified No.J12-30826

Way of Installation
                                   
                                                                                                          Monolithic   
                                                                                                                      

Recommended
Adhesive from TOLI TOLI ECO GA Cement (required quantity)

for steel or plastic sub-floor 40 to 60 gram/m2

for mortar and wood sub-floor 60 to 100 gram/m2

Notes on Installation Apply the adhesive on the whole surface of the sub-floor thinly and evenly. After drying, when the adhesive becomes translu-
cent, install the tiles. Be careful not to put the tiles too tightly.

Minimum Order 
Quantity 30m2/color

Others
FOccasionally the direction of cut piles are partly broken, which looks like color shading. This is one of the characteristics of 

cut pile carpets and not a manufacturing defect.
FPlease note that the product has the indigenous odor from its materials.

Composition
surface BCF Nylon 100% dyeing method of yarn Jet Printed

base fabric Nonwoven Polyester backing PVC and Glass Fiber
size 500mm×500mm overall thickness 9.5mm

Specification pile height               H 7.0mm / M 5.5mm / L 3.0mm (cut and loop pile)
gauge                  1/10 stitch                    12.0 yarn weight (oz/sq.yd)         32.4

MADE IN JAPAN

With its shiny yarn and cut-and-loop texture, EXC-5000 will 
create a deep and rich image.

EXCHROME
<EXC-5000>

(made-to-order product) 
category:  carpet tile

®

EXC5074F EXC5078F

EXC5075F EXC5079F

EXC5072F EXC5076F EXC5080F

EXC5073F EXC5077F EXC5081F

EXC5070F

▲ EXC5079F

EXC5069F

Commercial 4
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50
0m
m

500mm

50
0m
m

500mm

MADE TO ORDER

For some stocking colors and made-to-
order colors, the pattern can be scaled 
4 times larger. After it’s scaled up, the 
pattern repetition cannot be easily 
recognized and the fl oor will have an 
attractive bold design.

Original SCALE UP 4
500mm x 500mm/pattern repeat 1000mm x 1000mm/pattern repeat

●4 tiles will create one 
repeat of pattern.

●No upcharge for the 
scale-up.

SCALE UP 4Original

EXC2116F EXC2116F-4A~4D

Order
conditions

Order
conditions

Minimum order quantity: 30m2/set (overall quantity of 4 divided color numbers)
Production lead time: Approx. 3 weeks after order placed
Applicable colors: See page 164 to 167.

Minimum order quantity: 30m2/design 
※For a combination pattern, 30m2 is required for each divided design.  

(e.g. The pattern made by 4 tiles will require 30m2 x 4 designs = 120m2.)
Design lead time:  Please check with TOLI sales rep.
Prototype lead time: Approx. 2 weeks after design confi rmed.
Production lead time:  Approx. 3 weeks after order placed.

● Please note that minimum order quantity of Full Order 
System differs from stocking products and other 
made-to-order products.

● For the quantity less than minimum requirement, 
please contact TOLI sales rep.

● Some specifi c patterns may take extra time for 
production due to manufacturing reasons.

● For the design submitted for Full Order System, please 
make sure the copyright in advance.

● For order less than 30m2, please contact TOLI sales rep.
● The delivery time may be extended depending on your order quantity.

Any custom design to your preference can be printed on the selected 
base from 3 kinds of base materials.  

Please give us your 
budget, lead time, 
quantity, base 
material, pattern, 
image, motif and so 
forth.

Submit the 
design drawing

Please review the 
proposal from 
TOLI.

Inquiry
Design

proposal
from TOLI

Review

1000mm x 1000mm/pattern repeat

EXC2116F-4A

EXC2116F-4CEXC2116F-4C EXC2116F-4D

1000mm x 1000mm/pattern repeat1000mm x 1000mm/pattern repeat

EXC2116F-4A EXC2116F-4B

EXC2116F

Produce the 
prototype 
sample tile 
based upon 
your request.

Please review 
the prototype 
sample from 
TOLI.

If you are OK with 
the prototype 
sample, please 
place PO.

Delivery
Prototype
sample

from TOLI

Finalize
the

design
Review Place PO
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FABTEX TILE moisture - resistant cushion backing

FABTEX KOSHIKABE

easy maintenance

Based on a Japanese fabric master’s experienced 
skill, FABTEX is finished with a beautiful top material 
where vinyl-coated polyester yarns are elaborately 
woven. Combination of traditional plain weave 
technique and modern technology has created a 
classy image. With its reliable Japanese quality, 
FABTEX can work in any heavy-duty circumstances.

FABTEX TILE can also be cleaned with a vacuum cleaner or a 
tightly wrung- out mop. FABTEX KOSHIKABE can also be cleaned 
with a tightly wrung-out towel. 

Due to fine woven structure and special coating, FABTEX has the 
excellent surface strength and stain resistance.

excellent surface strength and 
stain resistance

reliable Japanese quality
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FUNCTION
surface coating

The surface of FABTEX TILE is finished 
with special coating, which shows 
water & oil repellent and stain-release 
performances.

FABTEX TILE is antibacterial and anti-
mildew finished, due to which you 
can install where the water is being 
frequently used and good hygiene 
should be maintained. 

Special Stain-Resistance Anti-mildew and Antibacterial

Antibacterial, anti-mildew, 
and stain-retardant coating

vinyl layer

vinyl backing

water-repellent cushion layer

Moisture-resistant cushion backing

Applicable to the place where the 
water is being used.

Cushioning property equivalent to 
carpet tiles Excellent Smoothness for Casters

■Shock Absorption of Floor Covering

Type of Floor Covering
Impact Strength 

G value m/S²
FABTEX TILE 124 1215

GA-100 125 1225

MATURE NW 140 1372

MATICO V 146 1431

Concrete 150 1470

The smaller G value is, the better 
shock absorption can be expected.

■Load put on the caster cart

Way of installation:Quater Turn

0 100 200 250(cm)

GA-100

90

120

80kg load

20kg loadFABTEX TILE

184

245

The bigger number shows 
the floor covering is more 

smooth for casters. 

※All the data are actual test results and not guaranteed values.

In FABTEX TILE, the water-repellent felt 
is laminated between top vinyl fabric 
and vinyl backing. This structure will 
prevent the water from permeating 
into the product, due to which FABTEX 
TILE can be installed where the water 
is being used.

Due to the felt layer above vinyl 
backing, FABTEX TILE shows great 
shock-absorbing performance 
equivalent to carpet tiles. Also 
compared to hard surface flooring, it’s 
more comfortable to your feet. As the 
cushion layer is laminated within the 
tile, unlike using the underlayment, 
installation and replacement is much 
easier.

FABTEX TILE can be installed where 
caster chairs and shopping carts are 
being used.

■Smoothness for Casters of Floor Covering

From the slope at a slant angle of 
10 degrees, push and run the loaded 
caster cart. When the cart stops on 
the floor covering installed on the 
horizontal level, measure the length of 
move.

woven vinyl fabric

Moisture-resistant cushion backing 
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carpet tile   /   174 FABTEX TILE moisture-resistant cushion backing <FBT-400>

FBT421

FBT401 FBT404

FBT422

FBT402

FBT423

FBT403 FBT405

FBT413

▲

▲

500mm
▲

▲

500m
m

▲ 500mm

Stripes are positioned 
randomly in order to 
avoid the uniformed 
fl oor image.

Composition surface PVC and Polyester fi ber backing PVC and Glass Fiber

Specifi cation size 500mm×500mm overall thickness 4.5mm

MADE IN JAPAN

Packing 16pcs/box = 4m2/box

Net Weight 22.5kg /box

Performance

Flame-retardant Fire Defense Law in Japan Authorized No.E2190093
Antistatic Less than 3.0kV   (JIS L 1021-16, at 23 degrees centigrade, 25%RH)

Stain-resistant Stain Release
Formaldehyde Radiation F IF

☆☆☆☆ Interior-fabrics Performance Evaluation Conference Certifi ed No.J19-31536

Way of Installation
              

Quarter Turn

Recommended
Adhesive from TOLI TOLI ECO GA Cement  (required quantity)

for steel or plastic sub-fl oor 40 to 60 gram/m2

for mortar and wood sub-fl oor 60 to 100 gram/m2

Notes on Installation    
For daily maintenance, remove the dirt and dust by a vacuum cleaner or a sweeper.
In case the dust is stuck between woven yarns, remove it by a brush and wipe lightly with a rag.
Do not apply the maintenance wax on the surface.

Others

The surface material of FABTEX is made by real plain weave fabric. Because of that, sometimes slight bowing and color shad-
ing could be seen. Please note that it is an unavoidable characteristic of FABTEX.

Due to the woven texture, compared to the fl oor covering with fl at surface, the dirt is more likely to be left on the surface.
In case the stain is left on the surface, get rid of it carefully so that it will not spread out. Please bear in mind that some 

chemicals will become diffi cult to be removed over time.
The surface vinyl yarn is using polyester as the core. In case you fi nd the core coming out on the joints, just cut by scissors 

and do not pull it out.
Do not apply the wax for maintenance.
Please note that the products has the indigenous order from its materials.

Cushion-backed, antibacterial, and anti-
mildew performances are added. Beautiful 
lineup of plain colors, pin-stripe patterns, 
and plank forms will create variety of fl oor 
designs.

FABTEX TILE
moisture-resistant cushion backing

<FBT-400>
category:  woven modular tile

FBT401

FBT424

FBT414

Commercial 3
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MADE IN JAPAN

Cushion-backed, antibacterial, and anti-
mildew performances are added. Beautiful 
lineup of plain colors, pin-stripe patterns, 
and plank forms will create variety of floor 
designs.

FABTEX TILE
moisture-resistant cushion backing

<FBT-450V>
category:  woven modular tile

Composition surface PVC and Polyester fiber backing PVC and Glass Fiber

Specification size 250mm×1000mm overall thickness 4.5mm

Packing 16pcs/box = 4m2/box

Net Weight 22.5kg /box

Performance

Flame-retardant Fire Defense Law in Japan Authorized No.E2190093
Antistatic Less than 3.0kV   (JIS L 1021-16, at 23 degrees centigrade, 25%RH)

Stain-resistant Stain Release
Formaldehyde Radiation F IF

☆☆☆☆ Interior-fabrics Performance Evaluation Conference Certified No.J19-31536

Way of Installation
                                   
                                                                                       Monolithic      or                    Ashlar
                                                                                                                                                                              

Recommended
Adhesive from TOLI TOLI ECO GA Cement  (required quantity)

for steel or plastic sub-floor 40 to 60 gram/m2

for mortar and wood sub-floor 60 to 100 gram/m2

Notes on Installation    
FFor daily maintenance, remove the dirt and dust by a vacuum cleaner or a sweeper.
FIn case the dust is stuck between woven yarns, remove it by a brush and wipe lightly with a rag.
FDo not apply the maintenance wax on the surface.

Others

FThe surface material of FABTEX is made by real plain weave fabric. Because of that, sometimes slight bowing and color shad-
ing could be seen. Please note that it is an unavoidable characteristic of FABTEX.

FDue to the woven texture, compared to the floor covering with flat surface, the dirt is more likely to be left on the surface.
FIn case the stain is left on the surface, get rid of it carefully so that it will not spread out. Please bear in mind that some 

chemicals will become difficult to be removed over time.
FThe surface vinyl yarn is using polyester as the core. In case you find the core coming out on the joints, just cut by scissors 

and do not pull it out.
FDo not apply the wax for maintenance.
FPlease note that the products has the indigenous order from its materials.

▲

▲

1000mm

▲

▲

25
0m

m

FBT451V

FBT452V

Commercial 3
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▲ FBT421 ▲ FBT401/FBT402

▲ FBT413/FBT403/FBK604 ▲ FBT402/FBT405
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FBK604

FBK601

(BORDER MOLDING)

(HABAKI)

KKM3183 · 3184 · 3185

TH6025 · 608 · 602

FBK602

▲ FBK602/KKM3184/TH608

FBK601

Traditional plain weave wall covering made by vinyl-coated 
polyester fi ber. FABTEX KOSHIKABE will create a sophisticated 
atmosphere in your space in combination with FABTEX TILE.

FABTEX KOSHIKABE
<FBK-600>

category:  woven wall covering

For the details of 
BORDER MOLDING 
and HABAKI, please 
contact TOLI sales 
reps.

MADE IN JAPAN

Composition surface PVC and Polyester fi ber

Specifi cation size 910mm×20m overall thickness 1.5mm

Packing 20m/roll

Net Weight 17.6kg /roll

Performance Formaldehyde Radiation FABTEX KOSHIKABE is F IF
☆☆☆☆-certifi ed.

Interior-fabrics performance Evaluation couference certifi ed NO. J16-31166

Recommended
Adhesive from TOLI ECO AR600

Notes on Installation    

FABTEX KOSHIKABE should be installed in a horizontal direction.
Air inclusion will cause the bulge on the surface. Before bonding FABTEX KOSHIKABE, vent the air suffi ciently.
During the installation, if you overheat FABTEX KOSHIKABE by a dryer, the surface gloss might become uneven.
When you install FABTEX HABAKI on the top of FABTEX KOSHIKABE, please use TOLI US Cement as the adhesive.
In case the sealing materials are required on the internal corners or near the door frame, please choose the similar color to 

FABTEX KOSHIKABE.
When you install FABTEX KOSHIKABE at midwinter, TOLI CR Cement should be partially used as another adhesive. In that 

case do not use the rough-edged trowel.
When you install 2 different rolls, match the vertical direction of design on the joints.
When you fi nish with putty, apply the sealing material in advance.
When you install BORDER MOLDING and HABAKI, please also apply gelatinous instant adhesive on the joints in order to 

avoid the gap on the joint.

Others The surface material of FABTEX is made by real plain weave fabric. Because of that, sometimes slight bowing and color shad-
ing could be seen. Please note that it is an unavoidable characteristic of FABTEX.
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TCPUS-4 (4mm thickness)                            
TCPUS-6 (6mm thickness)                            

TCPUS-4

Please install TOLI logo side up.

UNDERLAY SHEET FOR 
CARPET TILES

category:  underlayment for carpet tiles

Underlayment designed for carpet tiles to 
secure comfortable ambulation. Very much 
suitable for guest rooms and corridors of 
the hotel projects.

■JIS A 1440-1:2007 “Method of Measuring the Sound Insulation of the Floor Covering 
on the Concrete Sub-Floor in the Laboratory”. 

fl oor covering     L value 

GA-100    LL(I)-2 

GA-100+UNDERLAY SHEET FOR CARPET TILES (4mm)    LL(I)-3

GA-100+UNDERLAY SHEET FOR CARPET TILES (6mm)    LL(I)-4

RUSCELLO <GX-5200>    LL(I)-2

RUSCELLO <GX-5200>
+UNDERLAY SHEET FOR CARPET TILES (4mm)

   LL(I)-3

RUSCELLO <GX-5200>
+UNDERLAY SHEET FOR CARPET TILES (6mm)

   LL(I)-4

(Sub-fl oor:  Slab with 150mm thickness)
☆ Conducted by General Building Research Corporation of Japan

UNDERLAY SHEET FOR CARPEY TIELS can 
insulate the sound of footsteps and falling objects to down-
stairs.

MADE IN JAPAN

Specifi cation overall thickness                       (1) 4.0mm
(2) 6.0mm widthm×length                        950mm×20m

Packing 20m/roll

Net Weight (1) 4.0mm: 19.0kg /roll        (2) 6.0mm: 25.5kg /roll

Recommended 
Adhesive from TOLI 

dried mortar and concrete Eco AR600

humid mortar and concrete US Cement

Notes on Installation

For the adhesion to the surface carpet tiles, please apply TOLI ECO GA Cement. 
The standard moisture percentage for installation is 8%.
In case the product is still curled up after unpacked, lay it down for the moment to be recovered before installation. 
Install TOLI logo side up (please see the image as below). 
There may be a jointed part in one roll, but it does not cause any effect on the quality nor the installation. 
When you install 2 different rolls in length direction, each edge should be jointed at the seam.

(Do not cut in the middle of the sheet.) 
After you install UNDERLAY SHEET FOR CARPET TILES, press with a roller until the air inside and the surface wrinkles are 

fully removed. 
The back side might be discolored, but it does not cause any effect on the performance.
This product is the underlayment designed for carpet tiles. As the underlayment for FABRIC FLOOR, FF UNDERLAY SHEET is 

more recommendable.

Others

If you lay heavy stuff such as a furniture, you cannot avoid the residual indentation. In that situation, please lay a bottom  
board on the fl oor covering to break up the heavy load. 

Note that the center of the tile may be curled and irregular.
UNDERLAY SHEET FOR CARPET TILES is the underlayment for carpet tile products only. Do not use underneath vinyl tiles, 

vinyl sheets, fabtex tile, PRIMECLASS and softback plus.
Please note that the product has the indigenous odor from its materials.
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Fabric 
Floor

AK3581RS

AK3582RS

▲ AK3523/AK3582RS

AK3583RS

Packing 10pcs/box = 1.6m2/box
Net Weight 7.7kg/box

Minimum Order Quantity More than 10pcs  (Multiple colors can be mixed within one same order.)

Performance

Flame-retardant Fire Defense Law in Japan Authorized No.EO040196

Antistatic Less than 3.0kV (JIS L 1021-16, at 23 degrees centigrade, 25%RH)

Sound Insulation excellent

Formaldehyde Radiation F IF
☆☆☆☆ Interior-fabrics Performance Evaluation Conference Certified No. J05-30289

Way of Installation
                                   
                                                                                                          Quarter Turn   
                                                                                                                      

Recommended
Adhesive from TOLI

Self-adhesion on the top of wood floor, vinyl floor, and ceramic tile etc. 
with a flat surface No need to apply the adhesive.

Entire adhesion concrete, mortar, and wooden sub-floor (such as plywood) TOLI ECO GA Cement

Notes on Installation

FTOLI FABRIC FLOOR has a self-adhesive backing, due to which each tile can be installed on the existing wood floor, vinyl 
cushion floor, etc. without using any adhesive.

FAdhesion strength of FABRIC FLOOR may differ according to the type of existing floor covering. Please check how it works 
with a sample tile in advance.

FAfter you open the carton box of TOLI FABRIC FLOOR, small fabric dusts could be seen around the edge of a tile. This has 
nothing to do with the quality of the product. Just remove them before installation.

FAfter you remove FABRIC FLOOR, sometimes the floor surface might become slippery. In that case, wipe the floor sufficiently 
with a rag soaked in neutral detergent. Afterwards remove the detergent left on the floor surface. Then it will be recovered.

FAlso when you use FABRIC FLOOR on the wax-coated existing floor, the trace of the absorbent material on the backing may 
temporarily leave on the floor surface. That will disappear with the passage of time. (Please bear in mind that on some 
types of wax coating the trace may not be easily disappear.)

FWhen you install TOLI FABRIC FLOOR like an area rug, FF Border and FF Corner Joint will be of your help to deal with the 
level difference on the edges.

FWhen you glue down TOLI FABRIC FLOOR entirely on the sub-floor, dilute TOLI ECO GA Cement with water (2 to 1) and apply as the 
adhesive. After drying, when the adhesive becomes perfectly transparent, install the tiles. Be careful not to put the tiles too tightly.

Others
FTOLI FABRIC FLOOR is designed for residential use. Other commercial applications such as retail, office, and hospitality should 

be avoided. Please bear in mind that the product quality cannot be assured in case of the installation other than residential use.
FWhen you wash the tiles in the bathroom, please run a ventilation fan. Otherwise the indigenous odor of the product will remain.
FThe product has the indigenous odor from its materials. Ventilate the room from time to time.

Composition
surface Polypropylene 100% dyeing method of yarn Solution Dyed

base fabric Nonwoven Polyester backing SOFT BACK Q (self-adhesive backing)

size 400mm×400mm overall thickness 10.0mm

Specification pile height               H5.0mm / L3.0mm  (multi-level loop pile)

gauge                  1/8 stitch                    14.0 yarn weight (oz/sq.yd)         18.6

MADE IN JAPAN

ATTACK 350
RIPPLE PALETTE

category:  fabric floor

Compact 40cm square tiles. 13 basic solid colors and 4 
dynamic striped patterns are available.

ATTACK 350 RIPPLE PALETTE

(Stripe pattern of AK3515, 
AK3516, and AK3518.)

(Stripe pattern of AK3515, 
AK3518, and AK3523.)

(Stripe pattern of AK3515, 
AK3516, and AK3522.)
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AK3523

▲ AK3502/AK3515

AK3520

AK3516 AK3502AK3518

AK3525

AK3519 AK3501

AK3517AK3515

AK3522 AK3526 AK3527

ATTACK 350
RIPPLE PALETTE

category:  fabric floor

ATTACK 350 RIPPLE PALETTE
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AK2709AK2711

AK2705 AK2710AK2715

AK2716

AK2702AK2701

AK2706 AK2708

AK2703 AK2713

AK2717 AK2712

ATTACK 270 CANVAS FINE

Packing 10pcs/box = 1.6m2/box

Net Weight 8.2kg/box

Minimum Order Quantity More than 10pcs  (Multiple colors can be mixed within one same order.)

Performance

Flame-retardant Fire Defense Law in Japan Authorized No.E2170228

Antistatic Less than 3.0kV (JIS L 1021-16, at 23 degrees centigrade, 25%RH)

Stain-resistant Stain Release

Sound Insulation excellent

Formaldehyde Radiation F IF
☆☆☆☆ Interior-fabrics Performance Evaluation Conference Certified No.J17-31269

Way of Installation
                                   
                                                                                                          Quarter Turn   
                                                                                                                      

Recommended
Adhesive from TOLI See page 180.

Notes on Installation See page 180.

Others FRight after installation, something like color-shading could be seen on the surface. This is caused by lying down of piles which 
will be recovered over time.

Composition
surface BCF Nylon 100% dyeing method of yarn Piece Dyed

base fabric Nonwoven Polyester backing SOFT BACK Q (self-adhesive backing)
size 400mm×400mm overall thickness 9.0mm

Specification pile height 5.0mm  (cut pile)
gauge                  1/10 stitch                    11.0 yarn weight (oz/sq.yd)         18.9

MADE IN JAPAN

ATTACK 270 
CANVAS FINE

category:  fabric floor

Colorful cut pile products in 40cm square form. With its 
smooth finish, the surface feels pretty soft and the cleaning is 
also easier.
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▲ AK2713/AK2716

▲ AK2716 ▲ AK2711/AK2712

ATTACK 270 
CANVAS FINE

category:  fabric floor

ATTACK 270 CANVAS FINE
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Floor

▲ AK5508/AK5509

Packing 10pcs/box = 1.6m2/box
Net Weight 8.7kg /box

Minimum Order Quantity More than 10pcs  (Multiple colors can be mixed within one same order.)

Performance

Flame-retardant Fire Defense Law in Japan Authorized No.E2170255

Antistatic Less than 3.0kV (JIS L 1021-16, at 23 degrees centigrade, 25%RH)

Stain-resistant Stain Release

Sound Insulation excellent

Formaldehyde Radiation F IF
☆☆☆☆ Interior-fabrics Performance Evaluation Conference Certified No.J17-31271

Way of Installation
                                   
                                                                                                          Quarter Turn   
                                                                                                                      

Recommended
Adhesive from TOLI See page 180.

Notes on Installation See page 180.

Others FRight after installation, something like color-shading could be seen on the surface. This is caused by lying down of piles which 
will be recovered over time.

Composition
surface BCF Nylon 100% dyeing method of yarn Piece Dyed

base fabric Nonwoven Polyester backing SOFT BACK Q (self-adhesive backing)

size 400mm×400mm overall thickness 12.0mm

Specification pile height               H10.5mm/M5.0mm/L3.0mm  (cut and loop pile)

gauge                  1/10 stitch                    7.5 yarn weight (oz/sq.yd)         26.6

MADE IN JAPAN

ATTACK 550 NOMAGY
category:  fabric floor

Deep color tones inspired by Nomadic life is well 
described in the rough texture like wool.

AK5501 AK5503

AK5505

AK5502

AK5507

AK5508AK5509

ATTACK 550 NOMAGY
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AK9503

AK9501

▲ AK9502/AK9504AK9504

AK9502

Packing 10pcs/box = 1.6m2/box
Net Weight 9.0kg/box

Minimum Order Quantity More than 10pcs  (Multiple colors can be mixed within one same order.)

Performance

Flame-retardant Fire Defense Law in Japan Authorized No.E2140043
Antistatic Less than 3.0kV (JIS L 1021-16, at 23 degrees centigrade, 25%RH)

Sound Insulation excellent
Formaldehyde Radiation F IF

☆☆☆☆ Interior-fabrics Performance Evaluation Conference Certified No. J14-30988

Way of Installation
                                   
                                                                                                          Quarter Turn   
                                                                                                                      

Recommended
Adhesive from TOLI See page 180.

Notes on Installation 
and others See page 180.

Remarks Due to striped designs, the crossover point of joints may appear to be misaligned. This is an optical illusion, not a manufac-
turing defect.

Composition
surface Polypropylene 100% dyeing method of yarn Solution Dyed

base fabric Nonwoven Polyester backing SOFT BACK Q (self-adhesive backing)

size 400mm×400mm overall thickness 10.0mm

Specification pile height               H5.0mm / L3.0mm  (textured loop pile)
gauge                  1/8 stitch                    12.5 yarn weight (oz/sq.yd)         17.7

MADE IN JAPAN

ATTACK 950
SOFT LOOP
category:  fabric floor

Compact 40cm square tiles. Beautiful sisal-like texture is well 
expressed by the ripple pattern.

ATTACK 950 SOFT LOOP
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AK1001

AK1052 AK1054AK1051 AK1053

AK1004AK1003AK1002

Packing 10pcs/box = 1.6m2/box

Net Weight 8.2kg/box

Minimum Order Quantity More than 10pcs  (Multiple colors can be mixed within one same order.)

Performance

Flame-retardant Fire Defense Law in Japan Authorized No.E2200140

Antistatic Less than 3.0kV (JIS L 1021-16, at 23 degrees centigrade, 25%RH)

Sound Insulation excellent

Formaldehyde Radiation F IF
☆☆☆☆ Interior-fabrics Performance Evaluation Conference Certified No. J20-31584

Way of Installation
                                   
                                                                                                          Quarter Turn   
                                                                                                                      

Recommended
Adhesive from TOLI See page 180.

Notes on Installation 
and others See page 180.

Remarks Due to striped designs, the crossover point of joints may appear to be misaligned. This is an optical illusion, not a manufac-
turing defect.

Composition
surface Polypropylene 100% dyeing method of yarn Solution Dyed

base fabric Nonwoven Polyester backing SOFT BACK Q (self-adhesive backing)

size 400mm×400mm overall thickness 10.3mm
Specification pile height               H6.0mm / L4.0mm  (high and low loop pile)

gauge                  1/8 stitch                    13.0 yarn weight (oz/sq.yd)        AK1001 to 1004: 19.6 
                                            AK1051 to 1054: 18.1

MADE IN JAPAN

ATTACK 1000
DUO TWILL
category:  fabric floor

Simple-designed “PLAIN” and rough-hewn “ROUGH” 
- 2 patterns made of the same-colored yarns can be easily 
coordinated for design installation and zoning arrangement.
Both of them can also work well as a single pattern in your 
space with the classy woven fabric texture. 

ATTACK 1000 DUO TWILL
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▲ AK1051/AK1054

▲ AK1004/AK1054 ▲ AK1002/AK1052

ATTACK 1000
DUO TWILL
category:  fabric floor

ATTACK 1000 DUO TWILL
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Floor

▲ AKTD-SET6

AKTD-SET6

Children can rearrange the floor layout by themselves, which 
will develop their power of idea.

Packing 6pcs/box = 0.96m2/box

Net Weight 8.5kg/box

Minimum Order Quantity one box

Performance

Flame-retardant Fire Defense Law in Japan Authorized No.E2140089

Antistatic Less than 3.0kV (JIS L 1021-16, at 23 degrees centigrade, 25%RH)

Stain-resistant Stain Release

Sound Insulation excellent

Formaldehyde Radiation F IF
☆☆☆☆ Interior-fabrics Performance Evaluation Conference Certified No.J14-30991

Recommended
Adhesive from TOLI See page 180.

Notes on Installation See page 180.

Others FRight after installation, something like color-shading could be seen on the surface. This is caused by lying down of piles which 
will be recovered over time.

Composition
surface BCF Nylon 100% dyeing method of yarn Piece Dyed

base fabric Nonwoven Polyester backing SOFT BACK Q (self-adhesive backing)
size 400mm×400mm overall thickness 10.0mm

Specification pile height 5.0mm  (cut pile)
gauge                  1/10 stitch                    11.0 yarn weight (oz/sq.yd)         18.9

MADE IN JAPAN

KID’S ROAD 
PANEL CARPET

category:  fabric floor

KID’S ROAD PANEL CARPET
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FF2104 ▲ FF2101/FF2102

FF2103

Packing 10pcs/box = 2.5m2/box

Net Weight 13.2kg/box

Minimum Order Quantity More than 10pcs  (Multiple colors can be mixed within one same order.)

Performance

Flame-retardant Fire Defense Law in Japan Authorized No.E2110090

Antistatic Less than 3.0kV (JIS L 1021-16, at 23 degrees centigrade, 25%RH)

Formaldehyde Radiation F IF
☆☆☆☆ Interior-fabrics Performance Evaluation Conference Certified No. J11-30768

Way of Installation
                                   
                                                                                                          Quarter Turn   
                                                                                                                      

Recommended
Adhesive from TOLI See page 180.

Notes on Installation 
and others See page 180.

Composition
surface Polypropylene 100% dyeing method of yarn Solution Dyed

base fabric Nonwoven Polyester backing SOFT BACK Q (self-adhesive backing)

size 500mm×500mm overall thickness 9.0mm

Specification pile height               H5.0mm / L3.0mm  (textured loop pile)

gauge                  1/8 stitch                    13.5 yarn weight (oz/sq.yd)         16.5

MADE IN JAPAN

SQUARE 2100 SISALOOP
category:  fabric floor

Rough-textured loop piles of SQUARE 2100 
SISALOOP will create a luxurious atmosphere. 
Affordable product with a high-end image.

SQUARE 2100 SISALOOP

FF2106

FF2101

FF2102
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FF2401

FF2407 FF2411FF2405

FF2410 FF2409

FF2406

FF2402 FF2404FF2412

Packing 10pcs/box = 2.5m2/box
Net Weight 13.5kg/box

Minimum Order Quantity More than 10pcs  (Multiple colors can be mixed within one same order.)

Performance

Flame-retardant Fire Defense Law in Japan Authorized No.E2110093
Antistatic Less than 3.0kV (JIS L 1021-16, at 23 degrees centigrade, 25%RH)

Stain-resistant Stain Release
Formaldehyde Radiation F IF

☆☆☆☆ Interior-fabrics Performance Evaluation Conference Certified No. J11-30771

Way of Installation
                                   
                                                                                                          Quarter Turn   
                                                                                                                      

Recommended
Adhesive from TOLI See page 180.

Notes on Installation 
and others See page 180.

Remarks
FRight after installation, something like color-shading could be seen on the surface. This is caused by lying down of piles 

which will be recovered over time.
FOccasionally the direction of cut-piles are partly broken in part, which looks like color shading. This is one of the characteris-

tics of cut-pile carpets and not a manufacturing defect. 

Composition
surface BCF Nylon 100% dyeing method of yarn Piece Dyed

base fabric Nonwoven Polyester backing SOFT BACK Q (self-adhesive backing)
size 500mm×500mm overall thickness 10.0mm

Specification pile height 7.0mm  (cut pile)
gauge                  1/10 stitch                    10.5 yarn weight (oz/sq.yd)         26.5

MADE IN JAPAN

SQUARE 2400 SOWARE
category:  fabric floor

SQUARE 2400 SOWARE is a high-end oriented 
carpet tile product characterized by its soft 
and smooth texture like cotton.

SQUARE 2400 SOWARE
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▲ FF2402/FF2411

▲ FF2401/FF2405 ▲ FF2412

SQUARE 2400 SOWARE
category:  fabric floor

SQUARE 2400 SOWARE
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Fabric 
Floor

FF4201

▲ FF4201FF4204

FF4203

FF4202

Composition
surface BCF Nylon 100% dyeing method of yarn Solution Dyed and Space Dyed

base fabric Nonwoven Polyester backing SOFT BACK Q (self-adhesive backing)

size 500mm×500mm overall thickness 7.5mm

Specification pile height 3.0mm  (loop pile)

gauge                  1/10 stitch                    12.5 yarn weight (oz/sq.yd)         18.0

Packing 10pcs/box = 2.5m2/box

Net Weight 13.0kg/box

Minimum Order Quantity More than 10pcs  (Multiple colors can be mixed within one same order.)

Performance

Flame-retardant Fire Defense Law in Japan Authorized No.E2110095

Antistatic Less than 3.0kV (JIS L 1021-16, at 23 degrees centigrade, 25%RH)

Stain-resistant Stain Release

Sound Insulation excellent

Formaldehyde Radiation F IF
☆☆☆☆ Interior-fabrics Performance Evaluation Conference Certified No. J14-30987

Way of Installation
                                   
                                                                   Monolithic         or          Quarter Turn
                                                                                                                      

Recommended
Adhesive from TOLI See page 180.

Notes on Installation 
and others See page 180.

Remarks The color shading differs on a tile-by-tile basis. In case you do not feel comfortable about the floor after installation, please 
change the tiles partly so that it will look natural.

MADE IN JAPAN

SQUARE 4200 SUZUKASURI
category:  fabric floor

By using Japanese KASURI-like yarn, 
SQUARE 4200 SUZUKASURI will make 
a natural atmosphere in your space, 
just like bamboo and linen.

SQUARE 4200 SUZUKASURI
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FF7004

FF7005

FF7007

FF7001

FF7002

▲ FF7007

Composition
surface Polyester 100% dyeing method of yarn Solution Dyed

base fabric Nonwoven Polyester backing SOFT BACK Q (self-adhesive backing)

Specification size 500mm×500mm overall thickness 7.0mm

Packing 10pcs/box = 2.5m2/box

Net Weight 11.2kg/box

Minimum Order Quantity More than 10pcs  (Multiple colors can be mixed within one same order.)

Performance

Flame-retardant Fire Defense Law in Japan Authorized No.E2110097

Antistatic Less than 3.0kV (JIS L 1021-16, at 23 degrees centigrade, 25%RH)

Stain-resistant Stain Release

Formaldehyde Radiation F IF
☆☆☆☆ Interior-fabrics Performance Evaluation Conference Certified No.J11-30774

Way of Installation
                                   
                                                                                                          Quarter Turn   
                                                                                                                      

Recommended
Adhesive from TOLI See page 180.

Notes on Installation 
and others See page 180.

Remarks

FWhen you use TEXTILE FLOOR 7000 RYOUORI in the space with much traffic, or use like an area rug, installation with FF 
Border and FF Corner Joint is recommendable in order to avoid the fray and damage on the edges.

FThe color shading differs on a tile-by-tile basis. In case you do not feel comfortable about the floor after installation, please 
change the tiles partly so that it will look natural.

FDue to the characteristic of plain weave, the fabric on the corner may get frayed. In that case, cut the fray with scissors instead 
of pulling it out.

MADE IN JAPAN

TEXTILE FLOOR
7000 RYOUORI

category:  fabric floor

Japanese traditional plain-weave has now evolved to be 
TOLI’s new innovation TEXTILE FLOOR 7000 RYOUORI. “Cool 
Japan” atmosphere can be created not only in Japanese-
style rooms but in modernized spaces as well. 

TEXTILE FLOOR 7000 RYOUORI
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Fabric 
Floor

MADE IN JAPAN

Specifi cation overall thickness                       6.0mm widthm×length                        950mm×10m

Packing 10m/roll
Net Weight 12.8kg /roll

Recommended 
Adhesive from TOLI 

dried mortar and concrete Eco AR600
humid mortar and concrete US Cement

Notes on Installation

For the adhesion to the surface fabric fl oor, please apply TOLI ECO GA Cement. 
In case the product is still curled up after unpacked, lay it down for the moment to be recovered before installation. 
Install TOLI logo side up (please see the image as below). 
There may be a jointed part in one roll, but it does not cause any effect on the quality nor the installation. 
When you install 2 different rolls in length direction, each edge should be jointed at the seam.

(Do not cut in the middle of the sheet.) 
After you install UNDERLAY SHEET FOR FABRIC FLOOR, press with a roller until the air inside and the surface wrinkles are 

fully removed. 
The back side might be discolored, but it does not cause any effect on the performance.

Others

If you lay heavy stuff such as a furniture, you cannot avoid the residual indentation. In that situation, please lay a bottom  
board on the fl oor covering to break up the heavy load. 

Note that the center of the tile may be curled and irregular.
Do not use underneath vinyl tiles, vinyl sheets, fabtex tile, PRIMECLASS, softback plus and TEXTILE FLOOR 7000 RYOUORI .
Please note that the product has the indigenous odor from its materials.

FFUS6-10

FFUS6-10

UNDERLAY SHEET FOR 
FABRIC FLOOR

category:  underlayment for fabric fl oor

Underlayment specifi cally for TOLI FABRIC 
FLOOR with a shock absorption effect in 
case of a fall. Suitable for the residence 
with elderly people and pet animals.

UNDERLAY SHEET FOR FABRIC FLOOR

Excellent Water Stopping Performance
With its surface fi lm layer, UNDERLAY SHEET FOR FABRIC FLOOR provides high water stopping property for building frame.

Excellent Sound Insulation
When TOLI FABRIC FLOOR is installed on UNDERLAYMET FOR FABRIC FLOOR, LL value will be higher-graded compared to laying directly on the 
wood fl ooring.

Laying directly on the wood fl ooring UNDERLAY SHEET FOR FABRIC FLOOR(6mm thick)
L value L value

ATTACK 270 CANVAS FINE LL(Ⅰ)-3 LL(Ⅰ)-4

ATTACK 350RIPPLE PALETTE LL(Ⅰ)-4 LL(Ⅰ)-5

SQUARE 2400 SOWARE LL(Ⅰ)-2 LL(Ⅰ)-4
Conducted by General Building Research Corporation of Japan

JIS A 1440-1:2007 “Method of Measuring the Sound Insulation of the Floor Covering on the Concrete Sub-Floor in the Laboratory”.

Excellent Shock Absorption
When TOLI FABRIC FLOOR is installed on UNDERLAYMET FOR FABRIC FLOOR, G value (m/S²) (parameter for shock absorption) will be improved 
by 20 to 25% compared to laying directly on the wood fl ooring.

Laying directly on the wood fl ooring UNDERLAY SHEET FOR FABRIC FLOOR(6mm thick)

G value m/S² G value m/S²

ATTACK 270 CANVAS FINE 105 1029 74 725

ATTACK 350RIPPLE PALETTE 101 990 74 725

SQUARE 2400 SOWARE 98 960 77 755

(All the data are actual test results and not guaranteed values.)



The products with this logo are “FloorScore”-certified.
This will contribute towards points for LEED v4 EQ Credit Low-Emitting 
Materials.

Heavy Duty

For very heavy traffic areas where many people 
will walk with their shoes on, and/or heavy stuff 
such as trolleys will frequently come and go. 

Commercial

For medium traffic areas such as offices, schools, 
hospitals, and shops where people will walk with 
their shoes on.

Commercial

Durability Level
Classified according to the data of abrasion resistance testing. The results are confirmed on condition that the product has 
been installed by the designated proper method.  

Heavy Duty

Vinyl Tile
ROYAL STONE PST2078 (page 244)



MV38

MV38 MV36

MV35

MV78

MV37

MV46 MV47 MV80 MV33MV79

MV29 MV32

Specifi cation overall thickness                       2.0mm size                        303mm×303mm

JIS Registered No. No. GB0307004   (JIS A 5705 Vinyl Tile Flooring)

Packing 50pcs/box = 4.59m2/box

Net Weight 18.7kg/box

Recommended 
Adhesive from TOLI 

dried mortar and concrete Eco Royal Cement, Eco AR600

humid mortar and concrete Epo Gray ST, US Cement, US Cement (less-smelly), US200

Notes on Installation
When you install with divider strips on dried mortar and concrete, recommended adhesives are Eco AR600. 
Before installation, make sure the arrow marks on the back of each tile, which show the direction of the pattern.
For one week after installation, direct sunlight, sudden change of temperature due to air conditioning, and water washing 

should be avoided.

Recommended
Maintenance Wax

from TOLI
New FB Wax, U Wax, T Wax (Non-shiny & Antibacterial)

Custom Order If you ask for a different size or thickness, please contact TOLI sales rep.

Others
The dirt and stains will be more visible on the fl oor covering with lighter plain colors, compared to dark colors. Also they are 

more likely to stick with the deep-embossed surface than the fl at surface.
Please be aware that some rubber casters might cause color-contamination.
Please note that the product has the indigenous odor from its materials.

MATICO V

MATICO V
category:  vinyl composition tile

MATICO V is TOLI’s long seller VCT 
product that is well received in 
terms of good cost performance.

MADE IN JAPAN

MV88MV83MV82MV81 MV85

MV84

Commercial
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MV70

MV71

MV52MV51

MV58 MV76

MV72

MV73

MV74

MATICO V

MATICO V
category:  vinyl composition tileCommercial

MV92

MV91

MV93

MV90

MV94 MV86

MV89

MV87

▲ MV79 ▲ MV85
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▲ TC705/TC735

TC721

TC733

TC702

TC732

TC721

TC731

TC701

TC704

MADE IN JAPAN

Specifi cation
overall thickness                       2.0mm size                        303mm×303mm

                   others                    Pre-Waxed Surface

JIS Registered No. No. GB0507188   (JIS A 5705 Vinyl Tile Flooring)

Packing 50pcs/box = 4.59m2/box

Net Weight 18.8kg/box

Recommended 
Adhesive from TOLI 

dried mortar and concrete Eco Royal Cement, Eco AR600

renovation Eco AR600

humid mortar and concrete Epo Gray ST, US Cement, US Cement (less-smelly), US200

Notes on Installation
When you install with divider strips on dried mortar and concrete, recommended adhesives are Eco AR600. 
Before installation, make sure the arrow marks on the back of each tile, which show the direction of the pattern.
For one week after installation, direct sunlight, sudden change of temperature due to air conditioning, and water washing 

should be avoided.

Recommended
Maintenance Wax

from TOLI
New FB Wax, U Wax, T Wax (Non-shiny & Antibacterial)

Custom Order If you ask for a different size or thickness, please contact TOLI sales rep.

Others
The dirt and stains will be more visible on the fl oor covering with lighter plain colors, compared to dark colors. Also they are 

more likely to stick with the deep-embossed surface than the fl at surface.
Please be aware that some rubber casters might cause color-contamination.
Please note that the product has the indigenous odor from its materials.

CORDELLA

CORDELLA
category:  vinyl composition tile

CORDELLA is a vinyl composition 
tile characterized by its deep color 
tone made by multiple color chips.Commercial
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TC738 TC729

TC724 TC712 TC735 TC737

TC723 TC711 TC734 TC705

TC722 TC725 TC727 TC736

TC741 TC742

TC730 TC728

TC739 TC740

CORDELLA

CORDELLA
category:  vinyl composition tileCommercial
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FPT2040 FPT2073 FPT2074

FPT2031FPT2032FPT2041

FPT2013FPT2042FPT2038FPT2012

FPT2011FPT2009FPT2007

FPT2010

FPT2039

FPT2008

FPT2057 FPT2072

FPT2063 FPT2062 FPT2061

FPT2022

Specifi cation
overall thickness                       3.0mm size                        450mm×450mm

                               others                          Pre-Waxed Surface

JIS Registered No. No. GB0507188   (JIS A 5705 Vinyl Tile Flooring)

Packing 14pcs/box = 2.83m2/box

Net Weight 19.0kg/box

Recommended 
Adhesive from TOLI 

dried mortar and concrete Eco Royal Cement, Eco AR600

renovation Eco AR600

humid mortar and concrete Epo Gray ST, US Cement, US Cement (less-smelly), US200

Notes on Installation

When you install with divider strips on dried mortar and concrete, recommended adhesives are Eco AR600.
Before installation, make sure the arrow marks on the back of each tile, which show the direction of the pattern.
For one week after installation, direct sunlight, sudden change of temperature due to air conditioning, and water washing 

should be avoided.
The color shading differs on a tile-by-tile basis, which will make the fl oor look very natural when the tiles are installed.

Recommended
Maintenance Wax

from TOLI 
New FB Wax, U Wax, T Wax (Non-shiny & Antibacterial)

Others
The dirt and stains will be more visible on the fl oor covering with lighter plain colors, compared to dark colors. Also they are 

more likely to stick with the deep-embossed surface than the fl at surface.
Please be aware that some rubber casters might cause color-contamination.
Please note that the product has the indigenous odor from its materials.

FASOL PLUS

FASOL PLUS
category:  vinyl composition tile

FASOL PLUS is a very natural 
marble-look VCT that has plentiful 
45 colors.

MADE IN JAPAN

“Vinyl Soil” (artifi cial soil in TOLI’s product design concept) 
is a fl exible material to describe natural textures. Just like 
you freely paint a picture, any color and texture can be por-
trayed by “Vinyl Soil”. 

Commercial
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FPT2035FPT2034FPT2033FPT2050FPT2025

FPT2014FPT2015FPT2021FPT2020

FPT2003 FPT2075 FPT2076 FPT2077

FPT2037

FPT2069

FPT2048FPT2028 FPT2066FPT2065

FPT2024FPT2022 FPT2044 FPT2023FPT2017

▲ FPT2007/FPT2024/FPT2025/FPT2028/FPT2031/FPT2034/FPT2048/FPT2077

FASOL PLUS

FASOL PLUS
category:  vinyl composition tileCommercial
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RFT7007

RFT7004

RFT7005

RFT7007

RFT7008

RFT7006 RFT7009

RFT7001

RFT7002

RFT7003

Specifi cation
overall thickness                       3.0mm size                        450mm×450mm

                               others                    Pre-Waxed Surface

JIS Registered No. No. GB0507188   (JIS A 5705 Vinyl Tile Flooring)

Packing 14pcs/box = 2.83m2/box

Net Weight 19.0kg/box

Recommended 
Adhesive from TOLI 

dried mortar and concrete Eco Royal Cement, Eco AR600

renovation Eco AR600

humid mortar and concrete Epo Gray ST, US Cement, US Cement (less-smelly), US200

Notes on Installation

When you install with divider strips on dried mortar and concrete, recommended adhesives are Eco AR600. 
Before installation, make sure the arrow marks on the back of each tile, which show the direction of the pattern.
For one week after installation, direct sunlight, sudden change of temperature due to air conditioning, and water washing 

should be avoided.
The color shading differs on a tile-by-tile basis, which will make the fl oor look very natural when the tiles are installed.

Recommended
Maintenance Wax

from TOLI
New FB Wax, U Wax, T Wax (Non-shiny & Antibacterial)

Others
The dirt and stains will be more visible on the fl oor covering with lighter plain colors, compared to dark colors. Also they are 

more likely to stick with the deep-embossed surface than the fl at surface. 
Please be aware that some rubber casters might cause color-contamination.
Please note that the product has the indigenous odor from its materials.

REFRIPE

REFRIPE
category:  vinyl composition tile

REFRIPE is an epoch-making 
homogeneous tile that features 
beautiful striped-image. “Refi ned 
stripes” in square tile form will 
be another new solution in retail 
segments.

▲ RFT7003

MADE IN JAPAN

“Vinyl Soil” (artifi cial soil in TOLI’s product design 
concept) is a fl exible material to describe natural tex-
tures. Just like you freely paint a picture, any color and 
texture can be portrayed by “Vinyl Soil”. 

Commercial
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GRANOBLE

Specifi cation
overall thickness                       3.0mm size                        450mm×450mm

                              others                    Pre-Waxed Surface

JIS Registered No. No. GB0507188   (JIS A 5705 Vinyl Tile Flooring)

Packing 14pcs/box = 2.83m2/box

Net Weight 19.0kg/box

Recommended 
Adhesive from TOLI 

dried mortar and concrete Eco Royal Cement, Eco AR600

renovation Eco AR600

humid mortar and concrete Epo Gray ST, US Cement, US Cement (less-smelly), US200

Notes on Installation

When you install with divider strips on dried mortar and concrete, recommended adhesives are Eco AR600. 
Before installation, make sure the arrow marks on the back of each tile, which show the direction of the pattern.
For one week after installation, direct sunlight, sudden change of temperature due to air conditioning, and water washing 

should be avoided.
The color shading differs on a tile-by-tile basis, which will make the fl oor look very natural when the tiles are installed.

Recommended
Maintenance Wax

from TOLI
New FB Wax, U Wax, T Wax (Non-shiny & Antibacterial)

Others
The dirt and stains will be more visible on the fl oor covering with lighter plain colors, compared to dark colors. Also they are 

more likely to stick with the deep-embossed surface than the fl at surface.
Please be aware that some rubber casters might cause color-contamination.
Please note that the product has the indigenous odor from its materials.

GRANOBLE
category:  vinyl composition tile

Elegant solid-colors of GRANOBLE 
can make sophisticated fl oor 
images. With its basic tones, 
combinations with other tiles are 
also workable.

▲ GNT7504

MADE IN JAPAN

GNT7503 GNT7506 GNT7509

GNT7502 GNT7505 GNT7508

GNT7501 GNT7504 GNT7507

GNT7503

“Vinyl Soil” (artifi cial soil in TOLI’s product design 
concept) is a fl exible material to describe natural tex-
tures. Just like you freely paint a picture, any color and 
texture can be portrayed by “Vinyl Soil”. 
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CLAIRO
category:  vinyl composition tile

CLAIRO

Characterized by soft images just 
like crayon drawing. Premium VCT 
“CLAIRO” can create an amusing and 
warm atmosphere.

Specifi cation
overall thickness                       3.0mm size                        450mm×450mm

                               others                 Pre-Waxed Surface

JIS Registered No. No. GB0507188   (JIS A 5705 Vinyl Tile Flooring)

Packing 14pcs/box = 2.83m2/box

Net Weight 19.0kg/box

Recommended 
Adhesive from TOLI

dried mortar and concrete Eco Royal Cement, Eco AR600

renovation Eco AR600

humid mortar and concrete Epo Gray ST, US Cement, US Cement (less-smelly), US200

Notes on Installation
Before installation, make sure the arrow marks on the back of each tile, which show the direction of the pattern.
When you install with divider strips on dried mortar and concrete, recommended adhesives are Eco AR600.
For one week after installation, direct sunlight, sudden change of temperature due to air conditioning, and water washing 

should be avoided.

Recommended
Maintenance Wax

from TOLI
New FB Wax  U Wax  T Wax (Non-shiny & Antibacterial)

Others 

The color shading differs on a tile-by-tile basis, which will make the fl oor look very natural when the tiles are installed.
The dirt and stains will be more visible on the fl oor covering with lighter plain colors, compared to dark colors. Also they are 

more likely to stick with the deep-embossed surface than the fl at surface.
Please be aware that some rubber casters might cause color-contamination.
Please note that the product has the indigenous odor from its materials.

▲ CLT3001/CLT3002/CLT3003/CLT3004

MADE IN JAPAN

CLT3008

CLT3007CLT3004CLT3001

CLT3008CLT3002 CLT3005

CLT3009CLT3003 CLT3006

Commercial

“Vinyl Soil” (artifi cial soil in TOLI’s product design concept) 
is a fl exible material to describe natural textures. Just like 
you freely paint a picture, any color and texture can be por-
trayed by “Vinyl Soil”. 
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CLAIRO
category:  vinyl composition tile

▲ CLT3001/CLT3002/CLT3003/CLT3004/CLT3005/CLT3006/CLT3007/CLT3008/CLT3009

▲ CLT3001/CLT3002/CLT3003/RFT7001/RFT7002/RFT7003  (REFRIPE · page 202) /GNT7501/GNT7502/GNT7503  (GRANOBLE · page 203)

CLAIRO
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Commercial

SRT5002 SRT5005

SRT5004SRT5001

SRT5003 SRT5006

SRT5002

Specifi cation overall thickness                       3.0mm size                        450mm×450mm

Packing 14pcs/box = 2.83m2/box

Net Weight 17.4kg/box

Recommended 
Adhesive from TOLI 

dried mortar and concrete Eco AR600

humid mortar and concrete Epo Gray ST, US Cement, US Cement (less-smelly), US200

Notes on Installation
Before installation, make sure the arrow marks on the back of each tile, which show the direction of the pattern.
For one week after installation, direct sunlight, sudden change of temperature due to air conditioning, and water washing 

should be avoided.
The color shading differs on a tile-by-tile basis, which will make the fl oor look very natural when the tiles are installed.

Recommended
Maintenance Wax

from TOLI
New FB Wax  U Wax  T Wax (Non-shiny & Antibacterial)

Others
The dirt and stains will be more visible on the fl oor covering with lighter plain colors, compared to dark colors. Also they are 

more likely to stick with the deep-embossed surface than the fl at surface.
Please be aware that some rubber casters might cause color-contamination.
Please note that the product has the indigenous odor from its materials.

STRAINE
category:  vinyl composition tile

STRAINE is a unique VCT product 
which highlights the accent of the 
fl own pattern. Its dynamic design 
will convey the image of geological 
layers of the earth.

▲ SRT5004

MADE IN JAPAN

STRAINE

“Vinyl Soil” (artifi cial soil in TOLI’s product design concept) 
is a fl exible material to describe natural textures. Just like 
you freely paint a picture, any color and texture can be por-
trayed by “Vinyl Soil”. 
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Commercial

TC607

TC608 TC609 TC653 TC656

TC606TC602 TC603 TC605 TC607

TC654TC631

MADE IN JAPAN

VIALE
category:  vinyl composition tile

VIALE is a premium VCT created by 
TOLI’s own technology, in pursuit 
of an authentic image of natural 
marbles.

VIALE

Specifi cation
overall thickness                       3.0mm size                        450mm×450mm

                               others                 Pre-Waxed Surface

JIS Registered No. No. GB0507188   (JIS A 5705 Vinyl Tile Flooring)

Packing 14pcs/box = 2.83m2/box

Net Weight 17.8kg/box

Recommended 
Adhesive from TOLI

dried mortar and concrete Eco Royal Cement, Eco AR600

renovation Eco AR600

humid mortar and concrete Epo Gray ST, US Cement, US Cement (less-smelly), US200

Notes on Installation

When you install with divider strips on dried mortar and concrete, recommended adhesives are Eco AR600. 
Before installation, make sure the arrow marks on the back of each tile, which show the direction of the pattern.
For one week after installation, direct sunlight, sudden change of temperature due to air conditioning, and water washing 

should be avoided.
The color shading differs on a tile-by-tile basis, which will make the fl oor look very natural when the tiles are installed.

Recommended
Maintenance Wax

from TOLI 
New FB Wax, U Wax, T Wax (Non-shiny & Antibacterial)

Custom Order If you ask for a different size, please contact TOLI sales rep.

Others
The dirt and stains will be more visible on the fl oor covering with lighter plain colors, compared to dark colors. Also they are 

more likely to stick with the deep-embossed surface than the fl at surface.
Please be aware that some rubber casters might cause color-contamination.
Please note that the product has the indigenous odor from its materials.

“Vinyl Soil” (artifi cial soil in TOLI’s product design concept) 
is a fl exible material to describe natural textures. Just like 
you freely paint a picture, any color and texture can be por-
trayed by “Vinyl Soil”. 
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Specifi cation
overall thickness                       3.0mm size                        100mm×900mm

                               others                 Beveled

Packing 30pcs/box = 2.70m2/box

Net Weight 16.1kg/box

Recommended 
Adhesive from TOLI

dried mortar and concrete Eco AR600

humid mortar and concrete Epo Gray ST, US Cement, US Cement (less-smelly), US200

Notes on Installation
For one week after installation, direct sunlight, sudden change of temperature due to air conditioning, and water washing 

should be avoided.
The color shading differs on a tile-by-tile basis, which will make the fl oor look very natural when the tiles are installed. 

Recommended
Maintenance Wax

from TOLI
New FB Wax, U Wax, T Wax (Non-shiny & Antibacterial)

Others 

The dirt and stains will be more visible on the fl oor covering with lighter plain colors, compared to dark colors. Also they are 
more likely to stick with the deep-embossed surface than the fl at surface.

Please be aware that some rubber casters might cause color-contamination.
Beveled part sometimes gets bleached. This will be recovered by applying the wax. 
Please note that the product has the indigenous odor from its materials.

MOKURIN
category:  vinyl composition tile

MOKURIN is a wood-look VCT in 
plank form with natural gradation. 

MOKURIN

MOT2008

MOT2003MOT2002 MOT2001 MOT2008                              

MOT2012

MOT2017

MOT2011

MOT2016

MOT2010

MOT2015

MOT2013 

MOT2018

MADE IN JAPAN

“Vinyl Soil” (artifi cial soil in TOLI’s product design concept) 
is a fl exible material to describe natural textures. Just like 
you freely paint a picture, any color and texture can be por-
trayed by “Vinyl Soil”. 

Commercial
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Specifi cation
overall thickness                       3.0mm size                        150mm×900mm

                             others                 Beveled

Packing 20pcs/box = 2.70m2/box

Net Weight 16.4kg/box

Recommended 
Adhesive from TOLI

dried mortar and concrete Eco AR600

humid mortar and concrete Epo Gray ST, US Cement, US Cement (less-smelly), US200

Notes on Installation
For one week after installation, direct sunlight, sudden change of temperature due to air conditioning, and water washing 

should be avoided.
The color shading differs on a tile-by-tile basis, which will make the fl oor look very natural when the tiles are installed. 

Recommended
Maintenance Wax

from TOLI
New FB Wax, U Wax, T Wax (Non-shiny & Antibacterial)

Others 

The dirt and stains will be more visible on the fl oor covering with lighter plain colors, compared to dark colors. Also they are 
more likely to stick with the deep-embossed surface than the fl at surface.

Please be aware that some rubber casters might cause color-contamination.
Beveled part sometimes gets bleached. This will be recovered by applying the wax. 
Please note that the product has the indigenous odor from its materials.

MOKURIN MASAME is 
another wood-look VCT plank 
with a straight grain image. 
Its delicate warm modern 
colors will create a calm 
atmosphere.

MOKURIN MASAME
(STRAIGHT GRAIN)

category:  vinyl composition tile

MOKURIN MASAME (STRAIGHT GRAIN)

MOT3501

MOT3503                            MOT3507                             

MOT3508                           

MOT3515

MOT3513

MOT3517

MOT3505                       MOT3506                             

MOT3509                               

MOT3516

MOT3514

MOT3518

MADE IN JAPAN

Commercial

MOT3501 MOT3502

“Vinyl Soil” (artifi cial soil in TOLI’s product design concept) 
is a fl exible material to describe natural textures. Just like 
you freely paint a picture, any color and texture can be por-
trayed by “Vinyl Soil”. 
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30TC513

TC508              (2mm)
30TC508    (3mm)

TC513              (2mm)
30TC513    (3mm)

TC509              (2mm)
30TC509    (3mm)

TC502                  (2mm)
30TC502      (3mm)

TC505                  (2mm)
30TC505      (3mm)

TC501                  (2mm)
30TC501      (3mm)

TC510              (2mm)
30TC510    (3mm)

TC511              (2mm)
30TC511    (3mm)

TC504                  (2mm)
30TC504      (3mm)

TC506                  (2mm)
30TC506      (3mm)

Commercial

LINOTESTA

LINOTESTA
category:  vinyl composition tile

LINOTESTA is a design-oriented 
VCT with natural linoleum look. 
It can perform pretty well in any 
commercial segments.

Specifi cation 
overall thickness                  2.0mm / 3.0mm size                        450mm×450mm

others      Pre-Waxed Surface

JIS Registered No. No. GB0507188   (JIS A 5705 Vinyl Tile Flooring)

Packing 2.0mm: 20pcs/box = 4.05m2/box,  3.0mm: 14pcs/box = 2.83m2/box

Net Weight 2.0mm: 18.4kg/box,   3.0mm: 19.0kg/box

Recommended 
Adhesive from TOLI 

dried mortar and concrete Eco Royal Cement, Eco AR600

renovation Eco AR600

humid mortar and concrete Epo Gray ST, US Cement, US Cement (less-smelly), US200

Notes on Installation

When you install with divider strips on dried mortar and concrete, recommended adhesives are Eco AR600. 
Before installation, make sure the arrow marks on the back of each tile, which show the direction of the pattern.
For one week after installation, direct sunlight, sudden change of temperature due to air conditioning, and water washing 

should be avoided.
The color shading differs on a tile-by-tile basis, which will make the fl oor look very natural when the tiles are installed.

Recommended
Maintenance Wax

from TOLI 
New FB Wax, U Wax, T Wax (Non-shiny & Antibacterial)

Custom Order If you ask for a different size, please contact TOLI sales rep.

Others
The dirt and stains will be more visible on the fl oor covering with lighter plain colors, compared to dark colors. Also they are 

more likely to stick with the deep-embossed surface than the fl at surface.
Please be aware that some rubber casters might cause color-contamination.
Please note that the product has the indigenous odor from its materials.

MADE IN JAPAN

“Vinyl Soil” (artifi cial soil in TOLI’s product design concept) 
is a fl exible material to describe natural textures. Just like 
you freely paint a picture, any color and texture can be por-
trayed by “Vinyl Soil”. 
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TC533          (2mm)
30TC533    (3mm)

TC522              (2mm)
30TC522    (3mm)

TC543              (2mm)
30TC543    (3mm)

TC516              (2mm)
30TC516    (3mm)

TC525                  (2mm)
30TC525      (3mm)

TC524                  (2mm)
30TC524      (3mm)

TC532              (2mm)
30TC532    (3mm)

TC517               (2mm)
30TC517    (3mm)

TC515              (2mm)
30TC515    (3mm)

TC528          (2mm)
30TC528    (3mm)

TC523                  (2mm)
30TC523      (3mm)

TC531                  (2mm)
30TC531      (3mm)

TC542                  (2mm)
30TC542      (3mm)

TC520                  (2mm)
30TC520      (3mm)

TC541                  (2mm)
30TC541      (3mm)

▲ TC501/TC533

▲ TC513/TC532

LINOTESTA
category:  vinyl composition tile

LINOTESTA

▲ TC510/TC522
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T WAX(Non-shiny&Antibacterial) U WAX

When you apply T-WAX (Non-shiny and Antibacterial) , the 
fl oor can be fi nished with a less-glossy natural feeling. 

VT956

PIESTA
category:  vinyl composition tile

PIESTA is a natural-look VCT with 
beautiful ceramic images. With 
its 4 different sizes, various fl oor 
designs can be created by many 
different combinations.

Specifi cation 
overall thickness                       3.0mm size

(1) 600mm×600mm
(2) 450mm×450mm
(3) 300mm×450mm
(4) 100mm×450mm

                  others        Curved-Beveled

Packing (1) 8pcs/box=2.88m2/box,   (2) 14pcs/box=2.83m2/box,   (3) 20pcs/box=2.70m2/box,   (4) 60pcs/box=2.70m2/box

Net Weight (1) 20.7kg/box,   (2) 18.7kg/box,   (3) 16.6kg/box,   (4) 16.6kg/box

Recommended 
Adhesive from TOLI 

dried mortar and concrete Eco AR600

humid mortar and concrete Epo Gray ST, US Cement, US Cement (less-smelly), US200

Notes on Installation

Please choose divider strips designed for 2.0mm thickness tiles to match the beveled joints.
Before installation, make sure the arrow marks on the back of each tile, which show the direction of the pattern.
For one week after installation, direct sunlight, sudden change of temperature due to air conditioning, and water washing 

should be avoided.
The color shading differs on a tile-by-tile basis, which will make the fl oor look very natural when the tiles are installed.

Recommended
Maintenance Wax

from TOLI 
New FB Wax, U Wax, T Wax (Non-shiny & Antibacterial)

Others

When you install PIESTA, beveled sides should be faced each other. In case you cut the tiles, do not face cut sides to beveled 
sides. Otherwise cut sides will be damaged or dented due to partial load caused by wheels etc.

Beveled part sometimes gets bleached. This will be recovered by applying the wax. 
The dirt and stains will be more visible on the fl oor covering with lighter plain colors, compared to dark colors. Also they are 

more likely to stick with the deep-embossed surface than the fl at surface.
Please be aware that some rubber casters might cause color-contamination.
Please note that the product has the indigenous odor from its materials.

▲ VT959-3045/VT959-1045 ▲ VT955-3045

PIESTA

MADE IN JAPAN

“Vinyl Soil” (artifi cial soil in TOLI’s product design concept) 
is a fl exible material to describe natural textures. Just like 
you freely paint a picture, any color and texture can be por-
trayed by “Vinyl Soil”. 
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PIESTA
category:  vinyl composition tileCommercial

VT956-1045
(100mm×450mm)

VT956-3045
(300mm×450mm)

VT957-3045
(300mm×450mm)

VT957-1045
(100mm×450mm)

VT956
(450mm square)

VT956-600
(600mm square)

VT957-600
(600mm square)

VT951-3045
(300mm×450mm)

VT951-1045
(100mm×450mm)

VT951-600
(600mm square)

VT951
(450mm square)

VT952-3045
(300mm×450mm)

VT952-600
(600mm square)

VT952-1045
(100mm×450mm)

VT952
(450mm square)

VT954-3045
(300mm×450mm)

VT954-1045
(100mm×450mm)

VT954
(450mm square)

VT954-600
(600mm square)

VT955-3045
(300mm×450mm)

VT955-600
(600mm square)

VT955-1045
(100mm×450mm)

VT955
(450mm square)

VT957
(450mm square)

VT958-3045
(300mm×450mm)

VT958-1045
(100mm×450mm)

VT958-600
(600mm square)

VT958
(450mm square)

VT959-3045
(300mm×450mm)

VT959-1045
(100mm×450mm)

VT959-600
(600mm square)

VT959
(450mm square)

1.  CURVED BEVELING
After installation, curved beveling will 
make the joints look very beautiful, which 
can provide the authentic floor image of 
ceramic tiles. 

3. COMBINATION OF 4 SIZES
By combination of 4 different sizes, vari-
ety floor images can be created.

2. NATURAL GRADATION
Even within one same color number, color 
shading differs on a tile-by-tile basis.  
Because of that, PIESTA can convey the 
natural feeling.
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MADE IN JAPAN

SLATE SQUARE

SL2251 SL2255

SL2254 SL2258

SL2253 SL2257

SL2252 SL2256

▲ SL2255

SL2253

SLATE SQUARE
category:  vinyl composition tile

When you look for VCT with a 
natural slate image, SLATE SQUARE 
is the best solution.

Specifi cation overall thickness                       2.5mm size                        303mm×303mm

JIS Registered No. No. GB0307004   (JIS A 5705 Vinyl Tile Flooring)

Packing 40pcs/box = 3.67m2/box

Net Weight 17.2kg/box

Recommended 
Adhesive from TOLI 

dried mortar and concrete Eco AR600

humid mortar and concrete Epo Gray ST, US Cement, US Cement (less-smelly), US200

Notes on Installation
SLATE SQUARE can be installed with divider strips with 2.0mm thickness.
Before installation, make sure the arrow marks on the back of each tile, which show the direction of the pattern.
For one week after installation, direct sunlight, sudden change of temperature due to air conditioning, and water washing 

should be avoided.

Recommended
Maintenance Wax

from TOLI 
New FB Wax, U Wax, T Wax (Non-shiny & Antibacterial)

Custom Order If you ask for a different thickness, please contact TOLI sales rep.

Others 
The dirt and stains will be more visible on the fl oor covering with lighter plain colors, compared to dark colors. Also they are 

more likely to stick with the deep-embossed surface than the fl at surface.
Please be aware that some rubber casters might cause color-contamination.
Please note that the product has the indigenous odor from its materials.
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MADE IN JAPAN

MS5579 MS5547 MS5519

MS5577 MS5524 MS5526

MS5505

MS5504

MS5571

MS5529 MS5580 MS5508MS5511 MS5503

MS5543

MS5501

MS5547

MS FRESH
category:  solid vinyl tile

MS FRESH is a solid vinyl tile with a very 
smooth fl at fi nish. 16 colors are available.

Specifi cation overall thickness                       2.0mm size                        300mm×300mm

JIS Registered No. No. GB0307004   (JIS A 5705 Vinyl Tile Flooring)

Packing 50pcs/box = 4.50m2/box

Net Weight 17.1kg/box

Recommended 
Adhesive from TOLI 

dried mortar and concrete Eco AR600

humid mortar and concrete Epo Gray ST, US Cement, US Cement (less-smelly), US200

Notes on Installation
Before installation, make sure the arrow marks on the back of each tile, which show the direction of the pattern.
For one week after installation, direct sunlight, sudden change of temperature due to air conditioning, and water washing 

should be avoided.

Recommended
Maintenance Wax

from TOLI
New FB Wax, U Wax, T Wax (Non-shiny & Antibacterial)

Custom Order If you ask for different size or thickness, please contact TOLI sales rep.

Others
The dirt and stains will be more visible on the fl oor covering with lighter plain colors, compared to dark colors. Also they are 

more likely to stick with the deep-embossed surface than the fl at surface.
Please be aware that some rubber casters might cause color-contamination.
Please note that the product has the indigenous odor from its materials.

MS FRESH
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MS5662

MS PLAIN is a solid vinyl tile with smooth 
fl at surface. 26 plain colors are available.

MS PLAIN

MS PLAIN
category:  solid vinyl tile

Specifi cation overall thickness                       2.0mm size                        300mm×300mm

JIS Registered No. No. GB0307004   (JIS A 5705 Vinyl Tile Flooring)

Packing 50pcs/box = 4.50m2/box

Net Weight 17.1kg/box

Recommended 
Adhesive from TOLI

dried mortar and concrete Eco AR600

humid mortar and concrete Epo Gray ST, US Cement, US Cement (less-smelly), US200

Notes on Installation
Before installation, make sure the arrow marks on the back of each tile, which show the direction of the pattern.
For one week after installation, direct sunlight, sudden change of temperature due to air conditioning, and water washing 

should be avoided.

Recommended
Maintenance Wax

from TOLI
New FB Wax, U Wax, T Wax (Non-shiny & Antibacterial)

Custom Order If you ask for different size or thickness, please contact TOLI sales rep.

Others
The dirt and stains will be more visible on the fl oor covering with lighter plain colors, compared to dark colors. Also they are 

more likely to stick with the deep-embossed surface than the fl at surface.
Please be aware that some rubber casters might cause color-contamination.
Please note that the product has the indigenous odor from its materials.

MS5677 MS5678

MS5661 MS5665

MS5666

MS5679

MS5662

MS5601

MS5612

MS5626 MS5608

MADE IN JAPAN

Commercial
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MS PLAIN
category:  solid vinyl tile

MS PLAIN

MS5617 MS5622

MS5905 MS5640 MS5621

MS5615 MS5904 MS5639 MS5683

MS5697 MS5690 MS5689 MS5698

MS5641 MS5625
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Based on intensive research on authentic texture of natural 
stones and wood-grains, realistic natural tones have been 
reproduced. 
The color number marked with ◆ has a Natural Tone pattern.

▲ PST2023/PST2022 (450mm×900mm · page 232)/PST2024 (300mm×450mm · page 230)

PST2114

PST2026 ◆PST2023 ◆PST2020 ◆

PST2045PST2043PST2041

PST2052 ◆ PST2053 PST2054

ROYAL STONE
(450mm square)

category:  solid vinyl tile

ROYAL STONE is TOLI’s new stone-look 
solid vinyl tile range that has variety 
of sizes and authentic designs. Green 
product with “ECO Mark”-certifi ed. 

Specifi cation 
overall thickness                       3.0mm size                        450mm×450mm

                               others Surface Clear Wear Layer 0.3mm (PST2165 to PST2168 0.2mm) / PST2020 · PST2023 · 
PST2026 · PST2052 Round-Beveled / Other Colors NO Beveling

Packing 14pcs/box = 2.83m2/box

Net Weight 14.7kg/box

Performance Wear Resistance (EN649)  Group T

Recommended 
Adhesive from TOLI

dried mortar and concrete Eco AR600

humid mortar and concrete Epo Gray ST, US Cement, US Cement (less-smelly), US200

Notes on Installation
Before installation, make sure the arrow marks on the back of each tile, which show the direction of the pattern.
For one week after installation, direct sunlight, sudden change of temperature due to air conditioning, and water washing 

should be avoided. 
The color shading differs on a tile-by-tile basis, which will make the fl oor look very natural when the tiles are installed.

Recommended
Maintenance Wax

from TOLI
New FB Wax, U Wax, T Wax (Non-shiny & Antibacterial)

Custom Order If you ask for a different size or wear layer, please contact TOLI sales rep.

Others
The dirt and stains will be more visible on the fl oor covering with lighter plain colors, compared to dark colors. Also they are 

more likely to stick with the deep-embossed surface than the fl at surface.
Please be aware that some rubber casters might cause color-contamination.
Please note that the product has the indigenous odor from its materials.

Commercial

ROYAL STONE (450mm square)

MADE IN JAPAN
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PST2060PST2057 PST2061 PST2062

▲ PST2062/PWT2412 (ROYAL WOOD · page 253) ▲ PST2100

ROYAL STONE (450mm square)

PST2055 PST2056

PST2082PST2080PST2071PST2070

PST2107

PST2106

PST2113PST2112PST2111PST2110 PST2114

ROYAL STONE
(450mm square)

category:  solid vinyl tile

PST2102 ◆PST2100 ◆ PST2103 ◆PST2101 ◆

PST2063 

PST2099 ◆

PST2098 ◆
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PST2118

PST2115 PST2117PST2116

PST2133

PST2127

PST2134 PST2135

PST2129PST2125

PST2130 PST2131

PST2126

PST2132

PST2120

PST2124 PST2128

PST2121 PST2122 PST2123

ROYAL STONE
(450mm square)

category:  solid vinyl tile

ROYAL STONE is TOLI’s new stone-look 
solid vinyl tile range that has variety 
of sizes and authentic designs. Green 
product with “ECO Mark”-certified. 

Specification 
overall thickness                       3.0mm size                        450mm×450mm

                               others                 Surface Clear Wear Layer 0.3mm

Packing 14pcs/box = 2.83m2/box

Net Weight 14.7kg/box

Performance Wear Resistance (EN649)  Group T

Recommended 
Adhesive from TOLI

dried mortar and concrete Eco AR600

humid mortar and concrete Epo Gray ST, US Cement, US Cement (less-smelly), US200

Notes on Installation
FBefore installation, make sure the arrow marks on the back of each tile, which show the direction of the pattern.
FFor one week after installation, direct sunlight, sudden change of temperature due to air conditioning, and water washing 

should be avoided. 
FThe color shading differs on a tile-by-tile basis, which will make the floor look very natural when the tiles are installed.

Recommended
Maintenance Wax

from TOLI
New FB Wax, U Wax, T Wax (Non-shiny & Antibacterial)

Custom Order If you ask for a different size or wear layer, please contact TOLI sales rep.

Others
FThe dirt and stains will be more visible on the floor covering with lighter plain colors, compared to dark colors. Also they are 

more likely to stick with the deep-embossed surface than the flat surface.
FPlease be aware that some rubber casters might cause color-contamination.
FPlease note that the product has the indigenous odor from its materials.

ROYAL STONE (450mm square)

MADE IN JAPAN

PST2119

Commercial
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PST2166

PST2139

PST2165

PST2141

PST2155

PST2156

PST2145

PST2159

PST2149

PST2151

PST2157

PST2143PST2142

PST2158

PST2154

PST2147

PST2153PST2150

PST2140

PST2152

▲ PST2135 ▲ PST2139/PST2140/PST2142/PST2155

(The base color is the 
same as PST2139.)

(The base color is the 
same as PST2143.)

(The base color is the 
same as PST2149.)

PST2144 PST2146 PST2148 

ROYAL STONE
(450mm square)

category:  solid vinyl tile

ROYAL STONE (450mm square)

PST2138
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PST2167 PST2168

PST2213

PST2215PST2214

▲ PST2166/PST2168

Based on intensive research on authentic texture of natural 
stones and wood-grains, realistic natural tones have been 
reproduced. 
The color number marked with ◆ has a Natural Tone pattern.

ROYAL STONE (450mm square)

MADE IN JAPAN

PST2201

PST2203PST2202 PST2210

PST2211 PST2212 ◆

ROYAL STONE
(450mm square)

category:  solid vinyl tile

ROYAL STONE is TOLI’s new stone-look 
solid vinyl tile range that has variety 
of sizes and authentic designs. Green 
product with “ECO Mark”-certified. 

Specification 
overall thickness                       3.0mm size                        450mm×450mm

                               others                 Surface Clear Wear Layer 0.3mm

Packing 14pcs/box = 2.83m2/box

Net Weight 14.7kg/box

Performance Wear Resistance (EN649)  Group T

Recommended 
Adhesive from TOLI

dried mortar and concrete Eco AR600

humid mortar and concrete Epo Gray ST, US Cement, US Cement (less-smelly), US200

Notes on Installation
FBefore installation, make sure the arrow marks on the back of each tile, which show the direction of the pattern.
FFor one week after installation, direct sunlight, sudden change of temperature due to air conditioning, and water washing 

should be avoided.
FThe color shading differs on a tile-by-tile basis, which will make the floor look very natural when the tiles are installed.

Recommended
Maintenance Wax

from TOLI
New FB Wax, U Wax, T Wax (Non-shiny & Antibacterial)

Custom Order If you ask for a different size or wear layer, please contact TOLI sales rep.

Others
FThe dirt and stains will be more visible on the floor covering with lighter plain colors, compared to dark colors. Also they are 

more likely to stick with the deep-embossed surface than the flat surface.
FPlease be aware that some rubber casters might cause color-contamination.
FPlease note that the product has the indigenous odor from its materials.

Commercial
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PST2073 ◆

MADE IN JAPAN

ROYAL STONE HIGH-END (450mm square)

ROYAL STONE is TOLI’s 
new stone-look solid 
vinyl tile range that 
has variety of sizes and 
authentic designs.

Specifi cation 
overall thickness                       3.0mm size                        450mm×450mm

                               others Surface Clear Wear Layer 0.3mm / PST2029 · PST2073 · PST2074 Beveled / Other Colors NO Beveling

Packing 14pcs/box = 2.83m2/box

Net Weight 14.7kg/box

Performance Wear Resistance (EN649)  Group T

Recommended 
Adhesive from TOLI

dried mortar and concrete Eco AR600

humid mortar and concrete Epo Gray ST, US Cement, US Cement (less-smelly), US200

Notes on Installation
Before installation, make sure the arrow marks on the back of each tile, which show the direction of the pattern.
For one week after installation, direct sunlight, sudden change of temperature due to air conditioning, and water washing 

should be avoided.
The color shading differs on a tile-by-tile basis, which will make the fl oor look very natural when the tiles are installed.

Recommended
Maintenance Wax

from TOLI
New FB Wax, U Wax, T Wax (Non-shiny & Antibacterial)

Others

In PST2073 and PST2074, the beveling is roughly fi nished in order to provide a more authentic image.
The dirt and stains will be more visible on the fl oor covering with lighter plain colors, compared to dark colors. Also they are 

more likely to stick with the deep-embossed surface than the fl at surface.
Please be aware that some rubber casters might cause color-contamination.
Please note that the product has the indigenous odor from its materials.

ROYAL STONE HIGH-END
(450mm square)

category:  solid vinyl tile

PST2029

▲ PST2160

Based on intensive research on authentic texture of natural 
stones and wood-grains, realistic natural tones have been 
reproduced. 
The color number marked with ◆ has a Natural Tone pattern.

(The same color as PST2139 
with two-sides beveled.)

(The same color as PST2143 
with two-sides beveled.)

PST2074 ◆

PST2170PST2169 PST2171

PST2160 PST2161 

In PST2160 & PST2161, 2 sides of a tile are 
bordered, The floor image can be drastically 
changed by way of installation.

image

In PST2160 & PST2161,
2 sides of a tile are 
bordered to highlight 
the joints.
(Width of a border: 2.5mm)

PST2029
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MADE IN JAPAN

ROYAL STONE is TOLI’s 
new stone-look solid 
vinyl tile range that 
has variety of sizes and 
authentic designs.

Specifi cation 
overall thickness                       3.0mm size                        450mm×450mm

                               others                 Surface Clear Wear Layer 0.3mm

Packing 14pcs/box = 2.83m2/box

Net Weight 14.7kg/box

Performance Wear Resistance (EN649)  Group T

Recommended 
Adhesive from TOLI

dried mortar and concrete Eco AR600

humid mortar and concrete Epo Gray ST, US Cement, US Cement (less-smelly), US200

Notes on Installation
Before installation, make sure the arrow marks on the back of each tile, which show the direction of the pattern.
For one week after installation, direct sunlight, sudden change of temperature due to air conditioning, and water washing 

should be avoided.
The color shading differs on a tile-by-tile basis, which will make the fl oor look very natural when the tiles are installed.

Recommended
Maintenance Wax

from TOLI
New FB Wax, U Wax, T Wax (Non-shiny & Antibacterial)

Others
The dirt and stains will be more visible on the fl oor covering with lighter plain colors, compared to dark colors. Also they are 

more likely to stick with the deep-embossed surface than the fl at surface.
Please be aware that some rubber casters might cause color-contamination.
Please note that the product has the indigenous odor from its materials.

ROYAL STONE LUMINOUS
(450mm square)

category:  solid vinyl tile

PST2181

PST2172

PST2174

PST2176

▲ PST2174/PST2175/PST2176
PST2173

PST2175

PST2173 PST2173

Monolithic Reversed

450mm

45
0m

m

450mm

45
0m

m

In PST2173 and PST2175, cherry blossom 
designs are concentrated in one side of a tile. 
Just by changing the direction of installation, 
different fl oor images can be created.
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ROYAL STONE LUMINOUS
(450mm square)

category:  solid vinyl tile

▲ PST2177 ▲ PST2181

PST2177 PST2178

PST2184 PST2186PST2183 PST2185

PST2181

PST2187

PST2182

PST2188 PST2191PST2190 PST2192PST2189

ROYAL STONE LUMINOUS (450mm square)
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MADE IN JAPAN

ROYAL STONE is TOLI’s 
new stone-look solid 
vinyl tile range that 
has variety of sizes and 
authentic designs.

Specification 
overall thickness                       3.0mm size                        450mm×450mm

                               others                 Surface Clear Wear Layer 0.3mm

Packing 14pcs/box = 2.83m2/box

Net Weight 14.7kg/box

Performance Wear Resistance (EN649)  Group T

Recommended 
Adhesive from TOLI

dried mortar and concrete Eco AR600

humid mortar and concrete Epo Gray ST, US Cement, US Cement (less-smelly), US200

Notes on Installation
FBefore installation, make sure the arrow marks on the back of each tile, which show the direction of the pattern.
FFor one week after installation, direct sunlight, sudden change of temperature due to air conditioning, and water washing 

should be avoided.
FThe color shading differs on a tile-by-tile basis, which will make the floor look very natural when the tiles are installed.

Recommended
Maintenance Wax

from TOLI
New FB Wax, U Wax, T Wax (Non-shiny & Antibacterial)

Others
FThe dirt and stains will be more visible on the floor covering with lighter plain colors, compared to dark colors. Also they are 

more likely to stick with the deep-embossed surface than the flat surface.
FPlease be aware that some rubber casters might cause color-contamination.
FPlease note that the product has the indigenous odor from its materials.

ROYAL STONE LUMINOUS
(450mm square)

category:  solid vinyl tileCommercial

ROYAL STONE LUMINOUS (450mm square)

▲ PST2193

PST2195PST2194PST2193

PST2197PST2196

PST2198 PST2200PST2199
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▲ PST2180 ▲ PST2179

PST2179

Commercial

PST2179

PST2180

ROYAL STONE LUMINOUS (150mm×900mm plank)

ROYAL STONE LUMINOUS
(150mm×900mm plank)

category:  solid vinyl tile

ROYAL STONE is TOLI’s 
new stone-look solid vinyl 
tile range that has variety 
of sizes and authentic 
designs. Green product 
with “ECO Mark”-certifi ed. 

Specifi cation 
overall thickness                       3.0mm size                        150mm×900mm

                               others                 Surface Clear Wear Layer 0.3mm / Round-Beveled

Packing 20pcs/box=2.70m2/box

Net Weight 14.0kg/box

Performance Wear Resistance (EN649)  Group T

Recommended 
Adhesive from TOLI

dried mortar and concrete Eco AR600

humid mortar and concrete Epo Gray ST, US Cement,US Cement(less-smelly), US200

Notes on Installation
For one week after installation, direct sunlight, sudden change of temperature due to air conditioning, and water washing 

should be avoided.
The color shading differs on a tile-by-tile basis. In case you do not feel comfortable about the fl oor after installation, please 

change the tiles partly so that it will look natural. 

Recommended
Maintenance Wax

from TOLI
New FB Wax  U Wax  T Wax (Non-shiny & Antibacterial)

Others
The dirt and stains will be more visible on the fl oor covering with lighter plain colors, compared to dark colors. Also they are 

more likely to stick with the deep-embossed surface than the fl at surface.
Please be aware that some rubber casters might cause color-contamination.

MADE IN JAPAN
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PST2204PST2064 ◆

PST2205PST2065 ◆

PST2206PST2066

PST2067 PST2013

PST2204

▲ PST2065

Based on intensive research on authentic texture of natural 
stones and wood-grains, realistic natural tones have been 
reproduced. 
The color number marked with ◆ has a Natural Tone pattern.

Commercial

◆ROYAL STONE HIGH-END

ROYAL STONE (150mm×900mm plank)

ROYAL STONE
(150mm×900mm plank)

category:  solid vinyl tile

ROYAL STONE is TOLI’s 
new stone-look solid vinyl 
tile range that has variety 
of sizes and authentic 
designs. Green product 
with “ECO Mark”-certifi ed. 

Specifi cation 
overall thickness                       3.0mm size                        150mm×900mm

                               others                 Surface Clear Wear Layer 0.3mm / Round-Beveled

Packing 20pcs/box=2.70m2/box

Net Weight 14.0kg/box

Performance Wear Resistance (EN649)  Group T

Recommended 
Adhesive from TOLI

dried mortar and concrete Eco AR600

humid mortar and concrete Epo Gray ST, US Cement,US Cement(less-smelly), US200

Notes on Installation
For one week after installation, direct sunlight, sudden change of temperature due to air conditioning, and water washing 

should be avoided.
The color shading differs on a tile-by-tile basis. In case you do not feel comfortable about the fl oor after installation, please 

change the tiles partly so that it will look natural. 

Recommended
Maintenance Wax

from TOLI
New FB Wax  U Wax  T Wax (Non-shiny & Antibacterial)

Custom Order If you ask for a different size or wear layer, please contact TOLI sales rep.

Others
The dirt and stains will be more visible on the fl oor covering with lighter plain colors, compared to dark colors. Also they are 

more likely to stick with the deep-embossed surface than the fl at surface.
Please be aware that some rubber casters might cause color-contamination.

MADE IN JAPAN
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PST2079

PST2030 PST2032 PST2034

Commercial

▲ PST2079/PWT2341  (ROYAL WOOD · page 258)

PST2030

ROYAL STONE HIGH-END
(300mm square)

category:  solid vinyl tile

ROYAL STONE is TOLI’s 
new stone-look solid vinyl 
tile range that has variety 
of sizes and authentic 
designs. Green product 
with “ECO Mark”-certifi ed. 

Specifi cation 
overall thickness                       3.0mm size                        300mm×300mm

                               others                 Surface Clear Wear Layer 0.3mm / Beveled / PST2079 No Beveling

Packing 33pcs/box=2.97m2/box

Net Weight 15.4kg/box

Performance Wear Resistance (EN649)  Group T

Recommended 
Adhesive from TOLI

dried mortar and concrete Eco AR600
humid mortar and concrete Epo Gray ST, US Cement,US Cement(less-smelly), US200

Notes on Installation
For one week after installation, direct sunlight, sudden change of temperature due to air conditioning, and water washing 

should be avoided.
The color shading differs on a tile-by-tile basis. In case you do not feel comfortable about the fl oor after installation, please 

change the tiles partly so that it will look natural. 

Recommended
Maintenance Wax

from TOLI
New FB Wax  U Wax  T Wax (Non-shiny & Antibacterial)

Custom Order If you ask for a different size or wear layer, please contact TOLI sales rep.

Others
The dirt and stains will be more visible on the fl oor covering with lighter plain colors, compared to dark colors. Also they are 

more likely to stick with the deep-embossed surface than the fl at surface.
Please be aware that some rubber casters might cause color-contamination.

MADE IN JAPAN
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PST2092 ◆

PST2093 ◆ PST2094 ◆

PST2021 ◆ PST2024 ◆

PST2109

Based on intensive research on authentic texture of natural 
stones and wood-grains, realistic natural tones have been 
reproduced. 
The color number marked with ◆ has a Natural Tone pattern.

PST2027 ◆

PST2095 ◆ PST2096 ◆

ROYAL STONE (300mm×450mm rectangular)

ROYAL STONE is TOLI’s 
new stone-look solid vinyl 
tile range that has variety 
of sizes and authentic 
designs.Green product 
with “ECO Mark”-certifi ed.

Specifi cation 
overall thickness                       3.0mm size                        300mm×450mm

                               others                 Surface Clear Wear Layer 0.3mm / Round-Beveled

Packing 20pcs/box=2.70m2/box

Net Weight 14.0kg/box

Performance Wear Resistance (EN649)  Group T

Recommended 
Adhesive from TOLI

dried mortar and concrete Eco AR600

humid mortar and concrete Epo Gray ST, US Cement,US Cement(less-smelly), US200

Notes on Installation
For one week after installation, direct sunlight, sudden change of temperature due to air conditioning, and water washing 

should be avoided.
The color shading differs on a tile-by-tile basis. In case you do not feel comfortable about the fl oor after installation, please 

change the tiles partly so that it will look natural. 

Recommended
Maintenance Wax

from TOLI
New FB Wax  U Wax  T Wax (Non-shiny & Antibacterial)

Custom Order If you ask for a different size or wear layer, please contact TOLI sales rep.

Others
The dirt and stains will be more visible on the fl oor covering with lighter plain colors, compared to dark colors. Also they are 

more likely to stick with the deep-embossed surface than the fl at surface.
Please be aware that some rubber casters might cause color-contamination.

ROYAL STONE
(300mm×450mm rectangular)

category:  solid vinyl tile

MADE IN JAPAN
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PST2097 ◆ PST2108 ◆

PST2137PST2136

PST2109 ◆

▲ PST2095/PST2096 ▲ PST2108

ROYAL STONE (300mm×450mm rectangular)

ROYAL STONE
(300mm×450mm rectangular)

category:  solid vinyl tileCommercial
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PST2105

Based on intensive research on authentic texture of natural 
stones and wood-grains, realistic natural tones have been 
reproduced. 
The color number marked with ◆ has a Natural Tone pattern.

PST2019 ◆

PST2012 PST2017 PST2015 

PST2022 ◆ PST2025 ◆

ROYAL STONE HIGH-END (450mm×900mm rectangular)

ROYAL STONE HIGH-END
(450mm×900mm rectangular)

category:  solid vinyl tile

ROYAL STONE is TOLI’s 
new stone-look solid vinyl 
tile range that has variety 
of sizes and authentic 
designs. Green product 
with “ECO Mark”-certifi ed. 

Commercial

Specifi cation 
overall thickness                       3.0mm size                        450mm×900mm

                               others                 Surface Clear Wear Layer 0.3mm / Round-Beveled

Packing 8pcs/box=3.24m2/box

Net Weight 16.2kg/box

Performance Wear Resistance (EN649)  Group T

Recommended 
Adhesive from TOLI

dried mortar and concrete Eco AR600

humid mortar and concrete Epo Gray ST, US Cement,US Cement(less-smelly), US200

Notes on Installation
For one week after installation, direct sunlight, sudden change of temperature due to air conditioning, and water washing 

should be avoided.
The color shading differs on a tile-by-tile basis. In case you do not feel comfortable about the fl oor after installation, please 

change the tiles partly so that it will look natural. 

Recommended
Maintenance Wax

from TOLI
New FB Wax  U Wax  T Wax (Non-shiny & Antibacterial)

Custom Order If you ask for a different size or wear layer, please contact TOLI sales rep.

Others
The dirt and stains will be more visible on the fl oor covering with lighter plain colors, compared to dark colors. Also they are 

more likely to stick with the deep-embossed surface than the fl at surface.
Please be aware that some rubber casters might cause color-contamination.

MADE IN JAPAN
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▲ PST2069 ▲ PST2104

PST2059 ◆PST2058 ◆

PST2104PST2069 PST2105 ◆

PST2068 

ROYAL STONE HIGH-END
(450mm×900mm rectangular)

category:  solid vinyl tile

ROYAL STONE HIGH-END (450mm×900mm rectangular)
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Based on intensive research on authentic texture of natural 
stones and wood-grains, realistic natural tones have been 
reproduced. 
The color number marked with ◆ has a Natural Tone pattern.

PST2047

ROYAL STONE HIGH-END (600mm square)

MADE IN JAPAN

ROYAL STONE HIGH-END
(600mm square)

category:  solid vinyl tile

ROYAL STONE is TOLI’s new 
stone-look solid vinyl tile range 
that has variety of sizes and 
authentic designs. Green product 
with “ECO Mark”-certifi ed. 

Specifi cation 
overall thickness                       3.0mm size                        600mm×600mm

                               others                 Surface Clear Wear Layer 0.3mm Round-Beveled

Packing 10pcs/box = 3.60m2/box

Net Weight 19.1kg/box

Performance Wear Resistance (EN649)  Group T

Recommended 
Adhesive from TOLI

dried mortar and concrete Eco AR600

humid mortar and concrete Epo Gray ST, US Cement, US Cement (less-smelly), US200

Notes on Installation
Before installation, make sure the arrow marks on the back of each tile, which show the direction of the pattern.
For one week after installation, direct sunlight, sudden change of temperature due to air conditioning, and water washing 

should be avoided.
The color shading differs on a tile-by-tile basis, which will make the fl oor look very natural when the tiles are installed.

Recommended
Maintenance Wax

from TOLI
New FB Wax, U Wax, T Wax (Non-shiny & Antibacterial)

Custom Order If you ask for a different size or wear layer, please contact TOLI sales rep.

Others
The dirt and stains will be more visible on the fl oor covering with lighter plain colors, compared to dark colors. Also they are 

more likely to stick with the deep-embossed surface than the fl at surface.
Please be aware that some rubber casters might cause color-contamination.
Please note that the product has the indigenous odor from its materials.

PST2046

PST2007

PST2048 PST2049PST2047

Commercial
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▲ PST2008 ▲ PST2051

ROYAL STONE HIGH-END
(600mm square)

category:  solid vinyl tile

PST2091

PST2050 ◆

PST2207

PST2051 ◆ PST2089 PST2090

ROYAL STONE HIGH-END (600mm square)
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PST2208



PST2028

PST2031

PST2033

PST2033

▲ PST2209 PST2209

ROYAL STONE HIGH-END (300mm×600mm rectangular)

ROYAL STONE is TOLI’s 
new stone-look solid vinyl 
tile range that has variety 
of sizes and authentic 
designs. Green product 
with “ECO Mark”-certifi ed.

Specifi cation 
overall thickness                       3.0mm size                        300mm×600mm

                               others                 Surface Clear Wear Layer 0.3mm

Packing 18pcs/box=3.24m2/box

Net Weight 16.8kg/box

Performance Wear Resistance (EN649)  Group T

Recommended 
Adhesive from TOLI

dried mortar and concrete Eco AR600
humid mortar and concrete Epo Gray ST, US Cement, US Cement(less-smelly), US200

Notes on Installation
For one week after installation, direct sunlight, sudden change of temperature due to air conditioning, and water washing 

should be avoided.
The color shading differs on a tile-by-tile basis. In case you do not feel comfortable about the fl oor after installation, please 

change the tiles partly so that it will look natural. 

Recommended
Maintenance Wax

from TOLI
New FB Wax  U Wax  T Wax (Non-shiny & Antibacterial)

Custom Order If you ask for a different size or wear layer, please contact TOLI sales rep.

Others
The dirt and stains will be more visible on the fl oor covering with lighter plain colors, compared to dark colors. Also they are 

more likely to stick with the deep-embossed surface than the fl at surface.
Please be aware that some rubber casters might cause color-contamination.

ROYAL STONE HIGH-END
(300mm×600mm rectangular)

category:  solid vinyl tile

MADE IN JAPAN

Commercial
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▲ PST2006

PST2006

MADE IN JAPAN

ROYAL STONE HIGH-END
(900mm square)

category:  solid vinyl tile

ROYAL STONE is TOLI’s new 
stone-look solid vinyl tile range 
that has variety of sizes and 
authentic designs. Green product 
with “ECO Mark”-certifi ed. 

Specifi cation 
overall thickness                       3.0mm size                        900mm×900mm

                               others                 Surface Clear Wear Layer 0.3mm / Round-Beveled

Packing 4pcs/box = 3.24m2/box

Net Weight 16.8kg/box

Performance Wear Resistance (EN649)  Group T

Recommended 
Adhesive from TOLI

dried mortar and concrete Eco AR600

humid mortar and concrete Epo Gray ST, US Cement, US Cement (less-smelly), US200

Notes on Installation
Before installation, make sure the arrow marks on the back of each tile, which show the direction of the pattern.
For one week after installation, direct sunlight, sudden change of temperature due to air conditioning, and water washing 

should be avoided.
The color shading differs on a tile-by-tile basis, which will make the fl oor look very natural when the tiles are installed.

Recommended
Maintenance Wax

from TOLI
New FB Wax, U Wax, T Wax (Non-shiny & Antibacterial)

Custom Order If you ask for a different size or wear layer, please contact TOLI sales rep.

Others

The dirt and stains will be more visible on the fl oor covering with lighter plain colors, compared to dark colors. Also they are 
more likely to stick with the deep-embossed surface than the fl at surface.

Please be aware that some rubber casters might cause color-contamination.
Please note that the product has the indigenous odor from its materials.
Occasionally a very slight size difference could be seen between different production lots. For designed installation of 4-sides-

beveled tiles, or installation of tiles with the shape of hexagon, trapezium and 900mm square, please adjust the size of a tile as 
needed. Otherwise joints should be fi nished with caulking compound.

PST2006 PST2042

PST2040 PST2044

ROYAL STONE HIGH-END (900mm square)

Commercial
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PST2014

PST2018 

PST2014 PST2016 

▲ PST2014/PST2016/PST2018

ROYAL STONE HIGH-END
(75mm×450mm mini-plank)

category:  solid vinyl tile

Specifi cation 
overall thickness                       3.0mm size                      75mm×450mm

                               others                 Surface Clear Wear Layer    0.3mm / Round-Beveled

Packing 84pcs/box = 2.83m2/box

Net Weight 14.7kg/box

Recommended 
Adhesive from TOLI 

dried mortar and concrete Eco AR600

humid mortar and concrete Epo Gray ST, US Cement, US Cement (less-smelly), US200

Notes on Installation
For one week after installation, direct sunlight, sudden change of temperature due to air conditioning, and water washing 

should be avoided.
The color shading differs on a tile-by-tile basis, which will make the fl oor look very natural when the tiles are installed.  

Recommended
Maintenance Wax

from TOLI
New FB Wax, U Wax, T Wax (Non-shiny & Antibacterial)

Others
The dirt and stains will be more visible on the fl oor covering with lighter plain colors, compared to dark colors. Also they are 

more likely to stick with the deep-embossed surface than the fl at surface. 
Please be aware that some rubber casters might cause color-contamination.
Please note that the product has the indigenous odor from its materials.

ROYAL STONE is TOLI’s 
new stone-look solid vinyl 
tile range that has variety 
of sizes and authentic 
designs. Green product 
with “ECO Mark”-certifi ed.

ROYAL STONE HIGH-END (75mm×450mm mini-plank)

MADE IN JAPAN

Commercial
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▲ PST2075

Specifi cation
overall thickness                       3.0mm size                        600mm×600mm

                               others             Surface Clear Wear Layer 0.3mm

Packing 8pcs/box = 2.88m2/box

Net Weight 17.2kg/box

Recommended 
Adhesive from TOLI 

dried mortar and concrete Eco AR600

humid mortar and concrete Epo Gray ST, US Cement, US Cement (less-smelly), US200

Notes on Installation

Before installation, make sure the arrow marks on the back of each tile, which show the direction of the pattern.
For one week after installation, direct sunlight, sudden change of temperature due to air conditioning, and water washing 

should be avoided.
The color shading differs on a tile-by-tile basis, which will make the fl oor look very natural when the tiles are installed. 
The pattern does not always match on the joint of two tiles.

Recommended
Maintenance Wax

from TOLI 
New FB Wax, U Wax, T Wax (Non-shiny & Antibacterial)

Others 
The dirt and stains will be more visible on the fl oor covering with lighter plain colors, compared to dark colors. Also they are 

more likely to stick with the deep-embossed surface than the fl at surface.
Please be aware that some rubber casters might cause color-contamination.
Please note that the product has the indigenous odor from its materials.

ROYAL STONE GRAND
(600mm square)

category:  solid vinyl tile

ROYAL STONE GRAND can create very amusing fl oor 
images in your projects.

ROYAL STONE GRAND (600mm square)

PST2076

● PST2076

A

DB

C
600mm

60
0m

m
60

0m
m

600mm

◆ For PST2075 and PST2076, the combination of 4 tiles 
(A/B/C/D) will create one repeat of the pattern. 

Based on intensive research on authentic texture of natural 
stones and wood-grains, realistic natural tones have been 
reproduced. 
The color number marked with ◆ has a Natural Tone pattern.
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☆ When you install PST2075 and PST2076, please lay 4 tiles (A/B/C/D) as above. 
The mark A/B/C/D is indicated on the back of each tile.

PST2075 ◆ PST2076 ◆



ROYAL STONE HIGH-END (130mm hexagon)

PST2035 ◆ PST2036 ◆

PST2035

<Dimension Details>

Specifi cation 
overall thickness                       3.0mm size                        130mm hexagon

                               others                 Surface Clear Wear Layer 0.3mm / Beveled

Packing 64pcs/box = 2.80m2/box

Net Weight 14.6kg/box

Recommended 
Adhesive from TOLI

dried mortar and concrete Eco AR600
humid mortar and concrete Epo Gray ST, US Cement, US Cement (less-smelly), US200

Notes on Installation
For one week after installation, direct sunlight, sudden change of temperature due to air conditioning, and water washing 

should be avoided.
The color shading differs on a tile-by-tile basis, which will make the fl oor look very natural when the tiles are installed. 

Recommended
Maintenance Wax

from TOLI
New FB Wax, U Wax, T Wax (Non-shiny & Antibacterial)

Others

The dirt and stains will be more visible on the fl oor covering with lighter plain colors, compared to dark colors. Also they are 
more likely to stick with the deep-embossed surface than the fl at surface.

Please be aware that some rubber casters might cause color-contamination.
Please bear in mind that ROYAL STONE (hexagon) may take more time for layout and installation compared to the tiles in 

square size.
Please note that the product has the indigenous odor from its materials.
When you install the tiles in hexagon size, you will have a better appearance by fi nishing the joints with cauking materials.
Occasionally a very slight size difference could be seen between different production lots. For designed installation of 4-sides-

beveled tiles, or installation of tiles with the shape of hexagon, trapezium and 900mm square, please adjust the size of a tile as 
needed. Otherwise joints should be fi nished with caulking compound.

Squareness of tiles are fully checked during the production. However, due to the condition of sub-fl oor and others, joints 
might not be strictly matched in some cases.

ROYAL STONE in hexagon size is 
a next-generation vinyl tile which 
will spark a revolution with its one-
of-a-kind shape.

ROYAL STONE HIGH-END
(130mm hexagon)

category:  solid vinyl tile

PST2035

PST2037 ◆

Based on intensive research on authentic texture of natural 
stones and wood-grains, realistic natural tones have been 
reproduced. 
The color number marked with ◆ has a Natural Tone pattern.

13
0m

m

13
0m

m

130mm130mm

130mm 130mm

13
0m

m
13

0m
m

120°

120°

225mm
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PST2038

PST2039 ◆

<Dimension Details>

ROYAL STONE HIGH-END
(130mm hexagon)

category:  solid vinyl tile

ROYAL STONE HIGH-END (130mm hexagon)

▲ PST2039

13
0m

m

13
0m

m

130mm130mm

130mm 130mm

13
0m

m
13

0m
m

120°

120°

225mm

PST2038
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PST2001

Specifi cation
overall thickness                       3.0mm size                        trapezium

                               others             Surface Clear Wear Layer 0.3mm / Round-Beveled

Packing 16pcs/box = 3.24m2/box

Net Weight 16.2kg/box

Recommended 
Adhesive from TOLI 

dried mortar and concrete Eco AR600

humid mortar and concrete Epo Gray ST, US Cement, US Cement (less-smelly), US200

Notes on Installation
Before installation, make sure the arrow marks on the back of each tile, which show the direction of the pattern.
For one week after installation, direct sunlight, sudden change of temperature due to air conditioning, and water washing 

should be avoided.
The color shading differs on a tile-by-tile basis, which will make the fl oor look very natural when the tiles are installed. 

Recommended
Maintenance Wax

from TOLI 
New FB Wax, U Wax, T Wax (Non-shiny & Antibacterial)

Others 

The dirt and stains will be more visible on the fl oor covering with lighter plain colors, compared to dark colors. Also they are 
more likely to stick with the deep-embossed surface than the fl at surface.

Please be aware that some rubber casters might cause color-contamination.
Please note that the product has the indigenous odor from its materials.
Occasionally a very slight size difference could be seen between different production lots. For designed installation of 4-sides-beveled 

tiles, or installation of tiles with the shape of hexagon, trapezium and 900mm square, please adjust the size of a tile as needed. 
Otherwise joints should be fi nished with caulking compound.

Squareness of tiles are fully checked during the production. However, due to the condition of sub-fl oor and others, joints 
might not be strictly matched in some cases.

Please bear in mind that ROYAL STONE (TETRA) may take more time for layout and installation compared to the tiles in 
square size.

ROYAL STONE TETRA
(trapezium)

category:  solid vinyl tile

ROYAL STONE TETRA can 
create very amusing fl oor 
images in your projects. 

ROYAL STONE TETRA (trapezium)

▲ PST2001/PST2002/PST2003

Based on intensive research on authentic texture of natural 
stones and wood-grains, realistic natural tones have been 
reproduced. 
The color number marked with ◆ has a Natural Tone pattern.

Commercial

PST2001 ◆ PST2002 ◆

PST2003 ◆ PST2001
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ROYAL STONE TETRA (trapezium)

225

503

503

67
5

▲ PST2004

GRID 1

GRID

HALF

RIBBON

DIAMOND

GRID 2

HALF 1 HALF 2

RIBBON 1 RIBBON 2

DIAMOND 1 DIAMOND 2

ROYAL STONE TETRA
(trapezium)

category:  solid vinyl tile

◆ PST2004 & PST2005 
have uneven gradation 
within one single tile.

Commercial
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◆ For PST2081, the combination of 4 tiles (A/B/C/D) 
     will create one repeat of the pattern. 

   ☆ When you install PST2081, please lay 4 tiles (A/B/C/D) as above. 
          The mark A/B/C/D is indicated on the back of each tile.

● PST2081

A

DB

C
450mm

45
0m

m
45

0m
m

450mm

PST2217

PST2083PST2077

PST2084

PST2085PST2081

PST2078

Specifi cation
overall thickness                       3.0mm size                        450mm×450mm

                               others             Surface Clear Wear Layer 0.3mm

Packing PST2081: 16pcs/box = 3.24m2/box,      Other colors: 14pcs/box = 2.83m2/box

Net Weight PST2081:  17.3kg/box,      Other colors: 16.7kg/box

Recommended 
Adhesive from TOLI 

dried mortar and concrete Eco AR600

humid mortar and concrete Epo Gray ST, US Cement, US Cement (less-smelly), US200

Notes on Installation

Before installation, make sure the arrow marks on the back of each tile, which show the direction of the pattern.
For one week after installation, direct sunlight, sudden change of temperature due to air conditioning, and water washing 

should be avoided.
The color shading differs on a tile-by-tile basis, which will make the fl oor look very natural when the tiles are installed. 
The pattern does not always match on the joint of two tiles.

Recommended
Maintenance Wax

from TOLI 
New FB Wax, U Wax, T Wax (Non-shiny & Antibacterial)

Others 
The dirt and stains will be more visible on the fl oor covering with lighter plain colors, compared to dark colors. Also they are 

more likely to stick with the deep-embossed surface than the fl at surface.
Please be aware that some rubber casters might cause color-contamination.
Please note that the product has the indigenous odor from its materials.

ROYAL STONE GRAND
(450mm square)

category:  solid vinyl tile

ROYAL STONE GRAND can create 
very amusing fl oor images in your 
projects. Familiar patterns like rattan 
and terra cotta are well described by 
registered embossing.

ROYAL STONE GRAND (450mm square)
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ROYAL STONE GRAND (450mm square)

▲ PST2086 ▲ PST2216

PST2216

PST2217PST2087

PST2086

ROYAL STONE GRAND
(450mm square)

category:  solid vinyl tileCommercial
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ROYAL STONE GRAND 
can create very amusing 
fl oor images in your 
projects. Metallic images 
in 18”×36” rectangular 
size are also available. 

ROYAL STONE GRAND (457.2mm×914.4mm rectangular)

ROYAL STONE GRAND 
(457.2mm×914.4mm rectangular)

category:  solid vinyl tile

Specifi cation 
overall thickness                       3.0mm size                      457.2mm×914.4mm

                               others                 Surface Clear Wear Layer    0.3mm

Packing 8pcs/box = 3.34m2/box

Net Weight 19.8kg/box

Recommended 
Adhesive from TOLI 

dried mortar and concrete Eco AR600

humid mortar and concrete Epo Gray ST, US Cement, US Cement (less-smelly), US200

Notes on Installation
For one week after installation, direct sunlight, sudden change of temperature due to air conditioning, and water washing 

should be avoided.
The color shading differs on a tile-by-tile basis, which will make the fl oor look very natural when the tiles are installed. 
The pattern does not always match on the joint of two tiles.

Recommended
Maintenance Wax

from TOLI 
New FB Wax, U Wax, T Wax (Non-shiny & Antibacterial)

Others 
The dirt and stains will be more visible on the fl oor covering with lighter plain colors, compared to dark colors. Also they are 

more likely to stick with the deep-embossed surface than the fl at surface.
Please be aware that some rubber casters might cause color-contamination.
Please note that the product has the indigenous odor from its materials.

PST2072

PST2072

Commercial
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ROYAL STONE NONS (450mm square)

PST2163PST2162
(Non-Slippery Finish of PST2143)

(Non-Slippery Finish of PST2145)

(Non-Slippery Finish of PST2147)

PST2164

※Non-slippery surface coating will cause bigger color 
difference compared to the difference between 
production batches. 

Specifi cation
overall thickness                       3.0mm size                        450mm×450mm

                               others             Surface Clear Wear Layer 0.3mm

Packing 14pcs/box = 2.83m2/box

Net Weight 15.0kg/box

Recommended 
Adhesive from TOLI 

dried mortar and concrete Eco AR600

humid mortar and concrete Epo Gray ST, US Cement, US Cement (less-smelly), US200

Notes on Installation
Before installation, make sure the arrow marks on the back of each tile, which show the direction of the pattern.
For one week after installation, direct sunlight, sudden change of temperature due to air conditioning, and water washing 

should be avoided.
The color shading differs on a tile-by-tile basis, which will make the fl oor look very natural when the tiles are installed. 

Recommended
Maintenance Wax

from TOLI 
New FB Wax, U Wax, T Wax (Non-shiny & Antibacterial)

Others 

The dirt and stains will be more visible on the fl oor covering with lighter plain colors, compared to dark colors. Also they are 
more likely to stick with the deep-embossed surface than the fl at surface.

Please be aware that some rubber casters might cause color-contamination.
Please note that the product has the indigenous odor from its materials.
For the dirt and stains stuck on the surface, apply the neutral detergent and remove them by the brush with thin bristles. 

Afterwards clean with a vacuum cleaner, a wet rag wrung out tightly, or a mop.
Before applying the wax for maintenance, buff the fl oor surface suffi ciently with a blue pad. Please bear in mind that thick 

coating of wax will lessen non-slippery performance. If the slip-retardant effect to oil should be required, do not apply the wax 
on the surface.

ROYAL STONE NONS is for the place where you walk with your shoes on. Do not walk on it without your shoes on.

ROYAL STONE NONS
(450mm square)

category:  solid vinyl tile

LVT with excellent non-slippery 
performance.

PST2162

    C.S.R. value 
dry wet and dusty

ROYAL STONE NONS 0.66 0.46

Slip Resistance
 <in accordance with JIS A 1454 (OY-PULL method), rubber shoes>

We call “slip-resistant” for the products that can show suffi cient non-slippery 
performance both in dry condition and in wet and dusty condition.

Commercial
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PWT2308

PWT2386

◆ OAK

◆ OAK

PWT2318 ◆ OAKPWT2314 ◆ OAK

PWT2387 ◆ OAK

PWT2316 ◆ OAK

ROYAL WOOD (100mm×900mm plank)

Commercial

PWT2395

PWT2395  ◆

For mix-and-match effect, plank tiles with different 
color and shading are randomly packed in a box. 
Sometimes the same type of colors might be 
disproportionately packed in one same box.

MIX-AND-MATCH COLOR

Based on intensive research on authentic texture of natural 
stones and wood-grains, realistic natural tones have been 
reproduced. 
The color number marked with ◆ has a Natural Tone pattern.

900mm

10
0

m
m

ROYAL WOOD
(100mm×900mm plank)

category:  solid vinyl tile

Specifi cation 
overall thickness                       3.0mm size                      100mm×900mm

                               others                 Surface Clear Wear Layer    0.3mm / Round-Beveled

Packing 30pcs/box = 2.70m2/box

Net Weight 14.0kg/box

Performance Wear Resistance (EN649)  Group T

Recommended 
Adhesive from TOLI 

dried mortar and concrete Eco AR600

humid mortar and concrete Epo Gray ST, US Cement, US Cement (less-smelly), US200

Notes on Installation
For one week after installation, direct sunlight, sudden change of temperature due to air conditioning, and water washing 

should be avoided.
The color shading differs on a tile-by-tile basis, which will make the fl oor look very natural when the tiles are installed. 

Recommended
Maintenance Wax

from TOLI
New FB Wax, U Wax, T Wax (Non-shiny & Antibacterial)

Custom Order If you ask for a different size or wear layer, please contact TOLI sales rep.

Others
The dirt and stains will be more visible on the fl oor covering with lighter plain colors, compared to dark colors. Also they are 

more likely to stick with the deep-embossed surface than the fl at surface. 
Please be aware that some rubber casters might cause color-contamination.
Please note that the product has the indigenous odor from its materials.

ROYAL WOOD is TOLI’s new 
wood-look solid vinyl tile 
range that has variety of 
sizes and authentic designs. 
Green product with “ECO 
Mark”-certifi ed. 

MADE IN JAPAN
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PWT2396 ◆ ASH

MAPLEPWT2440MAPLEPWT2439

PWT2397 ◆ ASH PWT2398 ◆ OAK PWT2399 ◆ OAK

OAKPWT2418

▲ PWT2386 ▲ PWT2396

ROYAL WOOD (100mm×900mm plank)

Commercial

FINE BEVELING
Finish the beveling only on the surface clear 
wear layer.
Beveled lines do not stand out and a high-end 
image can be conveyed.

Surface Clear Wear Layer
Backing Layer

Surface Clear Wear Layer
Backing Layer

ROUND-BEVELING
Finish the beveling with a rounded shape.
Authentic wood texture can be created on 
the beveled part as well.

Surface Clear Wear Layer
Backing Layer

REGULAR BEVELING
Finishi the beveling through to the backing 
layer.
Beveled lines are clearly visible.

NO BEVELING
As the edge of a tile is not beveled, the joints 
will look flat and simple after the 
installation.

■TYPE OF BEVELING

Round-Beveling will make the floor much more 
natural.
●R-chamfer processing

Thanks to the new chamfer processing, 
floor covering, including the chamfer part, 
look as natural and vivid as the wood.

TOLI has obtained a drawing-technology patent 
for its 4-side R chamfer processing.

Surface Clear Wear Layer
Backing Layer

◆ CHERRYPWT2434 PWT2435 ◆ CHERRY◆ CHERRYPWT2433

T-WAX (Non-shiny and Antibacterial) is recommendable for authentic less-
glossy patterns from ROYAL STONE and ROYAL WOOD ranges. Even after 
applying the wax, the floor can maintain the image of a real stone or wood. 

T WAX(Non-shiny&Antibacterial) U WAX

ROYAL WOOD
(100mm×900mm plank)

category:  solid vinyl tile
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PWT2301 ◆ OAK PWT2303 ◆ OAK PWT2305 ◆ OAK

PWT2309 ◆ OAK

PWT2306 ◆ OAK

ROYAL WOOD (150mm×900mm plank)

ROYAL WOOD
(150mm×900mm plank)

category:  solid vinyl tile

Specifi cation 
overall thickness                       3.0mm size                      150mm×900mm

                               others                 Surface Clear Wear Layer    0.3mm / Round-Beveled

Packing 20pcs/box = 2.70m2/box

Net Weight 14.0kg/box

Performance Wear Resistance (EN649)  Group T

Recommended 
Adhesive from TOLI 

dried mortar and concrete Eco AR600
humid mortar and concrete Epo Gray ST, US Cement, US Cement (less-smelly), US200

Notes on Installation
For one week after installation, direct sunlight, sudden change of temperature due to air conditioning, and water washing 

should be avoided.
The color shading differs on a tile-by-tile basis, which will make the fl oor look very natural when the tiles are installed. 

Recommended
Maintenance Wax

from TOLI
New FB Wax, U Wax, T Wax (Non-shiny & Antibacterial)

Custom Order If you ask for a different size or wear layer, please contact TOLI sales rep.

Others
The dirt and stains will be more visible on the fl oor covering with lighter plain colors, compared to dark colors. Also they are 

more likely to stick with the deep-embossed surface than the fl at surface.
Please be aware that some rubber casters might cause color-contamination.
Please note that the product has the indigenous odor from its materials.

ROYAL WOOD is TOLI’s new 
wood-look solid vinyl tile 
range that has variety of 
sizes and authentic designs. 
Green product with “ECO 
Mark”-certifi ed. 

MADE IN JAPAN

PWT2307

◆ OAKPWT2317

◆ OAKPWT2312◆ OAKPWT2307

◆ OAKPWT2315 ◆ OAKPWT2320◆ OAKPWT2313

◆ OAKPWT2311

Based on intensive research on authentic texture of natural 
stones and wood-grains, realistic natural tones have been 
reproduced. 
The color number marked with ◆ has a Natural Tone pattern.

Commercial
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PWT2351

PWT2325

◆

◆ WALNUT

PWT2352

PWT2327

◆

◆ WALNUT

PWT2353

PWT2345

◆

◆ OAK

PWT2356

PWT2346

 OAK

◆ OAK

▲ PWT2306 ▲ PWT2345

ROYAL WOOD (150mm×900mm plank)

ROYAL WOOD
(150mm×900mm plank)

category:  solid vinyl tile

◆ OAKPWT2321

ACACIAPWT2343 PWT2344 ACACIA

PWT2322 ◆ WALNUT ◆ WALNUTPWT2323

◆ WALNUTPWT2329◆ WALNUTPWT2328

PWT2324 ◆ WALNUT
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Based on intensive research on authentic texture of natural 
stones and wood-grains, realistic natural tones have been 
reproduced. 
The color number marked with ◆ has a Natural Tone pattern.

ROYAL WOOD (150mm×900mm plank)

PWT2382 TEAKPWT2381 OAKOAKPWT2380

PWT2372 ◆ OAK

PWT2371 ◆ OAK

PWT2375 ◆ PINEPWT2373 VINTAGE FIR PWT2374 VINTAGE FIR

PWT2378 PINE

PWT2357  OAK ◆ OAKPWT2367 PWT2368 ◆ OAK

ROYAL WOOD
(150mm×900mm plank)

category:  solid vinyl tile

Specification 
overall thickness                       3.0mm size                      150mm×900mm

                               others                 Surface Clear Wear Layer    0.3mm / Round-Beveled

Packing 20pcs/box = 2.70m2/box

Net Weight 14.0kg/box

Performance Wear Resistance (EN649)  Group T

Recommended 
Adhesive from TOLI 

dried mortar and concrete Eco AR600

humid mortar and concrete Epo Gray ST, US Cement, US Cement (less-smelly), US200

Notes on Installation
FFor one week after installation, direct sunlight, sudden change of temperature due to air conditioning, and water washing 

should be avoided.
FThe color shading differs on a tile-by-tile basis, which will make the floor look very natural when the tiles are installed. 

Recommended
Maintenance Wax

from TOLI
New FB Wax, U Wax, T Wax (Non-shiny & Antibacterial)

Custom Order If you ask for a different size or wear layer, please contact TOLI sales rep.

Others
FThe dirt and stains will be more visible on the floor covering with lighter plain colors, compared to dark colors. Also they are 

more likely to stick with the deep-embossed surface than the flat surface.
FPlease be aware that some rubber casters might cause color-contamination.
FPlease note that the product has the indigenous odor from its materials.

ROYAL WOOD is TOLI’s new 
wood-look solid vinyl tile 
range that has variety of 
sizes and authentic designs. 
Green product with “ECO 
Mark”-certified. 

MADE IN JAPAN
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▲ PWT2401

PWT2412 ◆ OAK

ROYAL WOOD (150mm×900mm plank)

PWT2383 PINEPWT2394TEAK

PWT2402 WALNUT WALNUTPWT2403 WALNUTPWT2404

PWT2400 OAK OAKPWT2401

PWT2409 ◆ OAK

PWT2410 ◆ OAK PWT2411 ◆ OAK ◆ OAKPWT2413

PWT2405 ZEBRAWOOD

PWT2406 ZEBRAWOOD PWT2407 MAHOGANY PWT2408 MAHOGANY

ROYAL WOOD & REAL DECO & HARDEC
13 colors from ROYAL WOOD (100mm×900mm  
and 150mm×900mm plank) can be exactly 
coordinated with TOLI wall covering REAL DECO 
and HARDEC.

ROYAL WOOD REAL DECO HARDEC

PWT2396 (page 249) WRW6009 ―

PWT2397 (page 249) WRW6010 ―

PWT2398 (page 249) WRW6007 ―

PWT2399 (page 249) WRW6008 ―

PWT2400 WRW6081 DEC6081

PWT2401 WRW6087 DEC6087

PWT2402 WRW6141 ―

PWT2403 WRW6142 ―

PWT2404 WRW6161 ―

PWT2405 WRW6044 DEC6044

PWT2406 WRW6050 DEC6050

PWT2407 WRW6133 DEC6133

PWT2408 WRW6137 DEC6137

ROYAL WOOD
(150mm×900mm plank)

category:  solid vinyl tileCommercial
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▲ PWT2411

Based on intensive research on authentic texture of natural 
stones and wood-grains, realistic natural tones have been 
reproduced. 
The color number marked with ◆ has a Natural Tone pattern.

ROYAL WOOD (150mm×900mm plank)

TEAKPWT2424PWT2423 OAK

OAKPWT2422PWT2421 OAK

PWT2414 ◆ OAK ◆ OAKPWT2415

◆ OAKPWT2416 PWT2417 ◆ OAK

Commercial

ROYAL WOOD
(150mm×900mm plank)

category:  solid vinyl tile

Specification 
overall thickness                       3.0mm size                      150mm×900mm

                               others                 Surface Clear Wear Layer    0.3mm / Round-Beveled

Packing 20pcs/box = 2.70m2/box

Net Weight 14.0kg/box

Performance Wear Resistance (EN649)  Group T

Recommended 
Adhesive from TOLI 

dried mortar and concrete Eco AR600

humid mortar and concrete Epo Gray ST, US Cement, US Cement (less-smelly), US200

Notes on Installation
FFor one week after installation, direct sunlight, sudden change of temperature due to air conditioning, and water washing 

should be avoided.
FThe color shading differs on a tile-by-tile basis, which will make the floor look very natural when the tiles are installed. 

Recommended
Maintenance Wax

from TOLI
New FB Wax, U Wax, T Wax (Non-shiny & Antibacterial)

Custom Order If you ask for a different size or wear layer, please contact TOLI sales rep.

Others
FThe dirt and stains will be more visible on the floor covering with lighter plain colors, compared to dark colors. Also they are 

more likely to stick with the deep-embossed surface than the flat surface.
FPlease be aware that some rubber casters might cause color-contamination.
FPlease note that the product has the indigenous odor from its materials.

ROYAL WOOD is TOLI’s new 
wood-look solid vinyl tile 
range that has variety of 
sizes and authentic designs. 
Green product with “ECO 
Mark”-certified. 

MADE IN JAPAN
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▲ PWT2443 ▲ PWT2444

PWT2438 ◆ MAPLE

TEAKPWT2425

PWT2437◆ MAPLE ◆ MAPLEPWT2436

ROYAL WOOD (150mm×900mm plank)

CEDARPWT2444 CEDARPWT2445◆ CHERRYPWT2442 ◆ CHERRYPWT2443

PWT2426 PINE PWT2427 PINE

PWT2429 ◆ NOCE

PWT2428 ◆ NOCE

Commercial

ROYAL WOOD
(150mm×900mm plank)

category:  solid vinyl tile
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PWT2364

ROYAL WOOD (180mm×1260mm plank)

PWT2377 ◆ OAK

PWT2376 ◆ OAK

MADE IN JAPAN

ROYAL WOOD
(180mm×1260mm plank)

category:  solid vinyl tile

Specifi cation 
overall thickness                       3.0mm size                      180mm×1260mm

                               others                 Surface Clear Wear Layer    0.3mm / Round-Beveled

Packing 12pcs/box = 2.72m2/box

Net Weight 15.1kg/box

Performance Wear Resistance (EN649)  Group T

Recommended 
Adhesive from TOLI 

dried mortar and concrete Eco AR600

humid mortar and concrete Epo Gray ST, US Cement, US Cement (less-smelly), US200

Notes on Installation
For one week after installation, direct sunlight, sudden change of temperature due to air conditioning, and water washing 

should be avoided.
The color shading differs on a tile-by-tile basis, which will make the fl oor look very natural when the tiles are installed. 

Recommended
Maintenance Wax

from TOLI
New FB Wax, U Wax, T Wax (Non-shiny & Antibacterial)

Custom Order If you ask for a different size or wear layer, please contact TOLI sales rep.

Others

In PWT2384 and PWT2385 some block patterns in a tile may not seem strictly straight, which is not quality defectiveness. 
After the installation, the whole fl oor image will look natural.

The dirt and stains will be more visible on the fl oor covering with lighter plain colors, compared to dark colors. Also they are 
more likely to stick with the deep-embossed surface than the fl at surface.

Please be aware that some rubber casters might cause color-contamination.
Please note that the product has the indigenous odor from its materials.

ROYAL WOOD is TOLI’s 
new wood-look solid vinyl 
tile range that has variety 
of sizes and authentic 
designs. Green product 
with “ECO Mark”-certifi ed. 

PWT2369 OAK

PWT2364 OAK

PWT2366 OAK PWT2370 OAK

PWT2365 OAK

Based on intensive research on authentic texture of natural 
stones and wood-grains, realistic natural tones have been 
reproduced. 
The color number marked with ◆ has a Natural Tone pattern.

PWT2379 ◆ OAK

PWT2339 ◆ OAK

PWT2384

PWT2340 ◆ OAK

PWT2385
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▲ PWT2340 ▲ PWT2385

ROYAL WOOD (180mm×1260mm plank)

ROYAL WOOD
(180mm×1260mm plank)

category:  solid vinyl tile

◆ OAKPWT2419 ◆ OAKPWT2420

PWT2390 PINE PINEPWT2391PWT2389 PINE

PWT2441 ◆ CYPRESS

OVANGKOLPWT2392 PWT2393 OAK

◆ CHERRYPWT2431 PWT2432 ◆ CHERRYPWT2430 ◆ CHERRY

PINEPWT2388
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PWT2341

ROYAL WOOD
(75mm×900mm plank)

category:  solid vinyl tile

Specifi cation 
overall thickness                       3.0mm size                      75mm×900mm

                               others                 Surface Clear Wear Layer    0.3mm / Round-Beveled

Packing 40pcs/box = 2.70m2/box

Net Weight 14.0kg/box

Performance Wear Resistance (EN649)  Group T

Recommended 
Adhesive from TOLI 

dried mortar and concrete Eco AR600

humid mortar and concrete Epo Gray ST, US Cement, US Cement (less-smelly), US200

Notes on Installation
For one week after installation, direct sunlight, sudden change of temperature due to air conditioning, and water washing 

should be avoided.
The color shading differs on a tile-by-tile basis, which will make the fl oor look very natural when the tiles are installed. 

Recommended
Maintenance Wax

from TOLI
New FB Wax, U Wax, T Wax (Non-shiny & Antibacterial)

Custom Order If you ask for a different size or wear layer, please contact TOLI sales rep.

Others
The dirt and stains will be more visible on the fl oor covering with lighter plain colors, compared to dark colors. Also they are 

more likely to stick with the deep-embossed surface than the fl at surface.
Please be aware that some rubber casters might cause color-contamination.
Please note that the product has the indigenous odor from its materials.

ROYAL WOOD is TOLI’s new 
wood-look solid vinyl tile 
range that has variety of 
sizes and authentic designs. 
Green product with “ECO 
Mark”-certifi ed. 

MADE IN JAPAN

ROYAL WOOD (75mm×900mm plank)

Based on intensive research on authentic texture of natural 
stones and wood-grains, realistic natural tones have been 
reproduced. 
The color number marked with ◆ has a Natural Tone pattern.

▲ PWT2342

PWT2341 ◆ OAK

◆ OAKPWT2342
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▲ PWT2348

ROYAL WOOD HIGH-END (152.4mm×914.4mm plank)

PWT2349

Specifi cation 
overall thickness                       3.0mm size                      152.4mm×914.4mm

                               others                 Surface Clear Wear Layer    0.3mm / Round-Beveled

Packing 20pcs/box = 2.78m2/box

Net Weight 15.8kg/box

Performance Wear Resistance (EN649)  Group T

Recommended 
Adhesive from TOLI 

dried mortar and concrete Eco AR600

humid mortar and concrete Epo Gray ST, US Cement, US Cement (less-smelly), US200

Notes on Installation
Before installation, make sure the arrow marks on the back of each tile, which show the direction of the pattern. 
For one week after installation, direct sunlight, sudden change of temperature due to air conditioning, and water washing 

should be avoided.
The color shading differs on a tile-by-tile basis, which will make the fl oor look very natural when the tiles are installed. 

Recommended
Maintenance Wax

from TOLI
New FB Wax, U Wax, T Wax (Non-shiny & Antibacterial)

Custom Order If you ask for a different size or wear layer, please contact TOLI sales rep.

Others
The dirt and stains will be more visible on the fl oor covering with lighter plain colors, compared to dark colors. Also they are 

more likely to stick with the deep-embossed surface than the fl at surface.
Please be aware that some rubber casters might cause color-contamination.
Please note that the product has the indigenous odor from its materials.

ROYAL WOOD HIGH-END
(152.4mm×914.4mm plank)

category:  solid vinyl tile

ROYAL WOOD is TOLI’s new wood-
look solid vinyl tile range that 
has variety of sizes and authentic 
designs.

Based on intensive research on authentic texture of natural 
stones and wood-grains, realistic natural tones have been 
reproduced. 
The color number marked with ◆ has a Natural Tone pattern.

PWT2347 ◆ OAK

PWT2349 ◆ OAK

PWT2348 ◆ OAK

◆ OAKPWT2350

Only one long side of a plank tile is bordered to highlight the 
joints. Please install the tiles so that the bordered side will 
face the same direction.
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▲ PWT2334

PWT2334

Specifi cation 
overall thickness                       3.0mm

size                      76.2mm×914.4mm
                               101.6mm×914.4mm
                               152.4mm×914.4mm

                               others                 Surface Clear Wear Layer    0.3mm

Packing 36pcs/box = 3.62m2/box
Net Weight 20.3kg/box

Performance Wear Resistance (EN649)  Group T

Recommended 
Adhesive from TOLI 

dried mortar and concrete Eco AR600
humid mortar and concrete Epo Gray ST, US Cement, US Cement (less-smelly), US200

Notes on Installation
Before installation, make sure the arrow marks on the back of each tile, which show the direction of the pattern. 
For one week after installation, direct sunlight, sudden change of temperature due to air conditioning, and water washing 

should be avoided.
The color shading differs on a tile-by-tile basis, which will make the fl oor look very natural when the tiles are installed. 

Recommended
Maintenance Wax

from TOLI
New FB Wax, U Wax, T Wax (Non-shiny & Antibacterial)

Custom Order If you ask for a different size or wear layer, please contact TOLI sales rep.

Others
The dirt and stains will be more visible on the fl oor covering with lighter plain colors, compared to dark colors. Also they are 

more likely to stick with the deep-embossed surface than the fl at surface.
Please be aware that some rubber casters might cause color-contamination.
Please note that the product has the indigenous odor from its materials.

ROYAL WOOD MIXED-PLANK (76.2mm/101.6mm/152.4mm×914.4mm plank)

For mix-and-match effect, plank tiles with different color, shading, 
and size are randomly packed in a box. Sometimes the same type 
of colors might be disproportionately packed in one same box.
(3 different sizes: 76.2mm×914.4mm/101.6mm×914.4mm/ 
152.4mm×914.4mm)

Based on intensive research on authentic texture of natural 
stones and wood-grains, realistic natural tones have been 
reproduced. 
The color number marked with ◆ has a Natural Tone pattern.

PWT2334 ◆ OAK

PWT2333 ◆ OAK

914.4mm

914.4mm

914.4mm 76
.2 mm

15
2.

4
m

m

10
1.6 mm

914.4mm

914.4mm

914.4mm 76
.2 mm

15
2.

4
m

m

10
1.6 mm

ROYAL WOOD
MIXED-PLANK

(76.2mm/101.6mm/152.4mm×914.4mm plank)
category:  solid vinyl tile

3 different size of plank 
tiles in different color tones 
are mixed in one same box. 
Amazing new concept will 
create a classy image of 
authentic wood fl ooring.
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▲ PWT2304

PWT2302

ROYAL WOOD HIGH-END (75mm×450mm mini-plank)

ROYAL WOOD HIGH-END
(75mm×450mm mini-plank)

category:  solid vinyl tile

Specifi cation 
overall thickness                       3.0mm size                      75mm×450mm

                               others                 Surface Clear Wear Layer    0.3mm / Round-Beveled

Packing 84pcs/box = 2.83m2/box

Net Weight 14.7kg/box

Recommended 
Adhesive from TOLI 

dried mortar and concrete Eco AR600

humid mortar and concrete Epo Gray ST, US Cement, US Cement (less-smelly), US200

Notes on Installation
For one week after installation, direct sunlight, sudden change of temperature due to air conditioning, and water washing 

should be avoided.
The color shading differs on a tile-by-tile basis, which will make the fl oor look very natural when the tiles are installed.  

Recommended
Maintenance Wax

from TOLI
New FB Wax, U Wax, T Wax (Non-shiny & Antibacterial)

Others
The dirt and stains will be more visible on the fl oor covering with lighter plain colors, compared to dark colors. Also they are 

more likely to stick with the deep-embossed surface than the fl at surface. 
Please be aware that some rubber casters might cause color-contamination.
Please note that the product has the indigenous odor from its materials.

ROYAL WOOD is TOLI’s 
new wood-look solid 
vinyl tile range that 
has variety of sizes 
and authentic designs. 

Based on intensive research on authentic texture of natural 
stones and wood-grains, realistic natural tones have been 
reproduced. 
The color number marked with ◆ has a Natural Tone pattern.

PWT2319 ◆ OAKPWT2304 ◆ OAK

PWT2326 ◆ OAK

PWT2302 ◆ OAK PWT2310 ◆ OAK
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▲ PWT2330

Specifi cation 
overall thickness                       3.0mm size                      228.6mm×1422.4mm

                               others                 Surface Clear Wear Layer    0.3mm / Fine-Beveled

Packing 8pcs/box = 2.60m2/box

Net Weight 15.5kg/box

Performance Wear Resistance (EN649)  Group T

Recommended 
Adhesive from TOLI 

dried mortar and concrete Eco AR600

humid mortar and concrete Epo Gray ST, US Cement, US Cement (less-smelly), US200

Notes on Installation
Before installation, make sure the arrow marks on the back of each tile, which show the direction of the pattern. 
For one week after installation, direct sunlight, sudden change of temperature due to air conditioning, and water washing 

should be avoided.
The color shading differs on a tile-by-tile basis, which will make the fl oor look very natural when the tiles are installed. 

Recommended
Maintenance Wax

from TOLI
New FB Wax, U Wax, T Wax (Non-shiny & Antibacterial)

Custom Order If you ask for a different size or wear layer, please contact TOLI sales rep.

Others
The dirt and stains will be more visible on the fl oor covering with lighter plain colors, compared to dark colors. Also they are 

more likely to stick with the deep-embossed surface than the fl at surface.
Please be aware that some rubber casters might cause color-contamination.
Please note that the product has the indigenous odor from its materials.

ROYAL WOOD HIGH-END
(228.6mm×1422.4mm plank)

category:  solid vinyl tile

ROYAL WOOD is TOLI’s new 
wood-look solid vinyl tile range 
that has variety of sizes and 
authentic designs.

ROYAL WOOD HIGH-END (228.6mm×1422.4mm plank)

PWT2331

Based on intensive research on authentic texture of natural 
stones and wood-grains, realistic natural tones have been 
reproduced. 
The color number marked with ◆ has a Natural Tone pattern.

PWT2330 ◆ OAK

PWT2331 ◆ OAK

◆ OAKPWT2332
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▲ PWT2358

Specifi cation
overall thickness                       3.0mm size                        300mm×300mm

                      others                 Surface Clear Wear Layer 0.3mm

Packing 36pcs/box = 3.24m2/box

Net Weight 17.5kg/box

Recommended 
Adhesive from TOLI 

dried mortar and concrete Eco AR600

humid mortar and concrete Epo Gray ST, US Cement, US Cement (less-smelly), US200

Notes on Installation
Before installation, make sure the arrow marks on the back of each tile, which show the direction of the pattern.
For one week after installation, direct sunlight, sudden change of temperature due to air conditioning, and water washing 

should be avoided.
The color shading differs on a tile-by-tile basis, which will make the fl oor look very natural when the tiles are installed. 

Recommended
Maintenance Wax

from TOLI 
New FB Wax, U Wax, T Wax (Non-shiny & Antibacterial)

Others 
The dirt and stains will be more visible on the fl oor covering with lighter plain colors, compared to dark colors. Also they are 

more likely to stick with the deep-embossed surface than the fl at surface.
Please be aware that some rubber casters might cause color-contamination.
Please note that the product has the indigenous odor from its materials.

ROYAL WOOD GRAND
(300mm square)

category:  solid vinyl tile

ROYAL WOOD GRAND can create very 
amusing fl oor images in your projects. 
Beautiful leaf patterns and parquet 
designs will offer a sophisticated 
atmosphere.

ROYAL WOOD GRAND (300mm square)

PWT2359

PWT2359
PARQUET

PWT2358
PARQUET
(OAK)
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▲ PWT2354

ROYAL WOOD (450mm square)

PWT2446

MADE IN JAPAN

ROYAL WOOD
(450mm square)

category:  solid vinyl tile

Specifi cation 
overall thickness                       3.0mm size                      450mm×450mm

                               others                 Surface Clear Wear Layer    0.3mm

Packing 14pcs/box = 2.83m2/box
Net Weight 14.7kg/box

Performance Wear Resistance (EN649)  Group T

Recommended 
Adhesive from TOLI 

dried mortar and concrete Eco AR600
humid mortar and concrete Epo Gray ST, US Cement, US Cement (less-smelly), US200

Way of Installation
                                   
                                                 (PWT2354 · PWT2355 · PWT2446)       Quater Turn   
                                                                                                                      

Notes on Installation
Before installation, make sure the arrow marks on the back of each tile, which show the direction of the pattern. 
For one week after installation, direct sunlight, sudden change of temperature due to air conditioning, and water washing 

should be avoided.
The color shading differs on a tile-by-tile basis, which will make the fl oor look very natural when the tiles are installed. 

Recommended
Maintenance Wax

from TOLI
New FB Wax, U Wax, T Wax (Non-shiny & Antibacterial)

Custom Order If you ask for a different size or wear layer, please contact TOLI sales rep.

Others
The dirt and stains will be more visible on the fl oor covering with lighter plain colors, compared to dark colors. Also they are 

more likely to stick with the deep-embossed surface than the fl at surface.
Please be aware that some rubber casters might cause color-contamination.
Please note that the product has the indigenous odor from its materials.

ROYAL WOOD is TOLI’s new wood-look 
solid vinyl tile range that has variety 
of sizes and authentic designs. Green 
product with “ECO Mark”-certifi ed. 

PWT2355 ◆

PWT2354 ◆

PARQUET

PARQUET

PWT2363
OSB

PWT2362
OSB

PWT2446
CANE

Based on intensive research on authentic texture of natural 
stones and wood-grains, realistic natural tones have been 
reproduced. 
The color number marked with ◆ has a Natural Tone pattern.
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▲ PWT2361

PWT2361

ROYAL WOOD HIGH-END
(450mm square)

category:  solid vinyl tile

Specifi cation 
overall thickness                       3.0mm size                      450mm×450mm

                               others                 Surface Clear Wear Layer    0.3mm

Packing 14pcs/box = 2.83m2/box
Net Weight 14.7kg/box

Performance Wear Resistance (EN649)  Group T

Recommended 
Adhesive from TOLI 

dried mortar and concrete Eco AR600

humid mortar and concrete Epo Gray ST, US Cement, US Cement (less-smelly), US200

Way of Installation
                                   
                                                                                                  Quater Turn   

Notes on Installation
Before installation, make sure the arrow marks on the back of each tile, which show the direction of the pattern. 
For one week after installation, direct sunlight, sudden change of temperature due to air conditioning, and water washing 

should be avoided.
The color shading differs on a tile-by-tile basis, which will make the fl oor look very natural when the tiles are installed. 

Recommended
Maintenance Wax

from TOLI
New FB Wax, U Wax, T Wax (Non-shiny & Antibacterial)

Custom Order If you ask for a different size or wear layer, please contact TOLI sales rep.

Others
The dirt and stains will be more visible on the fl oor covering with lighter plain colors, compared to dark colors. Also they are 

more likely to stick with the deep-embossed surface than the fl at surface.
Please be aware that some rubber casters might cause color-contamination.
Please note that the product has the indigenous odor from its materials.

ROYAL WOOD is TOLI’s new wood-
look solid vinyl tile range that 
has variety of sizes and authentic 
designs. 

PWT2361 ◆

PARQUET

ROYAL WOOD HIGH-END (450mm square)

Based on intensive research on authentic texture of natural 
stones and wood-grains, realistic natural tones have been 
reproduced. 
The color number marked with ◆ has a Natural Tone pattern.
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▲ PWT2335

PWT2336
PARQUET

PWT2335
PARQUET

ROYAL WOOD GRAND (600mm square)

※4 different patterns are packed in one same box. Random 
installation of 4 patterns will create the image of authentic 
wood fl ooring.

PWT2336

ROYAL WOOD GRAND
(600mm square)

category:  solid vinyl tile

Specifi cation 
overall thickness                       3.0mm size                      600mm×600mm

                               others                 Surface Clear Wear Layer    0.5mm / Fine Beveling

Packing 10pcs/box = 3.60m2/box

Net Weight 21.5kg/box

Performance Wear Resistance (EN649)  Group T

Recommended 
Adhesive from TOLI 

dried mortar and concrete Eco AR600

humid mortar and concrete Epo Gray ST, US Cement, US Cement (less-smelly), US200

Notes on Installation
Before installation, make sure the arrow marks on the back of each tile, which show the direction of the pattern. 
For one week after installation, direct sunlight, sudden change of temperature due to air conditioning, and water washing 

should be avoided.
The color shading differs on a tile-by-tile basis, which will make the fl oor look very natural when the tiles are installed. 

Recommended
Maintenance Wax

from TOLI
New FB Wax, U Wax, T Wax (Non-shiny & Antibacterial)

Custom Order If you ask for a different size or wear layer, please contact TOLI sales rep.

Others
The dirt and stains will be more visible on the fl oor covering with lighter plain colors, compared to dark colors. Also they are 

more likely to stick with the deep-embossed surface than the fl at surface.
Please be aware that some rubber casters might cause color-contamination.
Please note that the product has the indigenous odor from its materials.

Authentic registered-embossed pattern in large 
600mm × 600mm size.

Commercial
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<Dimension Details>

ROYAL WOOD HIGH-END (130mm hexagon)

PWT2360 ◆

PWT2360

▲ PWT2360/PST2038  (ROYAL STONE · page 241)

Specifi cation 
overall thickness                       3.0mm size                        130mm hexagon

                               others                 Surface Clear Wear Layer 0.3mm / Beveled

Packing 64pcs/box = 2.80m2/box

Net Weight 14.6kg/box

Recommended 
Adhesive from TOLI

dried mortar and concrete Eco AR600

humid mortar and concrete Epo Gray ST, US Cement, US Cement (less-smelly), US200

Notes on Installation
For one week after installation, direct sunlight, sudden change of temperature due to air conditioning, and water washing 

should be avoided.
The color shading differs on a tile-by-tile basis, which will make the fl oor look very natural when the tiles are installed. 

Recommended
Maintenance Wax

from TOLI
New FB Wax, U Wax, T Wax (Non-shiny & Antibacterial)

Others

The dirt and stains will be more visible on the fl oor covering with lighter plain colors, compared to dark colors. Also they are 
more likely to stick with the deep-embossed surface than the fl at surface.

Please be aware that some rubber casters might cause color-contamination.
Please bear in mind that ROYAL WOOD (hexagon) may take more time for layout and installation compared to the tiles in 

square size.
Please note that the product has the indigenous odor from its materials.
When you install the tiles in hexagon size, you will have a better appearance by fi nishing the joints with cauking materials.
Occasionally a very slight size difference could be seen between different production lots. For designed installation of 4-sides-

beveled tiles, or installation of tiles with the shape of hexagon, trapezium and 900mm square, please adjust the size of a tile as 
needed. Otherwise joints should be fi nished with caulking compound.

Squareness of tiles are fully checked during the production. However, due to the condition of sub-fl oor and others, joints 
might not be strictly matched in some cases.

ROYAL STONE in hexagon size is a 
next-generation vinyl tile which will 
spark a revolution with its one-of-a-
kind shape.

ROYAL WOOD HIGH-END
(130mm hexagon)

category:  solid vinyl tile

PWT2360

Commercial
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Based on intensive research on authentic texture of natural 
stones and wood-grains, realistic natural tones have been 
reproduced. 
The color number marked with ◆ has a Natural Tone pattern.
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PWT2337

▲ PWT2337/PST2008  (ROYAL STONE · page 234)

TYPE A (diagonally 
right up)

TYPE B (diagonally 
right down)

PWT2337

4 tiles each for 2 different designs (A and B) 
are packed in one same box. On the joints of 
A and B, plank patterns are not strictly con-
nected.

Specifi cation 
overall thickness                       3.0mm size                      457.2mm×914.4mm

                               others                 Surface Clear Wear Layer    0.3mm

Packing 8pcs/box = 3.34m2/box

Net Weight 19.8kg/box

Performance Wear Resistance (EN649)  Group T

Recommended 
Adhesive from TOLI 

dried mortar and concrete Eco AR600

humid mortar and concrete Epo Gray ST, US Cement, US Cement (less-smelly), US200

Notes on Installation
Before installation, make sure the arrow marks on the back of each tile, which show the direction of the pattern. 
For one week after installation, direct sunlight, sudden change of temperature due to air conditioning, and water washing 

should be avoided.
The color shading differs on a tile-by-tile basis, which will make the fl oor look very natural when the tiles are installed. 

Recommended
Maintenance Wax

from TOLI
New FB Wax, U Wax, T Wax (Non-shiny & Antibacterial)

Custom Order If you ask for a different size or wear layer, please contact TOLI sales rep.

Others
The dirt and stains will be more visible on the fl oor covering with lighter plain colors, compared to dark colors. Also they are 

more likely to stick with the deep-embossed surface than the fl at surface.
Please be aware that some rubber casters might cause color-contamination.
Please note that the product has the indigenous odor from its materials.

ROYAL WOOD HERRINGBONE
(457.2mm×914.4mm plank)

category:  solid vinyl tile

ROYAL WOOD is TOLI’s new wood-look solid 
vinyl tile range that has variety of sizes and 
authentic designs.

PWT2338

ROYAL WOOD HERRINGBONE (457.2mm×914.4mm plank)

Commercial
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The products with this logo are “FloorScore”-certified.
This will contribute towards points for LEED v4 EQ Credit Low-Emitting 
Materials.

Heavy Duty

For very heavy traffic areas where many people 
will walk with their shoes on, and/or heavy stuff 
such as trolleys will frequently come and go. 

Commercial

For medium traffic areas such as offices, schools, 
hospitals, and shops where people will walk with 
their shoes on.

CommercialHeavy Duty

Durability Level
Classified according to the data of abrasion resistance testing. The results are confirmed on condition that the product has 
been installed by the designated proper method.  

Vinyl Sheet
MATURE NW FS3001/FS3003 (page 294)



◆ Antibacterial Performance <in accordance with JIS Z 2801>
In JIS testing criteria, when the value is more than 2.0, the product has 
suffi cient antibacterial property.

Escherichia Coli Staphylococcus 
Aureus MRSA

HITOE GRANZA More than 2.0 More than 2.0 More than 2.0
Conducted by KAKEN TEST CENTER

◆ Durability to Rolling Loads <in accordance with JIS A 1454: Caster Rilling Test>

HITOE GRANZA
Time until the 
fl oor covering 
swells

More than 180 minutes
(1st stage test by 
wheels with 110mm Φ)

Less than 30 minutes
(2nd stage test by 
wheels with 46mm Φ)

1st stage test: JIS A 1454: Caster Rilling Test (load per unit area: approx. 900N/cm2)
2nd stage test: Independent test by TOLI (load per unit area: approx. 2,700N/cm2)

Heavy Duty
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Specifi cation
overall thickness                        2.0mm widthm×length                    2000mm×9m

                 others                Antibacterial Finished / Highly Durable UV-Coated Surface

Packing 9m/roll
Net Weight 45.0kg/roll

Recommended 
Adhesive from TOLI

dried mortar and concrete Eco AR600 / (for heavy traffi c area) Epo Gray S 
heavy traffi c use Epo Gray S

The wards and living rooms 
where beds with double-row 

casters are used
Epo Gray ST, US Cement, US Cement (less-smelly), US200

humid mortar and concrete Epo Gray ST, US Cement, US Cement (less-smelly), US200
TOLI UNDERLAY SHEET US Cement, US Cement (less-smelly), US200

Welding/Seam Finish Welding rod for heat-welding (antibacterial fi nished) is available on a color-by-color basis.
JOINT SHIELD method (JS Method) by TOLI JOINT SHIELD is also applicable.

Notes on Installation

Seams should be heat-welded or fi nished with TOLI JOINT SHIELD.
TOLI JOINT SHIELD can also work on the top of TOLI UNDERLAY SHEET, but when partial weight will be put on the fl oor 

(such as heavy stuff or casters), the seam joints should not be fi nished with TOLI JOINT SHIELD.
When you install 2 different sheets, each edge should be jointed at the seam. (Do not cut in the middle of the sheet.)
For one week after installation, direct sunlight, sudden change of temperature due to air conditioning, and water washing 

should be avoided.
Please do not use the urethane adhesive other than US Cement, US Cement (less-smelly), US200.
As the sub-fl oor material, the underlayment TOLI UNDERLAY SHEET (page 308) is also workable. Apply the same adhesive 

for both upside and downside of the underlayment. Please note that the durability to dynamic load will be degraded when 
you install with the underlayment.

When you install HITOE GRANZA in the places where rollaway beds are used (e.g. a patient room of the hospital, a living room 
of the welfare facility and so forth), the epoxy adhesive such as TOLI Epo Gray ST or TOLI Epo Gray S and urethane adhesive 
such as US Cement, US Cement (less-smelly), US200 should be used even if the humidity of the sub-fl oor is less than 8%.

Recommended 
Way of Maintenance 

from TOLI

No need to apply the maintenance wax on the surface. Clean the fl oor every day with an auto scrubber or a wet rag wrung out 
tightly. Use the neutral detergent for fi xed contamination.

Even if the wax is applied on the surface, it does not affect the quality of NW series.
For a large facility, an abstergent auto scrubber is more recommendable.
High speed buffi ng should be avoided. Otherwise highly durable UV coating will be abraded. 

Others

At the entrance of the building, the dust control mat should be laid in order to avoid soils and sands from outside.
To prepare the fl oor which is durable to rolling loads, please fully check the combination of the fl oor covering, the sub-fl oor, the 

adhesive, and the loads. For instance, when the sub-fl oor is too weak, the fl oor covering might be destroyed from underneath.
Please be aware that some rubber casters might cause color-contamination.
Please note that the product has the indigenous odor from its materials. 

HITOE GRANZA

HTE1003                           HTE1004                           HTE1002                          HTE1001                           

HTE1008                           HTE1006                           HTE1007                           HTE1005                           

HTE1002

HITOE GRANZA
category:  low-maintenance vinyl sheet

Minerals’ own expressive texture 
and delicate contrast. Impressive 
color tones inspired by nature. 
New standard pattern with sheer 
persistence to authentic natural 
beauty. 

MADE IN JAPAN
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HITOE GRANZA

HTE1014                           

HTE1011                           

HTE1013                          

HTE1010                          

HTE1012                           

HTE1009                           

HTE1016                           HTE1017                           HTE1015                           

▲ HTE1008/HTE1015

HITOE GRANZA
category:  low-maintenance vinyl sheetHeavy Duty



◆ Antibacterial Performance <in accordance with JIS Z 2801>
In JIS testing criteria, when the value is more than 2.0, the product has 
suffi cient antibacterial property.

Escherichia Coli Staphylococcus 
Aureus MRSA

HITOE FINE More than 2.0 More than 2.0 More than 2.0
Conducted by KAKEN TEST CENTER

◆ Durability to Rolling Loads <in accordance with JIS A 1454: Caster Rilling Test>

HITOE FINE

Time until the 
fl oor covering 
swells

More than 180 minutes
(1st stage test by 
wheels with 110mm Φ)

Less than 30 minutes
(2nd stage test by 
wheels with 46mm Φ)

1st stage test: JIS A 1454: Caster Rilling Test (load per unit area: approx. 900N/cm2)
2nd stage test: Independent test by TOLI (load per unit area: approx. 2,700N/cm2)

Heavy Duty
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Vinyl
Sheet

▲ HTE2007/HTE2005

HITOE FINE
category:  low-maintenance vinyl sheet

Sand-like fi ne texture and 
deep color tones. Ultimate 
plain pattern in pursuit of 
beauty of texture.

MADE IN JAPAN

HITOE FINE

HTE2002

Specifi cation
overall thickness                        2.0mm widthm×length                    2000mm×9m

                 others                Antibacterial Finished / Highly Durable UV-Coated Surface

Packing 9m/roll

Net Weight 43.2kg/roll

Recommended 
Adhesive from TOLI

dried mortar and concrete Eco AR600 / (for heavy traffi c area) Epo Gray S 

heavy traffi c use Epo Gray S
The wards and living rooms 
where beds with double-row 

casters are used
Epo Gray ST, US Cement, US Cement (less-smelly), US200

humid mortar and concrete Epo Gray ST, US Cement, US Cement (less-smelly), US200

TOLI UNDERLAY SHEET US Cement, US Cement (less-smelly), US200

Welding/Seam Finish Welding rod for heat-welding (antibacterial fi nished) is available on a color-by-color basis.
JOINT SHIELD method (JS Method) by TOLI JOINT SHIELD is also applicable.

Notes on Installation

Seams should be heat-welded or fi nished with TOLI JOINT SHIELD.
TOLI JOINT SHIELD can also work on the top of TOLI UNDERLAY SHEET, but when partial weight will be put on the fl oor 

(such as heavy stuff or casters), the seam joints should not be fi nished with TOLI JOINT SHIELD.
When you install 2 different sheets, each edge should be jointed at the seam. (Do not cut in the middle of the sheet.)
For one week after installation, direct sunlight, sudden change of temperature due to air conditioning, and water washing 

should be avoided.
Please do not use the urethane adhesive other than US Cement, US Cement (less-smelly), US200.
As the sub-fl oor material, the underlayment TOLI UNDERLAY SHEET (page 308) is also workable. Apply the same adhesive 

for both upside and downside of the underlayment. Please note that the durability to dynamic load will be degraded when 
you install with the underlayment.

When you install HITOE FINE in the places where rollaway beds are used (e.g. a patient room of the hospital, a living room 
of the welfare facility and so forth), the epoxy adhesive such as TOLI Epo Gray ST or TOLI Epo Gray S and urethane adhesive 
such as US Cement, US Cement (less-smelly), US200 should be used even if the humidity of the sub-fl oor is less than 8%.

Recommended 
Way of Maintenance 

from TOLI

No need to apply the maintenance wax on the surface. Clean the fl oor every day with an auto scrubber or a wet rag wrung out 
tightly. Use the neutral detergent for fi xed contamination.

Even if the wax is applied on the surface, it does not affect the quality of NW series.
For a large facility, an abstergent auto scrubber is more recommendable.
High speed buffi ng should be avoided. Otherwise highly durable UV coating will be abraded. 

Others

At the entrance of the building, the dust control mat should be laid in order to avoid soils and sands from outside.
To prepare the fl oor which is durable to rolling loads, please fully check the combination of the fl oor covering, the sub-fl oor, the 

adhesive, and the loads. For instance, when the sub-fl oor is too weak, the fl oor covering might be destroyed from underneath.
Please be aware that some rubber casters might cause color-contamination.
Please note that the product has the indigenous odor from its materials. 
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HITOE FINE
category:  low-maintenance vinyl sheet

HITOE FINE

HTE2002                           

HTE2005                           

HTE2014                           

HTE2013                           

HTE2016                           HTE2011                         

HTE2012                          HTE2010                         HTE2015                           

HTE2008                           

HTE2006                           

HTE2003                           

HTE2009                           

HTE2007                           

HTE2004                           

HTE2001                           

▲ HTE2010/HTE2015

Heavy Duty



◆ Antibacterial Performance <in accordance with JIS Z 2801>
In JIS testing criteria, when the value is more than 2.0, the product has 
suffi cient antibacterial property.

Escherichia Coli Staphylococcus 
Aureus MRSA

FLOORLEUM PLAIN NW More than 2.0 More than 2.0 More than 2.0
 Conducted by KAKEN TEST CENTER

Commercial
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Vinyl
Sheet

Specifi cation 
overall thickness                       2.0mm/2.5mm widthm×length                   1820mm×9m

                 others                Antibacterial Finished / Highly Durable UV-Coated Surface
JIS Registered No. No. GB0506143  GB0610001   (JIS A 5705 Vinyl Sheet Flooring)

Packing 9m/roll

Net Weight 50.8kg/roll (2.0mm)  63.9kg/roll (2.5mm)

Recommended 
Adhesive from TOLI

dried mortar and concrete Eco Royal Cement, Eco AR600

humid mortar and concrete Epo Gray ST, US Cement, US Cement (less-smelly), US200

TOLI UNDERLAY SHEET US Cement, US Cement (less-smelly), US200

Welding/Seam Finish Welding rod for heat-welding is available on a color-by-color basis.
JOINT SHIELD method (JS Method) by TOLI JOINT SHIELD is also applicable.

Notes on Installation

Seams should be heat-welded or fi nished with TOLI JOINT SHIELD.
TOLI JOINT SHIELD can also work on the top of TOLI UNDERLAY SHEET, but when partial weight will be put on the fl oor 

(such as heavy stuff or casters), the seam joints should not be fi nished with TOLI JOINT SHIELD.
When you install 2 different sheets, each edge should be jointed at the seam. (Do not cut in the middle of the sheet.)
For one week after installation, direct sunlight, sudden change of temperature due to air conditioning, and water washing 

should be avoided.
Please do not use the urethane adhesive other than US Cement, US Cement (less-smelly), US200.
As the sub-fl oor material, the underlayment like TOLI UNDERLAY SHEET (page 308) is also workable. Apply the same ad-

hesive for both upside and downside of the underlayment. Please note that the durability to dynamic load will be degraded 
when you install with the underlayment.

When you install FLOORLEUM PLAIN NW in the places where rollaway beds are used (e.g. a patient room of the hospital, 
a living room of the welfare facility and so forth), the epoxy adhesive such as TOLI Epo Gray ST or TOLI Epo Gray S and ure-
thane adhesive such as US Cement, US Cement (less-smelly), US200 should be used even if the humidity of the sub-fl oor is 
less than 8%.

Recommended 
Way of Maintenance 

from TOLI 

No need to apply the maintenance wax on the surface. Clean the fl oor every day with an auto scrubber or a wet rag wrung 
out tightly. Use the detergent for fi xed contamination.

Even if the wax is applied on the surface, it does not affect the quality of NW series.
For a large facility, an abstergent auto scrubber is more recommendable.
High speed buffi ng should be avoided. Otherwise highly durable UV coating will be abraded. 

Others 

At the entrance of the building, the dust control mat should be laid in order to avoid soils and sands from outside.
To prepare the fl oor which is durable to rolling loads, please fully check the combination of FLOORLEUM PLAIN NW and 

the sub-fl oor, the adhesive, and the loads. For instance, when the sub-fl oor is too weak, FLOORLEUM PLAIN NW might be 
destroyed from underneath.

Please be aware that some rubber casters might cause color-contamination.
Please note that the product has the indigenous odor from its materials.

FLOORLEUM 
PLAIN NW

category:  low-maintenance vinyl sheet

MADE IN JAPAN

made-to-order

made-to-order

FLOORLEUM PLAIN NW

20FL1002

20FL1001 (2.0mm)
25FL1001 (2.5mm)

20FL1008 (2.0mm)
25FL1008 (2.5mm)

20FL1002 (2.0mm)
25FL1002 (2.5mm)

20FL1009 (2.0mm)
25FL1009 (2.5mm)

20FL1003 (2.0mm)
25FL1003 (2.5mm)

20FL1010 (2.0mm)
25FL1010 (2.5mm)

20FL1004 (2.0mm)
25FL1004 (2.5mm)

20FL1011 (2.0mm)
25FL1011 (2.5mm)

FLOORLEUM advanced to NW 
fi nish. Beautiful plain-colored 
vinyl sheet with a shiny surface.
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FLOORLEUM PLAIN NW
category:  low-maintenance vinyl sheet

made-to-order made-to-order made-to-order made-to-order

made-to-order made-to-order made-to-order

made-to-order made-to-order

FLOORLEUM PLAIN NW

▲ 20FL1006/20FL1016

20FL1005 (2.0mm)
25FL1005 (2.5mm)

20FL1014 (2.0mm)
25FL1014 (2.5mm)

20FL1012 (2.0mm)
25FL1012 (2.5mm)

20FL1006 (2.0mm)
25FL1006 (2.5mm)

20FL1015 (2.0mm)
25FL1015 (2.5mm)

20FL1013 (2.0mm)
25FL1013 (2.5mm)

20FL1007 (2.0mm)
25FL1007 (2.5mm)

20FL1016 (2.0mm)
25FL1016 (2.5mm)

20FL1017 (2.0mm)
25FL1017 (2.5mm)
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Vinyl
Sheet

made-to-order made-to-order made-to-order

made-to-order

20FL1503

FLOORLEUM 
MARBLE NW

category:  low-maintenance vinyl sheet

MADE IN JAPAN

Specifi cation 
overall thickness                       2.0mm/2.5mm widthm×length                   1820mm×9m

                 others                Antibacterial Finished / Highly Durable UV-Coated Surface
JIS Registered No. No. GB0506143  GB0610001   (JIS A 5705 Vinyl Sheet Flooring)

Packing 9m/roll

Net Weight 50.8kg/roll (2.0mm)  63.9kg/roll (2.5mm)

Recommended 
Adhesive from TOLI

dried mortar and concrete Eco Royal Cement, Eco AR600

humid mortar and concrete Epo Gray ST, US Cement, US Cement (less-smelly), US200

TOLI UNDERLAY SHEET US Cement, US Cement (less-smelly), US200

Welding/Seam Finish Welding rod for heat-welding is available on a color-by-color basis.
JOINT SHIELD method (JS Method) by TOLI JOINT SHIELD is also applicable.

Notes on Installation

Seams should be heat-welded or fi nished with TOLI JOINT SHIELD.
TOLI JOINT SHIELD can also work on the top of TOLI UNDERLAY SHEET, but when partial weight will be put on the fl oor 

(such as heavy stuff or casters), the seam joints should not be fi nished with TOLI JOINT SHIELD.
When you install 2 different sheets, each edge should be jointed at the seam. (Do not cut in the middle of the sheet.)
For one week after installation, direct sunlight, sudden change of temperature due to air conditioning, and water washing 

should be avoided.
Please do not use the urethane adhesive other than US Cement, US Cement (less-smelly), US200.
As the sub-fl oor material, the underlayment like TOLI UNDERLAY SHEET (page 308) is also workable. Apply the same ad-

hesive for both upside and downside of the underlayment. Please note that the durability to dynamic load will be degraded 
when you install with the underlayment.

When you install FLOORLEUM MARBLE NW in the places where rollaway beds are used (e.g. a patient room of the hospital, 
a living room of the welfare facility and so forth), the epoxy adhesive such as TOLI Epo Gray ST or TOLI Epo Gray S and ure-
thane adhesive such as US Cement, US Cement (less-smelly), US200 should be used even if the humidity of the sub-fl oor is 
less than 8%.

Recommended 
Way of Maintenance 

from TOLI 

No need to apply the maintenance wax on the surface. Clean the fl oor every day with an auto scrubber or a wet rag wrung out 
tightly. Use the detergent for fi xed contamination.

Even if the wax is applied on the surface, it does not affect the quality of NW series.
For a large facility, an abstergent auto scrubber is more recommendable.
High speed buffi ng should be avoided. Otherwise highly durable UV coating will be abraded. 

Others 

At the entrance of the building, the dust control mat should be laid in order to avoid soils and sands from outside.
To prepare the fl oor which is durable to rolling loads, please fully check the combination of FLOORLEUM MARBLE NW and 

the sub-fl oor, the adhesive, and the loads. For instance, when the sub-fl oor is too weak, FLOORLEUM MARBLE NW might be 
destroyed from underneath.

Please be aware that some rubber casters might cause color-contamination.
Please note that the product has the indigenous odor from its materials.

FLOORLEUM MARBLE NW

20FL1501 (2.0mm)
25FL1501 (2.5mm)

20FL1504 (2.0mm)
25FL1504 (2.5mm)

20FL1502 (2.0mm)
25FL1502 (2.5mm)

20FL1505 (2.0mm)
25FL1505 (2.5mm)

20FL1503 (2.0mm)
25FL1503 (2.5mm)

20FL1506 (2.0mm)
25FL1506 (2.5mm)

20FL1508 (2.0mm)
25FL1508 (2.5mm)

20FL1507 (2.0mm)
25FL1507 (2.5mm)

◆ Antibacterial Performance <in accordance with JIS Z 2801>
In JIS testing criteria, when the value is more than 2.0, the product has 
suffi cient antibacterial property.

Escherichia Coli Staphylococcus 
Aureus MRSA

FLOORLEUM MARBLE NW More than 2.0 More than 2.0 More than 2.0
 Conducted by KAKEN TEST CENTER

FLOORLEUM advanced to NW 
fi nish. Simple and soft imaged 
vinyl sheet with a marble pattern.

Commercial
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FLOORLEUM MARBLE NW
category:  low-maintenance vinyl sheet

FLOORLEUM MARBLE NW

20FL1527 (2.0mm)
25FL1527 (2.5mm)

20FL1515 (2.0mm)
25FL1515 (2.5mm)

20FL1531 (2.0mm)
25FL1531 (2.5mm)

20FL1519 (2.0mm)
25FL1519 (2.5mm)

20FL1528 (2.0mm)
25FL1528 (2.5mm)

20FL1516 (2.0mm)
25FL1516 (2.5mm)

20FL1520 (2.0mm)
25FL1520 (2.5mm)

20FL1525 (2.0mm)
25FL1525 (2.5mm)

20FL1513 (2.0mm)
25FL1513 (2.5mm)

20FL1521 (2.0mm)
25FL1521 (2.5mm)

20FL1509 (2.0mm)
25FL1509 (2.5mm)

20FL1529 (2.0mm)
25FL1529 (2.5mm)

20FL1517 (2.0mm)
25FL1517 (2.5mm)

20FL1526 (2.0mm)
25FL1526 (2.5mm)

20FL1514 (2.0mm)
25FL1514 (2.5mm)

20FL1522 (2.0mm)
25FL1522 (2.5mm)

20FL1510 (2.0mm)
25FL1510 (2.5mm)

20FL1530 (2.0mm)
25FL1530 (2.5mm)

20FL1518 (2.0mm)
25FL1518 (2.5mm)

20FL1523 (2.0mm)
25FL1523 (2.5mm)

20FL1511 (2.0mm)
25FL1511 (2.5mm)

20FL1524 (2.0mm)
25FL1524 (2.5mm)

20FL1512 (2.0mm)
25FL1512 (2.5mm)made-to-order

made-to-order

made-to-order

made-to-order

made-to-order

made-to-order

made-to-order made-to-order

made-to-order

made-to-order

made-to-order

made-to-order

made-to-order

made-to-order

made-to-order

20FL1532 (2.0mm)
25FL1532 (2.5mm)

20FL1533 (2.0mm)
25FL1533 (2.5mm) made-to-order

Commercial



FLOORLEUM SOILUD NW

◆ Antibacterial Performance <in accordance with JIS Z 2801>
In JIS testing criteria, when the value is more than 2.0, the product has 
suffi cient antibacterial property.

Escherichia Coli Staphylococcus 
Aureus MRSA

FLOORLEUM SOILUD NW More than 2.0 More than 2.0 More than 2.0
Conducted by KAKEN TEST CENTER
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Vinyl
Sheet

20FL627                           20FL628                           20FL626                          20FL625                           

20FL624                           20FL622                           20FL623                           20FL621                           

Specifi cation 
overall thickness                       2.0mm widthm×length                   1820mm×9m

                 others                Antibacterial Finished / Highly Durable UV-Coated Surface
JIS Registered No. No. GB0506143   (JIS A 5705 Vinyl Sheet Flooring)

Packing 9m/roll

Net Weight 45.9kg/roll

Recommended 
Adhesive from TOLI

dried mortar and concrete Eco Royal Cement, Eco AR600

humid mortar and concrete Epo Gray ST, US Cement, US Cement (less-smelly), US200

TOLI UNDERLAY SHEET US Cement, US Cement (less-smelly), US200

Welding/Seam Finish Welding rod for heat-welding is available on a color-by-color basis.
JOINT SHIELD method (JS Method) by TOLI JOINT SHIELD is also applicable.

Notes on Installation

Seams should be heat-welded or fi nished with TOLI JOINT SHIELD.
TOLI JOINT SHIELD can also work on the top of TOLI UNDERLAY SHEET, but when partial weight will be put on the fl oor 

(such as heavy stuff or casters), the seam joints should not be fi nished with TOLI JOINT SHIELD.
When you install 2 different sheets, each edge should be jointed at the seam. (Do not cut in the middle of the sheet.)
For one week after installation, direct sunlight, sudden change of temperature due to air conditioning, and water washing 

should be avoided.
Please do not use the urethane adhesive other than US Cement, US Cement (less-smelly), US200.
As the sub-fl oor material, the underlayment like TOLI UNDERLAY SHEET (page 308) is also workable. Apply the same ad-

hesive for both upside and downside of the underlayment. Please note that the durability to dynamic load will be degraded 
when you install with the underlayment.

When you install FLOORLEUM SOILUD NW in the places where rollaway beds are used (e.g. a patient room of the hospital, 
a living room of the welfare facility and so forth), the epoxy adhesive such as TOLI Epo Gray ST or TOLI Epo Gray S and ure-
thane adhesive such as US Cement, US Cement (less-smelly), US200 should be used even if the humidity of the sub-fl oor is 
less than 8%.

Recommended 
Way of Maintenance 

from TOLI 

No need to apply the maintenance wax on the surface. Clean the fl oor every day with an auto scrubber or a wet rag wrung out 
tightly. Use the detergent for fi xed contamination.

Even if the wax is applied on the surface, it does not affect the quality of NW series.
For a large facility, an abstergent auto scrubber is more recommendable.
High speed buffi ng should be avoided. Otherwise highly durable UV coating will be abraded. 

Others 

At the entrance of the building, the dust control mat should be laid in order to avoid soils and sands from outside.
To prepare the fl oor which is durable to rolling loads, please fully check the combination of FLOORLEUM SOILUD NW and 

the sub-fl oor, the adhesive, and the loads. For instance, when the sub-fl oor is too weak, FLOORLEUM SOILUD NW might be 
destroyed from underneath.

Please be aware that some rubber casters might cause color-contamination.
Please note that the product has the indigenous odor from its materials.

“SOILUD NW” has a sharper 
design in the motif of kneaded 
soil. 

FLOORLEUM 
SOILUD NW

category:  low-maintenance vinyl sheet

MADE IN JAPAN

Commercial

20FL629
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20FL633                           20FL635                           20FL630                          20FL629                           

20FL634                           20FL631                           20FL632                           

▲ 20FL625/20FL627

FLOORLEUM SOILUD NW
category:  low-maintenance vinyl sheetCommercial



FLOORLEUM FLAKE NW

◆ Antibacterial Performance <in accordance with JIS Z 2801>
In JIS testing criteria, when the value is more than 2.0, the product has 
suffi cient antibacterial property.

Escherichia Coli Staphylococcus 
Aureus MRSA

FLOORLEUM FLAKE NW More than 2.0 More than 2.0 More than 2.0
 Conducted by KAKEN TEST CENTER

vinyl sheet   /   280

Vinyl
Sheet

20FL904

20FL907                           

20FL909                       20FL908                           

20FL902                          20FL901                           

20FL904                          20FL903                           

20FL906                           20FL905                           

Specifi cation 
overall thickness                       2.0mm widthm×length                   1820mm×9m

                 others                Antibacterial Finished / Highly Durable UV-Coated Surface
JIS Registered No. No. GB0506143   (JIS A 5705 Vinyl Sheet Flooring)

Packing 9m/roll
Net Weight 45.9kg/roll

Recommended 
Adhesive from TOLI

dried mortar and concrete Eco Royal Cement, Eco AR600
humid mortar and concrete Epo Gray ST, US Cement, US Cement (less-smelly), US200

TOLI UNDERLAY SHEET US Cement, US Cement (less-smelly), US200

Welding/Seam Finish Welding rod for heat-welding is available on a color-by-color basis.
JOINT SHIELD method (JS Method) by TOLI JOINT SHIELD is also applicable.

Notes on Installation

Seams should be heat-welded or fi nished with TOLI JOINT SHIELD.
TOLI JOINT SHIELD can also work on the top of TOLI UNDERLAY SHEET, but when partial weight will be put on the fl oor 

(such as heavy stuff or casters), the seam joints should not be fi nished with TOLI JOINT SHIELD.
When you install 2 different sheets, each edge should be jointed at the seam. (Do not cut in the middle of the sheet.)
For one week after installation, direct sunlight, sudden change of temperature due to air conditioning, and water washing 

should be avoided.
Please do not use the urethane adhesive other than US Cement, US Cement (less-smelly), US200.
As the sub-fl oor material, the underlayment like TOLI UNDERLAY SHEET (page 308) is also workable. Apply the same ad-

hesive for both upside and downside of the underlayment. Please note that the durability to dynamic load will be degraded 
when you install with the underlayment.

When you install FLOORLEUM FLAKE NW in the places where rollaway beds are used (e.g. a patient room of the hospital, 
a living room of the welfare facility and so forth), the epoxy adhesive such as TOLI Epo Gray ST or TOLI Epo Gray S and ure-
thane adhesive such as US Cement, US Cement (less-smelly), US200 should be used even if the humidity of the sub-fl oor is 
less than 8%.

Recommended 
Way of Maintenance 

from TOLI  

No need to apply the maintenance wax on the surface. Clean the fl oor every day with an auto scrubber or a wet rag wrung 
out tightly. Use the detergent for fi xed contamination.

Even if the wax is applied on the surface, it does not affect the quality of NW series.
For a large facility, an abstergent auto scrubber is more recommendable.
High speed buffi ng should be avoided. Otherwise highly durable UV coating will be abraded. 

Others 

At the entrance of the building, the dust control mat should be laid in order to avoid soils and sands from outside.
To prepare the fl oor which is durable to rolling loads, please fully check the combination of FLOORLEUM FLAKE NW and the sub-fl oor, 

the adhesive, and the loads. For instance, when the sub-fl oor is too weak, FLOORLEUM FLAKE NW might be destroyed from underneath.
Please be aware that some rubber casters might cause color-contamination.
Please note that the product has the indigenous odor from its materials.

Various sizes of beautiful chip 
patterns are overlapped in 
“FLAKE NW”. 

FLOORLEUM 
FLAKE NW

category:  low-maintenance vinyl sheet

MADE IN JAPAN

Commercial



◆ Antibacterial Performance <in accordance with JIS Z 2801>
In JIS testing criteria, when the value is more than 2.0, the product has 
suffi cient antibacterial property.

Escherichia Coli Staphylococcus 
Aureus MRSA

FLOORLEUM NATTY NW More than 2.0 More than 2.0 More than 2.0
 Conducted by KAKEN TEST CENTER
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Commercial

FLOORLEUM NATTY NW

20FL303                           20FL304                           20FL302                          20FL301                           

20FL308                           20FL306                           20FL307                           20FL305                           

20FL307

Specifi cation 
overall thickness                       2.0mm widthm×length                   1820mm×9m

                 others                Antibacterial Finished / Highly Durable UV-Coated Surface
JIS Registered No. No. GB0506143   (JIS A 5705 Vinyl Sheet Flooring)

Packing 9m/roll
Net Weight 45.9kg/roll

Recommended 
Adhesive from TOLI

dried mortar and concrete Eco Royal Cement, Eco AR600
humid mortar and concrete Epo Gray ST, US Cement, US Cement (less-smelly), US200

TOLI UNDERLAY SHEET US Cement, US Cement (less-smelly), US200

Welding/Seam Finish Welding rod for heat-welding is available on a color-by-color basis.
JOINT SHIELD method (JS Method) by TOLI JOINT SHIELD is also applicable.

Notes on Installation

Seams should be heat-welded or fi nished with TOLI JOINT SHIELD.
TOLI JOINT SHIELD can also work on the top of TOLI UNDERLAY SHEET, but when partial weight will be put on the fl oor (such 

as heavy stuff or casters), the seam joints should not be fi nished with TOLI JOINT SHIELD.
When you install 2 different sheets, each edge should be jointed at the seam. (Do not cut in the middle of the sheet.)
For one week after installation, direct sunlight, sudden change of temperature due to air conditioning, and water washing should be avoided.
Please do not use the urethane adhesive other than US Cement, US Cement (less-smelly), US200.
As the sub-fl oor material, the underlayment like TOLI UNDERLAY SHEET (page 308) is also workable. Apply the same adhe-

sive for both upside and downside of the underlayment. Please note that the durability to dynamic load will be degraded when 
you install with the underlayment.

When you install FLOORLEUM NATTY NW in the places where rollaway beds are used (e.g. a patient room of the hospital, a living 
room of the welfare facility and so forth), the epoxy adhesive such as TOLI Epo Gray ST or TOLI Epo Gray S and urethane adhe-
sive such as US Cement, US Cement (less-smelly), US200 should be used even if the humidity of the sub-fl oor is less than 8%.

Recommended 
Way of Maintenance 

from TOLI  

No need to apply the maintenance wax on the surface. Clean the fl oor every day with an auto scrubber or a wet rag wrung 
out tightly. Use the detergent for fi xed contamination.

Even if the wax is applied on the surface, it does not affect the quality of NW series.
For a large facility, an abstergent auto scrubber is more recommendable.
High speed buffi ng should be avoided. Otherwise highly durable UV coating will be abraded. 

Others 

At the entrance of the building, the dust control mat should be laid in order to avoid soils and sands from outside.
To prepare the fl oor which is durable to rolling loads, please fully check the combination of FLOORLEUM NATTY NW and the sub-fl oor, 

the adhesive, and the loads. For instance, when the sub-fl oor is too weak, FLOORLEUM NATTY NW might be destroyed from underneath.
Please be aware that some rubber casters might cause color-contamination.
Please note that the product has the indigenous odor from its materials.

Flown pattern of “NATTY NW” 
has the authentic image of fi ne 
wood-grains.

FLOORLEUM 
NATTY NW

category:  low-maintenance vinyl sheet

MADE IN JAPAN



◆ Antibacterial Performance <in accordance with JIS Z 2801>
In JIS testing criteria, when the value is more than 2.0, the product has 
suffi cient antibacterial property.

Escherichia Coli Staphylococcus 
Aureus MRSA

FLOORLEUM LATTICE NW More than 2.0 More than 2.0 More than 2.0
Conducted by KAKEN TEST CENTER

vinyl sheet   /   282

Vinyl
Sheet

FLOORLEUM LATTICE NW

20FL728                           20FL723                          

20FL727                          

20FL721                           

20FL726                           

20FL732                          20FL724                           

20FL730                           

20FL729                           

20FL725                           

20FL731                           

20FL722                           

20FL730

Specifi cation 
overall thickness                       2.0mm widthm×length                   1820mm×9m

                 others                Antibacterial Finished / Highly Durable UV-Coated Surface
JIS Registered No. No. GB0506143   (JIS A 5705 Vinyl Sheet Flooring)

Packing 9m/roll
Net Weight 45.9kg/roll

Recommended 
Adhesive from TOLI

dried mortar and concrete Eco Royal Cement, Eco AR600
humid mortar and concrete Epo Gray ST, US Cement, US Cement (less-smelly), US200

TOLI UNDERLAY SHEET US Cement, US Cement (less-smelly), US200

Welding/Seam Finish Welding rod for heat-welding is available on a color-by-color basis.
JOINT SHIELD method (JS Method) by TOLI JOINT SHIELD is also applicable.

Notes on Installation

Seams should be heat-welded or fi nished with TOLI JOINT SHIELD.
TOLI JOINT SHIELD can also work on the top of TOLI UNDERLAY SHEET, but when partial weight will be put on the fl oor (such 

as heavy stuff or casters), the seam joints should not be fi nished with TOLI JOINT SHIELD.
When you install 2 different sheets, each edge should be jointed at the seam. (Do not cut in the middle of the sheet.)
For one week after installation, direct sunlight, sudden change of temperature due to air conditioning, and water washing should be avoided.
Please do not use the urethane adhesive other than US Cement, US Cement (less-smelly), US200.
As the sub-fl oor material, the underlayment like TOLI UNDERLAY SHEET (page 308) is also workable. Apply the same adhe-

sive for both upside and downside of the underlayment. Please note that the durability to dynamic load will be degraded when 
you install with the underlayment.

When you install FLOORLEUM LATTICE NW in the places where rollaway beds are used (e.g. a patient room of the hospital, a living 
room of the welfare facility and so forth), the epoxy adhesive such as TOLI Epo Gray ST or TOLI Epo Gray S and urethane adhesive 
such as US Cement, US Cement (less-smelly), US200 should be used even if the humidity of the sub-fl oor is less than 8%.

Recommended 
Way of Maintenance 

from TOLI  

No need to apply the maintenance wax on the surface. Clean the fl oor every day with an auto scrubber or a wet rag wrung 
out tightly. Use the detergent for fi xed contamination.

Even if the wax is applied on the surface, it does not affect the quality of NW series.
For a large facility, an abstergent auto scrubber is more recommendable.
High speed buffi ng should be avoided. Otherwise highly durable UV coating will be abraded. 

Others

At the entrance of the building, the dust control mat should be laid in order to avoid soils and sands from outside.
To prepare the fl oor which is durable to rolling loads, please fully check the combination of FLOORLEUM LATTICE NW and the sub-fl oor, 

the adhesive, and the loads. For instance, when the sub-fl oor is too weak, FLOORLEUM LATTICE NW might be destroyed from underneath.
Please be aware that some rubber casters might cause color-contamination.
Please note that the product has the indigenous odor from its materials.

“LATTICE NW” has a classy and 
soft woven lattice pattern. 

FLOORLEUM 
LATTICE NW

category:  low-maintenance vinyl sheet

MADE IN JAPAN

Commercial



28SF4036

SF FLOOR NW

SF FLOOR NW
category:

low-maintenance vinyl sheet 
with cushion backing

No need to apply the wax. Just by easy 
cleaning, beautiful appearance can be 
maintained for long. SF FLOOR NW is 
a 2.8mm vinyl sheet with foamed layer 
which has excellent shock absorption and 
durability.

Specifi cation 
overall thickness                              2.8mm widthm×length                    1820mm×9m

                 others                    Antibacterial Finished / Highly Durable UV-Coated Surface
JIS Registered No. NO.GB0507188  (JIS A 5705 Vinyl Sheet Flooring)

Packing 9m/roll
Net Weight 41.0kg/roll

Performance Wear Resistance (EN649)  Group T

Recommended 
Adhesive from TOLI 

dried mortar and concrete Eco Royal Cement, Eco AR600
heavy traffi c use Epo Gray S, US Cement

The wards and living rooms where beds 
with double-row casters are used Epo Gray ST, US Cement, US Cement (less-smelly), US200

humid mortar and concrete Epo Gray ST, US Cement, US Cement (less-smelly), US200
TOLI UNDERLAY SHEET US Cement, US Cement (less-smelly), US200

Welding/Seam Finish Welding rod for heat-welding (antibacterial fi nished) is available on a color-by-color basis.
JOINT SHIELD method (JS Method) by TOLI JOINT SHIELD is also applicable.

Notes on Installation

Seams should be heat-welded or fi nished with TOLI JOINT SHIELD.
TOLI JOINT SHIELD can also work on the top of TOLI UNDERLAY SHEET, but when partial weight will be put on the fl oor (such 

as heavy stuff or casters), the seam joints should not be fi nished with TOLI JOINT SHIELD.
When you install 2 different sheets, each edge should be jointed at the seam. (Do not cut in the middle of the sheet.)
Please do not use the urethane adhesive other than US Cement, US Cement (less-smelly), US200.
For one week after installation, direct sunlight, sudden change of temperature due to air conditioning, and water washing should be avoided.
As the sub-fl oor material, the underlayment like TOLI UNDERLAY SHEET (page 308) is also workable. Apply the same adhesive for both upside 

and downside of the underlayment. Please note that the durability to dynamic load will be degraded when you install with the underlayment.
When you install SF FLOOR NW in the places where rollaway beds are used (e.g. a patient room of the hospital, a living room 

of the welfare facility and so forth), the epoxy adhesive such as TOLI Epo Gray ST or TOLI Epo Gray S and urethane adhesive 
such as US Cement, US Cement (less-smelly), US200 should be used even if the humidity of the sub-fl oor is less than 8%.

Recommended 
Way of Maintenance 

from TOLI 

No need to apply the maintenance wax on the surface. Clean the fl oor every day with an auto scrubber or a wet rag wrung out 
tightly. Use the detergent for fi xed contamination.

Even if the wax is applied on the surface, it does not affect the quality of NW series.
For a large facility, an abstergent auto scrubber is more recommendable.
High speed buffi ng should be avoided. Otherwise highly durable UV coating will be abraded. 

Custom Order If you ask for a different thickness, please contact TOLI sales rep.

Others 

At the entrance of the building, the dust control mat should be laid in order to avoid soils and sands from outside.
To structure the heavy duty fl oor, “sub-fl oor”, “load”, and “adhesive” will be 3 important factors. Please pay careful attention 

to the combination of strength of sub-fl oor, type of adhesive, and load put on the fl oor.
Please be aware that some rubber casters might cause color-contamination.
Please note that the product has the indigenous odor from its materials.

MADE IN JAPAN

28SF4003 WALNUT 28SF4004 WALNUT

28SF4007 NOCE 28SF4008 NOCE

28SF4009 NOCE 28SF4010 NOCE

28SF4001 MAPLE 28SF4002 MAPLE

28SF400628SF4005 CHERRY CHERRY

28SF4011 28SF4012OAK OAK
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28SF402228SF4021

28SF4019 28SF4020

SF FLOOR NW

28SF4017 CORK 28SF4018 TATAMI

28SF4015 28SF4016 CANECYPRESS28SF4013 ASH 28SF4014 ASH

SF FLOOR NW
category:

low-maintenance vinyl sheet 
with cushion backing

No need to apply the wax. Just by easy 
cleaning, beautiful appearance can be 
maintained for long. SF FLOOR NW is a 
2.8mm vinyl sheet with foamed layer which 
has excellent shock absorption and durability.

Specification 
overall thickness                              2.8mm widthm×length                    1820mm×9m

                 others                    Antibacterial Finished / Highly Durable UV-Coated Surface
JIS Registered No. NO.GB0507188  (JIS A 5705 Vinyl Sheet Flooring)

Packing 9m/roll
Net Weight 41.0kg/roll

Performance Wear Resistance (EN649)  Group T

Recommended 
Adhesive from TOLI 

dried mortar and concrete Eco Royal Cement, Eco AR600
heavy traffic use Epo Gray S, US Cement

The wards and living rooms where beds 
with double-row casters are used Epo Gray ST, US Cement, US Cement (less-smelly), US200

humid mortar and concrete Epo Gray ST, US Cement, US Cement (less-smelly), US200
TOLI UNDERLAY SHEET US Cement, US Cement (less-smelly), US200

Welding/Seam Finish FWelding rod for heat-welding (antibacterial finished) is available on a color-by-color basis.
FJOINT SHIELD method (JS Method) by TOLI JOINT SHIELD is also applicable.

Notes on Installation

FSeams should be heat-welded or finished with TOLI JOINT SHIELD.
FTOLI JOINT SHIELD can also work on the top of TOLI UNDERLAY SHEET, but when partial weight will be put on the floor (such 

as heavy stuff or casters), the seam joints should not be finished with TOLI JOINT SHIELD.
FWhen you install 2 different sheets, each edge should be jointed at the seam. (Do not cut in the middle of the sheet.)
FPlease do not use the urethane adhesive other than US Cement, US Cement (less-smelly), US200.
FFor one week after installation, direct sunlight, sudden change of temperature due to air conditioning, and water washing should be avoided.
FAs the sub-floor material, the underlayment like TOLI UNDERLAY SHEET (page 308) is also workable. Apply the same adhesive for both upside 

and downside of the underlayment. Please note that the durability to dynamic load will be degraded when you install with the underlayment.
FWhen you install SF FLOOR NW in the places where rollaway beds are used (e.g. a patient room of the hospital, a living room 

of the welfare facility and so forth), the epoxy adhesive such as TOLI Epo Gray ST or TOLI Epo Gray S and urethane adhesive 
such as US Cement, US Cement (less-smelly), US200 should be used even if the humidity of the sub-floor is less than 8%.

Recommended  
Way of Maintenance  

from TOLI 

FNo need to apply the maintenance wax on the surface. Clean the floor every day with an auto scrubber or a wet rag wrung out 
tightly. Use the detergent for fixed contamination.

FEven if the wax is applied on the surface, it does not affect the quality of NW series.
FFor a large facility, an abstergent auto scrubber is more recommendable.
FHigh speed buffing should be avoided. Otherwise highly durable UV coating will be abraded. 

Custom Order If you ask for a different thickness, please contact TOLI sales rep.

Others 

FAt the entrance of the building, the dust control mat should be laid in order to avoid soils and sands from outside.
FTo structure the heavy duty floor, “sub-floor”, “load”, and “adhesive” will be 3 important factors. Please pay careful attention 

to the combination of strength of sub-floor, type of adhesive, and load put on the floor.
FPlease be aware that some rubber casters might cause color-contamination.
FPlease note that the product has the indigenous odor from its materials.

MADE IN JAPAN

vinyl sheet   /   284

Vinyl
Sheet

◆ Antibacterial Performance <in accordance with JIS Z 2801> 
In JIS testing criteria, when the value is more than 2.0, the product 
has sufficient antibacterial property.

Escherichia Coli Staphylococcus Aureus MRSA

SF FLOOR NW More than 2.0 More than 2.0 More than 2.0
 
    ☆ Conducted by KAKEN TEST CENTER

Commercial

◆ Chemical Resistance <chemical resistance test>
A: No change   B: Slightly changed   C: Changed   D: Eroded (damaged) (overall evaluation based on coloring, material and gloss)

SF FLOOR NW

Inorganic Acids Alkali
H2SO450% HNO361% HCL37% NH3aq28%

B C B A
Sterilizing and Deodorant Test Reagent Disinfectant

Jodoform 3% Oxygrnated Water 31% Hibitane Tincture 5% Disinfecting Ehtanol 80% Sodium hypochlorite 8~10% Welpas
C A A A A A

 



SF FLOOR NW

F PLAIN WEAVE

28SF4023 28SF4024

28SF402628SF4025

28SF4027

SF FLOOR NW
category: low-maintenance vinyl sheet 

with cushion backing

28SF4031

28SF4032 28SF4035

28SF4030

28SF4036

28SF402928SF4028

28SF4034

F LINOLEUM

28SF4033

28SF4037

28SF4040

28SF4038 28SF4039

Commercial
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CARESAFE NW

CARESAFE NW
category:

low-maintenance vinyl sheet 
with cushion backing

No Wax cushion-backed vinyl sheet with 
4.5mm thickness, characterized by its 
excellent shock absorption (G value: less 
than 100).

Specifi cation 
overall thickness                              4.5mm widthm×length                    1820mm×9m

                 others                    Antibacterial Finished / Highly Durable UV-Coated Surface
JIS Registered No. NO.GB0507188  (JIS A 5705 Vinyl Sheet Flooring)

Packing 9m/roll
Net Weight 45.9kg/roll

Recommended 
Adhesive from TOLI 

dried mortar and concrete Eco Royal Cement, Eco AR600
heavy traffi c use Epo Gray S, US Cement

The wards and living rooms where beds 
with double-row casters are used Epo Gray ST, US Cement, US Cement (less-smelly), US200

humid mortar and concrete Epo Gray ST, US Cement, US Cement (less-smelly), US200

Welding/Seam Finish Welding rod for heat-welding (antibacterial fi nished) is available on a color-by-color basis.
JOINT SHIELD method (JS Method) by TOLI JOINT SHIELD is also applicable.

Notes on Installation

Seams should be heat-welded or fi nished with TOLI JOINT SHIELD.
When you install 2 different sheets, each edge should be jointed at the seam. (Do not cut in the middle of the sheet.)
Please do not use the urethane adhesive other than US Cement, US Cement (less-smelly), US200.
For one week after installation, direct sunlight, sudden change of temperature due to air conditioning, and water washing 

should be avoided.
When you install CARESAFE NW in the places where rollaway beds are used (e.g. a patient room of the hospital, a living 

room of the welfare facility and so forth), the epoxy adhesive such as TOLI Epo Gray ST or TOLI Epo Gray S and urethane 
adhesive such as US Cement, US Cement (less-smelly), US200 should be used even if the humidity of the sub-fl oor is less 
than 8%.

Recommended 
Way of Maintenance 

from TOLI 

No need to apply the maintenance wax on the surface. Clean the fl oor every day with an auto scrubber or a wet rag wrung out 
tightly. Use the detergent for fi xed contamination.

Even if the wax is applied on the surface, it does not affect the quality of NW series.
For a large facility, an abstergent auto scrubber is more recommendable.
High speed buffi ng should be avoided. Otherwise highly durable UV coating will be abraded. 

Others 

At the entrance of the building, the dust control mat should be laid in order to avoid soils and sands from outside.
To structure the heavy duty fl oor, “sub-fl oor”, “load”, and “adhesive” will be 3 important factors. Please pay careful attention 

to the combination of strength of sub-fl oor, type of adhesive, and load put on the fl oor.
CARESAFE NW is for fl at lay only and cannot be coved.
CARESAFE NW cannot be installed on the top of UNDERLAY SHEET.
Please be aware that some rubber casters might cause color-contamination.
Please note that the product has the indigenous odor from its materials.

MADE IN JAPAN

CAR201

CAR204CAR203

CAR205

CAR201 CAR202

CAR206 CAR207

MAPLE CHERRY WALNUT WALNUT

OAK OAK OAK

vinyl sheet   /   286

Vinyl
Sheet

Commercial

◆ Shock Absorption of Floor Covering <JIS A 6519>

Type of Floor Covering
Overall 

thickness 
(mm)

Impact Strength

G Value m/S²

CARESAFE NW 4.5 94 921

SF FLOOR NW 2.8mm+
UNDERLAY SHEET 4.5mm 7.3 91 892

GA-100 6.5 125 1225

SF FLOOR NW 2.8 126 1235

Vinyl Sheet 2.0 145 1421



CARESAFE NW
category: low-maintenance vinyl sheet 

with cushion backing

LINOLEUM LINOLEUM

CARESAFE NW

CAR210

CAR208 CAR209

◆ Durability to Rolling Loads <in accordance with JIS A 1454: Caster Rilling Test>

CARESAFE NW

Time until the 
floor covering 
swells

More than 180 minutes
(1st stage test by 
wheels with 110mm Φ)

Less than 30 minutes
(2nd stage test by 
wheels with 46mm Φ)

1st stage test: JIS A 1454: Caster Rilling Test (load per unit area: approx. 900N/cm2)
2nd stage test: Independent test by TOLI (load per unit area: approx. 2,700N/cm2)

Commercial
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◆ Antibacterial Performance <in accordance with JIS Z 2801> 
In JIS testing criteria, when the value is more than 2.0, the product 
has sufficient antibacterial property.

Escherichia Coli Staphylococcus Aureus MRSA

CARESAFE NW More than 2.0 More than 2.0 More than 2.0

    ☆ Conducted by KAKEN TEST CENTER

◆ Chemical Resistance <chemical resistance test>
A: No change   B: Slightly changed   C: Changed   D: Eroded (damaged) (overall evaluation based on coloring, material and gloss)

CARESAFE NW

Inorganic Acids Alkali
H2SO450% HNO361% HCL37% NH3aq28%

B C B A
Sterilizing and Deodorant Test Reagent Disinfectant

Jodoform 3% Oxygrnated Water 
31%

Hibitane
Tincture 5%

Disinfecting Ehtanol 
80%

Sodium 
hypochlorite 8~10% Welpas

C A A A A A
 



TS2235

HOSPILEUM NW

No need to apply the wax. Just by easy 
cleaning, beautiful appearance can be 
maintained for long. HOSPILEUM NW 
is a 2mm vinyl sheet with foamed layer 
which has excellent shock absorption 
and durability.

HOSPILEUM NW
category:

low-maintenance vinyl sheet 
with cushion backing

TS2206

TS2202

TS2210

TS2201

TS2207 TS2208 TS2209

TS2203 CHERRY TS2204 CHERRY TS2205 CHERRY

WALNUTWALNUTWALNUTWALNUT

CHERRY

MAPLEMAPLE

vinyl sheet   /   288

Vinyl
Sheet

MADE IN JAPAN

Specifi cation 
overall thickness                              2.0mm widthm×length                    1820mm×9m

                 others                    Antibacterial Finished / Highly Durable UV-Coated Surface
JIS Registered No. NO.GB0507188  (JIS A 5705 Vinyl Sheet Flooring)

Packing 9m/roll
Net Weight 32.6kg/roll

Performance Wear Resistance (EN649)  Group T

Recommended 
Adhesive from TOLI 

dried mortar and concrete Eco Royal Cement, Eco AR600
heavy traffi c use Epo Gray S, US Cement

The wards and living rooms where beds 
with double-row casters are used Epo Gray ST, US Cement, US Cement (less-smelly), US200

humid mortar and concrete Epo Gray ST, US Cement, US Cement (less-smelly), US200
TOLI UNDERLAY SHEET US Cement, US Cement (less-smelly), US200

Welding/Seam Finish Welding rod for heat-welding (antibacterial fi nished) is available on a color-by-color basis.
JOINT SHIELD method (JS Method) by TOLI JOINT SHIELD is also applicable.

Notes on Installation

Seams should be heat-welded or fi nished with TOLI JOINT SHIELD.
TOLI JOINT SHIELD can also work on the top of TOLI UNDERLAY SHEET, but when partial weight will be put on the fl oor (such 

as heavy stuff or casters), the seam joints should not be fi nished with TOLI JOINT SHIELD.
When you install 2 different sheets, each edge should be jointed at the seam. (Do not cut in the middle of the sheet.)
For one week after installation, direct sunlight, sudden change of temperature due to air conditioning, and water washing 

should be avoided.
Please do not use the urethane adhesive other than US Cement, US Cement (less-smelly), US200.
As the sub-fl oor material, the underlayment like TOLI UNDERLAY SHEET (page 308) is also workable. Apply the same adhe-

sive for both upside and downside of the underlayment. Please note that the durability to dynamic load will be degraded when 
you install with the underlayment.

When you install HOSPILEUM NW in the places where rollaway beds are used (e.g. a patient room of the hospital, a living 
room of the welfare facility and so forth), the epoxy adhesive such as TOLI Epo Gray ST or TOLI Epo Gray S and urethane 
adhesive such as US Cement, US Cement (less-smelly), US200 should be used even if the humidity of the sub-fl oor is less 
than 8%.

Recommended 
Way of Maintenance 

from TOLI 

No need to apply the maintenance wax on the surface. Clean the fl oor every day with an auto scrubber or a wet rag wrung out 
tightly. Use the detergent for fi xed contamination.

Even if the wax is applied on the surface, it does not affect the quality of NW series.
For a large facility, an abstergent auto scrubber is more recommendable.
High speed buffi ng should be avoided. Otherwise highly durable UV coating will be abraded. 

Others 

At the entrance of the building, the dust control mat should be laid in order to avoid soils and sands from outside.
To prepare the fl oor which is durable to rolling loads, please fully check the combination of HOSPILEUM NW and the sub-fl oor, the 

adhesive, and the loads. For instance, when the sub-fl oor is too weak, HOSPILEUM NW might be destroyed from underneath.
Please be aware that some rubber casters might cause color-contamination.
Please note that the product has the indigenous odor from its materials.

Commercial



HOSPILEUM NW

◆ Antibacterial Performance <in accordance with JIS Z 2801> 
In JIS testing criteria, when the value is more than 2.0, the 
product has sufficient antibacterial property.

Escherichia Coli Staphylococcus Aureus MRSA

HOSPILEUM NW More than 2.0 More than 2.0 More than 2.0
 
   ☆ Conducted by KAKEN TEST CENTER.

◆ Chemical Resistance <chemical resistance test>
A: No change   B: Slightly changed   C: Changed    
D: Eroded (damaged) (overall evaluation based on coloring, material and gloss)

HOSPI-
LEUM 
NW

Inorganic Acids Alkali
H2SO450% HNO361% HCL37% NH3aq28%

B C B A
Disinfectant

Jodoform 3% Oxygrnated 
Water 31%

Hibitane
Tincture 5%

Disinfecting 
Ehtanol 80%

Sodium 
hypochlorite 8~10% Welpas

C A A A A A
 

HOSPILEUM NW
category:  low-maintenance vinyl sheet 

with cushion backing

TS2211

TS2214 TS2215

TS2216 TS2217

TS2219 TS2220 TS2221

TS2222 TS2223 TS2224

TS2213 OAK

ASH

ASH

OAK TS2212 OAK

TS2218 CANE

ASH

ASH

Commercial
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HOSPILEUM NW

No need to apply the wax. Just by easy 
cleaning, beautiful appearance can be 
maintained for long. HOSPILEUM NW 
is a 2mm vinyl sheet with foamed layer 
which has excellent shock absorption 
and durability.

HOSPILEUM NW
category:

low-maintenance vinyl sheet 
with cushion backing

TS2233

TS2225 TS2226 TS2227

TS2236

F PLAIN WEAVE

TS2232TS2229 TS2231TS2230

TS2228

TS2235TS2234

vinyl sheet   /   290

Vinyl
Sheet

Specification 
overall thickness                              2.0mm widthm×length                    1820mm×9m

                 others                    Antibacterial Finished / Highly Durable UV-Coated Surface
JIS Registered No. NO.GB0507188  (JIS A 5705 Vinyl Sheet Flooring)

Packing 9m/roll
Net Weight 32.6kg/roll

Performance Wear Resistance (EN649)  Group T

Recommended 
Adhesive from TOLI 

dried mortar and concrete Eco Royal Cement, Eco AR600
heavy traffic use Epo Gray S, US Cement

The wards and living rooms where beds 
with double-row casters are used Epo Gray ST, US Cement, US Cement (less-smelly), US200

humid mortar and concrete Epo Gray ST, US Cement, US Cement (less-smelly), US200
TOLI UNDERLAY SHEET US Cement, US Cement (less-smelly), US200

Welding/Seam Finish FWelding rod for heat-welding (antibacterial finished) is available on a color-by-color basis.
FJOINT SHIELD method (JS Method) by TOLI JOINT SHIELD is also applicable.

Notes on Installation

FSeams should be heat-welded or finished with TOLI JOINT SHIELD.
FTOLI JOINT SHIELD can also work on the top of TOLI UNDERLAY SHEET, but when partial weight will be put on the floor (such 

as heavy stuff or casters), the seam joints should not be finished with TOLI JOINT SHIELD.
FWhen you install 2 different sheets, each edge should be jointed at the seam. (Do not cut in the middle of the sheet.)
FFor one week after installation, direct sunlight, sudden change of temperature due to air conditioning, and water washing 

should be avoided.
FPlease do not use the urethane adhesive other than US Cement, US Cement (less-smelly), US200.
FAs the sub-floor material, the underlayment like TOLI UNDERLAY SHEET (page 308) is also workable. Apply the same ad-

hesive for both upside and downside of the underlayment. Please note that the durability to dynamic load will be degraded 
when you install with the underlayment.

FWhen you install HOSPILEUM NW in the places where rollaway beds are used (e.g. a patient room of the hospital, a living 
room of the welfare facility and so forth), the epoxy adhesive such as TOLI Epo Gray ST or TOLI Epo Gray S and urethane 
adhesive such as US Cement, US Cement (less-smelly), US200 should be used even if the humidity of the sub-floor is less 
than 8%.

Recommended  
Way of Maintenance  

from TOLI 

FNo need to apply the maintenance wax on the surface. Clean the floor every day with an auto scrubber or a wet rag wrung out 
tightly. Use the detergent for fixed contamination.

FEven if the wax is applied on the surface, it does not affect the quality of NW series.
FFor a large facility, an abstergent auto scrubber is more recommendable.
FHigh speed buffing should be avoided. Otherwise highly durable UV coating will be abraded. 

Others 

FAt the entrance of the building, the dust control mat should be laid in order to avoid soils and sands from outside.
FTo prepare the floor which is durable to rolling loads, please fully check the combination of HOSPILEUM NW and the sub-floor, the 

adhesive, and the loads. For instance, when the sub-floor is too weak, HOSPILEUM NW might be destroyed from underneath.
FPlease be aware that some rubber casters might cause color-contamination.
FPlease note that the product has the indigenous odor from its materials.

MADE IN JAPAN

Commercial



TS2254 LINOLEUM

HOSPILEUM NW

TS2241 MARBLE TS2242 MARBLE

HOSPILEUM NW
category:  low-maintenance vinyl sheet 

with cushion backing

TS2237 PLAIN WEAVE TS2238 PLAIN WEAVE TS2239 PLAIN WEAVE TS2240 PLAIN WEAVE

TS2251 LINOLEUM TS2252 LINOLEUM

TS2250 LINOLEUM

TS2253 LINOLEUM

TS2248 LINOLEUM

TS2246 LINOLEUM

TS2249 LINOLEUM

TS2245 LINOLEUMTS2244 LINOLEUMTS2243  LINOLEUM

TS2247 LINOLEUM

◆ Durability to Rolling Loads <in accordance with JIS A 1454: Caster Rilling Test>

HOSPILEUM NW

Time until the 
floor covering 
swells

More than 180 minutes
(1st stage test by 
wheels with 110mm Φ)

Less than 30 minutes
(2nd stage test by 
wheels with 46mm Φ)

1st stage test: JIS A 1454: Caster Rilling Test (load per unit area: approx. 900N/cm2)
2nd stage test: Independent test by TOLI (load per unit area: approx. 2,700N/cm2)
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Commercial



◆ Durability to Rolling Loads <in accordance with JIS A 1454: Caster Rilling Test>

ARENA FIT

Time until the 
fl oor covering 
swells

More than 180 minutes
(1st stage test by 
wheels with 110mm Φ)

Less than 30 minutes
(2nd stage test by 
wheels with 46mm Φ)

1st stage test: JIS A 1454: Caster Rilling Test (load per unit area: approx. 900N/cm2)
2nd stage test: Independent test by TOLI (load per unit area: approx. 2,700N/cm2)

◆ Antibacterial Performance <in accordance with JIS Z 2801>
In JIS testing criteria, when the value is more than 2.0, the product 
has suffi cient antibacterial property.

Escherichia Coli Staphylococcus Aureus MRSA

ARENA FIT More than 2.0 More than 2.0 More than 2.0

    ☆ Conducted by KAKEN TEST CENTER

45ARN302

45ARN301 45ARN20245ARN201

45ARN20445ARN203

45ARN301

vinyl sheet   /   292

Vinyl
Sheet

ARENA FIT

ARENA FIT
category:

low-maintenance vinyl sheet 
with cushion backing

Vinyl sheet with shock-absorption designed 
for sports facilities.

Specifi cation 
overall thickness                              4.5mm widthm×length                    1820mm×9m

                 others                    Antibacterial Finished / UV-Coated Surface

JIS Registered No. NO.GB0507188  (JIS A 5705 Vinyl Sheet Flooring)

Packing 9m/roll

Net Weight 52.2kg/roll

Recommended 
Adhesive from TOLI 

dried mortar and concrete Eco AR600

heavy traffi c use Epo Gray S, US Cement

humid mortar and concrete Epo Gray ST, US Cement, US Cement (less-smelly), US200

TOLI UNDERLAY SHEET US Cement, US Cement (less-smelly), US200

Welding/Seam Finish Welding rod for heat-welding (antibacterial fi nished) is available on a color-by-color basis.

Notes on Installation
When you install 2 different sheets, each edge should be jointed at the seam. (Do not cut in the middle of the sheet.)
Please do not use the urethane adhesive other than US Cement, US Cement (less-smelly), US200.
For one week after installation, direct sunlight, sudden change of temperature due to air conditioning, and water washing 

should be avoided.

Recommended 
Way of Maintenance 

from TOLI 

No need to apply the maintenance wax on the surface. Clean the fl oor every day with an auto scrubber or a wet rag wrung out 
tightly. Use the detergent for fi xed contamination.

Even if the wax is applied on the surface, it does not affect the quality of NW series.
For a large facility, an abstergent auto scrubber is more recommendable.
High speed buffi ng should be avoided. Otherwise highly durable UV coating will be abraded. 

Others 

At the entrance of the building, the dust control mat should be laid in order to avoid soils and sands from outside.
To structure the heavy duty fl oor, “sub-fl oor”, “load”, and “adhesive” will be 3 important factors. Please pay careful attention 

to the combination of strength of sub-fl oor, type of adhesive, and load put on the fl oor.
Please be aware that some rubber casters might cause color-contamination.
Please note that the product has the indigenous odor from its materials.

MADE IN JAPAN

Commercial

◆ Shock Absorption of Floor Covering <JIS A 6519>

Type of Floor Covering
Overall 

thickness 
(mm)

Impact Strength

G Value m/S²

ARENA FIT 4.5 96 941

GA-100 6.5 125 1225

SF FLOOR NW 2.8 126 1235

Vinyl Sheet 2.0 145 1421
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<Noise Reduction>
(Criteria for Evaluation)      << loud                                                                                                                                                           silent >>

Evaluation D C B A
Improvement (dB) Less than 4 4 to 7 7 to 15 More than 15

                                                                                                                         D= to be heard clearly when you drop something on the floor
                                                                                                                         C= to be heard when you drop something solid on the floor
                                                                                                                         B= to be heard when you drop something solid and heavy on the floor
                                                                                                                         A= not to be easily heard no matter what you drop on the floor
(Noise reduction comparison)

Kind of Floor Covering ARENA FIT 4.5mm SF FLOOR NW 2.8mm 2.0mm vinyl sheet Carpet tile
Evaluation B B D A

Improvement (dB) 9.0 7.7 3.1 22.0

ARENA FIT
category: low-maintenance vinyl sheet 

with cushion backingCommercial

▲ 45ARN302

▲ 45ARN201/45ARN202/45ARN203/45ARN204



MATURE NW

No need to apply the wax. Just by easy 
cleaning, beautiful appearance can be 
maintained for long. With its authentic 
design, MATURE NW can work well in 
any application.

Specifi cation 
overall thickness                       2.0mm widthm×length                   1820mm×20m

                 others                0.5mm Wear Layer / Antibacterial Finished / Highly Durable UV-Coated Surface
JIS Registered No. No. GB0506143   (JIS A 5705 Vinyl Sheet Flooring)

Packing 20m/roll
Net Weight 102.3kg/roll

Performance Wear Resistance (EN649)  Group T

Recommended 
Adhesive from TOLI

dried mortar and concrete Eco Royal Cement, Eco AR600
humid mortar and concrete Epo Gray ST, US Cement, US Cement (less-smelly), US200

TOLI UNDERLAY SHEET US Cement, US Cement (less-smelly), US200

Welding/Seam 
Finish

Welding rod for heat-welding (antibacterial fi nished) is available on a color-by-color basis.
Seam sealer like TOLI Super Seam Liquid can work as well.
JOINT SHIELD method (JS Method) by TOLI JOINT SHIELD is also applicable.

Notes on Installation

Seams should be heat-welded or fi nished with a seam sealing bond. TOLI JOINT SHIELD can also work.
TOLI JOINT SHIELD can also work on the top of TOLI UNDERLAY SHEET, but when partial weight will be put on the fl oor (such 

as heavy stuff or casters), the seam joints should not be fi nished with TOLI JOINT SHIELD.
When you install 2 different sheets, each edge should be jointed at the seam. (Do not cut in the middle of the sheet.)
Please do not use the urethane adhesive other than US Cement, US Cement (less-smelly), US200.
For one week after installation, direct sunlight, sudden change of temperature due to air conditioning, and water washing 

should be avoided.
As the sub-fl oor material, the underlayment like TOLI UNDERLAY SHEET (page 308) is also workable. Apply the same ad-

hesive for both upside and downside of the underlayment. Please note that the durability to dynamic load will be degraded 
when you install with the underlayment.

When you install MATURE NW in the places where rollaway beds are used (e.g. a patient room of the hospital, a living room 
of the welfare facility and so forth), the epoxy adhesive such as TOLI Epo Gray ST or TOLI Epo Gray S and urethane adhesive 
such as US Cement, US Cement (less-smelly), US200 should be used even if the humidity of the sub-fl oor is less than 8%.

Recommended 
Way of Maintenance 

from TOLI 

No need to apply the maintenance wax on the surface. Clean the fl oor every day with an auto scrubber or a wet rag wrung out 
tightly. Use the detergent for fi xed contamination.

Even if the wax is applied on the surface, it does not affect the quality of NW series.
For a large facility, an abstergent auto scrubber is more recommendable.
High speed buffi ng should be avoided. Otherwise highly durable UV coating will be abraded. 

Others
At the entrance of the building, the dust control mat should be laid in order to avoid soils and sands from outside.
Please be aware that some rubber casters might cause color-contamination.
Please note that the product has the indigenous odor from its materials.

MATURE NW
category:

low-maintenance vinyl sheet

FS3009 CARRARA

FS3005 CONCRETEFS3004 CONCRETE

FS3082

FS3003 MORTAR

FS3007 FS3008

FS3001 MORTAR FS3002 MORTAR

FS3006 CONCRETE

FS3010

Commercial
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Sheet

MADE IN JAPAN



MATURE NW
category: low-maintenance vinyl sheet

MATURE NW

FS3023 SLATE FS3024 SLATE FS3025 TRAVERTINE FS3026 TRAVERTINE

FS3031 TERRA COTTA FS3032 TERRA COTTA

FS3019 MIX STONE

FS3033 LINOLEUM FS3034 LINOLEUM

FS3011

FS3015 TERRAZZO

FS3012

FS3036 OAK

FS3028

FS3016 TERRAZZO

FS3013 AGED METAL

FS3037 OAK

FS3029

FS3014

FS3038 OAK

FS3030 TERRA COTTAFS3027

FS3021 MARBLE FS3022 MARBLE

FS3035 OAK

FS3020 QUARTZITE

FS3017 GRANITE GRANITEFS3018

Commercial
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MATURE NW

No need to apply the wax. Just by easy 
cleaning, beautiful appearance can be 
maintained for long. With its authentic 
design, MATURE NW can work well in 
any application.

MATURE NW
category:

low-maintenance vinyl sheet

Specification 
overall thickness                       2.0mm widthm×length                   1820mm×20m

                 others                0.5mm Wear Layer / Antibacterial Finished / Highly Durable UV-Coated Surface

JIS Registered No. No. GB0506143   (JIS A 5705 Vinyl Sheet Flooring)

Packing 20m/roll

Net Weight 102.3kg/roll

Performance Wear Resistance (EN649)  Group T

Recommended 
Adhesive from TOLI

dried mortar and concrete Eco Royal Cement, Eco AR600

humid mortar and concrete Epo Gray ST, US Cement, US Cement (less-smelly), US200

TOLI UNDERLAY SHEET US Cement, US Cement (less-smelly), US200

Welding/Seam Finish
FWelding rod for heat-welding (antibacterial finished) is available on a color-by-color basis.
FSeam sealer like TOLI Super Seam Liquid can work as well.
FJOINT SHIELD method (JS Method) by TOLI JOINT SHIELD is also applicable.

Notes on Installation

FSeams should be heat-welded or finished with a seam sealing bond. TOLI JOINT SHIELD can also work.
FTOLI JOINT SHIELD can also work on the top of TOLI UNDERLAY SHEET, but when partial weight will be put on the floor (such 

as heavy stuff or casters), the seam joints should not be finished with TOLI JOINT SHIELD.
FWhen you install 2 different sheets, each edge should be jointed at the seam. (Do not cut in the middle of the sheet.)
FPlease do not use the urethane adhesive other than US Cement, US Cement (less-smelly), US200.
FFor one week after installation, direct sunlight, sudden change of temperature due to air conditioning, and water washing 

should be avoided.
FAs the sub-floor material, the underlayment like TOLI UNDERLAY SHEET (page 308) is also workable. Apply the same ad-

hesive for both upside and downside of the underlayment. Please note that the durability to dynamic load will be degraded 
when you install with the underlayment.

FWhen you install MATURE NW in the places where rollaway beds are used (e.g. a patient room of the hospital, a living room 
of the welfare facility and so forth), the epoxy adhesive such as TOLI Epo Gray ST or TOLI Epo Gray S and urethane adhesive 
such as US Cement, US Cement (less-smelly), US200 should be used even if the humidity of the sub-floor is less than 8%.

Recommended  
Way of Maintenance  

from TOLI 

FNo need to apply the maintenance wax on the surface. Clean the floor every day with an auto scrubber or a wet rag wrung out 
tightly. Use the detergent for fixed contamination.

FEven if the wax is applied on the surface, it does not affect the quality of NW series.
FFor a large facility, an abstergent auto scrubber is more recommendable.
FHigh speed buffing should be avoided. Otherwise highly durable UV coating will be abraded. 

Others
FAt the entrance of the building, the dust control mat should be laid in order to avoid soils and sands from outside.
FPlease be aware that some rubber casters might cause color-contamination.
FPlease note that the product has the indigenous odor from its materials.

MADE IN JAPAN

FS3046 OAKFS3045 HERRINGBONE

FS3041 OAKFS3039 OAK FS3040 OAK

FS3048 OAK FS3049 OAK FS3050 OAKFS3047 OAK

PINEFS3043

FS3042 CHERRY

FS3044 PINE

Commercial

vinyl sheet   /   296

Vinyl
Sheet



MATURE NW

FS3055 OAK

FS3054 OAK

FS3057 OAKFS3056 OAK FS3058 OAK

FS3059 OAK

FS3051

FS3060

▲ FS3007 ▲ FS3039

MAPLEFS3053FS3052 ROSEWOOD

MATURE NW
category: low-maintenance vinyl sheetCommercial
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MATURE NW

FS3067 PINEFS3065 CHERRY

FS3061 WALNUT FS3062 WALNUT FS3063 WALNUT FS3064 CHERRY

FS3066 CHESTNUT FS3068 MAPLE

No need to apply the wax. Just by easy 
cleaning, beautiful appearance can be 
maintained for long. With its authentic 
design, MATURE NW can work well in 
any application.

MATURE NW
category:

low-maintenance vinyl sheet

Specification 
overall thickness                       2.0mm widthm×length                   1820mm×20m

                 others                0.5mm Wear Layer / Antibacterial Finished / Highly Durable UV-Coated Surface

JIS Registered No. No. GB0506143   (JIS A 5705 Vinyl Sheet Flooring)

Packing 20m/roll

Net Weight 102.3kg/roll

Performance Wear Resistance (EN649)  Group T

Recommended 
Adhesive from TOLI

dried mortar and concrete Eco Royal Cement, Eco AR600

humid mortar and concrete Epo Gray ST, US Cement, US Cement (less-smelly), US200

TOLI UNDERLAY SHEET US Cement, US Cement (less-smelly), US200

Welding/Seam Finish
FWelding rod for heat-welding (antibacterial finished) is available on a color-by-color basis.
FSeam sealer like TOLI Super Seam Liquid can work as well.
FJOINT SHIELD method (JS Method) by TOLI JOINT SHIELD is also applicable.

Notes on Installation

FSeams should be heat-welded or finished with a seam sealing bond. TOLI JOINT SHIELD can also work.
FTOLI JOINT SHIELD can also work on the top of TOLI UNDERLAY SHEET, but when partial weight will be put on the floor (such 

as heavy stuff or casters), the seam joints should not be finished with TOLI JOINT SHIELD.
FWhen you install 2 different sheets, each edge should be jointed at the seam. (Do not cut in the middle of the sheet.)
FPlease do not use the urethane adhesive other than US Cement, US Cement (less-smelly), US200.
FFor one week after installation, direct sunlight, sudden change of temperature due to air conditioning, and water washing 

should be avoided.
FAs the sub-floor material, the underlayment like TOLI UNDERLAY SHEET (page 308) is also workable. Apply the same ad-

hesive for both upside and downside of the underlayment. Please note that the durability to dynamic load will be degraded 
when you install with the underlayment.

FWhen you install MATURE NW in the places where rollaway beds are used (e.g. a patient room of the hospital, a living room 
of the welfare facility and so forth), the epoxy adhesive such as TOLI Epo Gray ST or TOLI Epo Gray S and urethane adhesive 
such as US Cement, US Cement (less-smelly), US200 should be used even if the humidity of the sub-floor is less than 8%.

Recommended  
Way of Maintenance  

from TOLI 

FNo need to apply the maintenance wax on the surface. Clean the floor every day with an auto scrubber or a wet rag wrung out 
tightly. Use the detergent for fixed contamination.

FEven if the wax is applied on the surface, it does not affect the quality of NW series.
FFor a large facility, an abstergent auto scrubber is more recommendable.
FHigh speed buffing should be avoided. Otherwise highly durable UV coating will be abraded. 

Others
FAt the entrance of the building, the dust control mat should be laid in order to avoid soils and sands from outside.
FPlease be aware that some rubber casters might cause color-contamination.
FPlease note that the product has the indigenous odor from its materials.

MADE IN JAPAN

FS3069 MAPLE FS3070    JAPANESE CYPRESS

Commercial
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◆ Antibacterial Performance <in accordance with JIS Z 2801> 
In JIS testing criteria, when the value is more than 2.0, the product 
has sufficient antibacterial property.

Escherichia Coli Staphylococcus Aureus MRSA

MATURE NW More than 2.0 More than 2.0 More than 2.0
 
   ☆ Conducted by KAKEN TEST CENTER



MATURE NW
category: low-maintenance vinyl sheet

MATURE NW

FS3076

FS3080FS3079

FS3077 FS3078

FS3084 PLAIN WEAVE

FS3081 CROSS WEAVE CROSS WEAVEFS3082

PLAIN WEAVEFS3085FS3083 PLAIN WEAVE

Commercial
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FS3071 BEECH FS3072 BEECH FS3073 BIRCH FS3074 BIRCH

FS3075 BIRCH

▲ FS3051 ▲ FS3060



NONWAXLEUM NW

Specifi cation overall thickness                        2.0mm widthm×length                    1820mm×20m
                 others                Antibacterial Finished / Highly Durable UV-Coated Surface

JIS Registered No. No. GB0507188   (JIS A 5705 Vinyl Sheet Flooring)

Packing 20m/roll
Net Weight 106.0kg/roll

Performance Wear Resistance (EN649)  Group T
Recommended     

Applications hospitals / public facilities

Recommended 
Adhesive from TOLI

dried mortar and concrete Eco Royal Cement, Eco AR600
heavy traffi c use Epo Gray S

The wards and living rooms where 
beds with double-row casters are used Epo Gray ST, US Cement, US Cement (less-smelly), US200

humid mortar and concrete Epo Gray ST, US Cement, US Cement (less-smelly), US200
TOLI UNDERLAY SHEET US Cement, US Cement (less-smelly), US200

Welding/Seam Finish
Welding rod for heat-welding (antibacterial fi nished) is available on a color-by-color basis.
Seam sealer like TOLI Super Seam Liquid can work as well.
JOINT SHIELD method (JS Method) by TOLI JOINT SHIELD is also applicable.

Notes on Installation

Seams should be heat-welded or fi nished with a seam sealing bond. TOLI JOINT SHIELD can also work.
TOLI JOINT SHIELD can also work on the top of TOLI UNDERLAY SHEET, but when partial weight will be put on the fl oor (such 

as heavy stuff or casters), the seam joints should not be fi nished with TOLI JOINT SHIELD.
When you install 2 different sheets, each edge should be jointed at the seam. (Do not cut in the middle of the sheet.)
Please do not use the urethane adhesive other than US Cement, US Cement (less-smelly), US200.
For one week after installation, direct sunlight, sudden change of temperature due to air conditioning, and water washing should be avoided.
As the sub-fl oor material, the underlayment TOLI UNDERLAY SHEET (page 308) is also workable. Apply the same adhesive for both upside 

and downside of the underlayment. Please note that the durability to dynamic load will be degraded when you install with the underlayment.
When you install NONWAXLEUM NW in the places where rollaway beds are used (e.g. a patient room of the hospital, a living 

room of the welfare facility and so forth), the epoxy adhesive such as TOLI Epo Gray ST or TOLI Epo Gray S and urethane adhe-
sive such as US Cement, US Cement (less-smelly), US200 should be used even if the humidity of the sub-fl oor is less than 8%.

Recommended 
Way of Maintenance 

from TOLI

No need to apply the maintenance wax on the surface. Clean the fl oor every day with an auto scrubber or a wet rag wrung out 
tightly. Use the neutral detergent for fi xed contamination.

Even if the wax is applied on the surface, it does not affect the quality of NW series.
For a large facility, an abstergent auto scrubber is more recommendable.
High speed buffi ng should be avoided. Otherwise highly durable UV coating will be abraded. 

Others

At the entrance of the building, the dust control mat should be laid in order to avoid soils and sands from outside.
To prepare the fl oor which is durable to rolling loads, please fully check the combination of the fl oor covering, the sub-fl oor, the 

adhesive, and the loads. For instance, when the sub-fl oor is too weak, the fl oor covering might be destroyed from underneath. 
Please be aware that some rubber casters might cause color-contamination.
Please note that the product has the indigenous odor from its materials. 

NONWAXLEUM NW
category:  low-maintenance vinyl sheet

No need to apply the wax. Just 
by easy cleaning, beautiful 
appearance can be maintained 
for long. NONWAXLEUM NW is a 
highly-durable vinyl sheet with 
variety of designs. 

TS7013                      TS7005                     

TS7014                    TS7009                      

TS7001

TS7016                          TS7010                           ▲ TS7006/TS7010

MADE IN JAPAN

TS7017                      TS7001                     

Heavy Duty
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NONWAXLEUM NW
category:  low-maintenance vinyl sheet

NONWAXLEUM NW

TS7003                       TS7012                      

TS7004                 TS7015                        

TS7018                      TS7006                           

TS7101                        TS7104                         

TS7011                            TS7002                            

NO NEED TO APPLY THE MAINTENANCE WAX

DURABLE TO RUNNING OF CASTERS AND WHEEL CHAIRS

NONWAXLEUM NW has  an  
excellent abrasion resistance 
with its highly-durable antibacte-
rial UV-coated layer and also its 
antibacterial special-reinforced 
vinyl clear wear layer. Dirt and 
stains are not likely to stick, and 
even if they do, you can easily 
remove them. The floor can be 
maintained with least time and 
efforts.

Scuff Mark Testing
product

For the details of maintenance without applying the wax, please contact
    TOLI sales rep.

before cleaning

after cleaning

NONWAXLEUM NW 2.0mm vinyl sheet

NONWAXLEUM NW

1st stage test
Not swelled after 180 minutes

1st stage test
Swelled after 60 minutes

2.0mm vinyl sheet
Caster Rolling Test (adhesive: TOLI Epo Gray S)

When you need the durability to rolling loads, please install with TOLI 
    Epo Gray S.

NONWAXLEUM NW has excellent durability to rolling loads like casters and carts. 
It’s recommendable for various projects such as healthcare and welfare facilities 
where you can expect heavy traffic by rollaway beds and wheel chairs, and also 
education and commercial facilities where carts come and go frequently.

Structure of NONWAXLEUM [TS7000]

Highly-Durable 
Antibacterial 
UV-Coated Layer

Highly-Durable 
Autibacterial 
Stain-Resistant Vinyl 
Patterned Layer

Backing Layer

When you install NONWAXLEUM where 
    rollaway beds with double wheel casters 
    are used (e.g. patient rooms or living 
    rooms of healthcare/welfare facilities) ,
    select the epoxy adhesive. 

double wheel 
    caster (example)

Even when the sub-floor humidity measured by the 
high-frequency moisture meter is less than 8%, 
install with the epoxy adhesive.

◆ Antibacterial Performance <in accordance with JIS Z 2801> 
In JIS testing criteria, when the value is more than 2.0, the product has 
sufficient antibacterial property.

Escherichia Coli Staphylococcus 
Aureus MRSA

NONWAXLEUM NW More than 2.0 More than 2.0 More than 2.0
 Conducted by BOKEN Quality Evaluation Institute

◆ Durability to Rolling Loads <in accordance with JIS A 1454: Caster Rilling Test>

NONWAXLEUM NW

Time until the 
floor covering 
swells

More than 180 minutes
(1st stage test by wheels 
with 110mm Φ)

More than 30 minutes
(2nd stage test by wheels 
with 46mm Φ)

1st stage test: JIS A 1454: Caster Rilling Test (load per unit area: approx. 900N/cm2) 
2nd stage test: Independent test by TOLI (load per unit area: approx. 2,700N/cm2)TS7102                        TS7105                         

TS7103                        

Heavy Duty
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TS5004 TS5103

TS5003 TS5102

TS5005

TS5203

NONWAXLEUM NW

TS5002 TS5101

Specifi cation
overall thickness                        2.0mm widthm×length                    1820mm×20m

                 others                Antibacterial Finished / Highly Durable UV-Coated Surface
JIS Registered No. No. GB0507188   (JIS A 5705 Vinyl Sheet Flooring)

Packing 20m/roll
Net Weight 102.0kg/roll

Performance Wear Resistance (EN649)  Group T
Recommended     

Applications hospitals / public facilities

Recommended 
Adhesive from TOLI

dried mortar and concrete Eco Royal Cement, Eco AR600
heavy traffi c use Epo Gray S

The wards and living rooms where 
beds with double-row casters are used Epo Gray ST, US Cement, US Cement (less-smelly), US200

humid mortar and concrete Epo Gray ST, US Cement, US Cement (less-smelly), US200
TOLI UNDERLAY SHEET US Cement, US Cement (less-smelly), US200

Welding/Seam Finish
Welding rod for heat-welding (antibacterial fi nished) is available on a color-by-color basis.
Seam sealer like TOLI Super Seam Liquid can work as well.
JOINT SHIELD method (JS Method) by TOLI JOINT SHIELD is also applicable.

Notes on Installation

Seams should be heat-welded or fi nished with a seam sealing bond. TOLI JOINT SHIELD can also work.
TOLI JOINT SHIELD can also work on the top of TOLI UNDERLAY SHEET, but when partial weight will be put on the fl oor (such 

as heavy stuff or casters), the seam joints should not be fi nished with TOLI JOINT SHIELD.
When you install 2 different sheets, each edge should be jointed at the seam. (Do not cut in the middle of the sheet.)
Please do not use the urethane adhesive other than US Cement, US Cement (less-smelly), US200.
For one week after installation, direct sunlight, sudden change of temperature due to air conditioning, and water washing should be avoided.
As the sub-fl oor material, the underlayment TOLI UNDERLAY SHEET (page 308) is also workable. Apply the same adhesive for both upside 

and downside of the underlayment. Please note that the durability to dynamic load will be degraded when you install with the underlayment.
When you install NONWAXLEUM NW in the places where rollaway beds are used (e.g. a patient room of the hospital, a living 

room of the welfare facility and so forth), the epoxy adhesive such as TOLI Epo Gray ST or TOLI Epo Gray S and urethane adhe-
sive such as US Cement, US Cement (less-smelly), US200 should be used even if the humidity of the sub-fl oor is less than 8%.

Recommended 
Way of Maintenance 

from TOLI

No need to apply the maintenance wax on the surface. Clean the fl oor every day with an auto scrubber or a wet rag wrung out 
tightly. Use the neutral detergent for fi xed contamination.

Even if the wax is applied on the surface, it does not affect the quality of NW series.
For a large facility, an abstergent auto scrubber is more recommendable.
High speed buffi ng should be avoided. Otherwise highly durable UV coating will be abraded. 

Others

At the entrance of the building, the dust control mat should be laid in order to avoid soils and sands from outside.
To prepare the fl oor which is durable to rolling loads, please fully check the combination of the fl oor covering, the sub-fl oor, the 

adhesive, and the loads. For instance, when the sub-fl oor is too weak, the fl oor covering might be destroyed from underneath.
Please be aware that some rubber casters might cause color-contamination.
Please note that the product has the indigenous odor from its materials. 

MADE IN JAPAN

NONWAXLEUM NW
category:  low-maintenance vinyl sheet

No need to apply the wax. Just 
by easy cleaning, beautiful 
appearance can be maintained for 
long. NONWAXLEUM is a highly-
durable vinyl sheet with variety of 
designs. 

Heavy Duty
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NONWAXLEUM NW
category:  low-maintenance vinyl sheet

▲ TS5205

TS5203                          MAPLE TS5213                        CHERRYTS5211                        WALNUTTS5208                               ASH

TS5212                        WALNUTTS5209                               ASH

▲ TS5211

NONWAXLEUM NW

TS5207                                ASH TS5210                        WALNUT TS5202                           MAPLE TS5205                        CHERRY

Heavy Duty
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TOLI JOINT SHIELDvinyl sheet   /   304

Vinyl
Sheet

 FLOORLEUM NW SERIES
 DEODORANT NS TOWARE NW
 NONWAXLEUM NW                HOSPILEUM NW
 SF FLOOR NW                        MATURE NW
 CARESAFE NW                       HITOE GRANZA/HITOE FINE

FLOORLEUM NW SERIES
DEODORANT NS TOWARE NW

TOLI JOINT SHIELD

1
POI NT

Seam joints are 
least visible.

The seam joints of a vinyl 
sheet are least visible. This is 
why the floor image will not 
be split apart by the joints.

PO I NTPO I NT

3
Simple 

installation
Simple and 

easy-to-follow installation 
by taking 4 steps. 

2
PO I NT

Assured strength 
and durability

Strength and 
durability are as good 

as welding rods.

New seam finish which surpasses existing heat-welding. Seam joints are least visible.S1
POI NT

Strength and durability are as good as welding rods.S2
POI NT

HOSPILEUM NW

110N~130N

test item welding rod evaluationTOLI JOINT SHIELD

floor covering

strength

durability Nothing abnormal detected after 180 
minutes passed.

TOLI JOINT SHIELD has the same strength as welding rod.

The required endurance time to dynamic loads is 180 minutes. 
Therefore this result can be judged as sufficiently durable. 

seam finish material for floor covering

JOINT SHIELD Method

JSHARI

liquid, bottle, tape, installation guide, 
sponge, and nozzle

liquid, bottle, tape, installation guide, 
and sponge

10 spare nozzles

50m/set

FL/NS/TS/SF/FS/HTE/CAR + JS 
+ color number for the selected vinyl sheet + FU 

e.g. FSJS2001FU

FL/NS/TS/SF/FS/HTE/CAR + JS 
+ color number for the selected vinyl sheet + EK

e.g. FSJS2001EK

50m/set

9 colors

180g/set 180g/set

product name TOLI JOINT SHIELD full set TOLI JOINT SHIELD liquid set spare nozzle set

description

method

image

standard qty
number
of colors

color code

specification 
& contents

product
category

“All-in-one” package for JOINT SHIELD 
Method which has a full set of required tools. 

The package for JOINT SHIELD Method which 
has all the required tools except the nozzles. 

10 spare nozzles for JOINT 
SHIELD Method.

TOLI JOINT SHIELD can also work on the top of TOLI UNDERLAY SHEET, but when partial weight will be put on the floor (such as heavy stuff or casters), the 
seam joints should not be finished with TOLI JOINT SHIELD.

TOLI JOINT SHIELD

Before
Welding rod

After
Welding rodTOLI JOINT SHIELD

Simple installation by taking 4 steps. S3
POI NT

COMPLETED

Cover the joint with the tape. Press and bond with a roller. Remove the tape after curing. 
(40minutes in summer / 60minutes in winter)

Put the liquid on the joint.

For more information about the installation, please contact TOLI sales rep.

Step 1 Step 2 Step 3 Step 4

The pattern is split apart 
by visible joints.

The pattern is 
continuous because of 
least visible joints.
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 FLOORLEUM NW SERIES
 DEODORANT NS TOWARE NW
 NONWAXLEUM NW                HOSPILEUM NW
 SF FLOOR NW                        MATURE NW
 CARESAFE NW                       HITOE GRANZA/HITOE FINE

FLOORLEUM NW SERIES
DEODORANT NS TOWARE NW

TOLI JOINT SHIELD

1
POI NT

Seam joints are 
least visible.

The seam joints of a vinyl 
sheet are least visible. This is 
why the floor image will not 
be split apart by the joints.

PO I NTPO I NT

3
Simple 

installation
Simple and 

easy-to-follow installation 
by taking 4 steps. 

2
PO I NT

Assured strength 
and durability

Strength and 
durability are as good 

as welding rods.

New seam finish which surpasses existing heat-welding. Seam joints are least visible.S1
POI NT

Strength and durability are as good as welding rods.S2
POI NT

HOSPILEUM NW

110N~130N

test item welding rod evaluationTOLI JOINT SHIELD

floor covering

strength

durability Nothing abnormal detected after 180 
minutes passed.

TOLI JOINT SHIELD has the same strength as welding rod.

The required endurance time to dynamic loads is 180 minutes. 
Therefore this result can be judged as sufficiently durable. 

seam finish material for floor covering

JOINT SHIELD Method

JSHARI

liquid, bottle, tape, installation guide, 
sponge, and nozzle

liquid, bottle, tape, installation guide, 
and sponge

10 spare nozzles

50m/set

FL/NS/TS/SF/FS/HTE/CAR + JS 
+ color number for the selected vinyl sheet + FU 

e.g. FSJS2001FU

FL/NS/TS/SF/FS/HTE/CAR + JS 
+ color number for the selected vinyl sheet + EK

e.g. FSJS2001EK

50m/set

9 colors

180g/set 180g/set

product name TOLI JOINT SHIELD full set TOLI JOINT SHIELD liquid set spare nozzle set

description

method

image

standard qty
number
of colors

color code

specification 
& contents

product
category

“All-in-one” package for JOINT SHIELD 
Method which has a full set of required tools. 

The package for JOINT SHIELD Method which 
has all the required tools except the nozzles. 

10 spare nozzles for JOINT 
SHIELD Method.

TOLI JOINT SHIELD can also work on the top of TOLI UNDERLAY SHEET, but when partial weight will be put on the floor (such as heavy stuff or casters), the 
seam joints should not be finished with TOLI JOINT SHIELD.

TOLI JOINT SHIELD

Before
Welding rod

After
Welding rodTOLI JOINT SHIELD

Simple installation by taking 4 steps. S3
POI NT

COMPLETED

Cover the joint with the tape. Press and bond with a roller. Remove the tape after curing. 
(40minutes in summer / 60minutes in winter)

Put the liquid on the joint.

For more information about the installation, please contact TOLI sales rep.

Step 1 Step 2 Step 3 Step 4

The pattern is split apart 
by visible joints.

The pattern is 
continuous because of 
least visible joints.
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HABAKI

Type
Specification

Packing Net Weight Recommended 
Adhesive from TOLI(thickness) (heightm×length)

SOFT HABAKI

1.7mm

40mm×909mm

25pcs/box

2.2kg/box

Eco LX 
Habaki Nori

60mm×909mm 3.2kg/box
75mm×909mm 4.3kg/box

100mm×909mm 6.1kg/box

LONG HABAKI

60mm×12m 12m/roll 1.8kg/box
60mm×50m

50m/roll
7.5kg/box

75mm×50m 9.5kg/box
100mm×50m 13.5kg/box

WIDE HABAKI 
(antibacterial & stain-resistant) 2.0mm

300mm×9m
9m/roll

8.8kg/roll
350mm×9m 10.2kg/roll

SASARA HABAKI 1.7mm 330mm×1050mm 10pcs/box 10.8kg/box

height type code 19 16 95 56 4 5 78 8 35 22 29 43

40mm
rounded TH40 ● ● ●

straight TH40RN

60mm
rounded TH60 ●■▲ ●■▲ ●■▲ ●■▲ ●■▲ ●■▲ ●■▲ ●■▲ ●■▲ ●■▲ ●■▲ ●■▲

straight TH60RN ●■ ●■ ●■ ●■ ●■ ●■ ●■ ●■ ●■ ●■ ●■ ●■

75mm
rounded TH75 ●■ ●■ ●■ ●■ ●■ ●■ ●■ ●■ ●■ ●■ ●■ ●■

straight TH75RN ● ● ● ● ● ● ● ● ● ● ● ●

100mm
rounded TH100 ●■ ●■ ●■ ●■ ●■ ●■ ●■ ●■ ●■ ●■ ●■ ●■

straight TH100RN ● ● ● ● ● ● ● ● ● ● ● ●

WIDE HABAKI (300mm/rounded) WTH300 ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★

SASARA HABAKI TKH ◆ ◆ ◆ ◆ ◆ ◆ ◆ ◆ ◆ ◆ ◆ ◆

SOFT HABAKI ●

LONG HABAKI
50m/roll ■

12m/roll ▲

WIDE HABAKI ★

SASARA HABAKI ◆

HABAKI
category:  vinyl skirting

TOLI HABAKI ranges are the standard vinyl skirting for 
commercial use. Both roll form and plank form are available.

height type code 12 34 96 31 92 93 97 2 23 25 61 42

40mm
rounded TH40 ● ● ● ● ● ● ● ●

straight TH40RN

60mm
rounded TH60 ●■▲ ●■▲ ●■▲ ●■▲ ●■▲ ●■▲ ●■▲ ●■▲ ●■▲ ●■▲ ●■▲ ●■▲

straight TH60RN ●■ ●■ ●■ ●■ ●■ ●■ ●■ ●■ ●■ ●■ ●■ ●■

75mm
rounded TH75 ●■ ●■ ●■ ●■ ●■ ●■ ●■ ●■ ●■ ●■ ●■ ●■

straight TH75RN ● ● ● ● ● ● ● ● ● ● ● ●

100mm
rounded TH100 ●■ ●■ ●■ ●■ ●■ ●■ ●■ ●■ ●■ ●■ ●■ ●■

straight TH100RN ● ● ● ● ● ● ● ● ● ● ● ●

WIDE HABAKI (300mm/rounded) WTH300 ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★

SASARA HABAKI TKH ◆ ◆ ◆ ◆ ◆ ◆ ◆ ◆ ◆ ◆ ◆ ◆

Regular Stock                            

Regular Stock                            

MADE IN JAPAN

STANDARD
Basic Line

rounded STANDARD
Neutral Gray Nuance Graystraight
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HABAKI
category:  vinyl skirting

SOFT HABAKI ●

LONG HABAKI
50m/roll ■

12m/roll ▲

WIDE HABAKI ★

SASARA HABAKI ◆

height type code 13 15 6 17 71 18

40mm
rounded TH40 ● ●
straight TH40RN

60mm
rounded TH60 ●■▲ ●■▲ ●■▲ ●■▲ ●■▲ ●■▲
straight TH60RN ●■ ●■ ●■ ●■ ●■ ●■

75mm
rounded TH75 ●■ ●■ ●■ ●■ ●■ ●■
straight TH75RN ● ● ● ● ● ●

100mm
rounded TH100 ●■ ●■ ●■ ●■ ●■ ●■
straight TH100RN ● ● ● ● ● ●

WIDE HABAKI (300mm/rounded) WTH300 ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★

SASARA HABAKI TKH ◆ ◆ ◆ ◆ ◆ ◆

Regular Stock                            

height type code 38 41 27 40

40mm
rounded TH40
straight TH40RN

60mm
rounded TH60 ● ● ● ●
straight TH60RN

75mm
rounded TH75
straight TH75RN

100mm
rounded TH100
straight TH100RN

WIDE HABAKI (300mm/rounded) WTH300
SASARA HABAKI TKH

Regular Stock                            

STANDARD
Woody Line

COLORED
Colored Line
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UNDERLAY SHEET

Specifi cation overall thickness                       4.5mm widthm×length                   1820mm×18m

Packing 18m/roll

Net Weight 57.6kg/roll

Recommended 
Adhesive from TOLI

dried mortar and concrete US Cement, US Cement (less-smelly), US200

humid mortar and concrete US Cement, US Cement (less-smelly), US200

Notes on Installation

Please use the same adhesive for both top and bottom of UNDERLAY SHEET.
When you install UNDERLAY SHEET, the side with TOLI logo printed should be the back.
When you cut the joints, overlap both sheets and cut at a time (stack-cutting).
UNDERLAY SHEET should be installed in two-way alternate directions. 
After you install UNDERLAY SHEET, cure the fl oor for more than 24 hours, and then install the fl oor covering above.
UNDERLAY SHEET cannot be used for the following fl oor covering from TOLI.

SUPER K SHEET/SUPER K SHEET EXCELLA/FLOORLEUM FREE/EARTHLEUM/NEW STANLOAD/FACTLEUM/OPELEUM/NS4400 
AQUATREAD/DEODORANT NS TOWARE NW (when installed in a restroom) /BATHNA FLORE  (when installed in a bathroom) /
BATHNA ARTI (when installed in a bathroom)/BATHNA REAL DESIGN (when installed in a bathroom)/CARESAFE NW/ARENA FIT.

Others 

If you lay heavy stuff such as a furniture, you cannot avoid the residual indentation. In that situation, please lay a bottom 
board on the fl oor covering to break up the heavy load. Normally the load at a grounding point should be less than 10N/cm2. 

Where you can expect casters or other rolling loads will frequently come and go, the wheel tracks could be outstanding. 
Please note that the product has the indigenous odor from its materials.
Please bear in mind that UNDERLAY SHEET is not a sound-proof product. It cannot exactly prevent sound penetration.

UNDERLAY SHEET
category:  underlayment for vinyl sheet

UNDERLAY SHEET is the underlayment for the fl oor covering in 
hospital/healthcare segments. It can improve the shock-
absorbing performance of the sub-fl oor. Recommendable for the 
places where safety is especially required.

ULST                            

ULST

<Residual Indentation Testing for SF FLOOR NW+UNDERLAY SHEET> 

<Noise Reduction>
(Criteria for Evaluation)      << loud                                                                    silent >>   

Evaluation D C B A

Improvement (dB) Less than 4 4 to 7 7 to 15 More than 15

                                            D= to be heard clearly when you drop something on the fl oor                      
                                            C= to be heard when you drop something solid on the fl oor
                                            B= to be heard when you drop something solid and heavy on the fl oor       
                                            A= not to be easily heard no matter what you drop on the fl oor

(Noise reduction comparison)

Kind of
Floor Covering

SF FLOOR NW 
2.8mm

SF FLOOR NW
3.5mm

SF FLOOR NW 2.8mm + 
UNDERLAY SHEET

2.0mm
vinyl sheet Carpet tile

Evaluation B B B D A

Improvement (dB) 7.7 9.0 13.6 3.1 22.0

2 weeks after
removing the load

2 weeks after loading
(right after removing 
the load)

1 week after
removing the load

Load:
41N/cm2

Period:
2 weeks

Temperature:
22 degrees centigrade

Foam Layer

Nonwoven Glass

◆  <Structure of UNDERLAY SHEET>

MADE IN JAPAN



Specialty Flooring
NS REAL DESIGN NW NS4301 (page 348)

Heavy Duty

For very heavy traffic areas where many people 
will walk with their shoes on, and/or heavy stuff 
such as trolleys will frequently come and go. 

Commercial

For medium traffic areas such as offices, schools, 
hospitals, and shops where people will walk with 
their shoes on.

CommercialHeavy Duty

Durability Level
Classified according to the data of abrasion resistance testing. The results are confirmed on condition that the product has 
been installed by the designated proper method.  

The products with this logo are “FloorScore”-certified.
This will contribute towards points for LEED v4 EQ Credit Low-Emitting 
Materials.



CIGAHARD PLUS NW

CIGAHARD PLUS NW is a multifunctional 
vinyl tile with the excellent resistance to 
cigarettes, chemicals, and rubber stains. No 
need to apply the wax to maintain.

Specifi cation
overall thickness                        3.0mm size                   450mm×450mm

                others                   Cigarette-Resistant Surface with Thermosetting Resin

Packing 14pcs/box = 2.83m2/box
Net Weight 17.3kg/box

Recommended
Applications smoking areas / amusement spaces / car showrooms / beauty salons

Recommended 
Adhesive from TOLI

dried mortar and concrete US Cement, Epo Gray ST
humid mortar and concrete US Cement, Epo Gray ST

Notes on Installation

Before installation, make sure the arrow marks on the back of each tile, which show the direction of the pattern.
For one week after installation, direct sunlight, sudden change of temperature due to air conditioning, and water washing 

should be avoided. 
Compared to vinyl tiles in general, CIGAHARD PLUS NW is more solid. Before installation, please do the test-cutting to 

check and see how to handle with your cutter.
Installation at temperature above 10 degrees centigrade is more recommendable.
As the material is solid, in case the sub-fl oor is not well prepared, the level difference on the joints might be caused. Before 

installation, make sure that the sub-fl oor is suffi ciently dried and fl at, and also remove any projection or rubbish.
If you cut CIGAHARD PLUS NW in a small circle, or put a small incision, warm the tile with a torch beforehand. In this kind 

of elaborate cutting, it is better to use pliers as well.
Tiles should be pressed and bonded suffi ciently. 

Recommended 
Way of Maintenance 

from TOLI

No need to apply the maintenance wax on the surface. Clean the fl oor every day with an auto scrubber or a  wet rag wrung 
out tightly. Use the neutral detergent for fi xed contamination.

Even if the wax is applied on the surface, it does not affect the quality of NW series.
For a large facility, an abstergent auto scrubber is more recommendable.
High speed buffi ng should be avoided. Otherwise highly durable UV coating will be abraded. 

Others

When you install CIGAHARD PLUS NW in the car showroom, be sure to cure the fl oor suffi ciently before the cars are carried in.
At the entrance of the building, the dust control mat should be laid in order to avoid soils and sands from outside.
CIGAHARD PLUS NW should not be installed where the fl oor is always effected by heat-generating stuff.
In case the fl oor is left to be in wet condition for a long time, it might be bleached by absorbing water. Clean with a dry 

mop and keep the fl oor always in dry condition.
Please note that the product has the indigenous odor from its materials.

Excellent durability to cigarette scorching compared to 
regular vinyl tiles

Excellent indentation resistance compared to regular 
vinyl tiles

Leave a cigarette for 3 minutes
<Test method>
Leave a burning cigarette on the 
tile and check the appearance 
after 3 minutes

<Test method>
Leave a burning cigarette on the 
tile for 3 seconds and stamp out 
for 5 seconds by robber plug.

<Test method>
Put 2 gram of hair dye on the tile in 
the shape of a coin for 24 hours, and 
check the appearance after washing.

<Test method>
Put a piece of rubber on the tile and 
apply 10kg of load. Leave it at 60 
degrees centigrade, RH 90% for 48 
hours and check the appearance.

<Test method>

Pump the caster testing machine with 
590N (=approx. 60kgf) of load on the 
tile for one hour (1,400 times).

<Test method>

Leave the caster testing machine with 
60kg of load on the tile for one hour, 
and check the appearance.

Stamp out a cigarette for 5 seconds

Indentation testing by caster running

Static load testing

CIGAHARD PLUS NW

CIGAHARD PLUS NW

CIGAHARD PLUS NW

CIGAHARD PLUS NW

CIGAHARD PLUS NW

CIGAHARD PLUS NW

regular vinyl tile

regular vinyl tile

regular vinyl tile

regular vinyl tile

High chemical resistance which can prevent the contamina-
tion by hair dye

High resistance to rubber stain (yellowish discoloration)

Stain testing by hair dye

Rubber stain testing

regular vinyl tile

regular vinyl tile

●Rut testing

●Heel testing

PT9101

PT9120
OAK OAK

PT9121
OAK
PT9122   

WALNUT
PT9123 PT9124

WALNUT

specialty fl ooring   /   310
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Commercial

CIGAHARD PLUS NW
category:

low-maintenance solid vinyl tile
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▲ PT9121▲ PT9115/PT9119

Commercial

PT9115 PT9116 PT9117 PT9118

PT9109 PT9110 PT9111 PT9112

PT9113 PT9114 PT9119

PT9101 PT9102 PT9105 PT9106

PT9103 PT9104 PT9107 PT9108

CIGAHARD PLUS NW
category: low-maintenance solid vinyl tile



E-CLEAN NW-EX (450mm square)

Specifi cation
overall thickness                        3.0mm size                   450mm×450mm

                others                   Highly Durable UV-Coated Surface (EX-fi nish)

Packing 14pcs/box = 2.83m2/box

Net Weight 15.0kg/box

Recommended
Applications shops / retails / public facilities

Recommended 
Adhesive from TOLI

dried mortar and concrete Eco AR600

humid mortar and concrete Epo Gray ST, US Cement, US Cement (less-smelly), US200

Notes on Installation
For one week after installation, direct sunlight, sudden change of temperature due to air conditioning, and water washing 

should be avoided.
The color shading differs on a tile-by-tile basis, which will make the fl oor look very natural when the tiles are installed. 

Recommended 
Way of Maintenance 

from TOLI

No need to apply the maintenance wax on the surface. Clean the fl oor every day with an auto scrubber or a wet rag wrung 
out tightly. Use the neutral detergent for fi xed contamination.

For a large facility, an abstergent auto scrubber is more recommendable.
High speed buffi ng should be avoided. Otherwise highly durable UV coating will be abraded. 
NW EX Series is made to repel the wax coating. For wax application, the designated surface treatment should be prepared 

in advance.

Others

The dirt and stains will be more visible on the fl oor covering with lighter plain colors, compared to dark colors. Also they are 
more likely to stick with the deep-embossed surface than the fl at surface.

Please be aware that some rubber casters might cause color-contamination.
The cut-out edges of one tile may not have the surface UV coating. Therefore the gloss levels on the 4 sides are not always even.
At the entrance of the building, the dust control mat should be laid in order to avoid soils and sands from outside.
Please note that the product has the indigenous odor from its materials.

E-CLEAN NW-EX
(450mm square)

category:  low-maintenance vinyl tile

E-CLEAN NW-EX is characterized 
by its good low-maintenance 
property. No need to apply the 
wax for maintenance.

MADE IN JAPAN

■Stain Resistance Testing (Resistance to Sarff Marks)
<inaccordance with JIS K3920>

●E-CLEAN NW-EX

●3.0mm Solid Vimyl tile

right after testing after testingbefore testing

right after testing after testingbefore testing

easy to remove the stainhard to have the stain

ECT4107 ECT4108

specialty fl ooring   /   312
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ECT4105

ECT4104ECT4103

ECT4102ECT4101

ECT4106

ECT4102



E-CLEAN NW-EX
(450mm square)

category:  low-maintenance vinyl tile

ECT4116 ECT4117

ECT4113 ECT4114

ECT4110 ECT4111

ECT4112

ECT4109

ECT4115

E-CLEAN NW-EX (450mm square)   /   specialty flooring 313
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▲ ECT4101 ▲ ECT4107/ECT4003  (150mm×900mm · page 314)



Specifi cation
overall thickness                        3.0mm size                   150mm×900mm

                others                   Highly Durable UV-Coated Surface (EX-fi nish)/ Round-Beveled

Packing 20pcs/box = 2.70m2/box

Net Weight 14.3kg/box

Recommended
Applications shops / retails / public facilities

Recommended 
Adhesive from TOLI

dried mortar and concrete Eco AR600

humid mortar and concrete Epo Gray ST, US Cement, US Cement (less-smelly), US200

Notes on Installation
For one week after installation, direct sunlight, sudden change of temperature due to air conditioning, and water washing 

should be avoided.
The color shading differs on a tile-by-tile basis, which will make the fl oor look very natural when the tiles are installed.

Recommended 
Way of Maintenance 

from TOLI

No need to apply the maintenance wax on the surface. Clean the fl oor every day with an auto scrubber or a wet rag wrung out 
tightly. Use the neutral detergent for fi xed contamination.

For a large facility, an abstergent auto scrubber is more recommendable.
High speed buffi ng should be avoided. Otherwise highly durable UV coating will be abraded. 
NW EX Series is made to repel the wax coating. For wax application, the designated surface treatment should be prepared 

in advance.

Others

The dirt and stains will be more visible on the fl oor covering with lighter plain colors, compared to dark colors. Also they are 
more likely to stick with the deep-embossed surface than the fl at surface.

Please be aware that some rubber casters might cause color-contamination.
The cut-out edges of one tile may not have the surface UV coating. Therefore the gloss levels on the 4 sides are not always even.
At the entrance of the building, the dust control mat should be laid in order to avoid soils and sands from outside.
Please note that the product has the indigenous odor from its materials.

E-CLEAN NW-EX
(150mm×900mm plank)

category:  low-maintenance vinyl tile

E-CLEAN NW-EX is characterized 
by its good low-maintenance 
property. No need to apply the 
wax for maintenance.

E-CLEAN NW-EX (150mm×900mm plank)

ECT4005 OAK

ECT4002 OAK

ECT4004 OAK

ECT4007 OAK

ECT4006 OAK

ECT4008 OAK

ECT4003 OAK

ECT4001 OAK

MADE IN JAPAN
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ECT4004



E-CLEAN NW-EX
(150mm×900mm plank)

category:  low-maintenance vinyl tile

ECT4016  WALNUT

ECT4011 

ECT4014 WALNUT

ECT4018  MAPLE

ECT4017  MAPLE

ECT4013

ECT4015  WALNUT

ECT4010 

E-CLEAN NW-EX (150mm×900mm plank)

ECT4012 

ECT4009 

Commercial
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▲ ECT4005 ▲ ECT4012/ECT4114  (450mm×450mm · page 313)



Specifi cation
  overall thickness                        4.0mm size                   500mm×500mm

                others                  Highly Durable UV-Coated Surface (EX-fi nish)
JIS Registered No. No. GB0307004   (JIS A 5705 Vinyl Tile Flooring)

Packing 12pcs/box = 3.0m2/box
Net Weight 21.9kg/box

Performance fl ame-retardant Fire Defense Law in Japan Authorized NO.E2160123

Recommended 
Adhesive from TOLI TOLI ECO GA Cement (required quantity)

for steel or plastic sub-fl oor 40 to 60 gram/m2

for mortar and wood sub-fl oor 60 to 100 gram/m2

Way of Installation  Quarter Turn

Notes on Installation
When you install LL FREE 40 NW-EX below 15 degrees centigrade, the joints of tiles should retain a very slight gap as thin 

as name cards.
When you install LL FREE 40 NW-EX on the free access fl oor each tile should be laid to slide over the joint of free access 

fl oor panels in the middle. (The joint of LL FREE 40 NW-EX should not be matched to that of free access fl oor panels.)

Recommended 
Way of Maintenance 

from TOLI

No need to apply the maintenance wax on the surface. Clean the fl oor every day with an auto scrubber or a  wet rag wrung 
out tightly. Use the neutral detergent for fi xed contamination.

High speed buffi ng should be avoided. Otherwise highly durable UV coating will be abraded. 
Installation at temperature above 10 degrees centigrade is more recommendable.
NW EX Series is made to repel the wax coating. For wax application, the designated surface treatment should be prepared 

in advance.

Others
At the entrance of the building, the dust control mat should be laid in order to avoid soils and sands from outside.
In case there’s a level difference, a crevice, or bumpiness on the free access fl oor, sometimes it could be visible even after 

you install the tiles.
Please note that the product has the indigenous odor from its materials.

No need to apply the wax 
on the surface.
LL FREE 40NW-EX is an 
easy-to-maintain loose 
lay tile with excellent 
antistatic property. 

TTN1004

LL FREE 40 NW-EX (500mm square)

MADE IN JAPAN

◆ Antistatic Property 23℃ 25%RH  
<in accordance with JIS A 1454>

Surface (Ω) Volume (Ω)
2.0mm vinyl com-
position tile 2.0×1012 1.0×1011

LL FREE 40 NW-EX 8.6×109 1.7×109

LL FREE 40 NW-EX
(500mm square)
category:  low-maintenance
                  vinyl loose lay tile

specialty fl ooring   /   316
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▲ TTN1012/GA1970W  (GA-100W · page 64)

TTN1002 TTN1006

TTN1007 TTN1010TTN1003

TTN1011TTN1008TTN1004

TTN1012

TTN1009

 CLOTH



LL FREE 40 NW-EX (500mm square)

TTN1104 TTN1106 TTN1111TTN1103

◆ Antistatic Property to Human Bodies<in accordance with JIS L 1021-16>

Rubber Shoes (kV)

2.0mm vinyl composition tile over3.0

LL FREE 40 NW-EX 0.5
 
   ☆ This is the test result at 23 degrees centigrade, 25%RH. Please bear in mind
          that antistatic property may differ due to the sub-floor.

LL FREE 40 NW-EX
(500mm square)
category:  low-maintenance
                  vinyl loose lay tile

Commercial
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▲ TTN1122/TTN1201/TTN1202 ▲ TTN1117/TTN1121

TTN1101

TTN1117

TTN1123TTN1122TTN1121

TTN1120

TTN1203

TTN1119

TTN1202

TTN1118

TTN1201

TTN1124

F OAK

F CLOUD



No need to apply the wax 
on the surface. LL FREE 
50NW-EX is an easy-to-
maintain loose lay tile with 
the authentic image of 
natural wood and stone. 

TTN3002

LL FREE 50 NW-EX (500mm square)

LL FREE 50 NW-EX
(500mm square)
category:  low-maintenance
                  vinyl loose lay tile

Specifi cation
overall thickness                       5.0mm size                   500mm×500mm

                others                 Highly Durable UV-Coated Surface (EX-fi nish) / NO Beveling / TTN3303 Beveled

Packing 10pcs/box = 2.50m2/box
Net Weight 22.5kg/box

Performance fl ame-retardant Fire Defense Law in Japan Authorized NO.E2160122

Recommended 
Adhesive from TOLI TOLI ECO GA Cement (required quantity)

for steel or plastic sub-fl oor 40 to 60 gram/m2

for mortar and wood sub-fl oor 60 to 100 gram/m2

Way of Installation  Monolithic         or          Quarter Turn

Notes on Installation
Installation at temperature above 10 degrees centigrade is more recommendable.
When you install LL FREE 50 NW-EX below 15 degrees centigrade, the joints of tiles should retain a very slight gap as thin as name cards.
When you install LL FREE 50 NW-EX on the free access fl oor each tile should be laid to slide over the joint of free access 

fl oor panels in the middle. (The joint of LL FREE 50 NW-EX should not be matched to that of free access fl oor panels.)

Recommended 
Way of Maintenance 

from TOLI

No need to apply the maintenance wax on the surface. Clean the fl oor every day with an auto scrubber or a  wet rag wrung 
out tightly. Use the neutral detergent for fi xed contamination.

High speed buffi ng should be avoided. Otherwise highly durable UV coating will be abraded. 
NW EX Series is made to repel the wax coating. For wax application, the designated surface treatment should be prepared 

in advance.

Others
At the entrance of the building, the dust control mat should be laid in order to avoid soils and sands from outside.
In case there’s a level difference, a crevice, or bumpiness on the free access fl oor, sometimes it could be visible even after 

you install the tiles.
Please note that the product has the indigenous odor from its materials.

MADE IN JAPAN

◆ Antistatic Property 23℃ 25%RH  <in accordance with JIS A 1454>

Surface (Ω) Volume (Ω)

2.0mm vinyl composition tile 2.0×1012 1.0×1011

LL FREE 50 NW-EX 1.2×1010 3.8×109

◆ Antistatic Property to Human Bodies<in accordance with JIS L 1021-16>

Rubber Shoes (kV)

2.0mm vinyl composition tile over 3.0

LL FREE 50 NW-EX 0.3
 
   ☆ This is the test result at 23 degrees centigrade, 25%RH. Please bear in mind
          that antistatic property may differ due to the sub-fl oor.
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▲ TTN3004

Based on intensive research on authentic texture of natural 
stones and wood-grains, realistic natural tones have been 
reproduced. 
The color number marked with ◆ has a Natural Tone pattern.

TTN3004 TTN3005

TTN3001 OAK TTN3002 OAK

 WOOD



LL FREE 50 NW-EX
(500mm square)
category:  low-maintenance
                  vinyl loose lay tile
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▲TTN3213/GX9652V  (DIFFEBRILLER · page 117)

▲ TTN3303

TTN3213 ◆ TTN3214 TTN3215

TTN3211 TTN3212

TTN3216 TTN3217

TTN3303

TTN3209 ◆

TTN3202TTN3201 TTN3204

TTN3207 ◆TTN3205 TTN3206

F STONE



LL FREE 50 NW-EX (166.7mm×1000mm plank)

No need to apply the wax 
on the surface. LL FREE 
50NW-EX is an easy-to-
maintain loose lay tile 
with the authentic image 
of natural wood and stone. 

Specifi cation
overall thickness                   5.0mm size                   166.7mm×1000mm

                others               Highly Durable UV-Coated Surface (EX-fi nish) / Round-Beveled

Packing 12pcs/box = 2.0m2/box
Net Weight 18.0kg/box

Performance fl ame-retardant Fire Defense Law in Japan Authorized NO.E2160122

Recommended 
Adhesive from TOLI TOLI ECO GA Cement (required quantity)

for steel or plastic sub-fl oor 40 to 60 gram/m2

for mortar and wood sub-fl oor 60 to 100 gram/m2

Way of Installation  Ashlar         or          Monolithic

Notes on Installation
Installation at temperature above 10 degrees centigrade is more recommendable.
When you install LL FREE 50 NW-EX below 15 degrees centigrade, the joints of tiles should retain a very slight gap as thin as name cards.
When you install LL FREE 50 NW-EX on the free access fl oor each tile should be laid to slide over the joint of free access 

fl oor panels in the middle. (The joint of LL FREE 50 NW-EX should not be matched to that of free access fl oor panels.)

Recommended 
Way of Maintenance 

from TOLI

No need to apply the maintenance wax on the surface. Clean the fl oor every day with an auto scrubber or a  wet rag wrung 
out tightly. Use the neutral detergent for fi xed contamination.

High speed buffi ng should be avoided. Otherwise highly durable UV coating will be abraded.
NW EX Series is made to repel the wax coating. For wax application, the designated surface treatment should be prepared 

in advance.

Others
At the entrance of the building, the dust control mat should be laid in order to avoid soils and sands from outside.
In case there’s a level difference, a crevice, or bumpiness on the free access fl oor, sometimes it could be visible even after 

you install the tiles.
Please note that the product has the indigenous odor from its materials.

MADE IN JAPAN
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◆ OAKTTN3108

◆ OAKTTN3114

◆ WALNUTTTN3105 ◆ OAKTTN3113◆ OAKTTN3112

Based on intensive research on authentic texture of natural 
stones and wood-grains, realistic natural tones have been 
reproduced. 
The color number marked with ◆ has a Natural Tone pattern.

TTN3118 ◆ ◆TTN3119

TTN3115 ◆

TTN3120 ◆

TTN3116 ◆

◆ OAKTTN3121

◆TTN3117

TTN3108

LL FREE 50 NW-EX
(166.7mm×1000mm plank)

category:  low-maintenance
                   vinyl loose lay tile
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▲ TTN3125/GX6701  (DEWPOINT · page 144)

●Designs that can be easily coordinated with carpet tiles.
By mixing different textures of floor covering, the interior design will be much more stimulating. When you install 
Loose Lay Tile “LL FREE 50 NW-EX” together with carpet tiles, it can expand the range of choices for space designs.

Infinite Coordination

●Color lineup which can work well in various applications such as shops and offices.
●Surface finish with authentic texture of natural materials such as woods and stones.

Seeking for Reality

3 Types of Beveling to Convey Authentic Feeling
Beveling of LL FREE 50 NW-EX is designed to convey authentic feeling of each pattern. 
You can create a space with realistic images of wood and stone.

●Round Beveling ●Fine Beveling ●No Beveling

●CRAFT BLEND series
Combination of carpet tiles and vinyl loose lay tiles will enable variety of floor images in a more flexible way.
By taking advantage of each texture, TOLI CRAFT BLEND series will provide easy-to-coordinate patterns based on 
the common design concept.

Easy-to-coordinate designs with carpet tiles

◆ OAKTTN3122 ◆ OAKTTN3123

◆ OAKTTN3124 ◆ OAKTTN3125

◆ WALNUTTTN3127

◆ WALNUTTTN3128

◆ OAKTTN3126

PINETTN3129

◆ OAKTTN3132

◆TTN3130

◆ OAKTTN3131

LL FREE 50 NW-EX
(166.7mm×1000mm plank)

category:  low-maintenance
                   vinyl loose lay tile
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▲ TTN3802

Based on intensive research on authentic texture of natural 
stones and wood-grains, realistic natural tones have been 
reproduced. 
The color number marked with ◆ has a Natural Tone pattern.

TTN3802

TTN3802 

TTN3801 

Specifi cation
overall thickness                   5.0mm size                   500mm×500mm

                others               Highly Durable UV-Coated Surface (EX-fi nish) / No Beveling

Packing 10pcs/box = 2.50m2/box
Net Weight 22.5kg/box

Performance fl ame-retardant Fire Defense Law in Japan Authorized NO.E2160122

Recommended 
Adhesive from TOLI TOLI ECO GA Cement (required quantity)

for steel or plastic sub-fl oor 40 to 60 gram/m2

for mortar and wood sub-fl oor 60 to 100 gram/m2

Way of Installation  Monolithic         or          Quarter Turn

Notes on Installation
Installation at temperature above 10 degrees centigrade is more recommendable.
When you install LL FREE 50 NW-EX below 15 degrees centigrade, the joints of tiles should retain a very slight gap as thin as name cards.
When you install LL FREE 50 NW-EX on the free access fl oor each tile should be laid to slide over the joint of free access 

fl oor panels in the middle. (The joint of LL FREE 50 NW-EX should not be matched to that of free access fl oor panels.)

Recommended 
Way of Maintenance 

from TOLI

No need to apply the maintenance wax on the surface. Clean the fl oor every day with an auto scrubber or a  wet rag wrung 
out tightly. Use the neutral detergent for fi xed contamination.

High speed buffi ng should be avoided. Otherwise highly durable UV coating will be abraded.
NW EX Series is made to repel the wax coating. For wax application, the designated surface treatment should be prepared 

in advance.

Others
At the entrance of the building, the dust control mat should be laid in order to avoid soils and sands from outside.
In case there’s a level difference, a crevice, or bumpiness on the free access fl oor, sometimes it could be visible even after 

you install the tiles.
Please note that the product has the indigenous odor from its materials.

No need to apply the wax 
on the surface. LL FREE 
50NW-EX is an easy-to-
maintain loose lay tile with 
the authentic image of 
natural wood and stone. 

MADE IN JAPAN

LL FREE 50 NW-EX LUMINOUS
(500mm square)
category:  low-maintenance
                   vinyl loose lay tile
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▲ TTN3602/TTN3118  (166.7mm×1000mm · page 320)

Based on intensive research on authentic texture of natural 
stones and wood-grains, realistic natural tones have been 
reproduced. 
The color number marked with ◆ has a Natural Tone pattern.

◆TTN3602

◆TTN3601

TTN3602

Specifi cation
overall thickness                   5.0mm size                   333.3mm×500mm

                others               Highly Durable UV-Coated Surface (EX-fi nish) / Round-Beveled

Packing 12pcs/box = 2.0m2/box
Net Weight 18.0kg/box

Performance fl ame-retardant Fire Defense Law in Japan Authorized NO.E2160122

Recommended 
Adhesive from TOLI TOLI ECO GA Cement (required quantity)

for steel or plastic sub-fl oor 40 to 60 gram/m2

for mortar and wood sub-fl oor 60 to 100 gram/m2

Way of Installation  Monolithic         or          Ashlar

Notes on Installation
Installation at temperature above 10 degrees centigrade is more recommendable.
When you install LL FREE 50 NW-EX below 15 degrees centigrade, the joints of tiles should retain a very slight gap as thin as name cards.
When you install LL FREE 50 NW-EX on the free access fl oor each tile should be laid to slide over the joint of free access 

fl oor panels in the middle. (The joint of LL FREE 50 NW-EX should not be matched to that of free access fl oor panels.)

Recommended 
Way of Maintenance 

from TOLI

No need to apply the maintenance wax on the surface. Clean the fl oor every day with an auto scrubber or a  wet rag wrung 
out tightly. Use the neutral detergent for fi xed contamination.

High speed buffi ng should be avoided. Otherwise highly durable UV coating will be abraded.
NW EX Series is made to repel the wax coating. For wax application, the designated surface treatment should be prepared 

in advance.

Others
At the entrance of the building, the dust control mat should be laid in order to avoid soils and sands from outside.
In case there’s a level difference, a crevice, or bumpiness on the free access fl oor, sometimes it could be visible even after 

you install the tiles.
Please note that the product has the indigenous odor from its materials.

MADE IN JAPAN

No need to apply the wax on 
the surface. LL FREE 50NW-EX 
is an easy-to-maintain loose lay 
tile with the authentic image of 
natural wood and stone. 

LL FREE 50 NW-EX
(333.3mm×500mm plank)

category:  low-maintenance
                   vinyl loose lay tile



Specification
overall thickness                        5.0mm size     

500mm×500mm
166.7mm×1000mm
333.3mm×500mm

             others Highly Durable UV Coated Surface/Round-Beveled (for 166.7mm×1000mm and 333.3mm×500mm)

Packing (500mm×500mm) 10pcs/box = 2.50m2/box                 (166.7mm×1000mm · 333.3mm×500mm) 12pcs/box = 2.0m2/box

Net Weight (500mm×500mm) 24.0kg/box                                         (166.7mm×1000mm) 19.2kg/box

Performance flame-retardant Fire Defense Law in Japan Authorized No.E2160121

Recommended
Applications offices / shops 

Way of Installation Please refer to “Way of Installation” of LL FREE 50 NW-EX (page 300).

Recommended 
Adhesive from TOLI TOLI ECO GA Cement (required quantity)

for steel or plastic sub-floor 40 to 60 gram/m2

for mortar and wood sub-floor 60 to 100 gram/m2

Notes on Installation Please refer to “Notes on Installation” of LL FREE 50 NW-EX (page 320).

Recommended  
Way of Maintenance  

from TOLI

FNo need to apply the maintenance wax on the surface. Clean the floor every day with an auto scrubber or a wet rag wrung 
out tightly. Use the neutral detergent for fixed contamination.

FEven if the wax is applied on the surface, it does not affect the quality of NW series.
FHigh speed buffing should be avoided. Otherwise highly durable UV coating will be abraded. 

Others

FDo not install where heavy loads on casters frequently come and go.
FThe aluminum layer is inserted in the middle of the tile. Because of that, once it’s deformed, it’s not easy to return to the 

original form. After installation, when you remove the tiles for rearranging, flexion might be caused. In that case the tiles 
should be re-installed after the flexion is fully recovered.

FAt the entrance of the building, the dust control mat should be laid in order to avoid soils and sands from outside.
FIn case there’s a level difference, a crevice, or bumpiness on the free access floor, sometimes it could be visible even after 

you install the tiles.
FThe dirt and stains will be more visible on the floor covering with lighter plain colors, compared to dark colors. Also they are 

more likely to stick with the deep-embossed surface than the flat surface.
FPlease be aware that some rubber casters might cause color-contamination.
FPlease note that the product has the indigenous odor from its materials.
FCigarette Resistance Loose Lay Tile “LL50CRNW” is particularly focusing on preventing cigarette burns. (Its property is differ-

ent from NW-EX series.)
FThe surface of LL50CRNW is pearskin-finished for any chosen color.
FBeveling of the following colors from LL FREE 50 NW-EX will be altered in LL50CRNW option.
   TTN3303  => TTCR3303 (No Beveling)

LL50CRNW
(made-to-order product)

category:
low-maintenance vinyl loose lay tile

For smoking rooms, LL50CRNW 
with cigarette-resistant surface are 
also available. No need to apply 
the maintenance wax as well.

Leave a cigarette for 3 minutes Stamp out a cigarette for 5 seconds

●CIGARETTE RESISTANT LOOSE LAY TILE which can be used on the free access floors 
of smoking rooms
TOLI’s original CIGARETTE RESISTANT LOOSE LAY TILE can be installed on the free access floors of smoking rooms.
Because of its excellent burning resistance, smokers can even directly throw out the cigarette or stamp it out on the tile.

●Non-wax maintenance in the smoking room
No need to apply the wax in the smoking room.
The NW series can spare you the trouble of applying the wax and lower the maintenance cost.

●Any color can be chosen from LL FREE 50 NW-EX
All the colors from LL FREE 50NW-EX can be cigarette-resistant finished.
Minimum order quantity is only 1 box.

Test method ●Leave a burning cigarette on the tile and check the 
appearance after 3 minutes.

Test method ●Leave a burning cigarette on the tile for 3 seconds 
and stamp out for 5 seconds by robber plug.

LL50CRNW LL50CRNWregular loose lay tile regular loose lay tile

LL50CRNW

MADE IN JAPAN
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LL FREE EXCELLA                                                                                                                                          
(made-to-order product)

category:
chemical resistant vinyl loose lay tile

LL FREE EXCELLA is a super multi-
functional loose lay tile with chem-
ical-resistant, antibacterial, and 
antistatic property.
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Specifi cation
overall thickness                        5.0mm size                   500mm×500mm

                 others                 Antibacterial Finished

Packing 10pcs/box = 2.50m2/box
Net Weight 21.3kg/box

Performance fl ame-retardant Fire Defense Law in Japan Authorized No.E2130099
Recommended

Applications laboratories / inspecting rooms / medicament rooms 

Way of Installation   Quarter Turn

Recommended 
Adhesive from TOLI TOLI ECO GA Cement (required quantity)

for steel or plastic sub-fl oor 40 to 60 gram/m2

for mortar and wood sub-fl oor 60 to 100 gram/m2

Notes on Installation 

Before installation, make sure the arrow marks on the back of each tile, which show the direction of the pattern.
When you install LL FREE EXCELLA on the free access fl oor,each tile should be laid to stride over the joint of free access 

fl oor panels in the middle. (The joint of LL FREE EXCELLA should not be matched to that of free access fl oor panels.)
Installation at temperature above 10 degrees centigrade is more recommendable.
When you install LL FREE EXCELLA below 15 degrees centigrade, the joints of tiles should retain a very slight gap as thin 

as name cards.
Recommended 

Way of Maintenance 
from TOLI

No need to apply the maintenance wax on the surface. If you apply the wax, it may affect chemical resistance and other 
performances.

Others 

Please be aware that some rubber casters might cause color-contamination.
In case there’s a level difference, a crevice, or bumpiness on the free access fl oor, sometimes it could be visible even after you install the tiles.
In case you leave the fl oor in a wet condition for many hours, LL FREE EXCELLA might be bleached by absorbing water. 

Please wipe with a dry mop and keep LL FREE EXCELLA always in a dry condition.
The cross-section surface of a tile does not have chemical resistance.
In case a large amount of chemicals are spilt on the fl oor, the chemicals may fl ood into the joints of the tiles and reach to 

the back side. In that case clean off the chemicals promptly. If necessary, remove the tiles and wipe off suffi ciently.
Please note that the product has the indigenous odor from its materials.

LL FREE EXCELLA

◆ Antistatic Property <in accordance with JIS A 1454>
Surface (Ω) Volume (Ω)

2.0mm vinyl composition tile 2.0×1012 1.0×1011

LL FREE EXCELLA 4.8×109 3.1×109

◆ Antistatic Property to Human Bodies <in accordance with JIS L 1021-16>
Rubber Shoes (kV)

2.0mm vinyl composition tile over 3.0
LL FREE EXCELLA 0.4 
   ☆ This is the test result at 23 degrees centigrade, 25%RH. Please bear in mindthat anti-

static property may differ due to the sub-fl oor.

◆ Chemical Resistance <in accordance with JIS A 1454>
A:NO change  B:Slightly changed  C:Changed
D:Eroded(damaged)(overall evaluation based on coliring, material and gloss)

LL FREE 
EXCELLA

Inorganic Acids Alkali
H2SO4 50% HNO2 61% HCL37% NH3aq28% Jodoform3%

A B B A C
Disinfectant

Oxygrnated
Water 31%

Hibitane
Tincture 5%

Disinfecting
Ehtanol 80%

Sodium
hypochlorite 8~10% Welpas

A A A A A

◆ Antibacterial Performance <in accordance with JIS Z 2801>
In JIS testing criteria, when the value is more than 2.0, the product has suf-
fi cient antibacterial property.

Escherichia Coli Staphylococcus Aureus MRSA
LL FREE EXCELLA More than 2.0 More than 2.0 More than 2.0 
   ☆ Conducted by BOKEN Quality Evaluation Institute

TT3711

TT3705

TT3713

TT3714

TT3702

TT3711

TT3712

TT3703TT3701



Specifi cation
overall thickness                        5.0mm size                   500mm×500mm

                        others                       Beveled

Packing 10pcs/box = 2.50m2/box

Net Weight 22.4kg/box

Performance fl ame-retardant Fire Defense Law in Japan Authorized No.EO0980280

Recommended
Applications computer rooms in the offi ce

Recommended 
Adhesive from TOLI TOLI ECO GA Cement (required quantity)

for steel or plastic sub-fl oor 40 to 60 gram/m2

for mortar and wood sub-fl oor 60 to 100 gram/m2

Notes on Installation

Before installation, make sure the arrow marks on the back of each tile, which show the direction of the pattern.
LL FREE 800 can be installed in both Quarter Turn and Monolithic.
When you install LL FREE 800 on the free access fl oor, each tile should be laid to stride over the joint of free access fl oor 

panels in the middle. (The joint of LL FREE 800 should not be matched to that of free access fl oor panels.)
Installation at temperature above 10 degrees centigrade is more recommendable.
When you install LL FREE 800 below 15 degrees centigrade, the joints of tiles should retain a very slight gap as thin as 

name cards. 

Recommended
Maintenance Wax

from TOLI 
“ELEX” from C×S Corporation (Antistatic)

Others 
Please be aware that some rubber casters might cause color-contamination.
In case there's a level difference, a crevice, or bumpiness on the free access fl oor, sometimes it could be visible even after 

you install the tiles.
Please note that the product has the indigenous odor from its materials.

LL FREE 800

LL FREE 800
category:  antistatic vinyl loose lay tile

LL FREE 800 is a loose lay tile product 
with 5.0mm thickness designed 
for free access fl oors. Its excellent 
dimensional stability and antistatic 
property will fi t in computer rooms.

MADE IN JAPAN
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◆ Antistatic Property  <in accordance with JIS A 1454>

Surface (Ω) Volume (Ω)

2.0mm vinyl composition tile 2.0×1012 1.0×1011

LL FREE 800 1.8×109 6.0×108

◆ Antistatic Property to Human Bodies <in accordance with JIS L 1021-16>

Rubber Shoes (kV)

2.0mm vinyl composition tile over 3.0

LL FREE 800 0.5
 
   ☆ This is the test result at 23 degrees centigrade, 25%RH. Please bear in mind
          that antistatic property may differ due to the sub-fl oor.▲ TT802

Commercial

TT802 TT803TT801

TT803

TT806

TT811

TT805TT804 TT810TT809TT807



Specifi cation overall thickness                        2.0mm size (1) 454mm×454mm
(2) 505mm×505mm (for free access fl oor)

Packing (1) 454mm×454mm size: 20pcs/box = 4.12m2/box 
(2) 505mm×505mm size: 20pcs/box = 5.10m2/box

Net Weight (1) 454mm×454mm size: 16.1kg/box
(2) 505mm×505mm size: 20.4kg/box

Recommended
Applications factories (semiconductor or electronic devices) / offi ces

Recommended 
Adhesive from TOLI 

dried mortar and concrete Epo Gray ST, US Cement

humid mortar and concrete Epo Gray ST, US Cement

Notes on Installation 
Before installation, make sure the arrow marks on the back of each tile, which show the direction of the pattern.
For one week after installation, direct sunlight, sudden change of temperature due to air conditioning, and water washing 

should be avoided.

Recommended
Maintenance Wax 

from TOLI 
“ELEX” from C×S Corporation (Antistatic)

Custom Order If you ask for a different size or thickness, please contact TOLI sales rep.

Others

505mm×505mm size is for free access fl oor with the surface material integrated. When you install directly on the sub-
fl oor, please choose 454mm×454mm size.

The dirt and stains will be more visible on the fl oor covering with lighter plain colors, compared to dark colors. Also they are 
more likely to stick with the deep-embossed surface than the fl at surface.

Please be aware that some rubber casters might cause color-contamination.
FREE TILE cannot be used for the free access fl oor with the surface material separated.
Please bear in mind that the antistatic performance might differ according to the kind of sub-fl oor.
Please note that the product has the indigenous odor from its materials.

FREE TILE

FREE TILE
category:  antistatic vinyl composition tile

FREE TILE is a VCT with 
antistatic property. Suitable for 
industrial projects such as an 
electronic device factory.

MADE IN JAPAN
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◆ Antistatic Property <in accordance with JIS A 1454>

Surface (Ω) Volume (Ω)

2.0mm vinyl composition tile 2.0×1012 1.0×1011

FREE TILE 2.2×1010 1.2×108

◆ Antistatic Property to Human Bodies <in accordance with JIS L 1021-16>

Rubber Shoes (kV)

2.0mm vinyl composition tile over 3.0

FREE TILE 0.6
 
   ☆ This is the test result at 23 degrees centigrade, 25%RH. Please bear in mind
          that antistatic property may differ due to the sub-fl oor.▲ TT50527

Commercial

TT45440 (454mm)
TT50540 (505mm)

TT45441 (454mm)
TT50541 (505mm)

TT45439 (454mm)
TT50539 (505mm)

TT45417 (454mm)
TT50517 (505mm)

TT45425 (454mm)
TT50525 (505mm)

TT45413 (454mm)
TT50513 (505mm)

TT45427 (454mm)
TT50527 (505mm)

TT45428 (454mm)
TT50528 (505mm)

TT45426 (454mm)
TT50526 (505mm)

TT45413



Specifi cation overall thickness                        2.0mm size                   454mm×454mm 

Packing 20pcs/box = 4.12m2/box

Net Weight 17.0kg/box

Recommended
Applications factories (electronic devices) / offi ces

Recommended 
Adhesive from TOLI 

dried mortar and concrete Epo Gray ST

humid mortar and concrete Epo Gray ST

Notes on Installation 
Before installation, make sure the arrow marks on the back of each tile, which show the direction of the pattern.
For one week after installation, direct sunlight, sudden change of temperature due to air conditioning, and water washing 

should be avoided.

Recommended
Maintenance Wax 

from TOLI
“ELEX” from C×S Corporation (Antistatic)

Custom Order If you ask for a different size, please contact TOLI sales rep.

Others 

454mm×454mm size is for free access fl oor with the surface material integrated. When you install directly on the sub-
fl oor, please choose 300mm×300mm size or 450mm×450mm size (on a custom basis).

The dirt and stains will be more visible on the fl oor covering with lighter plain colors, compared to dark colors. Also they are 
more likely to stick with the deep-embossed surface than the fl at surface.

Please be aware that some rubber casters might cause color-contamination.
FREE TILE cannot be used for the free access fl oor with the surface material separated.
Please bear in mind that the antistatic performance might differ according to the kind of sub-fl oor.
Please note that the product has the indigenous odor from its materials.

FREE TILE S

FREE TILE S
category:  antistatic solid vinyl tile

FREE TILE S is a solid vinyl tile with antistatic 
property. Suitable for industrial projects such as 
an electronic device factory.

MADE IN JAPAN
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◆ Antistatic Property <in accordance with JIS A 1454> 
Surface (Ω) Volume (Ω)

2.0mm vinyl composition tile 2.0×1012 1.0×1011

FREE TILE S 4.8×108 3.3×108

◆ Antistatic Property to Human Bodies <in accordance with JIS L 1021-16>

Rubber Shoes (kV)

2.0mm vinyl composition tile over 3.0

FREE TILE S 0.1
 
   ☆ This is the test result at 23 degrees centigrade, 25%RH. Please bear in mind
          that antistatic property may differ due to the sub-fl oor.

◆ FREE TILE S is using high-purity vinyl. Its very fi ne   
     surface can prevent the dusts caused by abrasion.

2.0mm vinyl composition tile FREE TILE S

Commercial

TT4545529 TT4545543TT4545526

TT4545519 TT4545522TT4545504

TT4545519
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Specifi cation overall thickness                        2.0mm widthm×length                   1820mm×18m

JIS Registered No. No. GB0507188   (JIS A 5705 Vinyl Sheet Flooring)

Packing 18m/roll

Net Weight 91.8kg/roll

Recommended
Applications factories  (semiconductor or electronic devices) / offi ces (computer rooms)

Recommended 
Adhesive from TOLI

dried mortar and concrete US Cement or Epo Gray ST + Conductive Epo Gray

heavy traffi c use Epo Gray S + Conductive Epo Gray

humid mortar and concrete US Cement or Epo Gray S + Conductive Epo Gray

Welding Welding rod for heat-welding is available on a color-by-color basis.

Notes on Installation 

Seams should be heat-welded.
When you install 2 different sheets, each edge should be jointed at the seam. (Do not cut in the middle of the sheet.)
For one week after installation, direct sunlight, sudden change of temperature due to air conditioning, and water washing 

should be avoided.
Earth terminal should be set up for the installation of EARTHLEUM. (Welding rods do not have the conductive property.)

Recommended
Maintenance Wax 

from TOLI
“ELEX” from C×S Corporation (Antistatic)

Others

Due to the antistatic chemical inside the product, sometimes the surface might become sticky. Please clean the fl oor on a 
regular basis.

Please be aware that some rubber casters might cause color-contamination.
Please note that the product has the indigenous odor from its materials.
Where you have to keep the dust away (e.g. clean rooms), do not apply the wax.
To set up the conductive fl oor, the joints should be glued with Conductive Epo Gray, and connected to the earth terminal.

EARTHLEUM

EARTHLEUM
category:  conductive vinyl sheet

EARTHLEUM is a highly conductive and immaculate 
vinyl sheet which contains carbon fi ber.

◆ Antistatic Property <in accordance with JIS A 1454>

Surface (Ω) Volume (Ω)

2.0mm vinyl sheet 1.4×1011 3.5×1010

EARTHLEUM 9.0×104 6.2×104

◆ Antistatic Property to Human Bodies <in accordance with JIS L 1021-16>

Rubber Shoes (kV)

2.0mm vinyl sheet over 3.0

EARTHLEUM 0.1
 
   ☆ This is the test result at 23 degrees centigrade, 25%RH. Please bear in mind
          that antistatic property may differ due to the sub-fl oor.▲ TS1004

TS1001 TS1003 TS1004TS1002

TS1001
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Specifi cation overall thickness                        2.0mm widthm×length                    1820mm×9m

JIS Registered No. JIS Registered No. GB0506143 (JIS A 5705 Vinyl Sheet Flooring)

Packing 9m/roll

Net Weight 36.0kg/roll

Recommended
Applications factories (precision machine, pharmaceutical, foods etc.)

Recommended 
Adhesive from TOLI 

dried mortar and concrete US Cement, Epo Gray S

heavy traffi c use US Cement, Epo Gray S

Welding Welding rod for heat-welding is available on a color-by-color basis.

Notes on Installation 

Seams should be heat-welded.
When you install 2 different sheets, each edge should be jointed at the seam. (Do not cut in the middle of the sheet.)
For one week after installation, direct sunlight, sudden change of temperature due to air conditioning, and water washing 

should be avoided.

Recommended
Maintenance Wax 

from TOLI
New FB Wax, U Wax, T Wax (Non-shiny & Antibacterial)

Others 

Please be aware that some rubber casters might cause color-contamination.
Please note that the product has the indigenous odor from its materials.
To prepare the fl oor which is durable to rolling loads, please fully check the combination of FACTLEUM and the sub-fl oor, 

the adhesive, and the loads. For instance, when the sub-fl oor is too weak, FACTLEUM might be destroyed from underneath. 
Even though FACTLEUM can show a good durability to rolling loads, it cannot always prevent the brake trace due to tire 

lock, and also the damage caused by welding sparks. Please do not install FACTLEUM where you will use the reach fork by 
batteries or the welding machine. 

FACTLEUM

FACTLEUM
category:  anti-heavy traffi c vinyl sheet

FACTLEUM is very much durable to rolling loads.
It’s the most appropriate fl oor covering when you can 
expect heavy traffi c in the factory.

MADE IN JAPAN

◆ Durability to rolling loads <in accordance with JIS A 1454: Caster Rolling Test>

FACTLEUM

Time until the fl oor 
covering swells

More than 180 minutes
(1st stage test by wheels with 

110mm Φ)

Less than 30 minutes
(2nd stage test by wheels with 

46mm Φ)
All the data are actual test results and not guaranteed values.

1st stage test: JIS A 1454: Caster Rolling Test (load per unit area: approx. 900N/cm2) 
2nd stage test: Independent test by TOLI (load per unit area: approx. 2,700N/cm2)

TS8523                              TS8524                              TS8521                              TS8522                              

TS8521



Specifi cation
overall thickness                        2.0mm widthm×length                    1820mm×9m

                     others                   Antibacterial Finished
JIS Registered No. No. GB0507188   (JIS A 5705 Vinyl Sheet Flooring)

Packing 9m/roll
Net Weight 42.3kg/roll

Recommended
Applications operation rooms in the hospital

Recommended 
Adhesive from TOLI 

dried mortar and concrete Epo Gray S

heavy traffi c use Epo Gray S
Welding Welding rod for heat-welding (antibacterial fi nished) is available on a color-by-color basis. 

Notes on Installation

Seams should be heat-welded.
When you install 2 different sheets, each edge should be jointed at the seam. (Do not cut in the middle of the sheet.)
For one week after installation, direct sunlight, sudden change of temperature due to air conditioning, and water washing 

should be avoided.
When you install OPELEUM in the places where rollaway beds are used (e.g. a patient room of the hospital, a living room 

of the welfare facility and so forth), the epoxy adhesive such as TOLI Epo Gray S should be used even if the humidity of the 
sub-fl oor is less than 8%.

Recommended
Maintenance Wax 

from TOLI
To keep antibacterial performance, the antibacterial wax “HEALTH CARE COAT” from C×S Corporation should be applied on 
the surface. 

Others

To prepare the fl oor which is durable to rolling loads, please fully check the combination of OPELEUM and the sub-fl oor, 
the adhesive, and the loads. For instance, when the sub-fl oor is too weak, OPELEUM might be destroyed from underneath. 

Due to the antistatic chemical inside the product, sometimes the surface might become sticky. Therefore the fl oor should 
be cleaned on a regular basis. 

The dirt and stains will be more visible on the fl oor covering with lighter plain colors, compared to dark colors. Also they 
are more likely to stick with the deep-embossed surface than the fl at surface.

Please be aware that some rubber casters might cause color-contamination.
Please note that the product has the indigenous odor from its materials.

OPELEUM

OPELEUM
category:  antibacterial/anti-heavy traffi c/

antistatic vinyl sheet

OPELEUM is a multi-functional vinyl sheet for 
hospital projects. It’s antibacterial, antistatic, 
and also durable to heavy loads as well. Very 
much suitable for operation rooms.

TS4501

TS4502, TS4503, and TS4504 are made-to-order colors. 

made-to-order

made-to-ordermade-to-order

TS4501                              TS4502                              

TS4503                              TS4504                              

MADE IN JAPAN

◆ Antistatic Property  <in accordance with JIS A 1454>

Surface (Ω) Volume (Ω)

2.0mm vinyl sheet 1.4×1011 3.5×1010

OPELEUM 2.0×1010 2.8×108

◆ Antistatic Property to Human Bodies<in accordance with JIS L 1021-16>

Rubber Shoes (kV)

2.0mm vinyl sheet over 3.0

OPELEUM 0.6
 
   ☆ This is the test result at 23 degrees centigrade, 25%RH. Please bear in mind
          that antistatic property may differ due to the sub-fl oor.

◆ Antibacterial Performance <in accordance with JIS Z 2801>
In JIS testing criteria, when the value is more than 2.0, the product 
has suffi cient antibacterial property.

Escherichia Coli Staphylococcus Aureus MRSA

OPELEUM More than 2.0 More than 2.0 More than 2.0
 
   ☆ Conducted by BOKEN Quality Evaluation Institute 

◆ Durability to rolling loads
OPELEUM

Time until the fl oor 
covering swells

More than 180 minutes
(1st stage test by wheels 

with 110mm Φ)

Less than 30 minutes
(2nd stage test by 

wheels with 46mm Φ)
1st stage test: JIS A 1454: Caster Rolling Test (load per unit area: approx. 900N/cm2) 
2nd stage test: Independent test by TOLI (load per unit area: approx. 2,700N/cm2)
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Specifi cation overall thickness                        2.0mm widthm×length                   1820mm×18m
JIS Registered No. No. GB0506143   (JIS A 5705 Vinyl Sheet Flooring)

Packing 18m/roll
Net Weight 101.5kg/roll

Recommended
Applications factories  (semiconductor or electronic devices) / offi ces / hospitals

Recommended 
Adhesive from TOLI

dried mortar and concrete Epo Gray ST
humid mortar and concrete Epo Gray S

Welding Welding rod for heat-welding is available on a color-by-color basis.

Notes on Installation 

Seams should be heat-welded.
When you install 2 different sheets, each edge should be jointed at the seam. (Do not cut in the middle of the sheet.)
For one week after installation, direct sunlight, sudden change of temperature due to air conditioning, and water washing 

should be avoided.
Recommended

Maintenance Wax 
from TOLI 

“ELEX” from C×S Corporation (Antistatic)

Custom Order If you ask for a different thickness, please contact TOLI sales rep.

Others 

Due to the antistatic chemical inside the product, sometimes the surface might become sticky. Please clean the fl oor on a 
regular basis.

The dirt and stains will be more visible on the fl oor covering with lighter plain colors, compared to dark colors. Also they are 
more likely to stick with the deep-embossed surface than the fl at surface.

Please be aware that some rubber casters might cause color-contamination.
Please note that the product has the indigenous odor from its materials.
Where you have to keep the dust away (e.g. clean rooms), do not apply the wax.
Please bear in mind that the antistatic performance might differ according to the kind of sub-fl oor.

FLOORLEUM FREE

FLOORLEUM FREE
category:  antistatic vinyl sheet

FLOORLEUM with antistatic property. A good 
solution in wide range of industrial projects.

MADE IN JAPAN
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▲ TS333

◆ Antistatic Property <in accordance with JIS A 1454>

Surface (Ω) Volume (Ω)

2.0mm vinyl sheet 1.4×1011 3.5×1010

FLOORLEUM FREE 3.4×108 2.7×107

◆ Antistatic Property to Human Bodies <in accordance with JIS L 1021-16>

Rubber Shoes (kV)

2.0mm vinyl sheet over 3.0

FLOORLEUM FREE 0.5
 
   ☆ This is the test result at 23 degrees centigrade, 25%RH. Please bear in mind
          that antistatic property may differ due to the sub-fl oor.

Commercial

TS332    TS333         

TS331                    TS310            TS311                 TS302                      

TS333



Specifi cation 
overall thickness                        2.0mm widthm×length                    1820mm×9m

                 others                   Antibacterial Finished
JIS Registered No. No. GB0507188   (JIS A 5705 Vinyl Sheet Flooring)

Packing 9m/roll
Net Weight 43.2kg/roll

Recommended
Applications laboratories / inspection rooms in the hospital

Recommended 
Adhesive from TOLI 

dried mortar and concrete Epo Gray ST / (for heavy traffi c area) Epo Gray S 
humid mortar and concrete Epo Gray ST

Welding Welding rod for heat-welding (antibacterial fi nished) is available on a color-by-color basis. Also epoxy pate is workable.

Notes on Installation

Seams should be heat-welded or fi nished with putty.
When you install 2 different sheets, each edge should be jointed at the seam. (Do not cut in the middle of the sheet.)
For one week after installation, direct sunlight, sudden change of temperature due to air conditioning, and water washing 

should be avoided.
Heat-welding will sometimes weaken anti-chemical property. Where the anti-chemical performance is necessary, seams 

should be fi nished with putty. 
Recommended 

Way of Maintenance 
from TOLI

No need to apply the maintenance wax on the surface. If you apply the wax, it may affect chemical resistance and other 
performances.

Custom Order If you ask for a different thickness, please contact TOLI sales rep.

Others 

Please note that the product has the indigenous odor from its materials. Especially SUPER K SHEET may give off a differ-
ent odor from that of other vinyl sheets because it has high density cross-linking structure. 

The dirt and stains will be more visible on the fl oor covering with lighter plain colors, compared to dark colors. Also they are 
more likely to stick with the deep-embossed surface than the fl at surface.

Due to the antistatic chemical inside the product, sometimes the surface might become sticky. Please clean the fl oor on a 
regular basis.

Please be aware that some rubber casters might cause color-contamination.

SUPER K SHEET

SUPER K SHEET
category:  chemical-resistant/antibacterial/

antistatic vinyl sheet

SUPER K SHEET is a super multi-functional 
vinyl sheet based upon high density 
cross-linking. Its chemical-resistant, 
antibacterial, and antistatic property works 
pretty well especially in laboratories.

MADE IN JAPAN
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◆ Chemical Resistance <chemical resistance test>
A:NO change  B:Slightly changed  C:Changed
D:Eroded(damaged)(overall evaluation based on coliring, material and gloss)

SUPER
K SHEET

Inorganic Acids Alkali
H2SO4 50% HNO2 61% HCL37% NH3aq28% Jodoform3%

A B B A C
Disinfectant

Oxygrnated
Water 31%

Hibitane
Tincture 5%

Disinfecting
Ehtanol 80%

Sodium
hypochlorite 8~10% Welpas

A A A A A

◆ Antistatic Property <in accordance with JIS A 1454>
Surface (Ω) Volume (Ω)

2.0mm vinyl sheet 1.4×1011 3.5×1010

SUPER K SHEET 3.2×109 2.4×108

◆ Antistatic Property to Human Bodies <in accordance with JIS L 1021-16>
Rubber Shoes (kV)

2.0mm vinyl sheet over 3.0
SUPER K SHEET 0.3 
   ☆ This is the test result at 23 degrees centigrade, 25%RH. Please bear in mind
          that antistatic property may differ due to the sub-fl oor.

◆ Antibacterial Performance <in accordance with JIS Z 2801>
In JIS testing criteria, when the value is more than 2.0, the product 
has suffi cient antibacterial property.

Escherichia Coli Staphylococcus Aureus MRSA
SUPER K SHEET More than 2.0 More than 2.0 More than 2.0 
   ☆ Conducted by BOKEN Quality Evaluation Institute

Commercial

TS3522                              TS3523                              

TS3521                              TS3531                              

TS3534                              TS3518                              

TS3502                              TS3510                              

TS3522



Specifi cation
overall thickness                        2.0mm widthm×length                    1820mm×9m

                 others                   Antibacterial Finished
JIS Registered No. No. GB0507188   (JIS A 5705 Vinyl Sheet Flooring)

Packing 9m/roll
Net Weight 42.3kg/roll

Recommended
Applications laboratories / inspecting rooms / medicament rooms 

Recommended 
Adhesive from TOLI

dried mortar and concrete Epo Gray ST / (for heavy traffi c area) Epo Gray S
The wards and living rooms 
where beds with double-row 

casters are used
Epo Gray ST

humid mortar and concrete Epo Gray ST
Welding Weldidng rod for heat-welding (antibacterial fi nished) is available on a color-by-color basis. Also epoxy pate is workable.

Notes on Installation 

Seams should be heat-welded or fi nished with putty.
When you install 2 different sheets, each edge should be jointed at the seam.(Do not cut in the middle of the sheet.)
For one week after installation, direct sunlight, sudden change of temperature due to air conditioning, and water washing 

should be avoided.
Heat-welding will sometimes weaken anti-chemical property. Where the anti-chemical performance is necessary, seams 

should be fi nished with putty. 
Recommended 

Way of Maintenance 
from TOLI

No need to apply the maintenance wax on the surface. If you apply the wax, it may affect chemical resistance and other 
performances.

Custom Order If you ask for a different thickness, please contact TOLI sales rep.

Others 

Please note that the product has the indigenous odor from its materials. Especially SUPER K SHEET EXCELLA may give off 
a different odor from that of other vinyl sheets because it has high density cross-linking structure.

The dirt and stains will be more visible on the fl oor covering with lighter plain colors, compared to dark colors. Also they are 
more likely to stick with the deep-embossed surface than the fl at surface.

Due to the antistatic chemical inside the product, sometimes the surface might become sticky. Please clean the fl oor on a regular basis.
Please note that the product has the indigenous odor from its materials.

SUPER K SHEET EXCELLA

SUPER K SHEET EXCELLA
category:  chemical-resistant/antibacterial/

antistatic vinyl sheet

SUPER K SHEET’s sister product with 
fabric/stone design that has the 
same multi-functionality.

MADE IN JAPAN
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◆ Antistatic Property <in accordance with JIS A 1454>
Surface (Ω) Volume (Ω)

2.0mm vinyl sheet 1.4×1011 3.5×1010

SUPER K SHEET EXCELLA 7.0×109 2.0×109

◆ Antistatic Property to Human Bodies<in accordance with JIS L 1021-16>
Rubber Shoes (kV)

2.0mm vinyl sheet over 3.0
SUPER K SHEET EXCELLA 0.5 
   ☆ This is the test result at 23 degrees centigrade, 25%RH. Please bear in mind
          that antistatic property may differ due to the sub-fl oor.

◆ Chemical Resistance <chemical resistance test>
A:NO change  B:Slightly changed  C:Changed
D:Eroded(damaged)(overall evaluation based on coliring, material and gloss)

SUPER
K SHEET
EXCELLA

Inorganic Acids Alkali
H2SO4 50% HNO2 61% HCL37% NH3aq28% Jodoform3%

A B A A C
Disinfectant

Oxygrnated
Water 3CC

Hibitane
Tincture 5%

Disinfecting
Ehtanol 80%

Sodium
hypochlorite 8~10% Welpas

A A A A A

◆ Antibacterial Performance <in accordance with JIS Z 2801> 
In JIS testing criteria, when the value is more than 2.0, the product has 
suffi cient antibacterial property.

Escherichia Coli Staphylococcus Aureus MRSA
SUPER K SHEET EXCELLA More than 2.0 More than 2.0 More than 2.0 
   ☆ Conducted by BOKEN Quality Evaluation Institute

Commercial

TS3702                            TS3705

TS3701                              TS3703                             

TS3711

TS3712

TS3713

TS3714

TS3701



◆ Antistatic Property <in accordance with JIS A 1454>

Surface (Ω) Volume (Ω)
2.0mm vinyl sheet 1.4×1011 3.5×1010

NEW STANLOAD 4.4×1010 3.5×109

◆ Antistatic Property to Human Bodies <in accordance with JIS L 1021-16>

Rubber Shoes (kV)
2.0mm vinyl sheet over 3.0
NEW STANLOAD 0.4 

   ☆ This is the test result at 23 degrees centigrade, 25%RH. 
          Please bear in mind that antistatic property may differ due to the sub-fl oor.

MADE IN JAPAN
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Heavy Duty

NEW STANLOAD

Specifi cation 
overall thickness                        2.0mm widthm×length                    1820mm×20m

               others                   UV-Coated Surface
JIS Registered No. No. GB0507188   (JIS A 5705 Vinyl Sheet Flooring)

Packing 20m/roll
Net Weight 106.0kg/roll

Recommended
Applications factories (electronic equipments, pharmaceutical, foods etc.)

Recommended 
Adhesive from TOLI 

dried mortar and concrete Epo Gray ST
heavy traffi c use Epo Gray S

Welding Welding rod for heat-welding (antibacterial fi nished) is available on a color-by-color basis. Epoxy pate is also workable.

Notes on Installation

Seams should be heat-welded.
When you install 2 different sheets, each edge should be jointed at the seam. (Do not cut in the middle of the sheet.)
The sub-fl oor should be reinforced in case it’s fragile.
For one week after installation, direct sunlight, sudden change of temperature due to air conditioning, and water washing 

should be avoided.
Recommended

Maintenance Wax 
from TOLI 

“ELEX” from C×S Corporation (Antistatic)

Others 

Please be aware that some rubber casters might cause color-contamination.
Please note that the product has the indigenous odor from its materials. Especially NEW STANLOAD may give off a different 

odor from that of other vinyl sheets because it has high density cross-linking structure.
Due to the antistatic chemical inside the product, sometimes the surface might become sticky. Please clean the fl oor on a regular basis.
To prepare the fl oor which is durable to rolling loads, please fully check the combination of NEW STANLOAD and the sub-fl oor, 

the adhesive, and the loads. For instance, when the sub-fl oor is too weak, NEW STANLOAD might be destroyed from underneath.
Where you have to keep the dust away (e.g. clean rooms), do not apply the wax. 

NEW STANLOAD is very much durable to 
thermal softening and dynamical loads.
It’s suitable for the places where you will 
use forklifts, carrying machines, rollaway 
surgical beds, and so forth. It also could be 
an alternative to epoxy fl ooring.

TS901

TS905                              TS906                              

TS903                               TS904                          

TS901                             TS902                             

NEW 
STANLOAD

category:  anti-heavy traffi c         
        vinyl sheet

NEW STANLOAD is a vinyl sheet designed for facto-
ries, which has excellent durability to rolling loads 
and friction heat.

NEW STANLOAD
Time until the fl oor 

covering swells
More than 180 minutes

(1st stage test by wheels with 110mm Ø)
More than 30 minutes

(2nd stage test by wheels with 46mm Ø)

NEW STANLOAD is suitable for factories where forklifts are frequently used. Com-
pared to exisiting vinyl sheets in general, it shows high durability to rolling loads.

■Durability to rolling loads 

Highly Durable to Rolling Loads

※This is the comparison on the black trace caused by tires and its removal by wet-mopping.

NEW STANLOAD is using special vinyl resin on the surface. This is why it cannot 
be easily melted by heat compared to existing vinyl sheets in general. Also 
because of the surface UV-coating, it’s easy to maintain and the black trace by 
forklift tires will hardly stick. You can keep the fl oor fairly clean for a long time.

Highly Durable to Thermal Softening (Friction Heat)

■Thermal Softening Test
NEW STANLOAD

before cleaning after cleaning before cleaning after cleaning

epoxy fl ooring

before cleaning after cleaning

2.0mm vinyl sheet



TOLI BATHNA SERIES

For more safe and comfortable bathrooms
TOLI Bathna Series is the vinyl flooring product designed for bathrooms and 
public baths. Applicable not only for the renovation of existing residential 
bathrooms, but for any size and kind of bathrooms in hospitals, welfare 
facilities, hotels, sports clubs, and so forth.
This latest version has been advanced to work for more versatile purposes 
by the improvement of both functions and designs.

For more safe and comfortable bathrooms
TOLI Bathna Series is the vinyl flooring product designed for bathrooms and 
public baths. Applicable not only for the renovation of existing residential 
bathrooms, but for any size and kind of bathrooms in hospitals, welfare 

This latest version has been advanced to work for more versatile purposes 

keep it clean

special resin embossing + Bathna Hydro Coat

easy to clean

dry quickly

without Bathna Hydro Coat Bathna Hydro Coat fi nished
By the combination of special embossing and TOLI’s original Bathna 
Hydro Coat, stains can be easily removed. The clean surface will be 
kept for long.

By the combination of special embossing and TOLI’s original Bathna 
Hydro Coat, waterdrops on the surface can spread out thinly so that the 
fl oor will dry quickly.

stains adhered after stains 
removed

hard to be scratched

The surface strength provides the resistance to dragging of chairs and 
falling down of shower heads. This can prevent the fl oor from damages 
so that it will last long.

waterdrops fall spread out thinly dry easily

■Corresponding Color Table of the Sealer “BATHNA SEAL SS”

BATHNA FLORE BATHNA ARTI
BATHNA SEAL SS

BATHNA FLORE BATHNA ARTI
BNF1101 BNA2101 BNSL1101 BNSL2101
BNF1102 BNA2102 BNSL1102 BNSL2102
BNF1103 BNA2103 BNSL1103 BNSL2103
BNF1104 — BNSL1104 —

BATHNA REAL DESIGN
BNR3101 BNSL3101
BNR3102 BNSL3102
BNR3103 BNSL3103
BNR3104 BNSL3104
BNR3201 BNSL3201
BNR3202 BNSL3202
BNR3301 BNSL3301
BNR3302 BNSL3302
BNR3401 BNSL3401
BNR3402 BNSL3402

safe and comfortable

heat insulating cushion-backed layer

for reduction of heat shock

soft & non-slippery

comfortable texture

regular ceramic tile
※All the data are actual test result and notguaranteed values.

BATHNA FLORE

With its excellent heat insulating performance, you cannot feel cold 
even when you stand barefoot on it. This will decrease the risk of heat 
shock in winter.

Surface embossing and proper dent by cushion-backing will grip your 
barefoot and prevent from falling down. It also has great shock-absorbing 
capability in case you fall down.

With its cushion-backed soft texture to your skin, you will have less pain 
even when getting down on your knees for caregiving.

32℃

30℃

28℃

26℃

24℃

22℃

20℃

18℃

TOLI BATHNA SERIES (page 337 to 339)

stains adhered after stains 
removed

two-stage approach to safety
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◆ Slip Resistance <in accordance with JIS A 1454 
(OY-PULL method), barefoot>

C.S.R-B value

wet 0.3% soapy water

2.0mm vinyl sheet 0.74 0.63

BATHNA ARTI 1.11 0.84

BATHNA FLORE 1.22 0.96

BATHNA REAL DESIGN
 (BNR3101 to 3104) 0.93 0.71

BATHNA REAL DESIGN 
(BNR3201 to 3402) 1.17 0.86



Specifi cation
overall thickness                      2.8mm widthm×length                    1820mm×9m

                 others                Antibacterial Finished
JIS Registered No. No. GB0506143  (JIS A 5705 Vinyl Sheet Flooring)

Packing 9m/roll
Net Weight 40.6kg/roll

Recommended
Applications bathrooms

Recommended 
Adhesive from TOLI humid mortar and concrete Bathna Cement EPO (mildew-proofi ng)

Welding Welding rod for heat-welding (antibacterial and mildew-proofi ng fi nished) is available on a color-by-color basis. For walls and 
ends, please fi nish with the antibacterial and mildew-proofi ng seam sealer TOLI Bathna Seal SS.

Notes on Installation

Seams should be heat-welded or fi nished with a seam sealing bond.
When you install 2 different sheets, each edge should be jointed at the seam. (Do not cut in the middle of the sheet.)
When you install this product on the existing fl oor of bath rooms, in case the joints of exiting fl oor have more than 10mm 

width and 1mm depth, they should be leveled before installation.
After the installation is completed, one night of acclimation is required before you take a bath.

Brush cleaning on the sealed part and using casters within a big bath room should be avoided for 2 to 3 days after installation.
Walls and ends should be fi nished with the seam sealer TOLI Bathna Seal SS. 
Please bear in mind that the surface of the vinyl sheet might be whitened if the bath room cannot be in dry condition through the day. 

In case the color is changed, dry out suffi ciently so that it will entirely recover.
Recommended

Maintenance Wax 
from TOLI

No need to apply the maintenance wax on the surface. As a daily maintenance, remove the dirt with a sponge or a brush.

Others

BATHNA ARTI is a vinyl sheet for indoor use. Please avoid the installation in outdoors or semi-outdoors where the fl oor is 
exposed to direct sunlight.

Please bear in mind that surface embossing cannot always match on the joints.
BATHNA ARTI could be contaminated by hair dyes or certain kind of dye stuff for towels. Please avoid using those dyes. In 

case it’s contaminated, please wash it away immediately.
Please be aware that some rubber casters might cause color-contamination.
Please note that the product has the indigenous odor from its materials.

BATHNA ARTI
category:  vinyl sheet with cushion backing

BATHNA ARTI is the vinyl sheet designed for 
bath rooms. It has the surface for smooth 
caster-running, and also keeps the comfortable 
temperature to avoid the heat shock. Very much 
suitable for handicapped bathrooms.

BATHNA ARTI

MADE IN JAPAN
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Commercial

BNA2101 BNA2102

BNA2103

pattern repeat:  approx. 1.9cm

embossing for 
BNA2101 to BNA2103

embossing for 
BNA2101 to BNA2103

▲BNA2102

BNA2102



BNF1101

BNF1103

BNF1102

BNF1104

Specifi cation overall thickness                        3.5mm widthm×length                    1820mm×9m
                 others                   Antibacterial Finished

JIS Registered No. No. GB0507188  (JIS A 5705 Vinyl Sheet Flooring)

Packing 9m/roll
Net Weight 34.5kg/roll

Recommended
Applications bathrooms

Recommended 
Adhesive from TOLI humid mortar and concrete Bathna Cement EPO (mildew-proofi ng)

Welding Welding rod for heat-welding (antibacterial and mildew-proofi ng fi nished) is available on a color-by-color basis. For walls and 
ends, please fi nish with the antibacterial and mildew-proofi ng seam sealer TOLI Bathna Seal SS.

Notes on Installation

Seams should be heat-welded or fi nished with a seam sealing bond.
When you install 2 different sheets, each edge should be jointed at the seam. (Do not cut in the middle of the sheet.)
When you install this product on the existing fl oor of bath rooms, in case the joints of exiting fl oor have more than 10mm 

width and 1mm depth, they should be leveled before installation.
After the installation is completed, one night of acclimation is required before you take a bath.

Brush cleaning on the sealed part and using casters within a big bath room should be avoided for 2 to 3 days after installation.
Walls and ends should be fi nished with the seam sealer TOLI Bathna Seal SS. 
Please bear in mind that the surface of the vinyl sheet might be whitened if the bath room cannot be in dry condition through the day.

In case the color is changed, dry out suffi ciently so that it will entirely recover.
Recommended

Maintenance Wax 
from TOLI

No need to apply the maintenance wax on the surface. As a daily maintenance, remove the dirt with a sponge or a brush.

Others

BATHNA FLORE is a vinyl sheet for indoor use. Please avoid the installation in outdoors or semi-outdoors where the fl oor is 
exposed to direct sunlight.

Please bear in mind that surface embossing cannot always match on the joints.
BATHNA FLORE could be contaminated by hair dyes or certain kind of dye stuff for towels. Please avoid using those dyes. In 

case it’s contaminated, please wash it away immediately.
Please be aware that some rubber casters might cause color-contamination.
Please note that the product has the indigenous odor from its materials.

BATHNA FLORE
category:  vinyl sheet with cushion backing

BATHNA FLORE is the vinyl sheet for bath rooms 
with good shock absorption and comfortable 
temperature. Even when care workers bends on 
their knees, it does not give pains. 

BATHNA FLORE

MADE IN JAPAN
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▲BNF1101

Commercial

BNF1103



BNR3301

BNR3401

BNR3302

BNR3402

MADE IN JAPAN

Specifi cation
overall thickness                        3.5mm widthm×length                    1820mm×9m

                 others                   Antibacterial Finished
JIS Registered No. No. GB0507188   (JIS A 5705 Vinyl Sheet Flooring)

Packing 9m/roll
Net Weight 31.9kg/roll

Recommended
Applications bathrooms

Recommended 
Adhesive from TOLI humid mortar and concrete Bathna Cement EPO (mildew-proofi ng)

Sealing For seam joints, walls and ends, please fi nish with the antibacterial and mlldew-proofi ng seam sealer TOLI Bathna Seal SS.

Notes on Installation 

Seams should be fi nished with a seam sealing bond.
When you install 2 different sheets, each edge should be jointed at the seam. (Do not cut in the middle of the sheet.)
When you install this product on the existing fl oor of bath rooms, in case the joints of exiting fl oor have more than 10mm 

width and 1mm depth, they should be leveled before installation.
After the installation is completed, one night of acclimation is required before you take a bath.

Brush cleaning on the sealed part and using casters within a big bath room should be avoided for 2 to 3 days after installation.
Walls and ends should be fi nished with the seam sealer TOLI Bathna Seal SS. 
Please bear in mind that the surface of the vinyl sheet might be whitened if the bath room cannot be in dry condition through the day. 

In case the color is changed, dry out suffi ciently so that it will entirely recover.
Recommended

Maintenance Wax 
from TOLI

No need to apply the maintenance wax on the surface. As a daily maintenance, remove the dirt with a sponge or a brush.

Others 

BATHNA REAL DESIGN is a vinyl sheet for indoor use. Please avoid the installation in outdoors or semi-outdoors where the 
fl oor is exposed to direct sunlight.

Please bear in mind that surface embossing cannot always match on the joints.
BATHNA REAL DESIGN could be contaminated by hair dyes or certain kind of dye stuff for towels. Please avoid using those 

dyes. In case it’s contaminated, please wash it away immediately.
Please be aware that some rubber casters might cause color-contamination.
Please note that the product has the indigenous odor from its materials.

Vinyl sheet designed for bathrooms to create 
a classy feeling in the bath. Characterized by 
its heat-shock resistance, non-slippery effect, 
good water drainage, and shock-absorption.

BATHNA REAL DESIGN

BATHNA REAL DESIGN
category:  vinyl sheet with cushion backing
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▲ BNR3101

Commercial

BNR3101

BNR3201

BNR3103

BNR3101

BNR3202

BNR3104

BNR3102

embossing repeat: approx. 47cm×45cm

embossing for 
BNR3101 to BNR3104

embossing for 
BNR3101 to BNR3104

pattern repeat:  approx. 1.9cm

embossing for 
BNR3201 to BNR3402

embossing for 
BNR3201 to BNR3402



Specifi cation
overall thickness                      2.5mm widthm×length                    1820mm×9m

                 others                Antibacterial Finished / UV-Coated Surface
JIS Registered No. No. GB0507188  (JIS A 5705 Vinyl Sheet Flooring)

Packing 9m/roll
Net Weight 34.2kg/roll

Recommended
Applications bathrooms with the toilet and other wet areas

Recommended 
Adhesive from TOLI humid mortar and concrete Bathna Cement EPO (mildew-proofi ng)

Welding For seam Joints, please fi nish with the antibacterial and mildew-proofi ng seam sealer TOLI Bathna Seal SS.

Notes on Installation

Seams should be heat-welded or fi nished with a seam sealing bond.
When you install 2 different sheets, each edge should be jointed at the seam. (Do not cut in the middle of the sheet.)
When you install this product on the existing fl oor of bath rooms, in case the joints of exiting fl oor have more than 10mm 

width and 1mm depth, they should be leveled before installation.
Walls and ends should be fi nished with the seam sealer TOLI Bathna Seal SS. 

Recommended
Maintenance Wax 

from TOLI
No need to apply the maintenance wax on the surface. As a daily maintenance, remove the dirt with a sponge or a brush.

Others

LAVANA is a vinyl sheet for indoor use. Please avoid the installation in outdoors or semi-outdoors where the fl oor is exposed to 
direct sunlight.

Please bear in mind that surface embossing cannot always match on the joints.
LAVANA could be contaminated by hair dyes or certain kind of dye stuff for towels, Please avoid using those dyes. In case 

it’s contaminated, please wash it away immediately.
Please use LAVANA in washrooms, bathrooms with the toilet, and other wet areas.
In very wet areas such as a bathroom with the washing place, LAVANA might not provide suffi cient non-slippery effects. For 

such applications, please use BATHNA FLORE, BATHNA ARTI or BATHNA REALDESIGN.
When LAVANA is installed where water will be used (e.g. dressing room at the golf club house), laying the water absorbing 

mat is recommendable in order to maintain non-slippery effect.
Please be aware that some rubber casters might cause color-contamination.
Please note that the product has the indigenous odor from its materials.

LAVANA
category:  vinyl sheet with cushion backing

Floor covering with the most 
suitable functions and designs 
for washrooms, bathrooms with 
the toilet, and other wet areas.

LN9001

LN9003

LN9002

LN9004

MADE IN JAPAN
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LN9101 LN9201▲LN9004

LN9001
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LAVANA will make a clean and pleasant environment in washrooms, 
bathrooms with the toilet, and other wet areas.

For the floor covering in washrooms and bathrooms with the toilet, various functions 
are required such as stain resistance to urine, non-slippery effect to spread water, easy 

maintenance finish, and so forth.

Cleanliness

· Easy maintenance
· Urine resistance  
· Heat resistance and deodorant action

Stains are hard to stick
and easy to remove!

Safety

· Shock absorption
· Slip resistance

Non-slippery floor covering
with cushion backing.

Design

Safety Cleanliness · Hygiene

Comparative testing on urine resistanceSlip Resistance  (JIS A 1454) ( 1) Scuff mark testing  (JIS K 3920)

Testing of resistance to athlete’s foot fungus  <In accordance with JIS Z 2911 Method of Test for Fungus Resistance (Coating)>

Shock Absorption  (JIS A 6519) 

· Quality color and design
· Registered embossing to the 
pattern

Renovated to the new clean floor.

Installation

· Shorten the time for renovation
· Lessen the noise of installation

No need to remove the existing 
floor. Just install on the top of it.

Hygiene

5 reasons
we can recom-

mend LAVANA for 
bathrooms with 

the toilet.

· Mildew-proofing and antibacterial
· Resistance to athlete’s foot fungus

Inhibit the growth of
mildew and fungus!

applicationsfloor
covering

floor covering

floor covering

floor covering before cleaning after cleaning floor covering before testing after testingC.S.R value
(water and dusty)

C.S.R value
(water and dusty)

C.S.R·B value
(water)

applicationsGrade G value

0.50LAVANA

LAVANA

LAVANA

hard to have the stain easy to remove the stain

LAVANA

LAVANA 114G
(1117m/S²)

A

hardly discolored

easily discolored

B

C

D

148G
(1450m/S²)

1.04

more than 0.45

less than 0.45

less than 100

100 to 115G

115 to 130G

2.0mm vinyl sheet

2.0mm
vinyl
sheet

2.0mm
vinyl
sheet

test results

test results
bathrooms 

with the toilet 
(FRP)

Corridors of apartments, kitchens, bathrooms and 
other places that are most likely to get wet

Places that are less likely to get wet where people 
walk in a normal condition

Gymnasium and other places where people are most likely 
to fall to the floor
Welfare facilities, schools, and other places where people 
are likely to fall to the floor
Places where people walk in a normal condition but the 
safety is required in case of falling to the floor Growth of athlete’s foot fungus is not visible to the naked eyes nor under the 

microscope. ( 2)

( 2) The test results show fungi and mildews are hard to grow.
Places where people walk in a normal condition

( 2) C.S.R value:Testing assuming the slip caused by rubber-soled shoes.
C.S.R·B value:Testing assuming the slip caused by bare feet.



Specifi cation overall thickness                      2.5mm (salient) widthm×length     1820mm×20m / 1620mm×20m / 1320mm×20m

JIS Registered No. No. GB0506143   (JIS A 5705 Vinyl Sheet Flooring)

Packing 20m/roll

Net Weight 110.3kg (1820mm) / 98.2kg (1620mm) / 80.0kg (1320mm)

Recommended
Applications corridors or balconies in the apartment

Recommended 
Adhesive from TOLI

dried mortar and concrete Eco Royal Cement, Eco AR600

humid mortar and concrete Epo Gray ST, US Cement, US Cement (less-smelly), US200

waterproof sub-fl oor with 
urethane coated Epo Gray ST, US Cement, US Cement (less-smelly), US200

TOLI UNDERLAY SHEET US Cement, US Cement (less-smelly), US200

TOLI NS UNDERLAY SHEET US Cement

Welding Welding rod for heat-welding is available on a color-by-color basis.
Edges should be fi nished with sealing materials such as TOLI NS Seal/TOLI NS Seal II

Notes on Installation

For one week after installation, direct sunlight, sudden change of temperature due to air conditioning, and water washing should be avoided.
Where you can expect the fl oor will get wet, NS800 should be installed in accordance with the method for humid mortar and concrete. 

Heat-weld the joints, and also fi nish the edges with the sealer such as TOLI NS Seal/TOLI NS Seal II.
TOLI UNDERLAY SHEET (page 308) and TOLI NS UNDERLAY SHEET (page 359) are also workable. Please use the same adhesive for 

both top and bottom of UNDERLAY SHEET.
For roof balconies, the sub-fl oor is frequently prepared by “the waterproof layer with concrete”. In terms of structure, this type of 

sub-fl oor may absorb a lot of water. Installation of a vinyl sheet on it cannot be recommended because that will cause swollenness 
and peeling off of the sheet product.

Recommended
Maintenance Wax 

from TOLI

For outdoor use, do not apply the wax on the surface.
New FB Wax, U Wax, and T Wax (Non-shiny and Antibacterial) are recommendable. Please apply the wax uniformly and thinly so 

that it will not be pooled in dented parts of surface embossing.

Others

Please bear in mind that surface embossing cannot always match on the joints.
When you fi nish the edge with TOLI NS Seal at the a temperature in summer, the bubble might be caused on the joints. You can avoid that by decreas-

ing Liquid B of NS Seal by 50 to 75%. In that case please do not walk on the fl oor for 24hours after installation because it will take time to be hardened.
The dirt and stains will be more visible on the fl oor covering with lighter plain colors, compared to dark colors. Also they are more likely 

to stick with the deep-embossed surface than the fl at surface.
Please be aware that some rubber casters might cause color-contamination.
Please note that the product has the indigenous odor from its materials.
If you install 3 different widths (1820mm/1620mm/1320mm) of the same color together in the same area, the colors might not 

exactly match. This is because they cannot be in the same production dye lot.

NS800

NS800
category:  slip-resistant vinyl sheet

Standard slip-resistant vinyl 
sheet which can also work for 
outdoor use. A wide variety of 
designs are available including 
unique new patterns.
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◆Slip Resistance 
    <in accordance with JIS A 1454 (OY-PULL method), rubber shoes>

C.S.R. value
dry wet and dusty

NS806 to 808 0.74 0.55

NS822 to 824 0.70 0.51

NS830 to 832 0.75 0.51

NS855, 856 0.72 0.61

NS857 to 859 0.70 0.51

NS866, 867 0.70 0.53

MADE IN JAPAN

Commercial

NS866
NS867

NS884

NS823        (1820mm)
NS130823 (1320mm)

NS831        (1820mm)
NS130831 (1320mm)

NS824        (1820mm)
NS130824 (1320mm)

NS832        (1820mm)
NS130832 (1320mm)

NS822        (1820mm)
NS130822 (1320mm)

NS830        (1820mm)
NS130830 (1320mm)



NS800
category:  slip-resistant vinyl sheet
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Commercial

NS866
NS867

▲ NS877/NS832 ▲ NS823/NS824

NS867        (1820mm)
NS130867 (1320mm)

NS866        (1820mm)
NS130866 (1320mm)

NS858        (1820mm)
NS130858 (1320mm)

NS859        (1820mm)
NS130859 (1320mm)

NS855        (1820mm)
NS130855 (1320mm)

NS857        (1820mm)
NS130857 (1320mm)

NS856        (1820mm)
NS130856 (1320mm)

NS807        (1820mm)

NS808        (1820mm)

NS806        (1820mm)
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Specialty
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◆ Slip Resistance 
     <in accordance with JIS A 1454 (OY-PULL method), rubber shoes>

C.S.R. value

dry wet and dusty

NS810 to 816 0.72 0.61

NS876, 877 0.71 0.53

NS882 to 885 0.71 0.53

NS896 to 898 0.74 0.56

Specifi cation overall thickness                      2.5mm (salient) widthm×length     1820mm×20m / 1620mm×20m / 1320mm×20m

JIS Registered No. No. GB0506143   (JIS A 5705 Vinyl Sheet Flooring)

Packing 20m/roll

Net Weight 110.3kg (1820mm) / 98.2kg (1620mm) / 80.0kg (1320mm)

Recommended
Applications corridors or balconies in the apartment

Recommended 
Adhesive from TOLI

dried mortar and concrete Eco Royal Cement, Eco AR600

humid mortar and concrete Epo Gray ST, US Cement, US Cement (less-smelly), US200

waterproof sub-fl oor with 
urethane coated Epo Gray ST, US Cement, US Cement (less-smelly), US200

TOLI UNDERLAY SHEET US Cement, US Cement (less-smelly), US200

TOLI NS UNDERLAY SHEET US Cement

Welding Welding rod for heat-welding is available on a color-by-color basis.
Edges should be fi nished with sealing materials such as TOLI NS Seal/TOLI NS Seal II

Notes on Installation

For one week after installation, direct sunlight, sudden change of temperature due to air conditioning, and water washing should be avoided.
Where you can expect the fl oor will get wet, NS800 should be installed in accordance with the method for humid mortar and concrete. 

Heat-weld the joints, and also fi nish the edges with the sealer such as TOLI NS Seal/TOLI NS Seal II.
TOLI UNDERLAY SHEET (page 308) and TOLI NS UNDERLAY SHEET (page 359) are also workable. Please use the same adhesive for 

both top and bottom of UNDERLAY SHEET.
For roof balconies, the sub-fl oor is frequently prepared by “the waterproof layer with concrete”. In terms of structure, this type of 

sub-fl oor may absorb a lot of water. Installation of a vinyl sheet on it cannot be recommended because that will cause swollenness 
and peeling off of the sheet product.

Recommended
Maintenance Wax 

from TOLI

For outdoor use, do not apply the wax on the surface.
New FB Wax, U Wax, and T Wax (Non-shiny and Antibacterial) are recommendable. Please apply the wax uniformly and thinly so 

that it will not be pooled in dented parts of surface embossing.

Others

Please bear in mind that surface embossing cannot always match on the joints.
When you fi nish the edge with TOLI NS Seal at the a temperature in summer, the bubble might be caused on the joints. You can avoid that by decreas-

ing Liquid B of NS Seal by 50 to 75%. In that case please do not walk on the fl oor for 24hours after installation because it will take time to be hardened.
The dirt and stains will be more visible on the fl oor covering with lighter plain colors, compared to dark colors. Also they are more likely 

to stick with the deep-embossed surface than the fl at surface.
Please be aware that some rubber casters might cause color-contamination.
Please note that the product has the indigenous odor from its materials.
If you install 3 different widths (1820mm/1620mm/1320mm) of the same color together in the same area, the colors might not 

exactly match. This is because they cannot be in the same production dye lot.

NS800
category:  slip-resistant vinyl sheet

Standard slip-resistant vinyl 
sheet which can also work for 
outdoor use. A wide variety of 
designs are available including 
unique new patterns.

MADE IN JAPAN

NS866
NS867Commercial

NS884

NS897        (1820mm)
NS130897 (1320mm)

NS896        (1820mm)
NS130896 (1320mm)

NS898        (1820mm)
NS130898 (1320mm)

NS876        (1820mm)
NS130876 (1320mm)

NS877        (1820mm)
NS130877 (1320mm)
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NS800
category:  slip-resistant vinyl sheet

NS866
NS867

▲ NS896 ▲ NS816/NS811

Commercial

NS882        (1820mm)
NS160882 (1620mm)
NS130882 (1320mm)

NS884        (1820mm)
NS160884 (1620mm)
NS130884 (1320mm)

NS885        (1820mm)
NS160885 (1620mm)
NS130885 (1320mm)

NS816        (1820mm)
NS160816 (1620mm)
NS130816 (1320mm)

NS811        (1820mm)
NS160811 (1620mm)
NS130811 (1320mm)

NS810        (1820mm)
NS160810 (1620mm)
NS130810 (1320mm)

NS815        (1820mm)
NS160815 (1620mm)
NS130815 (1320mm)

NS813        (1820mm)
NS160813 (1620mm)
NS130813 (1320mm)

NS883        (1820mm)
NS160883 (1620mm)
NS130883 (1320mm)



NS REAL DESIGN NW

Specifi cation 
overall thickness                      2.5mm (salient) widthm×length                   1820mm×20m

                others                   Highly Durable UV-Coated Surface
JIS Registered No. GB0506143   (JIS A 5705 Vinyl Sheet Flooring)

Packing 20m/roll

Net Weight 76.8kg/roll

Recommended
Applications entrances/porches/corridors/balconies in the apartment

Recommended 
Adhesive from TOLI 

dried mortar and concrete Eco Royal Cement, Eco AR600
humid mortar and concrete Epo Gray ST, US Cement, US Cement (less-smelly), US200

waterproof sub-fl oor with 
urethane coated Epo Gray ST, US Cement, US Cement (less-smelly), US200

TOLI UNDERLAY SHEET US Cement, US Cement (less-smelly), US200
TOLI NS UNDERLAY SHEET US Cement

Welding 
Welding rod for heat-welding is available on a color-by-color basis.
Edges should be fi nished with sealing materials such as TOLI NS Seal/TOLI NS Seal II.
The color of a welding rod is similar to the base part of the vinyl sheet. Please bear it in mind when you plan a fl oor layout.

Notes on Installation 

For heat welding, please avoid cutting the sheet along the embossing of ceramic-joints pattern. Otherwise the color of a welding rod will stand out.
For one week after installation, direct sunlight, sudden change of temperature due to air conditioning, and water washing should be avoided.
Where you can expect the fl oor will get wet, NS REAL DESIGN should be installed in accordance with the method for humid mortar and concrete. 

Heat-weld the joints, and also fi nish the edges with the sealer such as TOLI NS Seal/TOLI NS Seal II.
The underlayment TOLI UNDERLAY SHEET (page 308) and TOLI NS UNDERLAY SHEET (page 359) are workable. Apply the same adhesive for 

both upside and downside of the underlayment.
For roof balconies, the sub-fl oor is frequently prepared by “the waterproof layer with concrete”. In terms of structure, this type of sub-fl oor may 

absorb a lot of water. Installation of a vinyl sheet on it cannot be recommended because that will cause swollenness and peeling off of the 
sheet product.

Recommended
Maintenance Wax 

from TOLI 

For outdoor use, do not apply the wax on the surface.
No need to apply the maintenance wax on the surface. Clean the fl oor every day with an auto scrubber or a wet rag wrung out tightly. Use the neutral 

detergent for fi xed contamination.
Even if the wax is applied on the surface, it does not affect the quality of NW series.
New FB Wax, U Wax, and T Wax (Non-shiny and Antibacterial) are recommendable. Please apply the wax uniformly and thinly so that it will not 

be pooled in dented parts of surface embossing.

Others 

Please bear in mind that surface embossing cannot always match on the joints.
When you install NS Sheet for outdoor or semi-outdoor use, it might not fully perform without prescribed inclination.
When you fi nish the edge with TOLI NS Seal at the a temperature in summer, the bubble might be caused on the joints. You can avoid that by decreasing 

Liquid B of NS Seal by 50 to 75%. In that case please do not walk on the fl oor for 24hours after installation because it will take time to be hardened.
The dirt and stains will be more visible on the fl oor covering with lighter plain colors, compared to dark colors. Also they are more likely to stick 

with the deep-embossed surface than the fl at surface.
Please be aware that some rubber casters might cause color-contamination.
Please note that the product has the indigenous odor from its materials.

NS REAL DESIGN NW
category:  

low-maintenance slip-resistant vinyl sheet

◆ Slip Resistance 
      <in accordance with JIS A 1454 (OY-PULL method), rubber shoes>

C.S.R. value

dry wet and dusty

NS REAL DESIGN NW (NS4200) 0.78 0.51

NS REAL DESIGN NW (NS4300) 0.82 0.54

Non-slippery vinyl sheet with 
an authentic image of tiles 
by surface embossing. It 
performs well in both indoor 
and outdoor areas.

MADE IN JAPAN
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▲NS4201

NS4221

NS4222 NS4223

NS4201

NS4221



NS REAL DESIGN NW
category:   

low-maintenance slip-resistant vinyl sheet

NS REAL DESIGN NW

Commercial
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▲NS4211

▲NS4231

NS4211 NS4212

NS4214NS4213

NS4231
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Specialty
Flooring

▲NS4303

NS4301	 OAK NS4302	 OAK

NS4303	 OAK

Specification	
overall	thickness																						2.5mm	(salient) widthm×length																			1820mm×20m

																others 																		Highly	Durable	UV-Coated	Surface
JIS	Registered	No. GB0506143			(JIS	A	5705	Vinyl	Sheet	Flooring)

Packing	 20m/roll

Net	Weight	 76.8kg/roll

Recommended
Applications entrances/porches/corridors/balconies	in	the	apartment

Recommended	
Adhesive	from	TOLI	

dried	mortar	and	concrete Eco	Royal	Cement,	Eco	AR600
humid	mortar	and	concrete Epo	Gray	ST,	US	Cement,	US	Cement	(less-smelly),	US200
waterproof	sub-floor	with	 

urethane	coated Epo	Gray	ST,	US	Cement,	US	Cement	(less-smelly),	US200

TOLI	UNDERLAY	SHEET US	Cement,	US	Cement	(less-smelly),	US200
TOLI	NS	UNDERLAY	SHEET US	Cement

Welding	
Welding	rod	for	heat-welding	is	available	on	a	color-by-color	basis.
Edges	should	be	finished	with	sealing	materials	such	as	TOLI	NS	Seal/TOLI	NS	Seal	II.
The	color	of	a	welding	rod	is	similar	to	the	base	part	of	the	vinyl	sheet.	Please	bear	it	in	mind	when	you	plan	a	floor	layout.

Notes	on	Installation	

FFor	heat	welding,	please	avoid	cutting	the	sheet	along	the	embossing	of	ceramic-joints	pattern.	Otherwise	the	color	of	a	welding	rod	will	stand	out.
FFor	one	week	after	installation,	direct	sunlight,	sudden	change	of	temperature	due	to	air	conditioning,	and	water	washing	should	be	avoided.
FWhere	you	can	expect	the	floor	will	get	wet,	NS	REAL	DESIGN	should	be	installed	in	accordance	with	the	method	for	humid	mortar	and	concrete.	
Heat-weld	the	joints,	and	also	finish	the	edges	with	the	sealer	such	as	TOLI	NS	Seal/TOLI	NS	Seal	II.

FThe	underlayment	TOLI	UNDERLAY	SHEET	(page	308)	and	TOLI	NS	UNDERLAY	SHEET	(page	359)	are	workable.	Apply	the	same	adhesive	for	
both	upside	and	downside	of	the	underlayment.

FFor	roof	balconies,	the	sub-floor	is	frequently	prepared	by	“the	waterproof	layer	with	concrete”.	In	terms	of	structure,	this	type	of	sub-floor	may	
absorb	a	lot	of	water.	Installation	of	a	vinyl	sheet	on	it	cannot	be	recommended	because	that	will	cause	swollenness	and	peeling	off	of	the	
sheet	product.

Recommended
Maintenance	Wax	

from	TOLI	

FFor	outdoor	use,	do	not	apply	the	wax	on	the	surface.
FNo	need	to	apply	the	maintenance	wax	on	the	surface.	Clean	the	floor	every	day	with	an	auto	scrubber	or	a	wet	rag	wrung	out	tightly.	Use	the	neutral	
detergent	for	fixed	contamination.

FEven	if	the	wax	is	applied	on	the	surface,	it	does	not	affect	the	quality	of	NW	series.
FNew	FB	Wax,	U	Wax,	and	T	Wax	(Non-shiny	and	Antibacterial)	are	recommendable.	Please	apply	the	wax	uniformly	and	thinly	so	that	it	
will	not	be	pooled	in	dented	parts	of	surface	embossing.

Others	

FPlease	bear	in	mind	that	surface	embossing	cannot	always	match	on	the	joints.
FWhen	you	install	NS	Sheet	for	outdoor	or	semi-outdoor	use,	it	might	not	fully	perform	without	prescribed	inclination.
FWhen	you	finish	the	edge	with	TOLI	NS	Seal	at	the	a	temperature	in	summer,	the	bubble	might	be	caused	on	the	joints.	You	can	avoid	that	by	decreasing	
Liquid	B	of	NS	Seal	by	50	to	75%.	In	that	case	please	do	not	walk	on	the	floor	for	24hours	after	installation	because	it	will	take	time	to	be	hardened.

FThe	dirt	and	stains	will	be	more	visible	on	the	floor	covering	with	lighter	plain	colors,	compared	to	dark	colors.	Also	they	are	more	likely	to	stick	
with	the	deep-embossed	surface	than	the	flat	surface.

FPlease	be	aware	that	some	rubber	casters	might	cause	color-contamination.
FPlease	note	that	the	product	has	the	indigenous	odor	from	its	materials.

MADE IN JAPAN

Commercial

NS REAL DESIGN NW
category:   

low-maintenance	slip-resistant	vinyl	sheet

Non-slippery	vinyl	sheet	with	
an	authentic	image	of	tiles	
by	surface	embossing.	It	
performs	well	in	both	indoor	
and	outdoor	areas.
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Specifi cation overall thickness                      2.0mm  (salient) widthm×length                   1820mm×18m

JIS Registered No. No. GB0506143   (JIS A 5705 Vinyl Sheet Flooring)

Packing 18m/roll

Net Weight 97.2kg/roll

Recommended
Applications slopes / corridors in school

Recommended 
Adhesive from TOLI

dried mortar and concrete Eco Royal Cement, Eco AR600

humid mortar and concrete Epo Gray ST, US Cement, US Cement (less-smelly), US200

TOLI UNDERLAY SHEET US Cement, US Cement (less-smelly), US200

Welding Welding rod for heat-welding is available on a color-by-color basis.

Notes on Installation

Seams should be heat-welded.
For one week after installation, direct sunlight, sudden change of temperature due to air conditioning, and water washing 

should be avoided.
In indoor applications, TOLI UNDERLAY SHEET (page 308) is also workable as the sub-fl oor. Please use the same adhesive 

for both upside and downside of UNDERLAY SHEET. In exterior or semi-exterior applications, do not use UNDERLAY SHEET. 

Recommended
Maintenance Wax 

from TOLI 
New FB Wax, U Wax, T Wax (Non-shiny & Antibacterial)

Please apply the wax uniformly and thinly so that it will not be pooled in the dented part of surface embossing.

Others

FLOORLEUM PLAIN EMBOSS is for indoor use. Do not install in exterior or semi-exterior places that are exposed to direct 
sunlight for a long time.

Please bear in mind that surface embossing cannot always match on the joints.
The dirt and stains will be more visible on the fl oor covering with lighter plain colors, compared to dark colors. Also they are 

more likely to stick with the deep-embossed surface than the fl at surface.
Please be aware that some rubber casters might cause color-contamination.
Please note that the product has the indigenous odor from its materials.

FLOORLEUM
PLAIN EMBOSS

category:  slip-resistant vinyl sheet

Standard slip-resistant vinyl sheet 
for indoor use with an excellent cost 
performance.

◆ Slip Resistance 
      <in accordance with JIS A 1454 (OY-PULL method), rubber shoes>

C.S.R. value

dry wet and dusty

2.0mm vinyl sheet 0.84 0.46

FLOORLEUM PLAIN EMBOSS 0.71 0.50

NS2331                              

NS2333                              

NS2341                       

NS2349

NS2302                              NS2337                              

NS2302



Specifi cation overall thickness                      2.5mm (salient) widthm×length                   1820mm×20m
JIS Registered No. No. GB0506143   (JIS A 5705 Vinyl Sheet Flooring)

Packing 20m/roll
Net Weight 128.0kg/roll

Recommended
Applications poolside, roof balconies

Recommended 
Adhesive from TOLI

dried mortar and concrete Eco AR600
humid mortar and concrete Epo Gray ST, US Cement

waterproof sub-fl oor with 
urethane coated Epo Gray ST, US Cement

TOLI UNDERLAY SHEET US Cement
TOLI NS UNDERLAY SHEET US Cement

Welding Welding rod for heat-welding is available on a color-by-color basis.
Edges should be fi nished with sealing materials such as TOLI NS Seal/TOLI NS Seal II.

Notes on Installation

Seams should be heat-welded.
For one week after installation, direct sunlight, sudden change of temperature due to air conditioning, and water washing should be avoided.
In indoor applications, TOLI UNDERLAY SHEET is also workable as the sub-fl oor. Please use the same adhesive for both top and bot-

tom of UNDERLAY SHEET. In exterior or semi-exterior applications, do not use TOLI UNDERLAY SHEET (page 308) .
Where you can expect the fl oor will get wet, NS550 GARDENT should be installed in accordance with the method for humid mortar 

and concrete. Also edges should be fi nished with NS Seal/NS Seal II.
For roof balconies, the sub-fl oor is frequently prepared by “the waterproof layer with concrete”. In terms of structure, this type of 

sub-fl oor may absorb a lot of water. Installation of a vinyl sheet on it cannot be recommended because that will cause swollenness 
and peeling off of the sheet product.

Recommended 
Way of Maintenance 

from TOLI

In outdoor places do not apply the wax.
New FB Wax, U Wax, and T Wax (Non-shiny and Antibacterial) are recommendable. Please apply the wax uniformly and thinly so that 

it will not be pooled in dented parts of surface embossing.

Others

NS 550 GARDENT is fi nished with special treatment for the use at the poolside. Because of this, in case you install this product in 
secluded rooms with no ventilation, you might feel abnormal odor. However, it is not harmful to human bodies.

Please bear in mind that surface embossing cannot always match on the joints.
When you install NS Sheet for outdoor or semi-outdoor use, it might not fully perform without prescribed inclination.
When you fi nish the edge with TOLI NS Seal at the a temperature in summer, the bubble might be caused on the joints. You can avoid that by decreasing 

Liquid B of NS Seal by 50 to 75%. In that case please do not walk on the fl oor for 24hours after installation because it will take time to be hardened.
The dirt and stains will be more visible on the fl oor covering with lighter plain colors, compared to dark colors. Also they are more 

likely to stick with the deep-embossed surface than the fl at surface.
Please be aware that some rubber casters might cause color-contamination.
Please note that the product has the indigenous odor from its materials.

NS550 GARDENT

NS550 GARDENT
category:  slip-resistant and heat-insu-

lating vinyl sheet

NS550 GARDENT is a non-slip 
vinyl sheet for the poolside, which 
has excellent weather-resistance 
and high durability. Pretty vivid 10 
colors are available.

MADE IN JAPAN
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NS553                               

NS551                              NS552                              

NS558                               NS557                               

NS559                              

NS562                           

NS555                               

NS560                               

NS556                               

NS551



NS550 GARDENT
category:  slip-resistant and heat-insulating vinyl sheet
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■Surface temperature distribution shown on the thermal graph

■Comparative test on heat insulation

36 40 44 48 52 56 60 64 68

●Excellent heat-insulating property

0
20

40

50

60

70

80

Time (minutes)

NNS550 
heat-insulating GARDENT

Decreased by 16  (Max.)

<Test method>
After keeping the floor covering under certain temperature (27.5 •40%RH) 
for 1 day, expose it to the light (height of light: 18cm) of a 200W Downlight 
and respectively measure the surface temperature using a thermal tracer 
before and after the exposure.

The product without heat-insulating property

Excellent heat-insulating property keeps the floor covering’s surface 
temperature from going up, so you can freely walk barefoot on it.

 Weather Resistance

<Testing in accordance with JIS A 1415>
Expose the floor to Xenon Arc Lamp for 4000 hours and check the appearance. 

<Testing in accordance with ASTM G90 - EMMAQUA method>
Conduct the testing of EMMAQUA method in Phoenix, Arizona. After 6months of 
exposure to the light, check the appearance.

after
4000 hours

before
testing

after
500 hours

after
1000 hours

after
2000 hours

before testing after 6 months

 Chemical Resistance

<Test method>

● before testing ● after testing

Sodium Hypochlorite 0.5%

Cement Supernatant Water

Sodium Hydroxide 5%

Ammonia Water 10%

Hydrochloric Acid 10%

Lay an absorbent cotton on the floor surface, drip 1ml of chemical on it, 
and cover with the watch glass. After leaving it for 24hours, clean the floor 
covering with neutral detergent and alcohol, wipe with gauze, and check 
the appearance.  

 Slip Resistance <in accordance with JIS A 1454
      (OY-PULL method), barefoot>

C.S.R-B value

0.3% soapy water

2.0mm vinyl sheet 0.63

NS550 GARDENT 0.99

wet

0.74

1.03

Surface tem
perature (

)

NS550 GARDENT NS550 GARDENT
without heat-insulating property

▲ NS551/NS555

Commercial
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Specifi cation
overall thickness                      2.0mm widthm×length                   1820mm×20m

                                 others                             Antibacterial Finished / UV-Coated Surface
JIS Registered No. JIS Registered No. GB0507188 (JIS A 5705 Vinyl Sheet Flooring)

Packing 20m/roll
Net Weight 84.0kg/roll

Recommended 
Adhesive from TOLI

dried mortar and concrete Eco Royal Cement, Eco AR600
heavy traffi c use Epo Gray S, US Cement

The wards and living rooms where 
beds with double-row casters are used Epo Gray ST, US Cement, US Cement (less-smelly)

humid mortar and concrete Epo Gray ST, US Cement, US Cement (less-smelly)
TOLI UNDERLAY SHEET US Cement, US Cement (less-smelly), US200

Welding Welding rod for heat-welding (antibacterial fi nished) is available on a color-by-color basis. 

Notes on Installation

Seams should be heat-welded.
For one week after installation, direct sunlight, sudden change of temperature due to air conditioning, and water washing should be avoided.
The surface of NS FLATY is rather solid because aluminum oxide is contained. Therefore, when you use the cutter knife, 

please replace the edge frequently to avoid the abrasion. 
When you install 2 different sheets, each edge should be jointed at the seam. (Do not cut in the middle of the sheet.)
TOLI UNDERLAY SHEET (page 308) is also workable as the sub-fl oor. Please use the same adhesive for both top and bottom of 

UNDERLAY SHEET. Please note that the durability to dynamic load will be degraded when you install with the underlayment.
Please do not use the urethane adhesive other than US Cement, US Cement (less-smelly). (except using TOLI UNDERLAY SHEET)
When you install NS FLATY in the places where rollaway beds are used (e.g. a patient room of the hospital, a living room of 

the welfare facility and so forth), the epoxy adhesive such as TOLI Epo Gray ST or TOLI Epo Gray S and urethane adhesive 
such as US Cement, US Cement (less-smelly) should be used even if the humidity of the sub-fl oor is less than 8%.

Recommended
Maintenance Wax 

 from TOLI 
T Wax (Non-shiny & Antibacterial),  “HEALTH CARE COAT” from C×S Corporation (Shiny & Antibacterial)

Others

NS FLATY is for indoor use. Do not install in exterior or semi-exterior places that are exposed to direct sunlight for a long time.
The dirt and stains will be more visible on the fl oor covering with lighter plain colors, compared to dark colors. Also they are 

more likely to stick with the deep-embossed surface than the fl at surface.
Please be aware that some rubber casters might cause color-contamination.
Please note that the product has the indigenous odor from its materials.
When you apply the fi nish coating on the top, antibacterial wax should be chosen. Otherwise you cannot expect antibacterial perfor-

mance. Also please bear in mind that if you apply the fi nish coating too much, non-slip effect on the surface might be deteriorated.
To maintain the clean surface, wax application is recommendable. However, please bear in mind that slip resistance effect 

will be decreased by thicker wax coating.

NS FLATY

NS4501                             NS4505                             

NS4503 NS4507                              

NS4502                         NS4506                               

NS4504                        NS4508                             

NS4501

▲ NS4505/NS4506/NS4507

Because of its special fl at surface with UV 
coating and aluminum oxide, NS FLATY is 
not only easy to maintain but highly slip-
retardant. It also has antibacterial property as 
well. Very much suitable for school projects.

NS FLATY
category:  slip-resistant and

antibacterial vinyl sheetCommercial
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NS FLATY
category:  slip-resistant and antibacterial vinyl sheet

NS FLATY

Easy maintenance
As the surface is flat, it’s easy to clean.
■Stain Testing <maintenance performance in sweeping>
NS FLATY 

before testing after testing after testing (close -up)

<test method> Spread 5gram of fine-grained sand (5 to 74μm) on the surface of 
                                   300mm square vinyl sheet samples, and sweep with a broom 10 
                                   times to the same direction. Afterwards check how much of sand 
                                   is left.

■Scuff mark testing <in accordance with JIS K 3920>  
     *Cleaningwith a dry cloth
NS FLATY             2.0mm vinyl sheet 

before cleaning before cleaningafter cleaning after cleaning

Excellent non-slip effectby aluminum oxide and
2 different materials with different softness.
(1) By putting the hard designed layer into the soft backing layer, NS FLATY is 

not only comfortable to walk, but less slippery.
(2) Aluminum oxide on the top layer can prevent you from slipping. 

loading

(1) Hard materials will not be sunk.

(1) Soft materials will be sunk.

(2) Aluminum oxide can grip tightly.

■Slip Resistance <in accordance with JIS A 1454 (OY-PULL 
    method), rubber shoes>

C.S.R. value

dry wet and dusty

NS FLATY 0.71 0.50

2.0mm vinyl sheet 0.84 0.46

▲ NS4501

■Durability to rolling loads <in accordance with JIS A 1454>

NS FLATY

Time until the floor 
covering swells

More than 180 minutes
(1st stage test by wheels 

with 110mm Φ)

Less than 30 minutes
(2nd stage test by wheels 

with 46mm Φ)

1st stage test: JIS A 1454: Caster Rilling Test (load per unit area: approx. 900N/cm2)
2nd stage test: Independent test by TOLI (load per unit area: approx. 2,700N/cm2)

■Shock absorption <in accordance with JIS A 6519>
overall thickness measured value(G) m/S²

Tatami 55.0mm 55 539

NS FLATY 2.0mm 130 1274

2.0mm vinyl sheet 2.0mm 143 1401

Concrete N/A 150 1470

The smaller the measured value is, the less shock is caused and the more 
shock can be absorbed.

Antibacterial finish
The top layer is antibacterial finished. After installation, when 
the subsequent cure period is over, apply the antibacterial wax 
“HEALTH CARE COAT” from C×S Corporation.

■Antibacterial Performance <in accordance with JIS Z 2801>

Escherichia Coli Staphylococcus 
Aureus MRSA

NS FLATY More than 2 More than 2 More than 2

Conducted by BOKEN Quality Evaluation Institute

Eco-friendliness and lightweight
Compared to general vinyl sheet products, NS FLATY is approx. 
20% lighter in weight, so that CO2 emission and energy con-
sumption at the time of transportation are also smaller. 
This is why NS FLATY is an eco-friendly and easy-to-install 
product.

Commercial



Specifi cation
overall thickness                    2.0mm widthm×length                   1820mm×20m

                                  others                           Antibacterial Finished / UV-Coated Surface
JIS Registered No. No. GB0507188   (JIS A 5705 Vinyl Sheet Flooring)

Packing 20m/roll
Net Weight 100.0kg/roll

Recommended
Applications dry kitchens

Recommended 
Adhesive from TOLI 

dried mortar and concrete Eco Royal Cement, Eco AR600
heavy traffi c use Epo Gray S

humid mortar and concrete Epo Gray ST, US Cement, US Cement (less-smelly)

Welding 
Welding rod for heat-welding (antibacterial fi nished) is available on a color-by-color basis. Seam sealer like TOLI Super Seam 
Liquid can work as well.
Edges should be fi nished with sealing materials such as TOLI NS Seal.

Notes on Installation

Seams should be heat-welded or fi nished with a seam sealing bond.
When you install 2 different sheets, each edge should be jointed at the seam. (Do not cut in the middle of the sheet.)
For one week after installation, direct sunlight, sudden change of temperature due to air conditioning, and water washing should be avoided.
Where you can expect the fl oor will get wet, NS4400 AQUATREAD should be installed in accordance with the method for 

humid mortar and concrete. Heat-weld or seal the joints, and fi nish the edges with NS Seal. 
Please do not use the urethane adhesive other than US Cement, US Cement (less-smelly).

Recommended
Maintenance Wax 

from TOLI
T Wax (Non-shiny & Antibacterial),  “HEALTH CARE COAT” from C×S Corporation (Shiny & Antibacterial)

Custom Order If you ask for higher slip resistance, “NS4400HR” with a harder surface is also available. For more information, please contact TOLI sales rep. 

Others

NS4400 AQUA TREAD is for indoor use. Do not install in exterior or semi-exterior places that are exposed to direct sunlight for a long time.
In case you install in the areas where you will have oily stains or a lot of water, you might not be able to expect suffi cient 

slip-resistant performance.
When you fi nish the edge with TOLI NS Seal at the high temperature in summer, the bubble might be caused if it’s too humid.
The dirt and stains will be more visible on the fl oor covering with lighter plain colors, compared to dark colors. Also they are 

more likely to stick with the deep-embossed surface than the fl at surface.
Please be aware that some rubber casters might cause color-contamination.
When you apply the fi nish coating on the top, antibacterial wax should be chosen. Otherwise you cannot expect antibacterial performance.
Please note that the product has the indigenous odor from its materials.

NS4400 AQUATREAD

Slip-resistant vinyl sheet with multiple 
functions. Its heat-resistance, water-
drainage, and durability to dynamic 
load are most suitable for dry kitchens. 

MADE IN JAPAN
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NS4400
AQUATREAD

category:  slip-resistant/antibacterial/
heat-resistant vinyl sheet

Commercial

NS4407                              NS4408                              

NS4411                              NS4412                           

NS4403                              

NS4421

NS4404                              

NS4422

NS4401                              

NS4405                              

NS4402                             

NS4406                              

NS4401
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NS4400
AQUATREAD

category:  slip-resistant/antibacterial/heat-resistant vinyl sheet

◆ Slip Resistance 
      <in accordance with JIS A 1454 (OY-PULL method), rubber shoes>

C.S.R. value

dry wet and dusty

2.0mm vinyl sheet 0.84 0.46

NS4400 AQUATREAD 0.72 0.53

NS4400HR (custom product) 0.84 0.55

◆ Antibacterial Performance <in accordance with JIS Z 2801> 
In JIS testing criteria, when the value is more than 2.0, the product 
has sufficient antibacterial property.

Escherich-
ia Coli

Staphy-
lococcus 
Aureus

MRSA O157
Vibrio 

parahae-
molyticus

NS4400 
AQUA-
TREAD

More than 
2.0

More than 
2.0

More than 
2.0

More than 
2.0

More than 
2.0

Conducted by BOKEN Quality Evaluation Institute

▲ NS4406

Commercial

◆ Heat Resistance (Hot water)
<Test method>
Run the hot water at 90 degrees centigrade on the vinyl sheet for 24 hours, and 
check the surface.

NS4400 AQUA TREAD is not affected by either oil nor hot water.

◆ Durability to Dynamic Load
NS4400 AQUA TREAD has excellent durability to dynamic load. It performs well in 
dry kitchens where you can expect the traffic of serving wagons and trolleys.

◆ Durability to Rolling Loads  
      <in accordance with JIS A 1454: Caster Rilling Test>

NS4400 AQUATREAD

Time until the floor 
covering swells

More than 180 minutes
(1st stage test by wheels with 

110mm Φ)

Less than 30 minutes
(2nd stage test by wheels with 

46mm Φ)

1st stage test: JIS A 1454: Caster Rilling Test (load per unit area: approx. 900N/cm2)
2nd stage test: Independent test by TOLI (load per unit area: approx. 2,700N/cm2)

● before testing ● after testing

NS4400 AQUATREAD

◆ Heat Resistance (Oil)
<Test method>
Dip an absorbent cotton in salad oil at 185 degrees centigrade, lay it on the vinyl 
sheet, and check the surface.

● before testing ● after testing

NS4400 AQUATREAD

◆ Water Drainage Performance

NS4400 AQUATREAD has the surface structure that is well drained.

NS800

0.92g

NS4400
AQUATREAD

Residual Water
0.01g

Poured Flooring

0.49g

<Test method>

Measure the residual water by 
water absorption testing paper

Sprinkle 200ml of water

Dewater by a rubber blade



Specifi cation
overall thickness                     2.0mm widthm×length                   1820mm×9m

                   others                   Antibacterial Finished / Highly Durable UV-Coated Surface
JIS Registered No. No. GB0507188  (JIS A 5705 Vinyl Sheet Flooring)

Packing 9m/roll
Net Weight 48.6kg/roll

Recommended 
Adhesive from TOLI 

dried mortar and concrete Epo Gray ST, US Cement, US Cement (less-smelly)
heavy traffi c use Epo Gray S

humid mortar and concrete Epo Gray ST, US Cement, US Cement (less-smelly), US200

Welding 
Welding rod for heat-welding (antibacterial fi nished) is available on a color-by-color basis. Edges should be fi nished with sealing 

materials such as TOLI NS Seal.
JOINT SHIELD method (JS Method) by TOLI JOINT SHIELD is also applicable.

Notes on Installation

Seams should be heat-welded or fi nished with a sealing bond.
TOLI JOINT SHIELD can also work on the top of TOLI UNDERLAY SHEET, but when partial weight will be put on the fl oor (such 

as heavy stuff or casters), the seam joints should not be fi nished with TOLI JOINT SHIELD.
When you install 2 different sheets, each edge should be jointed at the seam. (Do not cut in the middle of the sheet.)
For one week after installation, direct sunlight, sudden change of temperature due to air conditioning, and water washing should be avoided.
If you roll up DEODORANT NS TOWARE NW to the wall, please install with a sealing material. 
The surface of DEODORANT NS TOWARE NW is rather solid because aluminum oxide is contained. Therefore, when you use the cutter 

knife, please replace the edge frequently to avoid the abrasion.
Unless you clean the fl oor by wet type of maintenance, TOLI UNDERLAY SHEET (page 308) is workable as the sub-fl oor material. Apply the 

same adhesive for both upside and downside of the underlayment.
Please do not use the urethane adhesive other than US Cement, US Cement (less-smelly), US200.

Recommended 
Way of Maintenance 

from TOLI

No need to apply the maintenance wax on the surface. Clean the fl oor every day with an auto scrubber or a wet rag wrung out 
tightly. Use the neutral detergent for fi xed contamination.

Even if the wax is applied on the surface, it does not affect the quality of NW series.
High speed buffi ng should be avoided. Otherwise highly durable UV coating will be abraded. 

Others

DEODORANT NS TOWARE NW is for indoor use. Do not install in exterior or semi-exterior places that are exposed to direct sunlight for a long time.
Please be aware that some rubber casters might cause color-contamination.
When you install DEODORANT NS TOWARE NW in the bathrooms where you can expect soils and sands will be brought in from outside 

or somewhere other than bathrooms, the maintenance wax may be required to keep a better appearance.
When you fi nish the edge with TOLI NS Seal at a high temperature in summer, the bubble might be caused  on the joints. You can avoid 

that by decreasing Liquid B of NS Seal by 50 to 75%. In that case please do not walk on the fl oor for 24hours after installation because 
it will take time to be hardened.

After you clean the fl oor with a wet rag, in case you leave the fl oor in a wet condition for many hours, DEODORANT NS TOWARE NW might 
be bleached by absorbing the water. That will also cause bacteria or bad smells. Please wipe with a dry mop and keep DEODORANT NS 
TOWARE NW always in a dry condition.

The stain-resistance of welding rods is not better than that of DEODORANT NS TOWARE NW.
If you clean the fl oor by wet type of maintenance, do not use TOLI UNDERLAY SHEET (page 308) as the sub-fl oor material.
Please note that the product has the indigenous odor from its materials.
When you apply the wax on the surface, deodorant effi cacy might be lowered.

DEODORANT
NS TOWARE NW

category:  stain-resistant/slip-resistant/
deodorant vinyl sheet

DEODORANT NS TOWARE NW

MADE IN JAPAN

With its excellent stain-resistant 
and easy-to-maintain performances, 
beautiful appearance can be kept 
in the rest room for long. Vinyl sheet 
with great designs and functions 
specifi cally for toilets.
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NS4801

NS4801

EASY MAINTENANCE AND EXCELLENT SLIP RESISTANCE

EXCELLENT DURABILITY TO ROLLING LOADS

Slip Resistance <in accordance with JIS A 1454, rubber shoes>

Durability to Rolling Loads <in accordance with JIS A 1454: Caster Rolling Test>

(Excellent Slip-Resistance and Easy Maintenance Surface)
The surface is finished with highly-durable antibacterial UV coating and 
aluminum oxide, which provides excellent slip-resistance and no 
maintenance wax is required.

With its excellent durability to rolling loads, DEODORANT NS TOWARE NW is 
recommendable for multi-functional bathrooms where wheel chairs can go in.

1st stage test: JIS A 1454: Caster Rolling Test (load per unit area: approx. 900N/cm2) 
2nd stage test: Independent test by TOLI (load per unit area: approx. 2,700N/cm2)

UV-Coated Layer with 
High Stain Resistance

Aluminum Oxide inside UV-Coated Layer 
Enhancing Durability & Slip Resistance

Printed Layer

C.S.R. value
dry

DEODORANT NS TOWARE NW
2.0mm vinyl sheet

0.74
0.84

0.48
0.46

wet and dusty

Clear Layer Backing Layer

DEODORANT NS TOWARE NW
Time until the floor
coveringswells

More than 180 minutes(1st stage
test by wheels with 110mm Φ)

Less than 30 minutes(2nd stage
test by wheels with 46mm Φ)

NS4802 MARBLE

NS4806 MARBLE

NS4803 MARBLE

NS4804 MARBLE

NS4808 MARBLE

NS4805 MARBLE

MARBLE



DEODORANT
NS TOWARE NW

category:  stain-resistant/slip-resistant/deodorant vinyl sheet

DEODORANT NS TOWARE NW

Commercial
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RESISTANCE TO URINARY STAINS 

HEAT RESISTANCE

STAIN RESISTANCE

[Comparison of Resistance of Urinary Stains]

[Cigarette Burn Test]

[Stain Resistance Test]

<Test Method> 

<Test Method>

<Test Method>

(Urine Contamination Resistance)
With its highly-durable antibacterial UV coating, NS TOWARE NW can prevent various contaminations 
and discolorations in the rest rooms, being caused by urine and chemicals such as neutral and acid 
detergents. 

For the use in bathrooms, stain resistance is definitely required. DEODORANT NS TOWARE NW has 
excellent resistance to various kinds of stains.  

Put the absorbent cotton on the floor covering. Drip the urine and leave it for 3 days at 50 degrees Centigrade. 
After repeating the same procedure 3 times, clean and dry the surface. Then check the color change.

Cigarette burn will not easily remain compared to other vinyl sheet products. 
(The temperature of light of cigarettes is 500 to 700 degrees Centigrade. Therefore please bear in 
mind that slight scorch may be caused on any kind of vinyl flooring.)

Trample out the cigarette on the floor covering. Visually check the appearance afterwards.

Put the absorbent cotton on each floor covering. 
Drip 1ml of chemical and cover with clock glass, and then leave it for 24 hours. After cleaning and drying the 
surface, visually check the appearance.

DEODORANT NS TOWARE NW

DEODORANT NS TOWARE NW

after testingbefore testing

after testingbefore testing after testingbefore testing

0.2mm vinyl sheet

0.2mm vinyl sheet

after testingbefore testing

No Change No Change

before testing

neutral detergent aid detergent

▲ NS4844

NS4834NS4821 SAND NS4840 SLATE

NS4822 SAND

NS4812 OAK

NS4823 SAND

WALNUT

NS4841 SLATE

NS4842 SLATE

NS4813

NS4814

OAK

OAK

NS4835

NS4836

WALNUT

WALNUT

NS4844 SLATE



DEODORANT NS TOWARE NW

Specification
overall thickness                     2.0mm widthm×length                   1820mm×9m

                   others                   Antibacterial Finished / Highly Durable UV-Coated Surface
JIS Registered No. No. GB0507188  (JIS A 5705 Vinyl Sheet Flooring)

Packing 9m/roll
Net Weight 48.6kg/roll

Recommended 
Adhesive from TOLI 

dried mortar and concrete Epo Gray ST, US Cement, US Cement (less-smelly)
heavy traffic use Epo Gray S

humid mortar and concrete Epo Gray ST, US Cement, US Cement (less-smelly), US200

Welding 
FWelding rod for heat-welding (antibacterial finished) is available on a color-by-color basis. Edges should be finished with sealing 

materials such as TOLI NS Seal.
FJOINT SHIELD method (JS Method) by TOLI JOINT SHIELD is also applicable.

Notes on Installation

FSeams should be heat-welded or finished with a sealing bond.
FTOLI JOINT SHIELD can also work on the top of TOLI UNDERLAY SHEET, but when partial weight will be put on the floor (such 

as heavy stuff or casters), the seam joints should not be finished with TOLI JOINT SHIELD.
FWhen you install 2 different sheets, each edge should be jointed at the seam. (Do not cut in the middle of the sheet.)
FFor one week after installation, direct sunlight, sudden change of temperature due to air conditioning, and water washing should be avoided.
FIf you roll up DEODORANT NS TOWARE NW to the wall, please install with a sealing material. 
FThe surface of DEODORANT NS TOWARE NW is rather solid because aluminum oxide is contained. Therefore, when you use the cutter 

knife, please replace the edge frequently to avoid the abrasion.
FUnless you clean the floor by wet type of maintenance, TOLI UNDERLAY SHEET (page 308) is workable as the sub-floor material. Apply the 

same adhesive for both upside and downside of the underlayment.
FPlease do not use the urethane adhesive other than US Cement, US Cement (less-smelly), US200.

Recommended  
Way of Maintenance  

from TOLI

FNo need to apply the maintenance wax on the surface. Clean the floor every day with an auto scrubber or a wet rag wrung out 
tightly. Use the neutral detergent for fixed contamination.

FEven if the wax is applied on the surface, it does not affect the quality of NW series.
FHigh speed buffing should be avoided. Otherwise highly durable UV coating will be abraded. 

Others

FDEODORANT NS TOWARE NW is for indoor use. Do not install in exterior or semi-exterior places that are exposed to direct sunlight for a long time.
FPlease be aware that some rubber casters might cause color-contamination.
FWhen you install DEODORANT NS TOWARE NW in the bathrooms where you can expect soils and sands will be brought in from outside 

or somewhere other than bathrooms, the maintenance wax may be required to keep a better appearance.
FWhen you finish the edge with TOLI NS Seal at a high temperature in summer, the bubble might be caused  on the joints. You can avoid 

that by decreasing Liquid B of NS Seal by 50 to 75%. In that case please do not walk on the floor for 24hours after installation because 
it will take time to be hardened.

FAfter you clean the floor with a wet rag, in case you leave the floor in a wet condition for many hours, DEODORANT NS TOWARE NW might 
be bleached by absorbing the water. That will also cause bacteria or bad smells. Please wipe with a dry mop and keep DEODORANT NS 
TOWARE NW always in a dry condition.

FThe stain-resistance of welding rods is not better than that of DEODORANT NS TOWARE NW.
FIf you clean the floor by wet type of maintenance, do not use TOLI UNDERLAY SHEET (page 308) as the sub-floor material.
FPlease note that the product has the indigenous odor from its materials.
FWhen you apply the wax on the surface, deodorant efficacy might be lowered.

DEODORANT
NS TOWARE NW

category:  stain-resistant/slip-resistant/
deodorant vinyl sheet

MADE IN JAPAN
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With its excellent stain-resistant 
and easy-to-maintain performances, 
beautiful appearance can be kept 
in the rest room for long. Vinyl sheet 
with great designs and functions 
specifically for toilets.

Commercial

▲ NS4852

NS4861NS4851

NS4852

NS4853

NS4862

NS4863
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NS UNDERLAY SHEET can insulate the sound of 
footsteps and falling objects to downstairs.
The following graph shows the sound insulation comparison between 
“NS800” and “NS800 + NS UNDERLAY SHEET” in accordance with 
JIS A 1440-1:2007 “Method of Measuring the Sound Insulation of 
the Floor Covering on the Concrete Sub-Floor in the Laboratory”. 
“NS800 + NS UNDERLAY SHEET” can drastically reduce the high-
frequency harsh sound, which is more than 1,000Hz.
This is why when you use NS UNDERLAY SHEET as the sub-fl oor, you 
can expect excellent sound insulation.

◆  Sound Insulating Performance of Lightweight Floor Covering
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◆  Indentation Resistance                                              (unit: mm) 
Right after the 

load is removed
1 day 
later

3 days 
later

7 days 
later

NS800+NS UNDERLAY SHEET
(overall thickness: 4.9mm) 2.24 1.68 1.30 0.71
 
   ☆ Put a small disk with 20mm diameter on the fl oor, and press it with 80kg of
          loading. After removing the load, measure the indentation.

Specifi cation overall thickness                        2.3mm widthm×length                    950mm×20m

Packing 20m/roll

Net Weight 2.8kg/roll

Recommended
Applications corridors or balconies in the apartment

Recommended 
Adhesive from TOLI 

dried mortar and concrete US Cement, US Cement (less-smelly), US200

humid mortar and concrete US Cement

waterproof sub-fl oor with 
urethane coated US Cement

Notes on Installation 

Please use the same adhesive for both top and bottom of NS UNDERLAY SHEET.
Where you can expect the fl oor will get wet (e.g. open corridor, balcony, and so forth), NS UNDERLAY SHEET should be 

installed in accordance with the method for humid mortar and concrete.
The joints of NS UNDERLAY SHEET should not be matched to the joints of fl oor covering above.
The edges of NS UNDERLAY SHEET and fl oor covering should be fi nished with TOLI NS Seal II.
NS UNDERLAY SHEET should be installed in two-way alternate directions. 
Please install the silver side up. 
After you install NS UNDERLAY SHEET, cure the fl oor for more than 24 hours until you start to install the fl oor covering above.

Others 

If you lay heavy stuff such as furniture, you cannot avoid the residual indentation. In that situation, please lay another board 
on the fl oor covering to break up the heavy load. Normally the load at a grounding point should be less than 1kg/cm2.

NS UNDERLAY SHEET cannot be installed on the stairs.
Where you can expect casters or other rolling loads will frequently come and go, the wheel tracks could be outstanding. In 

those places, please try to avoid using NS UNDERLAY SHEET.
Please note that the product has the indigenous odor from its materials.

NS UNDERLAY SHEET

NS UNDERLAY SHEET
category:  underlayment

NS UNDERLAY SHEET is an underlayment designed 
for NS Sheet collection from TOLI. It reduces noises to 
downstairs, and works as a shock-absorber as well.

NSUS2

NSUS2

APPLICABLE PRODUCTS OF NS UNDERLAY SHEET

For outdoors, semi-outdoors 
and indoors

NS800
NS9500 NEW TOUGH SHINE
NS550 GARDENT

For semi-outdoors and indoors NS REAL DESIGN(wood&store)
For indoors only NS REAL DESIGN (porcelain)
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A AK1001 186
AK1002 186
AK1003 186
AK1004 186
AK1051 186
AK1052 186
AK1053 186
AK1054 186
AK2701 182
AK2702 182
AK2703 182
AK2705 182
AK2706 182
AK2708 182
AK2709 182
AK2710 182
AK2711 182
AK2712 182
AK2713 182
AK2715 182
AK2716 182
AK2717 182
AK3501 181
AK3502 181
AK3515 181
AK3516 181
AK3517 181
AK3518 181
AK3519 181
AK3520 181
AK3522 181
AK3523 181
AK3525 181
AK3526 181
AK3527 181
AK3581RS 180
AK3582RS 180
AK3583RS 180
AK5501 184
AK5502 184
AK5503 184
AK5505 184
AK5507 184
AK5508 184
AK5509 184
AK9501 185
AK9502 185
AK9503 185
AK9504 185
AKTD-SET6 188

B BNA2101 337
BNA2102 337
BNA2103 337
BNF1101 338
BNF1102 338
BNF1103 338
BNF1104 338
BNR3101 339
BNR3102 339
BNR3103 339
BNR3104 339
BNR3201 339
BNR3202 339
BNR3301 339
BNR3302 339
BNR3401 339
BNR3402 339

C CAR201 286
CAR202 286
CAR203 286
CAR204 286
CAR205 286
CAR206 286
CAR207 286

Product Number Page

CAR208 287
CAR209 287
CAR210 287
CLT3001 204
CLT3002 204
CLT3003 204
CLT3004 204
CLT3005 204
CLT3006 204
CLT3007 204
CLT3008 204
CLT3009 204

D DC1101 152
DC1104 152
DC1105 152

E ECT4001 314
ECT4002 314
ECT4003 314
ECT4004 314
ECT4005 314
ECT4006 314
ECT4007 314
ECT4008 314
ECT4009 315
ECT4010 315
ECT4011 315
ECT4012 315
ECT4013 315
ECT4014 315
ECT4015 315
ECT4016 315
ECT4017 315
ECT4018 315
ECT4101 312
ECT4102 312
ECT4103 312
ECT4104 312
ECT4105 312
ECT4106 312
ECT4107 312
ECT4108 312
ECT4109 313
ECT4110 313
ECT4111 313
ECT4112 313
ECT4113 313
ECT4114 313
ECT4115 313
ECT4116 313
ECT4117 313
EXC1001F 162
EXC1002F 162
EXC1003F 162
EXC1004F 162
EXC1005F 162
EXC1006F 162
EXC1007F 162
EXC1008F 162
EXC1009F 162
EXC1010F 162
EXC1011F 162
EXC1012F 162
EXC1014F 163
EXC1015F 163
EXC1019F 163
EXC1024F 163
EXC1026F 163
EXC2001 164
EXC2004F 164
EXC2009F 164
EXC2012F 164
EXC2015F 164
EXC2016F 164
EXC2017F 164
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EXC2018F 164
EXC2020F 164
EXC2021F 164
EXC2023F 164
EXC2025F 164
EXC2026F 164
EXC2027F 164
EXC2029F 164
EXC2030F 164
EXC2035F 164
EXC2040F 164
EXC2041F 164
EXC2042F 164
EXC2043F 164
EXC2046F 165
EXC2051F 165
EXC2052F 165
EXC2054F 165
EXC2055F 165
EXC2056 165
EXC2060F 165
EXC2061F 165
EXC2062F 165
EXC2063F 165
EXC2064F 165
EXC2065F 165
EXC2066F 165
EXC2068F 165
EXC2070F 165
EXC2072F 165
EXC2074F 165
EXC2076F 165
EXC2078F 165
EXC2079F 165
EXC2080F 165
EXC2081F 165
EXC2082F 165
EXC2083F 165
EXC2084 166
EXC2085 166
EXC2086 166
EXC2087 166
EXC2089 166
EXC2091 166
EXC2092 166
EXC2093 166
EXC2111F 167
EXC2112F 167
EXC2113F 167
EXC2114F 167
EXC2115F 167
EXC2116F 166
EXC2117F 166
EXC2118 166
EXC2119 166
EXC2120F 166
EXC2121F 166
EXC2122F 166
EXC2123F 166
EXC2124F 166
EXC2125F 166
EXC2126F 166
EXC2127F 166
EXC2128F 166
EXC2129F 166
EXC2130F 166
EXC2131F 166
EXC2132F 167
EXC5001 168
EXC5004F 168
EXC5005F 168
EXC5006 168
EXC5007 168
EXC5010F 168
EXC5011F 168
EXC5013F 168
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EXC5015F 168
EXC5016 168
EXC5017 168
EXC5018 168
EXC5019F 168
EXC5024F 168
EXC5027F 168
EXC5028F 168
EXC5029F 168
EXC5030F 168
EXC5031F 168
EXC5032F 169
EXC5034F 169
EXC5036F 169
EXC5037F 169
EXC5044 168
EXC5045F 169
EXC5046F 169
EXC5047F 169
EXC5048F 169
EXC5049F 169
EXC5050F 169
EXC5051F 169
EXC5052F 169
EXC5053F 169
EXC5054F 169
EXC5055F 169
EXC5056F 169
EXC5057F 169
EXC5058F 169
EXC5063 169
EXC5064 169
EXC5065F 169
EXC5066F 169
EXC5067F 169
EXC5068F 169
EXC5069F 170
EXC5070F 170
EXC5071 168
EXC5072F 170
EXC5073F 170
EXC5074F 170
EXC5075F 170
EXC5076F 170
EXC5077F 170
EXC5078F 170
EXC5079F 170
EXC5080F 170
EXC5081F 170

F FBK601 177
FBK602 177
FBK604 177
FBT401 174
FBT402 174
FBT403 174
FBT404 174
FBT405 174
FBT413 174
FBT414 174
FBT421 174
FBT422 174
FBT423 174
FBT424 174
FBT451V 175
FBT452V 175
FF2101 189
FF2102 189
FF2103 189
FF2104 189
FF2106 189
FF2401 190
FF2402 190
FF2404 190
FF2405 190
FF2406 190
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FF2407 190
FF2409 190
FF2410 190
FF2411 190
FF2412 190
FF4201 192
FF4202 192
FF4203 192
FF4204 192
FF7001 193
FF7002 193
FF7004 193
FF7005 193
FF7007 193
FFUS6-10 194
FPT2003 201
FPT2007 200
FPT2008 200
FPT2009 200
FPT2010 200
FPT2011 200
FPT2012 200
FPT2013 200
FPT2014 201
FPT2015 201
FPT2017 201
FPT2020 201
FPT2021 201
FPT2022 201
FPT2023 201
FPT2024 201
FPT2025 201
FPT2028 201
FPT2031 200
FPT2032 200
FPT2033 201
FPT2034 201
FPT2035 201
FPT2037 201
FPT2038 200
FPT2039 200
FPT2040 200
FPT2041 200
FPT2042 200
FPT2044 201
FPT2048 201
FPT2050 201
FPT2057 200
FPT2061 200
FPT2062 200
FPT2063 200
FPT2065 201
FPT2066 201
FPT2069 201
FPT2072 200
FPT2073 200
FPT2074 200
FPT2075 201
FPT2076 201
FPT2077 201
FS3001 294
FS3002 294
FS3003 294
FS3004 294
FS3005 294
FS3006 294
FS3007 294
FS3008 294
FS3009 294
FS3010 294
FS3011 295
FS3012 295
FS3013 295
FS3014 295
FS3015 295
FS3016 295
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FS3017 295
FS3018 295
FS3019 295
FS3020 295
FS3021 295
FS3022 295
FS3023 295
FS3024 295
FS3025 295
FS3026 295
FS3027 295
FS3028 295
FS3029 295
FS3030 295
FS3031 295
FS3032 295
FS3033 295
FS3034 295
FS3035 295
FS3036 295
FS3037 295
FS3038 295
FS3039 296
FS3040 296
FS3041 296
FS3042 296
FS3043 296
FS3044 296
FS3045 296
FS3046 296
FS3047 296
FS3048 296
FS3049 296
FS3050 296
FS3051 297
FS3052 297
FS3053 297
FS3054 297
FS3055 297
FS3056 297
FS3057 297
FS3058 297
FS3059 297
FS3060 297
FS3061 298
FS3062 298
FS3063 298
FS3064 298
FS3065 298
FS3066 298
FS3067 298
FS3068 298
FS3069 298
FS3070 298
FS3071 299
FS3072 299
FS3073 299
FS3074 299
FS3075 299
FS3076 299
FS3077 299
FS3078 299
FS3079 299
FS3080 299
FS3081 299
FS3082 299
FS3083 299
FS3084 299
FS3085 299

G GA1002 48
GA1006 48
GA1007 49
GA1019 49
GA1021 49
GA10225T 55
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GA10226T 55
GA10227T 55
GA10232T 54
GA10233T 54
GA10234T 54
GA10235T 54
GA10236T 54
GA1025 49
GA1026 48
GA1028 49
GA1033 48
GA10332T 56
GA10333T 56
GA10334T 56
GA10335T 56
GA10336T 56
GA1038 48
GA1040 49
GA1041 49
GA1042 49
GA1043 49
GA1044 49
GA1045 49
GA1046 48
GA10632T 57
GA10633T 57
GA10634T 57
GA10635T 57
GA10636T 57
GA10711T 58
GA10712T 58
GA10713T 58
GA10714T 58
GA10715T 58
GA10716T 58
GA10717T 59
GA10718T 59
GA10719T 59
GA108 48
GA113 49
GA1205S 50
GA1206S 50
GA1207S 50
GA1209S 50
GA1214S 50
GA1215S 50
GA125 48
GA126 48
GA136 48
GA139 48
GA1412W 62
GA1413W 62
GA1414W 62
GA144 49
GA149 49
GA155 48
GA159 49
GA163 48
GA164 48
GA165 48
GA1651W 60
GA1652W 60
GA1653W 60
GA1654W 60
GA1655W 60
GA1656W 60
GA1751W 66
GA1752W 66
GA1753W 67
GA1754W 67
GA1755W 67
GA1756W 67
GA1757W 66
GA1758W 66
GA1759W 67
GA1760W 66
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GA1761W 66
GA1762W 67
GA1763W 67
GA1764W 67
GA1765W 67
GA1851W 63
GA1852W 63
GA1853W 63
GA1854W 63
GA1855W 63
GA190 49
GA191 49
GA193 49
GA194 49
GA1957W 64
GA196 49
GA1960W 65
GA1961W 65
GA1962W 64
GA1963W 64
GA1969W 64
GA1970W 64
GA1971W 64
GA1972W 65
GA3601 68
GA3603 68
GA3606 68
GA3609 68
GA3611 68
GA3641 73
GA3642 73
GA3643 73
GA3644 73
GA3645 73
GA3646 73
GA3647 73
GA3648 73
GA3649 73
GA3650 73
GA3661 69
GA3662 69
GA3663 69
GA3671 73
GA3672 73
GA3673 73
GA3674 73
GA3675 73
GA3676 73
GA3677 73
GA3678 73
GA3681 70
GA3682 70
GA3683 70
GA3684 70
GA3685 70
GA3687 70
GA3688 70
GA3689 70
GA3690 71
GA3691 71
GA3692 71
GA3693 71
GA4001 78
GA4003 78
GA4004 78
GA4005 78
GA4007 78
GA4009 79
GA4010 79
GA4014 79
GA4017 79
GA4019 79
GA4020 79
GA4025 79
GA4027 79
GA4028 79
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GA4031 78
GA4032 78
GA4033 78
GA4034 79
GA4035 78
GA4038 78
GA4039 79
GA4040 79
GA4041 79
GA4042 79
GA4043 79
GA4405S 82
GA4413S 82
GA4415S 82
GA4481S 82
GA4482S 82
GA4483S 82
GA4484S 82
GA4485S 82
GA4486S 82
GA4487S 82
GA4488S 82
GA4489S 82
GA4501R 83
GA4505R 83
GA4601R 83
GA4605R 83
GA4911A 80
GA4912A 80
GA4913A 80
GA4914A 80
GA4915A 80
GA4931A 81
GA4932A 81
GA4933A 81
GA4934A 81
GA4935A 81
GA5401L 85
GA5402L 85
GA5403L 85
GA5404L 85
GA5405L 85
GA5406L 85
GA5407L 85
GA5551 86
GA5552 86
GA5553 86
GA5554 86
GA5555 86
GA5556 86
GA5557 86
GA5601 88
GA5602 88
GA5604 88
GA5701 89
GA5702 89
GA5703 89
GA5801 90
GA5802 90
GA5803 90
GA5901 91
GA5902 91
GA8701 75
GA8702 75
GA8703 75
GA8704 75
GA8705 75
GA8706 75
GA8707 75
GA8708 75
GA8901 76
GA8902 76
GA8903 76
GA8904 76
GA8905 76
GA8906 76
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GA8907 76
GA8908 76
GAN1043 53
GAN1207S 53
GAN125 53
GAN155 53
GAN163 53
GAN165 53
GAN4001 84
GAN4004 84
GAN4009 84
GAN4405S 84
GEM125 52
GEM149 52
GEM155 52
GEM163 52
GEM165 52
GNT7501 203
GNT7502 203
GNT7503 203
GNT7504 203
GNT7505 203
GNT7506 203
GNT7507 203
GNT7508 203
GNT7509 203
GSA125 51
GSA126 51
GSA144 51
GSA149 51
GX2001 94
GX2004 94
GX2005 94
GX2006 94
GX2007 94
GX2008 94
GX2009 95
GX2010 95
GX2013 95
GX2014 95
GX2015 95
GX2017 95
GX2018 95
GX2019 95
GX2022 95
GX2023 95
GX2028 95
GX2029 95
GX2030 95
GX2031 95
GX2032 95
GX2034 95
GX2035 95
GX2036 95
GX2040 95
GX2041 95
GX2111 133
GX2121 133
GX2301 141
GX2302 141
GX2303 141
GX2304 141
GX2305 141
GX2306 141
GX2307 141
GX2401 134
GX2402 134
GX2403 134
GX2404 134
GX2801 137
GX2802 137
GX2805 137
GX3001 98
GX3002 98
GX3003 98
GX3004 98
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GX3005 98
GX3006 99
GX3008 99
GX3009 99
GX3010 99
GX3011 99
GX3012 99
GX3013 99
GX3014 99
GX3015 99
GX3016 99
GX3018 99
GX3019 99
GX3021 99
GX3023 99
GX3024 99
GX3026 99
GX3027 99
GX3028 99
GX3029 99
GX3030 99
GX3701 121
GX3702 121
GX3705 121
GX3706 121
GX3707 121
GX3708 121
GX3801 136
GX3802 136
GX3803 136
GX3804 136
GX3805 136
GX3806 136
GX3807 136
GX4131 127
GX4132 127
GX4133 127
GX4134 127
GX4211 128
GX4212 128
GX4311 132
GX4312 132
GX4313 132
GX4314 132
GX4511 122
GX4512 122
GX4513 122
GX4551V 110
GX4552V 110
GX4611 123
GX4612 123
GX4651V 111
GX4652V 111
GX4653V 111
GX4701 130
GX4702 130
GX4751 131
GX4752 131
GX4901 148
GX4902 148
GX5101 142
GX5102 142
GX5103 142
GX5104 142
GX5105 142
GX5106 142
GX5251 149
GX5252 149
GX5253 149
GX5254 149
GX5255 149
GX5256 149
GX5622 139
GX5623 139
GX5624 139
GX6201 135
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GX6202 135
GX6204 135
GX6205 135
GX6206 135
GX6401 129
GX6402 129
GX6451 129
GX6452 129
GX6501 143
GX6502 143
GX6503 143
GX6504 143
GX6701 144
GX6702 144
GX6703 144
GX6704 144
GX7001 145
GX7002 145
GX7003 145
GX7701 125
GX7704 124
GX7705 124
GX7706 124
GX7707 125
GX7710 124
GX7711 125
GX7712 125
GX7751 125
GX7752 125
GX7753 125
GX7754 125
GX7811 104
GX7812 104
GX7813 104
GX7814 104
GX7815 104
GX7816 104
GX7902 105
GX7903 105
GX7904 105
GX7905 105
GX7953 105
GX7954 105
GX8010 107
GX8011 107
GX8012 107
GX8013 107
GX8014 107
GX8015 107
GX8017 107
GX8019 107
GX8020 107
GX8021 107
GX8022 107
GX8023 107
GX8024 107
GX8025 107
GX8027 107
GX8029 107
GX8111 109
GX8112 109
GX8113 109
GX8114 109
GX8115 109
GX8116 109
GX8117 109
GX8118 109
GX8119 109
GX8120 109
GX8121 109
GX8151 109
GX8152 109
GX8153 109
GX8154 109
GX8155 109
GX8301 140
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GX8302 140
GX8303 140
GX8401 138
GX8402 138
GX8403 138
GX8404 138
GX8501 126
GX8502 126
GX8503 126
GX8504 126
GX8505 126
GX8601 146
GX8602 146
GX8603 146
GX8604 146
GX8605 146
GX8606 146
GX9051V 112
GX9052V 112
GX9053V 112
GX9054V 112
GX9055V 112
GX9151V 113
GX9152V 113
GX9153V 113
GX9251V 115
GX9252V 115
GX9253V 115
GX9301V 116
GX9302V 116
GX9303V 116
GX9306V 116
GX9307V 116
GX9308V 116
GX9309V 116
GX9311V 116
GX9401V 120
GX9402V 120
GX9551V 119
GX9552V 119
GX9553V 119
GX9554V 119
GX9555V 119
GX9556V 119
GX9557V 119
GX9651V 117
GX9652V 117
GX9653V 117
GX9654V 117
GX9655V 117
GX9701V 114
GX9702V 114
GX9703V 114
GX9851V 118
GX9852V 118
GX9853V 118

H HTE1001 270
HTE1002 270
HTE1003 270
HTE1004 270
HTE1005 270
HTE1006 270
HTE1007 270
HTE1008 270
HTE1009 271
HTE1010 271
HTE1011 271
HTE1012 271
HTE1013 271
HTE1014 271
HTE1015 271
HTE1016 271
HTE1017 271
HTE2001 273
HTE2002 273
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HTE2003 273
HTE2004 273
HTE2005 273
HTE2006 273
HTE2007 273
HTE2008 273
HTE2009 273
HTE2010 273
HTE2011 273
HTE2012 273
HTE2013 273
HTE2014 273
HTE2015 273
HTE2016 273

L LN9001 340
LN9002 340
LN9003 340
LN9004 340
LN9101 340
LN9201 340

M MOT2001 208
MOT2002 208
MOT2003 208
MOT2008 208
MOT2010 208
MOT2011 208
MOT2012 208
MOT2013 208
MOT2015 208
MOT2016 208
MOT2017 208
MOT2018 208
MOT3501 209
MOT3502 209
MOT3503 209
MOT3505 209
MOT3506 209
MOT3507 209
MOT3508 209
MOT3509 209
MOT3513 209
MOT3514 209
MOT3515 209
MOT3516 209
MOT3517 209
MOT3518 209
MS5501 215
MS5503 215
MS5504 215
MS5505 215
MS5508 215
MS5511 215
MS5519 215
MS5524 215
MS5526 215
MS5529 215
MS5543 215
MS5547 215
MS5571 215
MS5577 215
MS5579 215
MS5580 215
MS5601 216
MS5608 216
MS5612 216
MS5615 217
MS5617 217
MS5621 217
MS5622 217
MS5625 217
MS5626 216
MS5639 217
MS5640 217
MS5641 217
MS5661 216
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MS5662 216
MS5665 216
MS5666 216
MS5677 216
MS5678 216
MS5679 216
MS5683 217
MS5689 217
MS5690 217
MS5697 217
MS5698 217
MS5904 217
MS5905 217
MT2101F 155
MT2102F 155
MT2104F 155
MT2105F 155
MT2701F 155
MT2702F 155
MT2704F 155
MT2705F 155
MT29108F 155
MT29113F 155
MT29208F 155
MT29213F 155
MT29408F 155
MT29413F 155
MT29508F 155
MT29513F 155
MT3811F 156
MT3815F 156
MT3816F 157
MT3821F 156
MT3825F 156
MT3826F 157
MT3831F 156
MT3835F 156
MT3836F 157
MT5111F 159
MT5113F 159
MT5121F 159
MT5123F 159
MT5131F 159
MT5133F 159
MT5141F 159
MT5143F 159
MT5161F 159
MT5163F 159
MT5181F 159
MT5183F 159
MT8101F 161
MT8102F 161
MT8104F 161
MT8105F 161
MT8401F 161
MT8402F 161
MT8404F 161
MT8405F 161
MT8501F 161
MT8502F 161
MT8504F 161
MT8505F 161
MT8701F 161
MT8702F 161
MT8704F 161
MT8705F 161
MV29 196
MV32 196
MV33 196
MV35 196
MV36 196
MV37 196
MV38 196
MV46 196
MV47 196
MV51 197
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MV52 197
MV58 197
MV70 197
MV71 197
MV72 197
MV73 197
MV74 197
MV76 197
MV78 196
MV79 196
MV80 196
MV81 196
MV82 196
MV83 196
MV84 196
MV85 196
MV86 197
MV87 197
MV88 196
MV89 197
MV90 197
MV91 197
MV92 197
MV93 197
MV94 197

N NS130810 345
NS130811 345
NS130813 345
NS130815 345
NS130816 345
NS130822 342
NS130823 342
NS130824 342
NS130830 342
NS130831 342
NS130832 342
NS130855 343
NS130856 343
NS130857 343
NS130858 343
NS130859 343
NS130866 343
NS130867 343
NS130876 344
NS130877 344
NS130882 345
NS130883 345
NS130884 345
NS130885 345
NS130896 344
NS130897 344
NS130898 344
NS160810 345
NS160811 345
NS160813 345
NS160815 345
NS160816 345
NS160882 345
NS160883 345
NS160884 345
NS160885 345
NS2302 349
NS2331 349
NS2333 349
NS2337 349
NS2341 349
NS2349 349
NS4201 346
NS4211 347
NS4212 347
NS4213 347
NS4214 347
NS4221 346
NS4222 346
NS4223 346
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NS4231 347
NS4301 348
NS4302 348
NS4303 348
NS4401 354
NS4402 354
NS4403 354
NS4404 354
NS4405 354
NS4406 354
NS4407 354
NS4408 354
NS4411 354
NS4412 354
NS4421 354
NS4422 354
NS4501 352
NS4502 352
NS4503 352
NS4504 352
NS4505 352
NS4506 352
NS4507 352
NS4508 352
NS4801 356
NS4802 356
NS4803 356
NS4804 356
NS4805 356
NS4806 356
NS4808 356
NS4812 357
NS4813 357
NS4814 357
NS4821 357
NS4822 357
NS4823 357
NS4834 357
NS4835 357
NS4836 357
NS4840 357
NS4841 357
NS4842 357
NS4844 357
NS4851 358
NS4852 358
NS4853 358
NS4861 358
NS4862 358
NS4863 358
NS551 350
NS552 350
NS553 350
NS555 350
NS556 350
NS557 350
NS558 350
NS559 350
NS560 350
NS562 350
NS806 343
NS807 343
NS808 343
NS810 345
NS811 345
NS813 345
NS815 345
NS816 345
NS822 342
NS823 342
NS824 342
NS830 342
NS831 342
NS832 342
NS855 343
NS856 343
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NS857 343
NS858 343
NS859 343
NS866 343
NS867 343
NS876 344
NS877 344
NS882 345
NS883 345
NS884 345
NS885 345
NS896 344
NS897 344
NS898 344
NSUS2 359

P PRS101 150
PRS102 150
PRS103 150
PRS104 150
PRS105 150
PRS106 150
PST2001 242
PST2002 242
PST2003 242
PST2004 243
PST2005 243
PST2006 237
PST2007 234
PST2008 234
PST2009 234
PST2010 234
PST2011 234
PST2012 232
PST2013 228
PST2014 238
PST2015 232
PST2016 238
PST2017 232
PST2018 238
PST2019 232
PST2020 218
PST2021 230
PST2022 232
PST2023 218
PST2024 230
PST2025 232
PST2026 218
PST2027 230
PST2028 236
PST2029 223
PST2030 229
PST2031 236
PST2032 229
PST2033 236
PST2034 229
PST2035 240
PST2036 240
PST2037 240
PST2038 241
PST2039 241
PST2040 237
PST2041 218
PST2042 237
PST2043 218
PST2044 237
PST2045 218
PST2046 234
PST2047 234
PST2048 234
PST2049 234
PST2050 235
PST2051 235
PST2052 218
PST2053 218
PST2054 218
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PST2055 219
PST2056 219
PST2057 219
PST2058 233
PST2059 233
PST2060 219
PST2061 219
PST2062 219
PST2063 219
PST2064 228
PST2065 228
PST2066 228
PST2067 228
PST2068 233
PST2069 233
PST2070 219
PST2071 219
PST2072 246
PST2073 223
PST2074 223
PST2075 239
PST2076 239
PST2077 244
PST2078 244
PST2079 229
PST2080 219
PST2081 244
PST2082 219
PST2083 244
PST2084 244
PST2085 244
PST2086 245
PST2087 245
PST2088 235
PST2089 235
PST2090 235
PST2091 235
PST2092 230
PST2093 230
PST2094 230
PST2095 230
PST2096 230
PST2097 231
PST2098 219
PST2099 219
PST2100 219
PST2101 219
PST2102 219
PST2103 219
PST2104 233
PST2105 233
PST2106 219
PST2107 219
PST2108 231
PST2109 231
PST2110 219
PST2111 219
PST2112 219
PST2113 219
PST2114 219
PST2115 220
PST2116 220
PST2117 220
PST2118 220
PST2119 220
PST2120 220
PST2121 220
PST2122 220
PST2123 220
PST2124 220
PST2125 220
PST2126 220
PST2127 220
PST2128 220
PST2129 220
PST2130 220
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PST2131 220
PST2132 220
PST2133 220
PST2134 220
PST2135 220
PST2136 231
PST2137 231
PST2138 221
PST2139 221
PST2140 221
PST2141 221
PST2142 221
PST2143 221
PST2144 221
PST2145 221
PST2146 221
PST2147 221
PST2148 221
PST2149 221
PST2150 221
PST2151 221
PST2152 221
PST2153 221
PST2154 221
PST2155 221
PST2156 221
PST2157 221
PST2158 221
PST2159 221
PST2160 223
PST2161 223
PST2162 247
PST2163 247
PST2164 247
PST2165 221
PST2166 221
PST2167 222
PST2168 222
PST2169 223
PST2170 223
PST2171 223
PST2172 224
PST2173 224
PST2174 224
PST2175 224
PST2176 224
PST2177 225
PST2178 225
PST2179 227
PST2180 227
PST2181 225
PST2182 225
PST2183 225
PST2184 225
PST2185 225
PST2186 225
PST2187 225
PST2188 225
PST2189 225
PST2190 225
PST2191 225
PST2192 225
PST2193 226
PST2194 226
PST2195 226
PST2196 226
PST2197 226
PST2198 226
PST2199 226
PST2200 226
PST2201 222
PST2202 222
PST2203 222
PST2204 228
PST2205 228
PST2206 228
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PST2207 235
PST2208 235
PST2209 236
PST2210 222
PST2211 222
PST2212 222
PST2213 222
PST2214 222
PST2215 222
PST2216 245
PST2217 245
PT9101 311
PT9102 311
PT9103 311
PT9104 311
PT9105 311
PT9106 311
PT9107 311
PT9108 311
PT9109 311
PT9110 311
PT9111 311
PT9112 311
PT9113 311
PT9114 311
PT9115 311
PT9116 311
PT9117 311
PT9118 311
PT9119 311
PT9120 310
PT9121 310
PT9122 310
PT9123 310
PT9124 310
PWT2301 250
PWT2302 261
PWT2303 250
PWT2304 261
PWT2305 250
PWT2306 250
PWT2307 250
PWT2308 248
PWT2309 250
PWT2310 261
PWT2311 250
PWT2312 250
PWT2313 250
PWT2314 248
PWT2315 250
PWT2316 248
PWT2317 250
PWT2318 248
PWT2319 261
PWT2320 250
PWT2321 251
PWT2322 251
PWT2323 251
PWT2324 251
PWT2325 251
PWT2326 261
PWT2327 251
PWT2328 251
PWT2329 251
PWT2330 262
PWT2331 262
PWT2332 262
PWT2333 260
PWT2334 260
PWT2335 266
PWT2336 266
PWT2337 268
PWT2338 268
PWT2339 256
PWT2340 256
PWT2341 258
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PWT2342 258
PWT2343 251
PWT2344 251
PWT2345 251
PWT2346 251
PWT2347 259
PWT2348 259
PWT2349 259
PWT2350 259
PWT2351 251
PWT2352 251
PWT2353 251
PWT2354 264
PWT2355 264
PWT2356 251
PWT2357 252
PWT2358 263
PWT2359 263
PWT2360 267
PWT2361 265
PWT2362 264
PWT2363 264
PWT2364 256
PWT2365 256
PWT2366 256
PWT2367 252
PWT2368 252
PWT2369 256
PWT2370 256
PWT2371 252
PWT2372 252
PWT2373 252
PWT2374 252
PWT2375 252
PWT2376 256
PWT2377 256
PWT2378 252
PWT2379 256
PWT2380 252
PWT2381 252
PWT2382 252
PWT2383 253
PWT2384 256
PWT2385 256
PWT2386 248
PWT2387 248
PWT2388 257
PWT2389 257
PWT2390 257
PWT2391 257
PWT2392 257
PWT2393 257
PWT2394 253
PWT2395 248
PWT2396 249
PWT2397 249
PWT2398 249
PWT2399 249
PWT2400 253
PWT2401 253
PWT2402 253
PWT2403 253
PWT2404 253
PWT2405 253
PWT2406 253
PWT2407 253
PWT2408 253
PWT2409 253
PWT2410 253
PWT2411 253
PWT2412 253
PWT2413 253
PWT2414 254
PWT2415 254
PWT2416 254
PWT2417 254
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PWT2418 249
PWT2419 257
PWT2420 257
PWT2421 254
PWT2422 254
PWT2423 254
PWT2424 254
PWT2425 255
PWT2426 255
PWT2427 255
PWT2428 255
PWT2429 255
PWT2430 257
PWT2431 257
PWT2432 257
PWT2433 249
PWT2434 249
PWT2435 249
PWT2436 255
PWT2437 255
PWT2438 255
PWT2439 249
PWT2440 249
PWT2441 257
PWT2442 255
PWT2443 255
PWT2444 255
PWT2445 255
PWT2446 264

R RC1201 153
RC1204 153
RC1205 153
RFT7001 202
RFT7002 202
RFT7003 202
RFT7004 202
RFT7005 202
RFT7006 202
RFT7007 202
RFT7008 202
RFT7009 202

S SL2251 214
SL2252 214
SL2253 214
SL2254 214
SL2255 214
SL2256 214
SL2257 214
SL2258 214
SRT5001 206
SRT5002 206
SRT5003 206
SRT5004 206
SRT5005 206
SRT5006 206

T TC501 210
TC502 210
TC504 210
TC505 210
TC506 210
TC508 210
TC509 210
TC510 210
TC511 210
TC513 210
TC515 211
TC516 211
TC517 211
TC520 211
TC522 211
TC523 211
TC524 211
TC525 211
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TC528 211
TC531 211
TC532 211
TC533 211
TC541 211
TC542 211
TC543 211
TC602 207
TC603 207
TC605 207
TC606 207
TC607 207
TC608 207
TC609 207
TC631 207
TC653 207
TC654 207
TC656 207
TC701 198
TC702 198
TC704 198
TC705 199
TC711 199
TC712 199
TC721 198
TC722 199
TC723 199
TC724 199
TC725 199
TC727 199
TC728 199
TC729 199
TC730 199
TC731 198
TC732 198
TC733 198
TC734 199
TC735 199
TC736 199
TC737 199
TC738 199
TC739 199
TC740 199
TC741 199
TC742 199
TCPUS-4 178
TCPUS-6 178
TS1001 329
TS1002 329
TS1003 329
TS1004 329
TS2201 288
TS2202 288
TS2203 288
TS2204 288
TS2205 288
TS2206 288
TS2207 288
TS2208 288
TS2209 288
TS2210 288
TS2211 289
TS2212 289
TS2213 289
TS2214 289
TS2215 289
TS2216 289
TS2217 289
TS2218 289
TS2219 289
TS2220 289
TS2221 289
TS2222 289
TS2223 289
TS2224 289
TS2225 290
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TS2226 290
TS2227 290
TS2228 290
TS2229 290
TS2230 290
TS2231 290
TS2232 290
TS2233 290
TS2234 290
TS2235 290
TS2236 290
TS2237 291
TS2238 291
TS2239 291
TS2240 291
TS2241 291
TS2242 291
TS2243 291
TS2244 291
TS2245 291
TS2246 291
TS2247 291
TS2248 291
TS2249 291
TS2250 291
TS2251 291
TS2252 291
TS2253 291
TS2254 291
TS302 332
TS310 332
TS311 332
TS331 332
TS332 332
TS333 332
TS3502 333
TS3510 333
TS3518 333
TS3521 333
TS3522 333
TS3523 333
TS3531 333
TS3534 333
TS3701 334
TS3702 334
TS3703 334
TS3705 334
TS3711 334
TS3712 334
TS3713 334
TS3714 334
TS4501 331
TS4502 331
TS4503 331
TS4504 331
TS5002 302
TS5003 302
TS5004 302
TS5005 302
TS5101 302
TS5102 302
TS5103 302
TS5202 303
TS5203 303
TS5205 303
TS5207 303
TS5208 303
TS5209 303
TS5210 303
TS5211 303
TS5212 303
TS5213 303
TS7001 300
TS7002 301
TS7003 301
TS7004 301
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TS7005 300
TS7006 301
TS7009 300
TS7010 300
TS7011 301
TS7012 301
TS7013 300
TS7014 300
TS7015 301
TS7016 300
TS7017 300
TS7018 301
TS7101 301
TS7102 301
TS7103 301
TS7104 301
TS7105 301
TS8521 330
TS8522 330
TS8523 330
TS8524 330
TS901 335
TS902 335
TS903 335
TS904 335
TS905 335
TS906 335
TT3701 325
TT3702 325
TT3703 325
TT3705 325
TT3711 325
TT3712 325
TT3713 325
TT3714 325
TT45413 327
TT45417 327
TT45425 327
TT45426 327
TT45427 327
TT45428 327
TT45439 327
TT45440 327
TT45441 327
TT4545504 328
TT4545519 328
TT4545522 328
TT4545526 328
TT4545529 328
TT4545543 328
TT50513 327
TT50517 327
TT50525 327
TT50526 327
TT50527 327
TT50528 327
TT50539 327
TT50540 327
TT50541 327
TT801 326
TT802 326
TT803 326
TT804 326
TT805 326
TT806 326
TT807 326
TT809 326
TT810 326
TT811 326
TTN1002 316
TTN1003 316
TTN1004 316
TTN1006 316
TTN1007 316
TTN1008 316
TTN1009 316
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TTN1010 316
TTN1011 316
TTN1012 316
TTN1101 317
TTN1103 317
TTN1104 317
TTN1106 317
TTN1111 317
TTN1117 317
TTN1118 317
TTN1119 317
TTN1120 317
TTN1121 317
TTN1122 317
TTN1123 317
TTN1124 317
TTN1201 317
TTN1202 317
TTN1203 317
TTN3001 318
TTN3002 318
TTN3004 318
TTN3005 318
TTN3105 320
TTN3108 320
TTN3112 320
TTN3113 320
TTN3114 320
TTN3115 320
TTN3116 320
TTN3117 320
TTN3118 320
TTN3119 320
TTN3120 320
TTN3121 320
TTN3122 321
TTN3123 321
TTN3124 321
TTN3125 321
TTN3126 321
TTN3127 321
TTN3128 321
TTN3129 321
TTN3130 321
TTN3131 321
TTN3132 321
TTN3201 319
TTN3202 319
TTN3204 319
TTN3205 319
TTN3206 319
TTN3207 319
TTN3209 319
TTN3211 319
TTN3212 319
TTN3213 319
TTN3214 319
TTN3215 319
TTN3216 319
TTN3217 319
TTN3303 319
TTN3601 323
TTN3602 323
TTN3801 322
TTN3802 322

U ULST 308

V VT951 213
VT951-1045 213
VT951-3045 213
VT951-600 213
VT952 213
VT952-1045 213
VT952-3045 213
VT952-600 213
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VT954 213
VT954-1045 213
VT954-3045 213
VT954-600 213
VT955 213
VT955-1045 213
VT955-3045 213
VT955-600 213
VT956 213
VT956-1045 213
VT956-3045 213
VT956-600 213
VT957 213
VT957-1045 213
VT957-3045 213
VT957-600 213
VT958 213
VT958-1045 213
VT958-3045 213
VT958-600 213
VT959 213
VT959-1045 213
VT959-3045 213
VT959-600 213

Y YSM101 101
YSM102 101
YSM301 100
YSM302 100
YSM401 102
YSM402 102
YSM403 102
YSM501 103
YSM502 103
YSM503 103
YSM504 103
YU1121 36
YU1122 36
YU1124 36
YU1125 36
YU1126 36
YU1128 36
YU1132 36
YU1133 36
YU1307 38
YU1308 38
YU1309 38
YU1310 38
YU1311 38
YU1312 38
YU2121 40
YU2122 40
YU2123 40
YU2125 40
YU2126 40
YU2128 41
YU2130 41
YU2131 40
YU2132 40
YU2133 40
YU2221 42
YU2222 42
YU2223 42
YU2224 42
YU2225 42
YU2226 42
YU2321 43
YU2322 43
YU2323 43
YU5101V 44
YU5102V 44
YU5103V 44
YU5104V 44
YU5105V 44
YU5106V 44
YU5107V 44
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YU5108V 44
YU5201V 46
YU5202V 46
YU5203V 46
YU5204V 46
YU5211V 46
YU5212V 46
YU5213V 46

2 20FL1001 274
20FL1002 274
20FL1003 274
20FL1004 274
20FL1005 275
20FL1006 275
20FL1007 275
20FL1008 274
20FL1009 274
20FL1010 274
20FL1011 274
20FL1012 275
20FL1013 275
20FL1014 275
20FL1015 275
20FL1016 275
20FL1017 275
20FL1501 276
20FL1502 276
20FL1503 276
20FL1504 276
20FL1505 276
20FL1506 276
20FL1507 276
20FL1508 276
20FL1509 277
20FL1510 277
20FL1511 277
20FL1512 277
20FL1513 277
20FL1514 277
20FL1515 277
20FL1516 277
20FL1517 277
20FL1518 277
20FL1519 277
20FL1520 277
20FL1521 277
20FL1522 277
20FL1523 277
20FL1524 277
20FL1525 277
20FL1526 277
20FL1527 277
20FL1528 277
20FL1529 277
20FL1530 277
20FL1531 277
20FL1532 277
20FL1533 277
20FL301 281
20FL302 281
20FL303 281
20FL304 281
20FL305 281
20FL306 281
20FL307 281
20FL308 281
20FL621 278
20FL622 278
20FL623 278
20FL624 278
20FL625 278
20FL626 278
20FL627 278
20FL628 278
20FL629 279
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20FL630 279
20FL631 279
20FL632 279
20FL633 279
20FL634 279
20FL635 279
20FL721 282
20FL722 282
20FL723 282
20FL724 282
20FL725 282
20FL726 282
20FL727 282
20FL728 282
20FL729 282
20FL730 282
20FL731 282
20FL732 282
20FL901 280
20FL902 280
20FL903 280
20FL904 280
20FL905 280
20FL906 280
20FL907 280
20FL908 280
20FL909 280
25FL1001 274
25FL1002 274
25FL1003 274
25FL1004 274
25FL1005 275
25FL1006 275
25FL1007 275
25FL1008 274
25FL1009 274
25FL1010 274
25FL1011 274
25FL1012 275
25FL1013 275
25FL1014 275
25FL1015 275
25FL1016 275
25FL1017 275
25FL1501 276
25FL1502 276
25FL1503 276
25FL1504 276
25FL1505 276
25FL1506 276
25FL1507 276
25FL1508 276
25FL1509 277
25FL1510 277
25FL1511 277
25FL1512 277
25FL1513 277
25FL1514 277
25FL1515 277
25FL1516 277
25FL1517 277
25FL1518 277
25FL1519 277
25FL1520 277
25FL1521 277
25FL1522 277
25FL1523 277
25FL1524 277
25FL1525 277
25FL1526 277
25FL1527 277
25FL1528 277
25FL1529 277
25FL1530 277
25FL1531 277
25FL1532 277
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25FL1533 277
28SF4001 283
28SF4002 283
28SF4003 283
28SF4004 283
28SF4005 283
28SF4006 283
28SF4007 283
28SF4008 283
28SF4009 283
28SF4010 283
28SF4011 283
28SF4012 283
28SF4013 284
28SF4014 284
28SF4015 284
28SF4016 284
28SF4017 284
28SF4018 284
28SF4019 284
28SF4020 284
28SF4021 284
28SF4022 284
28SF4023 285
28SF4024 285
28SF4025 285
28SF4026 285
28SF4027 285
28SF4028 285
28SF4029 285
28SF4030 285
28SF4031 285
28SF4032 285
28SF4033 285
28SF4034 285
28SF4035 285
28SF4036 285
28SF4037 285
28SF4038 285
28SF4039 285
28SF4040 285

3 30TC501 210
30TC502 210
30TC504 210
30TC505 210
30TC506 210
30TC508 210
30TC509 210
30TC510 210
30TC511 210
30TC513 210
30TC515 211
30TC516 211
30TC517 211
30TC520 211
30TC522 211
30TC523 211
30TC524 211
30TC525 211
30TC528 211
30TC531 211
30TC532 211
30TC533 211
30TC541 211
30TC542 211
30TC543 211

4 45ARN201 292
45ARN202 292
45ARN203 292
45ARN204 292
45ARN301 292
45ARN302 292
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GA-100W (SILKY LINEⅡ) GA1751W/GA1760W/GA1761W (page 66)

■ Contact Information

TOLI Corporation - Global Department
2-10-4 Higashi-Shinbashi Minato-ku Tokyo
105-0021 Japan
Phone: +81-3-5403-2078

Fax: +81-3-5472-6307
http: //toli - overseas.com/

E-mail: toli_contact@toli.co.jp

TOLI Corporation Singapore Branch
1 Coleman Street #05-02 (Unit1), 
The Adelphi, Singapore 179803
Phone: +65-3138-5052

Fax: +65-6491-5234
http: //toli - overseas.com/

● Products in the front cover:
Carpet Tile “YUTAKA5000 PLANK <YU-5100V>”

color ref. No. YU5102V (page 44), Orange (YU5162V), 
Yellow (YU5163V)

● Products in the back cover:
Vinyl Tile “ROYAL STONE”

color ref. No. PST2005 (page 243)

Note: This product guide is based upon the information 
as of November 2020. All contents are subject to 
change without prior notice.
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